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.Chapter 1
f

OVERqm OF THE. STUDY

How many people get the Jobs they waati. Who gets the most desirable jobs_ _

ia.society? To. whSt 'extent are-the.handicaps or advantages of parents passed

. , . .

on .to their children? Just hOkt-do pc4ople.end up where,theY do in society-,and
..

: how'do they feel_ 'about it? Such queStions have ben of concern tb phllopsothats
. .

1 ,

A . ) i
.

.

Scademics, politicians, and workers for Centuries, becauswthe way-a sOciety
- , / *

F , :

staffs'lcs divispn of labor affects.the productivity and stabiliti of's:

society. %This proceSs. has been.of_concern also because iffresults
.

in some

workers having sarisfying and'weil-paying,jobs but others ndt. \We have seen

live)y-debates on theie issuesWith.recent books suchipi Who Gets ,Ahead

,

p
, 4

(Jencks :E. Bart1ett;,1979), Schooling in Capitaliat!Ameiica-(Eowles Gintis,

1.97), and The DeclIning'Sfiknificance. of Race (ilfsOni,19,8).

Vie8of OCcupations and' Silccess °

.

_Social scie,ntisEs have' devoted Co derable effori'to diseoyering whai

makes one joVbetter than another and to,explaiding why soiMe people get good
. . .

.

. . ,

jobs whereat; qthers
. 4
do not. These gx.planations.depend, howeVcir,,on what-is

, . .

%
considered a good job. Sociblogists'haVe generally assumed that there is

. (.... ! .

a-)
, .,

a sharodpiplic standard for4deternlining whae a good job is and'they:cite
- II J .

) , . I

_

,
the high correrafions'between occupational.grestige,ratings made 'at different0A

, times'add by differentsocial grbups as eVidence-supporting this assumption.
.

,
. v ,

t.

A good jot; is one that is prestigious or that.pays well. Jobs that 'are

''

.
. . .' .

. f
,

,
.

.
,

a%

.
prestigious are usually also ecpnomically rewarding, so a unidimerisfonll
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t

'status scale is elmd to.rank 'occupations. The occupational world is seen ps

. a ladder, good occtipations being high on the ladder and difficult,to reachs

/-,

. r - .

_ \ All people compete to rise on the ladder,but only those with thla best resources
,

.
,

are li5ely to reach the highest
.
'rungs.- Research bn occupatiorial achievement

, ,

,
.

.4asstherefore focused on!discovering whiCh resources--such as educetton,

inrthilig:ence--iund- social\ backgrounth.,tre most iMportant and just.--how people

,
. * .

convert their resources into.occupat onal stoeus and income .(Duncsn, Featherman
,

-----_1

and D 72; Sewel.1 and Hatt§er, 1.97 Mincer, 1974).
. _

.

. .

Few,people would' deny, that iricóme and occupational status re1.mportant

.

tngfedients for a desirable arid satisfying lob, but qther job attributes also

f)affect the quality of 1 fe a worker e4periences. Indeed, sOCiology is begin-
A

4

ning to turn away fromsa-unidime"nsional View of jobs.Vocational pslahotpgists

of'the' trait-Oaotor tradttion have concentrated on Some of these other attri-
.

butes: They see-jobs differentiated not on4y by rhe level of sktlls 'required,

-

but also by the types .of skills required--attiention to detail, persuasiveneRs,

'creativity, and interPersonal skills. ThOr classifications /organize occu-
,,

(Rations itito groups primarily According to activities perfoimed and worker

' traits required rather than according to their socioeconomic rank. §imilarly,

workers are seen.as havirig different traits and.abilities.and preferring

diffefent types of work. Job satisfaction and performance depend on geEting

. ,

... a job that matches or is congruent with one's interests and.coMpetencies. ..

1 - - .

'Tomeny vocational psychologists, then, a good job is one th;Z\44tches the

, /
.

interests and skills of the worker, and.what ig good for one worker may not

, . be-for another. Likewise, a worker who is good at one job may not be good

at another even though the two jobs mayirequire the same level of general
A

Labi y Warketti ..are-AtisuniesL1( congruentjobs and. emplbyers are
ot

4

A.-
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In contra8ty votiona'I sychologists'divide the occupationalmyoVidIt

db.

.
.

I %. .

assumed%to seek edployees i.congruentwth ehe requirements of their job openings.

. ,
.' .

.

Although Ole eociologIcAl and,psychological aptirciaches both ask the savie
.

.

,

ewe/

-

4 1

3

road quesii4.-Why are some wbrker8 suceestul end others riat7--each asks,
. --

_
.

.

mid answers, die questIom Oh a different way. Sociologists divide the world

into socio economic levelsand 18k how people err disfribUted to different ,

.

.4

J..

/ `

primarily eccoraing "tb, .fvocetorral kind_of work. They ask 'whei. kinds ,of .pecIple

choose and adjust heWtoldifferent occupations): fie1ds. 'The 'sociologioa l
. ,

approactl stresses the barriers,t.hat People face in mollipg up-the occupational

'laddpr; the'psycholo);ical:approac.h exemines the processes b which paople

implpment, and adjust to their choices for.different: kinds ol work.

1

,
BothAlgpflioaches lire-important'in explaining'.why people end 4p With

different occupations; but the tWo traditions continue to develop separately,
4

- ,
. .

scressPng dffferent issues and ways of looking at the occupationa,l world, These
._

/ .

differenCeS'can be stimmartzed.by saying thetociologists fbdus- on 'Vertical
. j

,

ydifferenc0;among jobs andpsychologists-on horizOntai differences'.!.And it 1.

,,, ' .

,.. .

often appeats as if the' two disciplines were.studying different ends of the
,

. %. ,

'same.-an,i'Ll but were unthble to either comprehend di eeedthe relevance of what
,

.
. ' .

. . ,

, 1 .- '
e.C the' other haS learned'. _ .

, ..,

4

I

. One objective of'this volume is.o mOke-a çase for using both'dimensions

, . l
of jobs w n studying'career deve.lopment. This contrIbutes.to a beteer under..

, .
.

. ,

. . .
.

.

,

.I. 1,, .. c ,

stahding of-career development , bothbecause the'disciplines hAve mubh".
,

)

.

information to -share if- atamrsonrl4nguage'can be demeloped-ansi also,beeause
. ..

..

fthe mating q two,Very dtfferent views.of career developthent.is bound to
.

. .

produce hybrid vigor inithe field. Calls forinterdifseipfinary approaches

are always lauded, though less often folloduck.s.LPAKW12.8 bpeaule .th'e odd-looking_
. ,

,

,
4

r

.1
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offspring Ire likely to be.rejected by both parents.

. - ice.....11LIL.c.aaa
. .

Neither 13f-the-approaches to career research just descigbed has much to

.

. -- t _ .
.

v
,

, 4ny about devRlopment and change in careers. Thre* types of change can be
. F

r
.

identi4ied that affect career.development!(a) changes in jobs and behavior
. , . -

that occur as pegaile maturse and Age )(deVelopmental changes), (b) cultural

changes that alter hè opportunities and attitudes of peop4e born at different

'times in history (cultural change resulting in cohort-differences) and (c)

,changes in the environment that affect.the opportunities and behavior of many. t-

peoplefcurrently in thd-labor market (differences because of period in tim4

that may affect many coholts-or ages). Som e. vocational psychologists,

particularly those ideotifyit)g with the developmental theories in that field

(Sup6r,.1963; Krum!Aoltz, et al,-1978), stress the importance of,developmental

processes but pley have proauCed.little empirical work-. :Sociologists have

beat concerned with cultural changes and'how they affect moy.lity chanbes,

but thp intArest in cultural qhange seems incidental to most current work in

thatfild. Other sociologisti are tryinto grapple with the problems of

A..

I.

studytng job change during qareers byidentifying "career lines" (Spilerman,

y1977) or .using 14ar1bv models (Sorns-on,'1977), bdt as yet-little descriptive

information about career-development to available,. Few Sociologists (Wins-
. 4

borough, 1975), hive tried to examine all tilree typds of change .simultaneously.

.

A-distinctive feature of this volume pi ehe,effort to soldy change, all

\

three types of change. The results.are largely desCriptive, but they represent
_

a serious'effort to capcute.,the dynamic's of career developmerk. This emphasis.
on dymT.ics alters the questions stated on the first page. Wp cannot content

4
_oursolva the_question"whexe do. _people .end_up2" becauae_it is_nmt at..a11

S.
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clear bhat we can" say people "end up" anywhere. Although envir nments can be
4 1

unchanging and career stability does increase with age, many p ople may keep"

moving throughout 'their careers. And movemen s in evly.careb may 1.3e impor-

tant"i9...:determining the direttiod,a worker eventually heads
.

.

)
'..

.,

. ,The emphasis here on the different types of change als points to the
........ t. - .

/ -
importance of paying attention,to pe opleos social and econoolic environments

and how these environments change over time. Once again, both approaches des-

cribed above are still weld( in the study of environm nts. Both have focused

primarily on the attributes of individuals thsat akec career deyelopment and-

are on* beginning to survey the environment for its ro e in shaping careers

development. .

Having said thatmthis volume fomuses.on two peglected ,tgics,the Study'

IF
,

,

of change And.of-environments, I should cauti6n th'd readefthat I am somewhat

restricted in my.ability. toe measure "both because of the nature of tbe survey .

daea,I have relfed on. .But survey data typically allow more examination of

these issues than has usually.been undertaken. And, of course, Iheoretical

speculation'is not bounded by the availibility of data.

'Issues_Examined fn. This Itelume

The following.paragiophs preview the issues dealt with in each chapter..
. - r

to, follow.

%
Chapters 2 and.3 present the theoretical background of this study.

4to )

iChapter,2 reviews the major aPproaches to_career deveropment in sociology

and psychology--tIle status attainment and the congruence modOls- -and ft showa

the value of it'Itegrating ttlem for a fuller understanding of career development. , /

Chapter 3 outlines how the two approaches can be combined and it provides

an integrated niode 1 _of _care eroutcome s pn.d esraingrits

1

.....
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. .. ,

.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 review measurement and.analysis issues..how to .meaattre

occupations, what -the, survey.data used in this study arejiket.and hoW io

study change and development. Chapteif 4 deficribes the development and validity

of the occupational status and the occupational fietd classifications that, are

basic to,respectively, the Status attainment and congruence models of career

deirelopment, This chapfer then shows how they can be combined into .a .singlg

status.fieldAscheme_and it provides evidence for the validity of this multi-

. ,

dimensional occupational clasgification.' Chapter 5 describLs the National

Longitudinal Survey data on which thit.volume "is based, including the suryey's

0 strengths and weaknesseg. _Chapter 6 examines to what extent age%differenceA

in career outcothes are the result of cohort as welt as developmental differ-

ences.

The.next three chapters describe patterns of career-outcomes: the

employment statut and kinds of work held a different ages (dhapter 7), the

>occupational aspirations men have at*Idifferent ages and hovvsimilar they are

to the jobs men actually hold (Chapter 8), and the extent to which earlier

.aspirations and jobs determine later jobs held (Chapter9). The approach
.

taken in this volume is unusual because of its description of careers in

multidimensional terms--aCcording to both field and status of work--and

because of its empha'sis on comparing what men get to what they want. The'

majorsquestiohs of these chapters are "What kind of worls do:men want, do they
,

get it, and how do they react"if they do not have the kind of work they

prefer?" Racial differences receiVe careful attention, e.g. "Do black men

less often get+the kind of work they prefer than do whites?"

.

The next two chapters explore the determinants of career.outcomes.,-
. .

liChapter 10 focusing on family and personal background variables that are

0

1 1

*
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ole

,

arociated with entering different fields and 1.evAltof'woik, and Chapter,

focusinvon thaelinfluence of educational and economicenvironments:

11

.- The final two, chapters review the theoriltical and practical implications

'of the stUdy. Ctrpter 12 poIints out how taking account'of field of.i4ork, poifitS

to new directiorls for sociological studies of social stratifttation. 'Chapte'r .

13 argues.that.vocational theorists anec unso1ors. must pay more attelition_ta

the ways.in which social and ec6nomid en irOnments limit occupational choices

and opportunities. This final capter ,) suggests particular fields 0
_ A.. P.

work that provip ,gbod opportunities fr minority dbn. In short, these.final
e

chapiers'arkue that the major ps)wch 1 gica1and sociological views of career

development can be combined tqLcreat

mod61 that also provides-practical

clients.

1.

_

more comprehensi model of development-

assiStslIce,tb,counselo ancKtheir,

p.

e-
r

,

1 e4

r

,

e
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Chapter 2

-.-

.TWO AREER DEVgLOPMENT MODELSOF THE LAST DECADt

."

o
Most.career developmentiresedreh of the 1.airt-cTeCaae ieflelits one of-two, .

. -

-.4 .
. ;

apptoaches.' The most popvlar sociologicailimodels.are.rellikrqd to as the
, Awr, . ,

status aitailinent models. The-pycholbgical models which have iener.ated the:
,

.

.

mostresearch are referred to here as the congruence or tserson-job matching

,

This chapter descrilies each of these approaches.- This review demonstrates

quire-clearly that the two approaches appeipirtd have, little in common because

.they are'concerned with different topics and reflect different views of man

and,wwórk. I then review the freasims I originally pursued an integiation of

these two'disparate approaches. Finally; I'present a point by point comparison

of what I see as the fundamental assumptiOns of the two approaches. This

,'exercise shows clearly why the twb approaches rarely interact. ,Fundamental

N

.assumptionsare dramatically different-.:though pot necessarily inconsistent.

.

Having laid'out thesue basic assumptions, the relation of the two approaches
,

to each other becomes much clearer and ways cif integrating the rwo_are

suggested.

-The two approaches aild the basic assamptions are presented in a

simplifled manner for purposes of illustration. Vhe.re is no such consensus

within either approach and I do noi expect that all adherents would accepr

,my characterization. These two descriptions 4o, however, represent the

biOdal tendencies within each approach.
'P

CV

'#
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' Status Attaigment Models

41*
The status htt inment model has been the dominant sgciological strategy

9

. .

for studying and u derstanding occupational inequality in the last decade.

-This model is sod times referred Co asthe ,study of the gOcioeconomic life

cycle. It origin ted 44tb the work of Blau and.DtriC-an in 19 .and it is
-\.

Yepresented by sull work as-Du4an, Feathèrman, and Duncan (1972), Sewell and, .

, Hauser (1975), Hailer and Portes'(1973),'Alexander, Eckland, and Griffin (1975);

.
Hauser andjeatherman (1977) and Sewell, Hauser/ and Feadlerman (1976).

This model is receding in importance as%multidimensional viewe of jobs

-

are-beitig adopted by more sociologists. These will be discusse'd later. It

is useful to-examine the general status; attainment model even though it.may

4e declining,in.importance because it has had an enormous influence on the

study of careers in sociology and because many of its fundamental assumptions
,

about man and work are being carried over into the new approaches. .
1

Mobility resaluch has traditionally Asked how socioeconomic advantage is

passed yom father.to son-. rThe status attainment moiel examines this question

bY looking' at several stages in the competftion for good jobsz-hence, the

term socioeconomic life cycle. 'The stages generally are the determination of

education, of occupational status, and of income. Bocial background.and.
-

abilitysuch as family wealth and tncome, parents' education; parents'

occupational status,and the indivi al's intelligencpare the principal
2

resources which areconverted into ed ation. People with more.resources

obtain more education. Background, ability, and schooling expeilences., in

,turn, affect'oceupa%ional status; the greater these resources are, the higher

a

4.

the occupational itatus obtained: Finally, all orthese'background, educational

and occupational status characteristics are assumed to Influence incOme.'



10

. Some investigators add charace4istics such as military service, numbe of

sibfingq, maritarseatus, ana peer influences to the basic model (Bluin, 1972; '

SewellandHauser1975),, bu thte main idea is that individuals 'pasi through

- a series of competitions during their,lives and doing well in one competition
.

-

,gives a,persori an advantage in the neXt competition.

t
a

.

The emphasis in status attainment research_is to-eseimate.the relative
-

importance of different,variables for auttoMes at later.stages in.the life

cycle, and to ascertain whether their effects are largely indirect (transmitted

or mediated by other variables) or direct. For &ample, is father s education

'more impOrtant than father's income in determining son's edudation and is the

effect of father'Is income on4son's income transmitted entirely through its

effect on son's education or does it exert a direc ffect as well? .Inferences

about the substantive importance Df different4variables are based an the

examination of the significan6e and size Of path or regression coefficients.
P

Research by Sewerl and5Hauger-(1975)-iiiI1 be discussed to illustrate
'

the status-attainment approach and because replications of their research:

(Alexander; Eckland, and Griffin, 1975) have prO*Iced similar. results. Their

.
.

work is based on a Kample of two thbusand male Wisconsin high school graduates
.

.

t- .
, , .

who were studiekas seniors in high school and followed up when they were.in

1
their bate twenties.

Using a basic fivp-variable model of educational attainment, .Sewell and

Hauser.found that social hackground.(father's education, mother's education,

father's occUpational status, and family inegme)'and ability together accounted

\

for 287 of the variance in the years'ofUucation. (See pages 80-81 in

Sewell and Hauser, 1975.) No one'variable ollersNadoWed the otherssin importance.

Using a six-variable model.of status attainment, they could accounpfor 41%
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.
e

pf/the, variance in occupat4ona1 status.. Threwof the six predictors bf status

were.judged important-by the ragnitude of.thar ataddardized regression

Icoefficielts. Aptitdde = .112) and father's educafion (/5.....056 showed
/

small;direct effect); 1?tte'rOspondent's education (pm..535) had by.fafTli.

4

greatest effect' on,status. Seigel and Hauser.were less successful in predictid

1-

g
.

earnirigs; using all beve* social background, edncation, an d stews variables,
w 0.

. .
. I.

. G .
a

.

.
tney accounteer_fyr dnly 87 of the var.iance in earnings. Occupational status

. .
.

(fi ..131) and)parent's incole (f3=.1?6) wert equalli,important; respondent's
,

i
.--

E4hication.(/...063)-was less important. Sewell and hauser slgaisted that
.

.

.

..

.

earnings may be poorly explaiped because important-variables have been,oMitted .

from their model, and they provided a lonit.list of personal characteristics

which they plan to investigate: family.formation marital stability, migratidn,

on-the-,job training, ethnic identification, religion and size.a.nd structure

of family of orientation.

" -Motive ti orr-and-othe-r-seeievl-pa9oho4o-g-ica-1---varsiabLea_have_._b.eatLixtgg_es ted
r.

as determinants of occupaiional success becau6e they could be expected to

mediOk the effects of social background and ability upon status and income

attainment. Seweliond Hauser added the following suchsv'ariables to their

model: rank in high school, perceived teachers',encouragement to attena

college, peKceived parents' encourapment to 'attend college, co114ge plans,

occupational seatus Itspirations, and-friends' college plans..

'Researchers using path or regression analysis typically refer to the'effects"
.of variables although the data do not provide the.,basis for causal inferences. .

i They have Adopted the caUsal terminology partly for each of expogition. I.
1 will follow this usage when discussing their conclusions.

.1,
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h,

.

1% 4

Stf,

Adding thgse six motivltioleliand social suypoft,varinbles to the basic. model 46

,

increased the'percentage of pridictable status varimitlr from 41 to 43%, but

0 0 .

contributed nothing.to the predictibn of income. These variables tpediated ,f6(
v.

..
4. . . v.

,' most bf the 'effects of social background and ability upon stattis attainmOat. A
,

,
_

. t
Move eIplicitly, regressOn equattons for etatus;which 1ncorporukthe'sdcial.,

. . -

. .
psycjlological,v1Wlables had much smaller coefficients for ;backgrold liariables,,'N
.-

-- : - r. .

.1
.

,

than didrregressions.exlddihg sociatpsychblogicalArariabled. . On the%other
.

.

.
.

,
. .

*
- ,

"\ 4. hand, the social psychological-variakles mediated little Of.tliveffect of

backgrouild and ability.upon earnings. Sewell and Hauser labelled-the direct

. 4
...

effects of parental in'eome upon seko's income as thedirect social inheritance

. ,.

, of earnings t5 rformance. F.
/

1

' Path-m dels differ by race, and these differences are interpreted as

. ,

differenCes in tht-proces§c by.which blacks and whites succeed in the

occupâtional worl.d. Fot,example, Duncan (1969) found that the standardized
-

.

andmnstanclardized coefficients from education to occupational status are f

lower for blacks than fo r whites. He intel)areted these results to mean that

h year of education is not as lieseful for blacks as tt is for whites. He also
-*OP

thAirred from ehe results thatAiscriminZtion prevents blaeks from conYerting

1..

theiT education,into occupational success to,the same degree that whites/are .

able' o convert therrs.

Congruence Models
G

Vocational psychologists haye deveIbped bOth theories and empirical
, 0

II
.

classifications t. study tile xecruitment of individuals to different types

of occupations. nee models, often called the matching models,
,

rare extt0Wions of thepferential or trait-factor trIlfition in p'sychology.

Strong (1943), Koe,(195t), Lofquist and Dawis(1969),and Holland (19 3), flave

V-

z

*
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..

been workers in this tkadition. This tradition has been devoted primarily

'to discovering Khat consti.,tutes a good match between occupations and intereats
o . .

.

and to measuring vocational interest's. ghe Strong ,VeCtitiOnal Intere'st Brat** ,

, r,
(CaTpbell, 197_9/and the Vocational Preference Inyentory (Holland, 1975) are

two interest inventories that havr
-
e been de pveloed to asdess what would be

. .

I
, ,

,

.,
.l .

, .

.

. ,

good matche,lv
'.

. -.. k I, \ 6
. . r

.
w 1

1,
. N

Holland's theory,df careera".is nbw the-most infatenpal af the'eongruence.'

.

-

model's, and,it rivals developmentally-orierlted theories (Super, 1963) for

wdominance among theories of careers in voea4onal psychology. Holland's
i

theory has been the most yidely-researched of the disciline's theories* perhaps

bec'ause he- provides toois:tmportant for research--clear concepts, devices to

asse'ss people and jobs, and a cla fication scheme for organizing information,.
. s e

about people'and jobs. However

recently beeh used to Aescribe tterns bf employment see, chapters 4 and 7 .

s classificatfon of occupations has only

which present such 4 description.)

.
Holland's classification groups occupations according to their resemblance

to siX ideal types of work: realcstic (R),'investigetive (I), artistic-(A),

I

social (S), enterprising (*, and conventional (C), Table 2.1 providos a

brief description of these categoriea. 'Each type of occupation is charac-

terized by kind of activities involyed, thempetencies required and

rewarded;.dhd th4 kind of interpersonal relations prevailing. A realistic
e

occupation, for example, is characterized by demands and opportunities:for

the concrpte manipulation of objeCts, tools, machines, and animals._ In

contrast,' a social occupation is an environment.characterited by demands

and opportunities for the mAnipulation of" others tc; inform,train, develop,

cure or enlighten. These six job families are also referred t6 as fields,

1 8
q
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types, or categories 8i work. The term situs also applies, Bitty; being a

sociological term for,horizontal (as opposed to hiotarchical or status)"

differences,among occupations.,s,

Insert Table 21. A out Rere

.
,

,

,

t The theory also postulates,that,peo e can be clasilified according to
. .

\
,

. -

. ,
.

their resemblance t4 six person'alty types: realisfIc (R), inveseigative (I),
-

artfstIA (A), social (S), ehterprising (E),-and conv4htiona0C). Theksik '

,

.

(

. ,
.

tYpep of personality are parallel to tbe six kinds of work-and ire also
.

Ascribed in Table 24.1 Eqch'personality type has a distinctive patterri of

iself-perceitions, interests; and competenCies, and each dhows a preference

for'different kinds of occupations. For example, t'hose with predominintly

realiStic personalities perceive themselves as,hatring mechanical ability and

lackihg ability in personal rglarions. These ppople.are typically .seen as
,

asocial, conforming, frank, practical, stable qnd unsighttul: In cgntrast,

people with predominantly social personalities see thetAelves as liking.eo '

.
,

'help others, understanding ofheri, and-lacking in mechanical or 'scientific
.

/PA

agiriey. These people are typically se as friendly, helpfill, insightful,
.

. .. , ,

responSible and,tactful. Skilled,trad s (realistic occupations) would be pre-

ferric' by realistic types of people; eacbing (social) occupations,by.

social people; and so on.

The classification was empirically developed from data on peysonality,

aptitudes, worker traits, and job duties for people in different.occupations

(see Chapter 4)..

-

*
Workers and their= jobs can beclassified1ndependent1y. The match or

congruence between'a wo er and the worker's job can be jl'idged'because bOtM/'

1;,personalities and job ty es. are described using parallel classification.

.



Description f

TAIILE 2.4

PorStinality Types'and Work Environments'

- Personality

Rea listic

,Has m'echanical ability
and lacks-social abiiity;:
ifahles concrete things,
power,rmoney, status.
Is asottal, conforming,
frank, materiatistic,
practicaq, stilble, and
.uninsWItful.

Work 6vironment

,

7-44*-7: f

,.%

Foters .technical. competen-
cies ..qnd .achievements, and

manifulation-of pbjects,
machines,, or animals;
rewaYds the'display of
suph varues as mone,.'
power, and possessions.
Encourages peop.le To see.the
world in simple, tangible,
and traditional terms.

Sample Oc.cupations

.1

Related

Categories,

Mechanical engineer
Plumbeu
Auto mechanic .

Fork lift.operator

.s

Invesdigatie
s,

-

HaS mathematical.and. -' 4 Fosters
.

scientific compe- Physicist

scientific abiLitradd - tencies andaachievements', '1Leather observer

-.1reek-etl-ea-4e*-444-64-i-lit;;.; acs-d---obVe-r-v-a-t4.-onendsi,le-t-Zta---

values science. IS Anatyt- atit investigation of pheno- . .tant

iedt, cautious,.critical, Mena;'reward psplay of .TV repairpersonc,
inctependent, methodical,

..;;.-4v,Cbona1, reserved., ahd

uryopulari

7,

scientific va ues. .Encouragos
people td ,see.the world in

,complex,-abstract, .indepen-
.dent,,And qriginal waY's.

20

Manual
Skilled trades
,Mechanical

a.

,Scientific ,

Intellectual
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Artistic'.

'mas.artistic and musiCal
tbility; values aesthe-
tic valisti.. Is com-
plicated, dfsorderly,
emdtional, impulsive,
intuitive, non-onfo-rm.--
ing, and original.

Scial
UndeTsLinds others and
has teaching ability; ,

values soccal and ethi-
cal activiql.es and prob-,

. lemo4 'Is cooperative,
:friendly, .helpfnl,
-insightfUl, responsible,
tactful, and understand'

.

,Fosters a'rtistic cOmpetqn-
..
c4.es and achievements,4nd
am6iguOus,free or unsii'-
tematized llork; rewards dis--
play ofiartistic values.
Encourages peo.plehliti¢ee the
world in complex, 04epen-
dent, ur,conventiondl,.and
flexible ways.

k"oSter's interpersonal, co4pe-
tenci'es, and irVorming, Arain
ing, curing? Air enlightening
others; rs...;0;rds, the display

of 'sociat'.or humanitarian
6lues. Encourages people to
see the world in exible ways

Editor
Decoratr
Garment designer
F:istlion model

-
Aesthettc
Cultural-

,

Intellectual

Minister
Elementary teacher
,Physical dierapist
Wand attendant

.21

- is

EdOcacion.
Social SerOicli

1



IABLE'Ll cont.

J 4

#

Has'learship- and per=,
suapie abilities and
lacks s'cieritific obility;
values poPitical- and
economic nohieyement. Is
acquisit.We,.ambitious,
domirceering, energetic,

self-confi-
(lent, and,talkative.

ConvenCional

'Has cerical and numerical \kostei-s conforiflity and cleri-
, ability% value& business cal competencies, and ex,plicit
-and economic achievement( radniulation of data, records,
ls conforming, bonscien- or written material; rewards'
Atious, inflexible,inhi- the display of su&ti values as
.bited, orderly, practical, , money, ependability, sonfor-,

E.A.couTetea-peorple- to

the world in conyentiOnal,
stereotyped, conStricted, sim-

, ple, and.dependent wa)7s.
v

gift

_Fosteri persuasive and leader-
:ship eompetellcia; or achieve-:'
ments,,and the mantpulation df
othersor peisonal or organi-'
zationel goals; r.eards , ch,

displaY oI .bnterpr-ksipg alues
and goals such as Money, power,
and statds. Entourages people
to see thetworld in terms of
power, status, responsibility,
and/1n stereotyped and simple
terms.

.

Lawyer .Entrepieneurial
Contractor ..Businese Contact
Autoblobile dealer Management.-
Sa1esper"Son.1 Sales

Political

.Certified
accountant

Secretary. -

Timelteeper

Clerk

'"'"-"71r-7"--

4

Clericar
Business detail
Bureaucratic

9 4.
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'The 4assyication'organizesccup4ion's into categories'that resemble
-

many of the traditibnal caterries in the cinsus and other-schemes._ For

example, realiStic work is primarily mandal or blue-collar.work, and. investi-
,

gative'victilo is primarily scientific work. People in investigative and artistic

jobs have sometimelibeen grouped together and .referredltras intellectuals.

Pedple:in entCrprisipi work are commonly reierred to as managers, entrepreneurs,
f

and politicians. Th4 term bureaucratie)Trobably describes many of the conven-

tional jobs such 4is clerk and accountant. Social essentially refers to educe-
,

tion and social service. (The comparability of Holland's typology to other

classifications is explored further in Chapter 4.0
S.

S.

A basic ssumptiqn of this model, as well as of vocational coUnseling

in general (4illiamson, 1964), iS.that both job satisfaction and job performante

depend upon getting a job that matches or is congruent with one's interests

and competencies. A person has a congruent job when the personality, type

p.

..-c matches the environmental type. A person in a congruent job willbe reinfOrced
r-11".

fdr behavior he or, she prefers to perform., The.interperSonal relationa and

opportunities for self-expression coincide with the person's self-image in
, .

terms of competencies, preferences, aild values: Incongruence is*xpected to

lead to dissatisfaction and. change in the person or a change of job; thus,

. .

'An investigative person would 1;e assumed to seek, enjoy, and do well 1.1.
.

scientific oVther investl;gative work.' This-person would not be'expected to

.

seek training as an,.accountane (c)', inatIriage'counselor (g), or'diesel'engineer

(R). Likewise envIronmentst, e expected to recrufeand promote persons whose
Vw .....

.
.

.
.

personaIities,are cgagx t witrhe kind of interpersonal, relations prev4ling
.

there and 'with the competencies or preferences for the tasks"to be done.

1

J.

-mug.
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A job that is desirablp to one worker is not necessarily desirable to another.

,

Likewle, a worker who is good ap one job may not be good at another even

though the twoa)obs might require the same level of general ability. Workers'

are assumed to seek congruent jobs, and employers are assumed to seek and

reward employees who Match the,requiremai's of the jobs they need done.

Surprisingly, research in the congruence tradition says little about

how people actually become employed in Altferent.fields of worke The con-
.

gruence models have been devoted to helping people understand themselves and

occupations and helping theM to determine which groups ot occupations would

be most likely to promote their vocational adjustment. Research has therefore

;

foeused on understantling the role of pre-employment interests'in determining

occupational preferences and adjustment. Researchers have seldgp tested
4

their theoretical speculations about how social, family, sand educational

kground influence the development of interests and occupational preferences.

N ither have.they examined the role of opportunities and obstacles in society

in determining the success with which people obtain their preferred occupations.

Reviews by Dolliver (1969) and Whitney (1969) imply.that mani high

school and college student13 do not enter jobs congruent with their interests.
4 I

Also, Nafziger et al. (1972) found that young whites more often find congruent

jobs than do young blacks, indicating that some social. groups may experience

more difficulty than others in entering the fields of work they prefer.

Income,-.status, and educatiodal achievement are only a peripheral

concern of(Holland'S theory of careers, although he acknowledges that they

are important factors in whether or not individuals are able to enter the

occupations they prefer. Job satisfaction and career stability are the

outcomes of most concern.

2 4

.
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I betin this discussion from the point of view of a socidlogis, which

I am bY training. As a, fairly typical soci'ologist studying careers, 'I was

I..

_

.
interested in explaining income and status diffhrencestween different social

1 ,e'
Ar"

7

.
/ .groups and how these differences are maintained from generatiorirto generation.

--.

'At first, glance, it would seem.that a clameification such as-H61141and's which
.

. ..-

ignores vertical,differences in jobs wourciitell me little about what .1 was

interested in. . His way of classifying jobs might be interesting, but it,

might really have nothing to do with my main concerns. Having been more or

less accidentally exposed to a heavy dose of Holland's theory, however,.I had

the atypical reaction (for a sociologist) that Holland's horizontal classi-

fication did indeed have something to offer to the explanation of income

differences. Why did it seem useful? I review my initial.reasoning below

and describe the research to which it led. That research confirmed to

....

two. approaches _ was _Indaed_usaful, . This_ early. reeeardl _

. is the precursor and partial rationale for the study reported later in this

volume.

Holland's theory and desbription of prsQnal4d ; and job types suggested

/
that income would be higher and determined differently in some field's of work

than in sathers, holding status level of work constant. No such predittions

would be made ..from'status attainment theory.

Tor example, people who resemble different "personality types value

different occupation rewards (Holland, 1973; Goidon, 1975) Generally,

social people valulothe opportunity to help others more than do enterprising

people; in contrast, enerpriSing people value makirig money more than do '

social people. Artistic people more highly value the opportunity to do

25
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creative work-than do conventionaf peoplb, who prefer a more structured and

remurierative work situation. Investigative people value autonbmy more than
--...

4

do teallstic or conventional people. Auebnomy and the opportunity to do drea- .

tIve.ov socially useful,work are, in fact., n9n-monetary returns of work whiCh

are beginning,to receiVe some attention'in stciological and economic studies
. , . , ,

,..
.

.of income determination Ouncan, 1376): In otker 'words., different personalitye,.
I

.types 1prefer different Mixes of occup'ational rewards; income being only (311

type of reward.

'4IPHolland's theory states and empirical aata show that many occupations are

populated primarijy by people withjersonalities Congruent with that type of

work.' Social environments are populated primarily by'social people, enter-,

. 5

prising environments by enterprising people, and so on. Therefore, we would

expect income aifferences by field of work, because people with different

econoTic and non-economidiSpira4ns cluster in different types of work.

Income differences May also occur between flap because teey'alp.

characterized by structurally different ocpupational achievement systems. The
;

clustering of different personality types\iñ different occupations might lead°

to the creation of structurally different systems, each with its own institu-
,.

tionalized rules governing occupational soccess (bf. Kerr, 1254). This

could occur in several ways. First, enterptlisiOdople dominate enterprising

environments, for example, so enterpliTeing values are likely to be informally

enforced in those environments. These values are' alSo the ones most likely

to be formalized by members of that occupational grCsup. As Durkheim (1893/

1964) suggested, different occupational' groups-ill:ay create different moral

communities. Second, the incentives most effective lor enterprising people

are likely to differ from thv incentives effective.-for social, artistic, or

4-

.

.

26
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investigative people, so empOyers are likely to-have created different reward t.

structures for these different occupational groups. Many fobs in the social

Category, suth as teaching, have fixed salaries with no proviaion for over-
..

time pay but yet provide non-monetary incentiveb (for example, community

recognition) for long hours and high quality performance. In contrast, many

enterprising jobs pay people by commission or according to hours worked

meaning that the more ambitious or persuasive can earn more money. The income

prosPects of indivAlual workers whOse vaiues Aiffer from those oF the people

dominating that environment may therefore be determined by the way the job

is structured by the employers or other employees. Consequently, taking

atcount of differences in personal values may pots completely accoUnt for-the

association of field of work with income.

Rifferent kinds of work might be associated with different occupational

reward systems for other reasons as well. The different kinds of work require

different skills so that resources which bring high returns in one field of

'

work may bring only low income or prestige in other types of work. For example,

education may be more highly rewarded in scientific (investigative) or

educatio 1 (sbcial) work,'but experience or specialized aptitudes more 'highly

rewarded in manual (realistic) or artistic work.

Tliere may he many other sources of inStitutionalized di erences in

return for the same 'skills. The point here is that Holland's theory implies
4

quit the different fields are different octupational markets. To Lige an

analogy familtar-in stratification and,mobility literature;-they may be

different occupational ladders. Tfiese ladders.may reach:to different heights

in the otcupational world and there may also. be different rules for climbing

each of them.

2
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I checked this hypothesis'by,estimating status attainment models

sepatately within the different Holland fields of work. The models were'based

on 1970 census employmenlopta..from 30,000 civilian males aged 21-65 employed

fulitime in nOn-farm occupations. The results arereported in full in L.

Gottfredson (1117, 1978b), but can be summarized.a4 follows.-

First, the process of income attainment differs by field ofrwork. Income
r.7

was regressed on years (14,72.4cation, prestige of job, hours worked per week,

/ and weeks worked per year. Regressions were.done separately for white men
*

.in each of five Holland fields of work. (The artistic category was omitted

because of its small sample size.) Tesb; for tomogeneity Of regression and

inspection of multipke correlationd4evealed that separate regression equations

predicted income substantially better than did one reilession equation ior

men in atl fields of work.

Second, education affects income attainment dtrferently in the different

fields. Table 2.2 shows the correlations among occupational prestige, years

of education, and income for men of different. iges in the different fields.

The correlations are similar for different age gryaps but are different by

16
,type of work. Education is highly correlated with prestige and income in

investigative' work, hiAhly 6orrelated.with prestige but oriYy moderately with

income in,the,social jobs, and.generally only moderately correlated with

prestige or income the other three fields.

Insert Table 2.2 About Here

Table 2.4 shows' that when other correlates of income are also taken
,

into account, differences in the valu*e of,education for predicting income

still exist by field of work. For example, using unstandardized regression

coefficients as amestimate of the cdneribution 6f'ech.matn to income, a

3- 28



-T4ble 2 .2

Correlations among educationAncome,,and occupational

status 1.n different Holland fields of work:

Whie men 26-65 employed fulltime

Field

of

Years education
and income

Years education and:
occupational status

), Income and
occupational status

work Age: 26=-15 36-45 46-55.,56-65 26-35.3(1-45 46-55 56-65 26-35 '36-45

Realistic .29 .31 .33 .23 '.35 .35 .27 .36 .38
(

.38

Investigative .33 .54 :59 :.52 :73 :77 .75 .76 .37 .63

Social
,

.09 .22 .35 .28, ( .68 , .73 :67 .74
.

.10 - .22

/7---, 1
Interprising .28 . .39 .36 .31, .42 '.39 .34 .24 .33

Conventional- .38 .36 :35

. ,

.37
,r

. 55

..39

.40 '..18 - .44.... ..31 .29

46755 56-65

.39 .39

A .59(

.29 'Al

.29 .31

.38 1 .57

Source. X. Cottfredson (1977).

2 9
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year of education .is a8sociated44ith about $300, $1000, and $600,P. respectively,

in realistic, enterprising, and conventional work.

ik
Insert Table 2.3 Aboutyere Si

Table 2.4 shows mean incomes for white men a,ged 36-65, an age group in

,

which most men can be assumed to haVe established stable careers (G. Gottfredson,

1977): This table 13hows the mean Incomes for white men ln different types of

work and with different amounts of educatioq Mean income increased with

educatiodin.all cat6gories of work, but4or given levels of educt&ion men

earned much more on the average in sOme categories of work than in othe'es.

.Incomes seemed particularly high for men in enterprising work.

Insert Table 2.4 About He're

Table 2:4 also shows that in all but the most highly edUcated group,

than did men in the.other categories. Only the,most highly educated men

(presumably'college graduates) in investigative work surpassed the men in

the enterprising-Work in income, College geaduates in enterprising and

investigati woik earned on the average from ($5,000 to $9,000 more than

the college graduates in other types of work.

Table 2.5 shows more dramatically than fables 2.3 ok 2.4 that the:monetarY

valUe of a higher educatiOn differs by type of work. it also shows that the

differences are consistenNacross all age gtoups. Table 2.5 gives the

ratios of group means to the grand mean income for all 27,067 white men in

the sample ($10,599). Foe 4xamp1e, men aged 26-35 with J2 years of education

and who were 'in realistic work earned a mean income of $8,616. The ratio

<7./

for this group is therefore .81, aS shown in,the first row of Table 2.5.

A ratio of 1.00 means that the mean income of a group of men is equal, to the



Table 3

Regressions of incomea within"Rolland field for whire men employed fullbime:
Regression Coefficients (b) for'education and status

and multiple correlation coefficients (R2)

Field

of

work

Unstandardized regression

coefficients (b)
R2

Educationb StaIusc

26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 26-35 36-4546-55 56-65

Realistic 271 274 326 179 103 14 137 143 .20 .22 .23 .19

a

In4estigative. 393 475 649 454 . 118 309 .. 308 307 .20 .46 .48 .37

Soc11 102 '168 620 246 39 66 47 112 .08 :08 .17 .15

EnterprisiUg - 669. 986 1062 954 98 204 192 238 .15 .20 .17 .17

a

Conventional. 513

.

661. 611

....

605

.

44 97

r,

170

... ... ...

151, .26 .19 ,.22 .24

Source. L. Gottfredson (1977).

lie for income/year reg'ressed on years of education,stAtus (Temme, 1975), hours morked/wAek,
,and weeks wqrkediyear.
°Stale from 0-18,
cScalt from 0-88.
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Table 2.4

1

Mean Incoine of White Men 36-65:. By EducatiOn and Field of Work,

r
Field

of

Years of Education

Work 8 or fewer 9-11 12 13-15 16,or more- ,Totel

Real 7,309

,
,,

v

Inv 7,862

Soc 7,301

Ent 9,788,
. ,

Cony '7,792

,,..,....Totel.a..........._!...,..,..7..3.6.14

...

8533

9,372

8,669

11,607

9,154

-92164

9,325.
.

...

10,914
-

9,427

12,599

9;770

10,372

10,067

12,,206

10,464

14,628

10,839

12,364-

14,141
--

246 °

12,304
,

20,796

15,360

18;123

' :.

.8,674

10,868

'14,623
a

10,06

11,054

a
Includes men in artistic work.

Source. L. gottfredson (1978b)'. I
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...
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. _

grand mean for'41 men in the sample.

Insert qable 2,,5 About Here.
.

his table shows that men with fewer than 12 years of educatibn earned .

from .6 to .9 tfie average for all men, regardless of their age of type of work, C,

Tfie one exception is men in enterprising work.- In addition, the ratios for

the 26-35 age group are generally below 1.00 unless the, men have gialloAed

from college.

Thb educational level at which a ratio of 1.00 I's reached differs by

cacegory ef work. Look1n, only at tL men aged 36-45, 46-55,-and 56-65, men

.in enterprising work who,have 9-11 yeart'of education (and even one of the

less 'educated enterprising groups) have ratios equal tO or greater than 1.00, 4

4
In contrast, the investigative groups reach an average lncome.only witfi high

school greduation, and the groups in the other threecategories reach an

average income only with one or more yeart af college. The college grailuates

in investigative and enterprising work make twice the overall average. In

contrast, the college graduates inthe social category earnNonly somewhat mote

t

4 than the average of all men, and no more .than high'school graduates ifi

enterpfising work.

Enterprising jobs are,an important segment of the labof market' because i ...

/ .

enterprisk6g workers earn relatively,high incoMes, and because these jobs

consiituEe alarge'yroportion oi aIl--jobt. 'About one quarter of all whit-e

men in fhe sample were emiloyed fn enterprising jobs, andronly 25 percent of

them had'-earned college'degrees. In cOntrAst, although investigative jobs

Also pay well, they constituted 'only seven percent of jobs and half of the

workers in these jobs' had college degrees.

The third major finding is that facial differences in income may be due

a3
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Table 2.5

. -

Ratios of the Mean Incomes .of Spectfic Gro-ups.to.the Grand
,

Mean for All eMen: White Men By Age, Educatijn, aeid'Field of Work

.Field

of

Work

Years of Education

a

Real, .,63 '.

Inv ,75

Sqc a
. .

Ent .75

ow/ .59

Total' 5 .65

cr.

Real . .70 ,

. .

Inv .71
.

Soc .70

Ent . .80

Cony .66

- Total
b

.71

' Ages 26-35

.72 .81

.75 ,.91

.69 ,84

.83 :95

C .61

.74 .84

Ages 36-45

i.
.82 .84

.92 1.00

-..90 .86

,..<

1.05 1.14

.89 .41
,

.87 .96

34
la

'.16+

1

-Tet-s-1

.88

.96

.70

1.08

.81

. .95

.

<

1.12

,1:29

.87

1.32
<.%

1 05

1.1S

.79

1.10

.84

1,07

.84

.89

/

.

'1.01

1.12

.94

1.29

.93

1.14

,

.

1.29

1,98

1.07

1.87

1.40

1.63

.85

. 1.50

1.00

1.35

1.02,

1.06

4.
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Table 2.5-ittant..

Type

of

Work

Years of .f.ducation
4

< 8 9-11 12 13=15 '16+
74, A

Total

r

Ages.46-55

Real .69 .81 .90 .95 '' 1.48

.Inv .72 .86 ---f).05 1.25
.

2:19 1.51

Soc .65 :71 .91 1.04 1.29 1.06 '.

Ent 1.00 . 1.10. 1.24 V.45, 2.03 1.42

Cody .82 .88 . .95 1.11 1..55 1.07

Total .71 .86 1.01 - 1.22 1.82. 1.07

Agej3 56-65.

s

.,. Real .68 ,.78 - .82 .81 1.164 .76

Inv .78 .87 12.08 ' 1.06 2.14 1.39

Soc .72 .90 .90c .98 1.20 1.02

Enp .93 1.15 1.19 1.43 2.09 1.35

Conv .72 .83 .91 1.08 1,40 .97

. .

Totalb .71 .87 .96 * 1.14 1'.73-. .97

s.

'alrewer than 10 cases.
?Includes men in artis-ti.c .work..

Source. L. Gottfredson (1978b).

.,
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in part to blacks being found more often in the less remunerative fields oU

work.

Table 2.6 shows the proportions of men in each kind of work; próportioni

are calculated separately for different.educational levels and for blacks and

whites:. Half 'of all white men-aged 36-65 were in rea1is6c work, the propeor-

tion decreasing as education increases-. One quarter of the white mén'were in

enterprising vork, this type of work comprising the largest Arqup of workers'
a

with at least one year of colfege and being the second largest amoilg men in

general.-

Insert Table 2.6.About Here

The distribution of black men is quite different...Only five percent of

all blacka were in enterprising work, Whereas almoat 20 percent of white men'

with.9-11 years of education were in enterprising work, 4esg thap four percent,
.

of similarly educated blacks were in such work. Employment in enterprising

Work increased with tducational level for white men, and 39.percent of the

white male college graduates were in this type of work. In contrast, highly.

educated Mack men bended to end up in social-occupations as opposed to onlr
. . 4

19 percent of the whites. As Tables 2.4 and 2.5'indicate, social jobs had

the low4St mean.income of all types of Work.

Other research. (Nafziger'et al.,1972.; Kimball, Sedlacek,.and Brooks,
-

1973) shows that.black men aspire to social'occupations more often than do

white men. This research, together:with that just described suggests that
A

some fields .of work are either more attractive to blacks or that some fields
d

raise morelobstacles ehan otherw>to the entry of blacks. Furthermore,' the'

lower income,returns to fields of work in which blacks are over-represente

provides one explanation for why different'incOme attainment madels for blacks

3 6
J
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Table 2..6

PerCentage of Men' Nged 36-65 in Each Field of Work: By Race
and Educ4iona1 Level

Field YeWrs of Education
of
Work 0

!4

Real '82.0
Inv / 3.4

Art 0.2
'Soc 1.9

Ent 10.6

Cony 2.0

<N) (4 040)

Real 92.0
Inv 0.8

Art - -

Soc 2.2

Ent 3.7

Corn, 1.2

(N) (727)

9-11. 12 13-15 16+ Total

Whbtes

70.5 55.2 31.8 10.2 53.8

3.7 5.1 8,1 20.8. 7.4

0.6 1.4 2.-8 4.0 1.6

2.7 3.7
,

5.1 19.2 c 5.8

18.4 27.6 41.8 38.6 25.6

4.0 7.0 10.4 7.2 . 5.8'

-(3;892) (5,951) (2,239)(3,164) (19,286)

4

"Blacka f.

89.2 72.9 50.0 15.6 ' 81,0

0.6 3.8 6.4 12.2 2.3

- - 0.8 , 2.1 4.4 0.5

2.6 6.1 13.8 46.7 6.3

-347 840- *'10.-6 12,4
4.0 8.4 17.0 g.9, ,

(351) (262) (94) (90) (1.,..524)

Source. L. Gottfredson (1978b).
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and %Mites (Duncan, 1969) have been found useful.

-The three major findings reviewed above show that taking account of field

of work aa it is measured by Holland's typology helps to answer some of the

major sociological questions about careerg--what determines a"tatus and income

differeffes and what determines.racial differences in these outcomes. It is

important to. understand howTeo.ple get into different fields of work, not only_

to better understand the satisfaction of their non-monetary interests and .

Vhlues, but also to t.Inderstand their socioeconomic fate.

I have also tried to show that an'integration would be useful for voca-

tional psychology as Well. The major demonstraticm has been that Holland types

. differ in average-status level.(1,..Gottfredson, 1978a), meaning that field lig

confounded with level unless the latter is clearly specified. Such confoundtP8

can be.important when the types are used to predict achievement levels.

we shall also see, some types of work simply do not exist at different levels,

and so this'limits the opportunitiei of people aspiring to one field or

another..

The foregoing paragraphs provided evidente that the two approaches are

.productive if mated. But, to what extent are they compatible? The following ,

paragriphsexplore the constraints-on coloining the two. Basic purposes and

, assumptions of the two approaches are listedf side by side, illustrating the

key points at which they diverge. As noted earlier,,the assumptions ha;,re been -

isimpWied for purpose of illustration and reflect more concensus in the two

approaches than i ctualfy the case. But they do reflect the extremes that

would hav'e to be reconciled.

'There are other approaches to career aevelopment such as the segmentation

and developmental theories discussed later, but those approaches seem to
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share. most of the basic assumptions of their respective disciplines'which are

listed below.

Basic Assumptions of the Two Approachep

Assumptions are listed under five headings: the"purRoke of career

research, views of workers, the determinants of career development,- the stte
trt

of intervention when interventions are proposed, and the classification of

jobs. Differences beeeeen the two'approaches.are highlighted by underlying

key words.

A. Stat models: Proinote greater social kistice in 'the.disttibution of job

rewards in society.

Cong models: Promote greater satisfaction and fulfillment in career
_

development.

View of Workers

, B. Stat model's: "Economic man": . Workers attempt to maximize or optimize

their incomes.

Cong models: "Self-actualizing mattr: Workers seek personal.growth and

fulfillment in their own areas of interest and aptitude.,

C. ,Stat models: Level of work is importaht in determining a worker's standard

of living and that Of'

Cong models: 'Field of WOrk is importa determining a worker 1 s style

of life, and that of his family.

D. Stat models: People share the same view about wlich jobs are most

xplerally desirable, e.g. prestigious.

Cong models: People differ in their views of which jobs would' watisfying'
. , P*

for thim.

39
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E. Stet models: People search for the highest-statuis,.highest-paying jobs

possible.

Cong models: People search for jobs that match their interests and abillties.

De4erpinants of career development

F. ,$iat models: Good opportunities are critical.

Cong models: Wise choices are critical.

1,1

G.:pStat models.: Families reinforce ambitions and provide support (e.g. financial,

encourage collegeittendance).

Cong models: Families reinforce diffeeent vocational interests and values
_

and th9y provide role models.

Locus of intervention when proposed
O.

I. Stat models: The "system": Change educational, economic, social and

poLitical.institutions. (In,the 1960's, increased tiaining for needy

groups--changing the person--was also proposed).

Cong models: The person: Provide individual counseling.
41

J. Stat models: Pessimistic: Getting a job is a zero-sum game because people

compete for a fixed pool of'jobs.

Cong models: Optomistic: Worker adjustment can be promoted by counseling

and job 'redesign.

Classification of jobs

K. Stat models: Single hierarchicaL scale measuring occupational status

(either prestige or Socioeconomic level). 0

Cong models:: Horizontal categories of field or work, such es Holland's

typology. Fields are more or less similar to one.another according to

hexagonal arrangernents of'siMilarities described by'Holland (1973).

40
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Stat models: The scheme is evaluative: . Some jobs are clearly better

than others.

Cong models: The scheme is not evaluative: Some fields are not inherently

more desirable than others,
r

This exercise,shows clearly why the two-approaches have Ifldom been used
r,

together. They have different assumptiong.about what is most import/int to .

individual workers and so focus on eolving dOterent problems. But the'pssump-
tiv

tions are not necessarily/inconsistent; boilapproaches* may be correct to !tome

extent. The challenge is to find out whiA assumption; are more correct in

different settings. For high status people, it may indeed be true that finding

a field of work to match their interests may be-of great cOncern so that,they
* . .

be able to do the kind off work they like. ;f xhey hive good opportunities, the

wisdom oPtheir choices may be imaortant. But*ifor People from lower-status'.

V -

backgrounds, ingome may be the primary concern and oppoftunitieb the major

determinant of actual job obtained.

In the research to follow, I assume that both approaches may

and I attempt to gauge the relative importance of the assumptions

circumstances..

41

be correct,

in difierent

4
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Chapter 3 4

AN INYEGRATED APPROACil TO CAREER DEVELOPMENT

This chapter outlines the theoretical schede guiding the research in .

the falowing chapters. It is ia sketch of a theory with many of,the proposi!..

tions and their linkages yet to be filled in. My aim was to include the

major dimensions and definitions of the two theoretical approaches disc"ussed

in Chapter 2 within a common framework.

'The presentation is divided into two sections: (a) the definition and

description of career 'patterns and (1) an examination of the detvminants of

career outcomes. The research questions to be explored are listed for each.

The former deals with what happens to people and

happensto and why.

Patterns of Career Development:
Where do People End Up?

Definition Of Career

latter with who it

Careers are studied 1141M as the histories.of the fields and lArels of

work men have held`alid the'histories of the lobs they have wanted. This

. definition stresses the sequential nature of a worker s activities over time

and allows for the possibility tiled many workers never settle in any one

place.for'very long during their work lives. This-conception is perhaps most

unusual%for stressing,the relation of a person's job to the types of work. .

the person wants over ehe years.
'44 A

,This concept can be contrasted wibi the views already diacussed. 'Status

attainment research typically treats a career as a single point in time,
P
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seldom looking at more than a person's C.urrent job and one previous job

(usually a very early one): The model does stress the need Eo study stages

of development, but the career stage (as opposed to the education stage) is

usually presented as only one Aint in time as just noted. And, of course, the

status attainment approach usually ramines only.the vertical aspect of occu-

pational outcomesr Aspirations for level of work are examined as potential

determinants of careers, but.never as descriptOrs of actual development. The

status attainment approach often ignores peop,leis preferences, perhaps because

4
.

it is assumed y donot differ. NeveKtheless, it seems.importantoto ask

. . "What do people want and how many get what they want?" in evaluating career
,

outcomes%

The congruence models are not known for stressing the develcipmental nature

of caieers." The related "developmental" models in vocational psychology (e.g.

Super, 1957) stress precisely this, though they have no good tools ( e.g.

classificaiions of jobs or career patterns) for tracing a person's development.

The congruence models, however, suggest the importance of evaluating careers

in terms of what jobs a person wants as well as what he actually has because

people want different thiegs. Not only is the job it'self'impotant (e.g. for

income) but.e mismatch between job and aspiration has consequences for

satisfaction and future job stability.

Figure 3.1 displays the approach taken in this study. It is.assumed that

early in a person's career, job and aspiration often differ; it is likely

they will noC be congruent in either field or status level. Over time, however,

it is xpected that the twd.will converge; hence, the two are shown moving.

close together in Fignre 3.1. It is alsO assumed.that one's Apirations may

influence what sort of Job one gets as well as vice versa. We would also

sr

4.1
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expect some stability of aspirations from one year to the next, as well as

some'stability of field or level of work actually held. Hence the four

arrows shown between aspirations and jobs from one year to the next.

..T.112ALUIES.1.11-S-111,11221.4_11912

Figure 3.1 is ov g1,-,4 mplified in several ways. One of the most important

is that it schemati.es careers as continuous histories of employment. In

actuality manY men either beCome unemployed or leave the laborsforce altogether

(e.g. to attend school fulltime) at some point in their employment histories.

This sequence of employment s-tatuses'is aldo One way to characterize careers.

Although.I will deal with this aspect of career his.tories, I focus primarily

on patterns of jobs and aspirations among employed men.

0,1! Questions for Study

Some career development questions can be easily visualized with Figure 3.1.

4
(1) How stable are fiOd and level of work from one year (or age) to the next?

.0) How stable are field and-level of aspirations from one year (or, age) to

the next'?

(3) How well do aspirations and actual jobs match? How big is the gap?

(4) Are the.gaps larger for field than for level of work?

(5) Do jobs and adpirations become,incieasingly similar over.one's career?

(0 If they do mat?h, which chaages mos't over time tO produce a.Match--

1

aspiration or job?

(7) How do the field and level of work held by,men change with age?

(8) How heterogeneous are the career patterns among men at different ages?

(9) At what age does differentiation or heterogeneity among car,:eer outcomes

peak
y

and level off?

Job satisfaction and income can also be examined as aspects of career

4 4

t
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'development. The congruence models assumd that satisfaction'is influenced

. by the degree of match bAtweesn aspirations and actual work, and status

,ettainment risearch has shown that income is infldence&to some extent.by one's

.occupational status. Both satisfaction and income might be seen as secondary ,

aspects of career development in'the sense that fhey result froM Patterns of

jobs held and desired. Altflough tilese outcomes will _be discussed in this

report-, the analyses will focus on career development as defined in terms of

job and aspiration histories.

Determinants of Career Development:
Who Gets What and Why?

The major questions 0out career development have been about, what the

determinants are of where one onds up at any particular stage of.life, Some

of those influences will be examined here. Figure 3.2presents a rough.scheme of

influences on career development. .

The Sequencing of Detenninants,and Odtcomes

In Figure 3,2 influences on career develoiiment are grouped into Several

sequentially ordered sets. This sequence spans a person's life from birth

through the early stagesof employment. Variables are libted aCcording to

my judgment of when they first beCome important.. Their influence may'wax and

1 ,

wane throughout development. Thus when I list kvariable at a'particular

stage of development, I do not mean that it does not Operate at other times;

it simply means that that is when it becomes important. It may continue to

influence development'thereafter and its influence may either grow or decline.-
,

I have assigned names to the sets of variables to reflect the stages of a

person's development. These terms are adapted from Super's'(1963) st4ges.
4.

In this report, I am not able to actufflly examine development at any

-

age below 14. Nevertheless, this'AS survey does provide data about somf
6

40
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the important influences such as IQ whiCh are important from very early ages.

Hence, Lam-presenting a model far early stages as welr as ones that the NLS

men wve expetiencing,during tHe survey yelfs.

'Insert Figure 3.2 About Here

The variables Wszted.as "origins" incNde family socioeeonomic-status,

father's type of work,. IQ, race and sex. A person is born into these circum-

stances and they change little over the course of one's life. Father's occupa-
.

tion,can change, but the careers of'older .people are quite stable in general.

The early years (e.g. through elementary school) are Sreare of growth-and

identity formation.- Interests and values are developed, as are some specific

talents and skills. It is also at this stage of life that youngsters form

elf-concepts based not pnly on their interests and abilities, but Also on

their race, aex and social class. Ptrceptions of the environment and its

opportunities for deVUopment also empege, And youngsters form stereotypes

of occupations and who holds them.

During high school, students enter a career exploration phase because

they begin to think toncretely about the jobs they will obtain. ExpOration

'continues through the actual job search procedure, but it begips with whqt I
1 _Jr

refer to as a "narrowing of the optiops and gearing up"phase. Youngsters.

6ontinue to narrow their perceptions ot who they are, what their interests

_and afhlities are, and what jobs tfiGy think they might like to have. They

also begin thinking about the education ana training that is necessary to

obtailh eMbse jobs7r,they proceed to arrange for Bt. Decision making is not.

neced§arily consciOua, consistent,'or well-directed. But students are -'

, committing themselves whether byrdesign or nOt, because they Areperforming

.
e

.

well or badly in shool and making decisions about what training programs tO
4

'r

4 7
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enter, if any. Schools are also making decisions about these students, decisions.,

which affect the.opportunities for the youngster to pursue Afferent directions

of educational and career developMent. The environment also provides information
1

.to youngsterS about their educational and occupational opportunities: The

information available to different types of youngsters may vary according to who

. they know or what they are exposed to, and they may selectively attend to

.

different types of information depending on their own interests and abilities.

S6cial.support from parents, teachers, and peers may become particularly impor- '

tont at this transition point.

The.second phase'of exploration is.that of "searching for f job". In all
rv

'likelihood, this job search process will be repeckted a number of times through-

out a person's life. The first time'it occurs, however, will probably be

dUring or shortly after high school. The job may bp part or full time, but *

the process may,be similar. A- person's job search techniques come into play

here, though it is not-clear how important they alw relative to the abilities

and qualifications one brings to the labor market or compated to'the other

influences which become operative at the time.of job search. The'availability

of different types and levels of jobs is very imiSortant. And employers'

preferences for different types,of workers Slyijed partly on the demands of
.

-

the jOs they Are trying to fill.) and their proCedures for selecting employees

also affect what happens to'the individual.

The establishment phase begins once the person is on the job. I refer

-to the first part of this period as "implementation" because individuals are

trying out their first jobs, tes,ting their skills,.testing their preferences

, against reality, and sizing up their gpportunities tor future careek development.

Much of this may be done.very haphazardly, with little apparent analysis And
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planfulness. But once again, the individuals are probably'narrowing their,
.

options and interests.

Career development after one (liters the labor market is shown,here as.

r.

sequences.of aspiratiOns, jobs held, .job satisfaction, and income. There are,

of course,.other aspects of career development, but I discuss these most

extensively thoughout this report and they include the major outcomes of con-

. cern to the two approaches described earlier. I. list them as sequnces to get

across the developmental theory notion that careers are-histories of development

'and not single point in time assessments.

Careers do become increasingly stable with age, and this increasing

stabflity is referred to as the establishment period of "adjustment." 'This

may_occur as-the different outcomes create some sort of equilibrium. "Aspir-

ations may change to'mateh jobs or vice versa, leading to greater satisfaction
0

and less inclinatitn to change lateer. People may adjust.to the level of

income a job provides and becOme less inclined to .shange jobs. Alternatively,

the effort to build seniority
/
and greater income may make workers reluctant

' to change jobs.

Types of Determinants: Variables and Definitions

The foregoing inflpences ppon career development can be categorized into

5 broad areas: personality, fam.ily, environment, skills; and race/sex.

In the following paragraphs, 1 point out which variables I am able to

measure. -i also discuss how important each of the variables is within the

.
status attainment and congruence approaches to,career development.

zersonality.. The two approaches perhaps have the biggest disagreements

about the importance of personal ty. This .stems-from their respective concept.:

ualizations and measures of personality. I might also add that theorists in

1
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the two approaches might not necessarily refer to the following variables as

personality'variables. Within the status attainment tradition, "?ersona1ity"

has_been measured by need-for-achievement. Writers such as Teatherman (1972)

are willing to discard,personality as important in career attainment becatlite

need-achievement does not help to predict actual status attained.. However,

the social psychological status attainment models (Sewell & Hauser, 1975;.

Kerckhoff & Campbell, 1977) do incorporate personality variables to some

extent because theY examine the importance of ambition, usually measured as

level of occupational or educational goals.

Vocational psychologists, in contrast, place greater weight on tht effects

of personality though it IN peCI-arily Holland who phrases his discussion in

terms of personafity, Vocational interests and values have received particular

attention hnd a number of inventories exist to measure them. One's, interests

and values have been showiNo be related to the occupational choices people

make (e.g. Holland 1973).

Developmental theories sttess the notion of self-concept, which is a

person'e assessment or beliefs of who he is, what he is like and how he is

-the same or different than other people., This is somewhat akin to Holland's

notion of personality, except that Holland stresses personality as what the

* person actually expresses in the way of vocational Interests, values, and

preferences.
14

Figure 3.2A.ncludes several personality variables. They are: interests

and values, self-concept (beliefs about oneself), and occupational aspirations

for type and level of work. In the research,. I actually examine personality

only as it is expressed in vocational aspirations and educational goals.

Family. Both approaches stress that families are important-, but for

'

59Ay
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different reasons. ,The trangmission or,social class from one generation to

the next has been a traditional concern within sociology in general and it is a

4

central quesiion in status attainment research. In the status attainment

research, families do at least two things: they provide monetary and intell-

ectuhl advantages which aid the child in obtaining a good education and possi.-

bly later occupational opportunities as well, and they provide encouragement

to strive for moreieducation. Family, or family background as it is mdtt often

referred to, is operationalized- most commonly in terms of parents' level of

education,.father*,occupational 'status., and "parental encouragement" during
/

the high school y ars. It is not clear how the family exerts its influence on
. t

;

the career attaiunents of its children in this view,'but it is usually conieived

assa-gial class process-.-most commonly perhaps the direct or indirect trans-
0141

mission of socioeconomic advantage.. Models typically find that the "effects"

of rabidly social class upOn status attainment aro mediated by ocher influences

such as educational attainment, but it does seem to have a direct effect on

income (Sewell & Hauser, 1975). In short, family socioeconomic.status does

seem to be important, though how it has its effect is far from being sates-
,

factorily explained. The major effects of familieS in the congruence approach

are differdnt. Families stimulate and reinforce particular/yAtterns of interests

and NrSales.. Parents are also role models for their children.,this being particulatly-

important for maintaining sex differences in vocational behavior.

-F.igure 0.2 incorporates family variables in three ways:. family SES

1
,

(socioeconomic status), father s field of work, and parental encouragement.

Family SES,is operationalized here as parent's education'and father's occupa-

tional status. Tfiis is conSistent with the. status attainmenttradition. Both

SES and father's' field of work are proxies fOr some unspecified influences,

/
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such ab parental values or interests Which are transmitted to the child.,

child rearing prac4ces, monetary advantages, and so on. Ideally, these latter

variables should be directly measdred so.that we know _i_hxy SES or father's field

of work is important. The third variable, parental encouragement, is part of

V

alièxustof social reinforcement variables which include reinforcement by peers,

teachers, parents, and various significant others in the life of-aschild. The

term it&vlf, parental enCouragemelit, comes from the status attainment literature.

I inclbele mother's education and father s education; occupational status, and

fiela of'work in thb.research to follow.
7

Skills. Both approaches identify skills, abilities, training, and educa-

tion as very important in determining career development. Sociologists are

more ap t to question whether the educiaion, training or abilities are really ,

job-related. Statue attainment researchers, along with many other social

scientists, Have spent much effort calculating how important education is'for
44

determining occupational status and income; there are hundreds of books'and

articles_on the topic. Years of education mcplains (later occupational status

better than does any other variabllik though estimatea of its importance depend

on,the ,theoretical model used. Ability is usually measured in this approach

* simply by IQ or a similar scale of academic ability. IQ has been found,

important, bUt it is less so than education and much of its effect'is. mediated

through educational attainment.

Congruence models are more apt, tonstress the diverse hature of talents.

.
. .

Theassnme that general ability and educational level are important in

C ,

determining career choice and success, but they also stress variations in
,

kinds of palents rather than general levels of talent required in different'
A

'jobs. Hence, they stresa thatching people and jobs. Research in this tradit

e.
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does not estimate the economic or status returns to akility or education as

does the status attainment approach. Instead, it has focused on identifying

the skills possessed by incumbents of different jobs and it refers to the job

analysis literature which estimates the skills required by different jobs.

One final] skill not stressed by either approach is that of job search .

techniques. Wegmann (1979) has reviewed evidence that job-search skills can

be taught and do make a difference in finding jobs.

Figure 3.2 includes-several types of skills or qualifications: general

intelligence (IQ), specific abilities, years of education, vocational training

and.job search skills. Of courAe, many specific types of skills pnd education

can be identified and may be difterentially important; Figure 3.2 presents only

a simpl ed characterization of these influences. I, years of education4'and

a history of vocational training and being in a colle e preparatory curriculum

are the skill-related variables used in th re arch repo ed later.

Environment. This includes the social and economic environments a person

faces (except for the family which has already been 'discussed). I have already

mentned ohe aspect of the social environment, the social reinforcement a person

'receives' from significant others for particular beliefs, goals, interests and

courses of action. The environment-a-lso makes available information, information

about what training is available, what jobs are like and so on. It also'

determines education and training opportunities. These opportunities are

determined for the individual by the numbei of opening§ and the'selection pro-

cedures used to plaCe people in those openings. Somewhat analogously, the

environmgnt determines.the job opportunities available to a person. Job'

a

avai a.ility is more tightly,restricted den-are education And training oppor-

tunitL, and it is determined,in large par't by economic conditions and patterns
11111010%.....
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of production . Employe'r prererencea and selection procedures for hiring and

promoting workers also act as strong influences on career developme5c-NThese

together are often referred to as the "system"-or the "social structure". The

individual, may be skilled, but it is only througb_intera-dtion-with schools,

employers, and other important-fattors in the environment that these skills can

be bartered fol.-El-10 and wage. Neither approach has directly studied.the.

environments affecting job availability or hiring,,though the status attainment

approach does make inferences about employer preferences from patterns of who

is hired for what job. lk

One important-aspect qi the environment--as of the-individual-- is that

it changes overetime. Environmental-determinants are indeed variables over

time.Economic -conditions change, eMployers change their practices, and the

nature of Wprk itself evolves over time. This fact complicates the study of
s 4

career development because not only do individuals change over their lives

even in stable environments, but the environments in which they are developing

are also ching.

This report, too, does not directly ekamine the social and economic

environments of the men studied. Bases foi- inference about the environMent

1.

are clearly de ibed where relevant. For example, aspirations can be considered
.41

barometers of the op ortunities people perceive in their environment. An

effort is also made to Measure the extent to which career changes are related to

changes in,the environment rather ,than to maturational processes.

Race and Sex. Race and sex have been clearly shown to be related to

Aifferences'in career dovelopment. To some extent, they may reflect the other

variables already mentioned: ability, personality, treatment by the environment

and iamfly. But it ts riot cleAr exactly why race and sex make such a big

5 6

_
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'difference, so they.are singled out here. I do not examine sex differences in

the following resfarch because,. the sample consists entirely of men, but I do

devote'considerable attention to differences between blacks and whites (other'

groups in the sample are tgo small to examine).

Basic Assumptions.

"If we review again the basic assumptions about men and their work listed in

ChaPter 2, we see that one'of the main differences between the -two approaches

is that they have different views of the relative importance of the variou

(.3

determinants of career development. Status attainment research,stresses the

influences beyond a person's control that limit opportunities and congruence

models stress the choices that pcople make. In the integrated modelj_included

both opportunities and choices as potentially important career determinants,

and in the research I try to tease out how important they each are. Similarly,

I do not assume that people are concerned primarily with level.of work or with

field of work, but try.to determine which is more important under different

Oki
circumstances.

The testing of assumptions can only be indirect here. People are not

asked which is more important--field or level of work. But we can observe

what they do under different circumstances and see, for example, Whether field

or level is more stable. Opportunity cannot be measured directly, but we can

examine variables such as family socioeconomic status and race which are pre-

sumed to affect opportunities and we can see to what extent choices are ful-

' ,filled,in different circumstances.

questions for Study

Questions such as the following are raised by the model and are investi-

hated in later chapters.

(1) Haw important are family and personal characteristIts (such as family



social class and IQ) in dliterminidg one's aspirations and attainmentsbop

for field and level of work?

(2) How do the links bdtween family, background and attainment develop and at ,

what.ages do they become evident?

(3) Are different personal am

5

acteristics or experiences r7uired to enter

different fields of work?
,

(4) To what Nftent do changes in the social and econmic \environment induce

changes ill patterns of career devOopment from one birth coh?rt to the next?

(5) bid blacks and whites experience different environmental changes during

the late 1960's and,how did these changes alter.racial differences in career

pattdrns?

%.1



Chapter 4

CLASSIFYING OCCUPATIONS: A STATUS-FIELD SCHEME

Career development is described in this volume in terms of a multi-

dimensional classificatiOn of occupations. A classificatory scheme which tncor-

porates both vertical and horizontal dimensions of jobs is presUmed.ko better

4
describe career development than does either one of the dimensions Alone, but

there are diverse options for creating a multidimensional scheme. As noted

befote, the option chosen here is to classify occUpations according to,level

of worlk using a measure of status,usually Duncan's (1961) socioeconoMic index;

and according to type of work using holland's (197) typology.

This chapter describes in detail the,multidimunsional scheme usdbi, here-

after referred to as the status-field scheme." A detailed description is 'advis-
'es

able becailse this status-field.scheme is basfc to all the results to follow.

If we do not know clearly what die clhssification scheme nieans and how valid .

'

it is, we .4re not 'Rely to learn much from the results using it. I begin by

-describing the two components ofthe schew separately and then by describing the

properties of the scheme using both componentS simultaneously. For,each,

revfew the history of its development, evidefire for its construction valtdity,

and its comparability to.similar scales.

Occupational Status: The Duncan and Tenune Scales
1(

History and developmene

. Sociologist& have historically- been interested in the study of social

strata&-how they are created and maintained, how they change, and how people
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move amovg them. Many criteria for definfng.soclal strata have been discus'sed,

including wealth, inedme,,education, pretige and political power. Occupation

has been by far the most common wily of defining socizi strata. Ta major

theoreticaf,reason given is that a man's occupation 1s probably the most
4

important determinant of his social position and that 'of'his family. A more
,

...

practical reason is that occupational.data are more'readOy aVailable than any-

thing else about a person.

4
14uch effort has been devoted to measuring social strata via occupation

in the last century, but it has not been cOnfined i10 sociologists. Aspeoville

(1965-66, p.71) notes, the most prominent occupational classiPications developed

or proposed for government statistics were "attempts to uncover the great strata

'of society. Scoville's review of the early efforts to develop occupatiorial

classifications clearly illu'strates this -(6.g., see Hunt, 1897; Wright, 1899).

The mOst'influential work was conducted by Edwards (1911, 1917, 1933, 1943), his
0

soeial-,economic groups" becomiag the,major framewqrk for-the U.S. cerigus

Oassification from 1940 to the present day (professional, managerial, sales,

clerical; crafts, operatives, laivrers, service,and farm). Versions of Edwards'

d scale (e,g. white colJar, blue collar, vs. farm) have been' widely used in'the

stu'dy of social mobility. Edwards' scheme was designed as a vertical scale,

though,it bas occasionally been used as a horizontal scheme or wittiont any-

assumptions about whether it is vertical or not. For example, Klatsky and

Hodge (1971) and Blau and Duncan (1967) treated the census categories as nominal
%

groups and then examined mobility among them. It is interesting to note in

this regatd that these two studies concluded that mobility betweeA occupational,
A

groups is ily long a vertical dimension. This is hardly. a surprisint '

finding, hoçv1er, Fdwar s intended that the groups array occupations by "social-

60
4
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economic" level, and movelment among them coul&,be expected to largely.reflect

tlAt scale.

The Edwards' categories form a crude socic.vocoiiothic ordering of ver44hetero-

9

genous occupational groups Within the last few decades much more precise

scales,of occupational status have been dOveloped.-. Two general characterizations

of occupations by status level havebeen develOAd:, 'scales measuring socio-

economic status and 8ca1es measuring prestige. The socOeconomic approach

simply means that occupations are ranked aceording tpme coMbination ff

education and income or other objective charaeteristics of.occupations oe_of.

their incumbei4s. The prestige,approach haS involved askinECpeOole
,.,

"general standing". O'r general desiiabislity of different o44461010.. 'AO. xitll.. '
.

,,,.w:,, .-', '; ,4" . ,:,,,,.

. - .

,

see, the two.approaches produce nearly identidai:Osults for(OV, plitOosIs44-,-.1.

I distinguish between the two here because there 1ia5 been deb4i abionC'tt

relative merits of each within the sociological literature,

Sociologists cite the earliest prestige studies (Counts, 1925) as .tne

,

origins of the status Wcales, they most commonly use now. 'geiss (l96WrOierded

the history of the early prestige studies, describing in detail'th04)41: NORC

Nortb,-Hatt study_ which is the inullediate precursor of, the scales currently

potilar with

The North-Hatt study.was designed to overcome problems of respondent'

selection, adequacy, or repreientativeness of the lise of occupations, proce-

dures for eliciting responses and the representativeness of the populationsof

;

.raters that had Characterized earlier studies attempting to measure the asocial

standing of different occupations. This study asked a nationally representative

sample of 2920 people to, 1-ate 90 occupations .according to whether they had

excellent, good,' average, somewhat below average, or poor social standing.
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,

These.percentages have been tr;insformed in a number of ways to produce prestige.

scores by which one can mit the ocvupations, but the main problein with the

study IA that it provides iscóres for'only 90 occupAtious.

/-
fr

The next major advance was made by DunCan (1961). Duncan's lontribut ton

was to produce status, scores for all the several hundrAd occupaticral titles

used by the CensuA Bureau. He reasoned that direct ratings of all occupations

would be both expebsive and not feasible. The nrinciple reason they vtrould not

be feasible is that people can only adequately rate occupations wi which they

are familiar, and people are not familiar with most occupations. F r example,

many people were.not familia/ with hatf of, the 90 occuRations in the North-Hatt

study (as evidenced by the number of "don't know" resvonses). Duncan developed

scores for all occupations by estimating them from income and education data

for individual occupations. He took the 45 North-Hatt occitpations with low
I

percentages of "don't know". answers and which could be well matched with census

titles, and (using"multiple regression) regressed the percent oiresponses,which

Were "excellent" or "good" on income (f.e., percent of workerS with incomes of

.
.

$3500 or more) and education ( i.e., percent of workers with a high school

education or. better). The resulting regression equation Accounted for 83% of

the variance in.prestige -rating (percent "excellent" or "good" responses) for

the 45 occupations. He then used that regression equation to predict percent-

ages for the remaining several hundred occupational titles.

Duncan's scale is referred to as a socioeconomic scale rather 'than a

.

prestige scale (e.g., see Hauser & Featherman,' 1977) because it was4created

u'Sing economic and educational data. It is ogVibus, thaugh, that it,is ulti-

mately based on prestige ratin And as will be pointed out later,, evidence

which is cited as supporting the validity of Duncan's SET scale.is actUally .
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evidence about the validity, of'the prestige ratings upon which Duncan'spcaIe

is based,

.

There Are several prestige scales. siegel (1971) has constructed a prestige

scale-for-all 1960 census titles. His method was to attempt Go collectprestige

'ratings for all occupational titles. Scores for some occupations were obtained

from several other prestige surveys, and some were collected in new.surveys

(see Hedg'e, Siegel & Rossi, 1966). Scores from these different sources were

transformed to a common metric and scores,for missing dries were estimated

(see Immo, 1975, for a critique of Siegel''s method). Treiman (1977) has

developed a standard,international occupgtional prestige scale. And spast

recently, Temme (1975) has developed a prestkge scale for the 1960 and 1970

.60

census titlA.. His method was similar to that of Duncan, except that he used'

prestige ratings for approximately 20() occupational titles (compared-to Duncan's

45), and he used job characteristics suchi ap involvement with data, people,-

and things in addition to measures of education and income for estimating scores

for the remaining occupations.

There is some debate in the sociological literature, about wbether 'a

socioeconomic or A prestige scale is more appropriate (see Hauser & Featherman,

1977). The issue is whether social stratification has a factual or- "functional"

basis or whether it is based on social values, that is, Whether thp major

A

hierarchical dimension in seciety is based oi socioeconomic or other "objective"

distinctions or whether it is based on subjective evaluations and cultural,'

values (Gusfield & Schwartz, 1963). If the major dimension is socioeconomic,

then scales measuring socioeconomic status are cited as best for mob4ity

research; if it is, based on cultural values, then scales measuring occupational

prestige are suppos dly more appropriate. Althotigh the two' types of scales may

(4



, be conceptually distinct, they amount to much the same Lng In practical terms.

And neither,should this be surprising; they both are based ultimately on the

zame ratingii by the general...public of the prestige oeoccupations.14pauser

and Featherman (1977, p.29-30) show t:hat the different scales 'are usually

-
correlated ,85 to .90. My own work (1,.. Gottfredson, in press) examinine the

correlateS of Temme's prestige scale suggests that there is a general status

level dimension to Jobs . For example, Table 4.1 sugges ts that preS ttge and

general educational development (GED) level ralect tbe.same level aimefision

(rd.95)Nnd self-direction, involvoment with aapa, and specific vocatioltal

preparation4are closely relatq,to that dimension.
. ,

Insert Table 4.1 About Here

.

Prestige or socioeconomic scales serve my purpose equally well and I

treat them as essentially the same scale. This report'summarizes work with

two scales.; Duncan' SEI was used when studying the NLS sample and Temme's

prestige scale was used in connection with census data._

.There is one difference between erestige and socioeconomic scales which

should be mentioned, howeVe.r. While most occupations are ranked in a similar

-way in both types of scales, there are a few, glaring exceptions. Farmers are

ranked near managers in the prestige scales but near operatives and service

workers in the Duncan SEI. Clergymen are.also ranked much lower in the SEI

than,the prestige scales. See Hauser and Featherman (1977) and Duncan (1961)

for relevant, discussion.

Validity

The evidence most often ,advanced,for the validity of thestatus scales

is that there Is a remarkable consensus over time and social .t..oups in prestige ,

s

ratings. Reiss (1961) found that ra4ngs did not vary by sex, age, region,

P4
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Data

People

Things

SVP

Self-direction

CED s

Status

Table 4.1

.
Correlations Among, Selected Occupational Characteristtcs

(N = 437 Occupations)

People Things SVP
Self-
direcion CED Status Mean

.48 -.16

-.57

.81

.66-

.09

/

.84

.80

-.52

.74

.85

.61

-.19

86

.90

.80

il 58

-.20

:84

, .85

.95

3.4

6.3

5:5'"

5.7

-11.6

3.9,

43.0

Standard
"deviation.

,

2.2

2,1

2.6

.1

Note_ A high score on data,-people, or things indicates low-involvement, so the signs of the corre--
lations of these three varinbles with'the other four vnriables have been reversed to nid in-
terpretation.

Source. J.,. Cottfredson (in press).

..4
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residence, education, and occupation of individual raters in the North-Hatt

survey. There is also little variance in ratings attributable to different
r

instructions to raters to rank according to social standing, to honor, to

inCelliRence required (Hodge, 8iegO, and Rossi, 1966; Siwl, 1971; Duncan,

Featherman and Duncan, 1972). People differ in why they rate occupations high

or low,-but theif agrep about which ones arc ranked high or low. Neither do

prestige rankings .seemil to vary much over time- or country. Hoilge, Siegel. and

Rossi- (1966) compared rankings from studies in the U.S. in 1925, 1940 1947

'and 1963 and found that the correlations.ranged from .93 to .99. In a study

of 23 deve/oped and underdeveloped countriq, Hodge,. Treiman, and Rossi (1966)

found that corre1aticns between prestige rafikings in the U.S. versus other

countries ranged from .79 to .97 with the average being .91 (the_number of

1

occuOations rated ranged from 7 to 35). As noted'above, ORis validity evidence

relates specifically to prestige ratings. Because socioeconomic scales such ag

Duncan's are based on these scores, this is also presumptive evidence for those'

scales as well.

If we conceive of occupational status as the general desirabilit y of an

occupation, then the evidence seems to provide considerable support for the

va1idity of the scales. Th y are highly correlated with the income and educa-

tion of incumbents and with other measures of what we might consiiier objective

ilidicators of the well-belng of.incumbents'or the rewards that occupations

provide. For example, Duncan (4961) showed that his SEI scale correhlted .84 .

and .85 with'his income and educatiow varianes for occupations? If we

examine other judgments about occupations, we see that ratings of prestige are

also associated with judgments about the importance of the oticupations to

society. Respondents in the North-Hatt-study (Reiss, 1961:. p.3213) were asked

67 It
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to state their major reason for assigning a higil or low social standing to

-
occupations.. No one reason.predominated, bt the major ones were "pays well"

(18%), "service to humanity or essential",(16%), "social peestige" (147), and:

"eddct41.on, hard work, and monq 1

(147). When 21 respondents' were asked to rate

90 occupatks accord*ng to responsibility, trainipg-education-skill, and

autonomy as well ath prestige, Simpson atiq Sliml)son (1960)'found that these,

dimensions were correlated, respectivOy, .93, .95 and .81 with prestige.

Gitsfield and Schwartz (1963) etamined juagments of occupations using

semantic differential techniques. They found'thae pristige rankings.were cor-

related most highly with dirty-dleaW.14),.passive7aetive (-.70), successful-
.

_

unsuccessful (.92)
'

middle,class-working class (.93), Democrat-Republiean.(-.83)

poor-rich (-.74), insecure-secure -.80), useful-useless (.60) , hober-drunk

(.74) and Niagro-White (-.62).
0

1 have seen only one type of pegative.evidence for the validity-
,

of a status scale. Hatt (1950) and later Reiss'(1961)-eoncluded that tlie

North-Hatt prestige scores do hot yield a unidimensional:scale for.all occup- 1

t

ations. Both found that occtipations scale better when sepa-rated into th4 eight

G

,

situs groups proposed by Hatt. Reiss'concruded that "both the variation in t

individual ratings for any occupatiem and thelfailure to agliève a unidimen7

sional scale appear to be due to systematic variation in ratings among sub-

groups of,the American population as we14s to'error. Theoretically, it does.,,.

nOt seem reasonable to expect occupations to be ordered unidimensionally on.

a prestige scale since subgroups value different things4 both income and

education have some independent variance in explaining the prestige ordering

of occupations. There may be other Pactors as well" (p,4'108). 1 have not seen

any other studies exaMinIng this ;issue, nor even any citing this negative

68 A
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evidence. My own view is that Reiss is undoubtedly correct. And keeping this

caution in mind helps to explain some otArrOise unusual results which will not
#

4

be discussed. ,But for my purposes here, the general status enension is

*
.adequate, pdrticularly because I use it together with a situs (horizontal) 4

classification of otcupations.

History and Development

Holland's typoloell its roots in differential psychology,-the study .

1

of individual differences. While working in the army processing personnel daCa
HP

as well as in educational and psychiatric settings; Holland concluded that

people could probably,be,classified into a small nuiliber of types according to

their intereSts and behavior, (Holland, 073; Weinrach, 1980). He later

developed this netion into a theory of personality and careers, of which Ks

.1

six-category typology fs an integral part-. The theory and its typology were

designed primarily for, and have.been used primarily in, understanding and

treating problems of vocational choice and adjustment. They are part of a

tradition'in counseling psychOlogy that was initiated by Parsons (1900, the

tradition often re,kerred to as the trait-factor-approach. A fundamental

princi/ple of that tradttion is that both people and jpbs differ in systematic
' 111

ways, and that,promoting a good match between people and their jobs promotes

satisfaction and achievemvnt. The-ProNtem in that tradition was, -therefore,

to develop ways.of assessing-boCh peOple and jobs. The focuk h en on

. .,

assessing people 1 s interests in different fields of work and on discovering
,

. v
i

which interests,. values and competencies are reinforced.indrfferent accupations.

Strong (190) was one of the first to develop devices to assess e

,4

vocational interests 9f.1144kyidua1s. HiS inventory,the Strong Voc'ational
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N
Interest Blank--rvised pow as the Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory (Campbell,

4

1971)--has been in widespread use for decades. Holland's typology of people and

lobs i8 similar to Strong's work in ihat.it is based on an assessment of people's

ilterests, and people are classified according to their similarity to incumbents

iv different fields. This is an important point because, as will be discussed

later, it raises question's about the validity of the typology for deic'tibing

jobs rather than people.

Holland's typology is applied in parallel fashion to classify people into

personality types and occupations into fields of work. Tilis is a.unique feature .

of HWand's work within the frag-factor tradition. There are a variety of

ways of ,assessing people's vocationdl interests, and there are methods of classi-

fying jobs into groups, but Holland's is the only scheme that provides a parallel

.9 4

way of assessing both. Because a basic aim,in this tradrtion is to promote

a good match between people --anA jobs; a methOd for easily judging degree bf

match is a definitive adyantage.

"Thelkstx categories, realistic, investigative, artistA, social, enter-

prising an4 conventionalwere developed in *an iterative process alternating

a priori theoretical notions'of the types and factor analyses of vocational

A

interests, and then comparing the results to other factot analyses of person-

ality to see if the types made sense and were consistent with other seudies

of personality types. Thdbasic tools for classifying people according to

the persOnality ypology have been Holland's twamajor personality assessments,
,

4. the Vocational Preference.Inventory (1975) and the later Self-Directed Searql___
,

.(1979). These devics assess the vocational interests'of individuals and-
,

asSign a personality type to them.

'Ttie classification of occupations, that is, the aslignment of individual.
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A

occupations to the different categories, has also been accomplished in an

c

hiterative evolutionary proceddre. Occupat.ons ave been classified into one-

type or another depending on the personalit types of iilcumbents in those

occdpations. For example, if most people in teaching turn out to be social

types according to the personality assessments, that occupation is clippifilzd ,

into the social occupation category. The process is judgmental

when relevant data are limited, and changes are made when additional information

suggests that the original assignment was incorrect. Appfoximately 400

occupations have been classified in this way and are listed in-the Occupations

Finder (1977) which'acCompanies the SDS. The relation of occupational codes

assigned in this way was then compared with Dictionary of Occupational Titles

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1965) information about level of involvement with

data, people and things (Viernstein, 1972). On the basis of this information,

a tianslation procedure Oas developed for assigning all previously unassigned

/7-occupational titles to categories,in the typology..

Because much information about jobs is collected in terms of census

categories, occupational titles in the 1960 and 1970ncensus classificatory

dif
4 schemes have been assigned HollandTiodes. This procedure is described in

detail in L. Go(tfredson and Brown (1978), but consists ysically of assigning

codes on the basis on the Occupations Finder whenever possible, and secondarily,

using Viernstein's translation. Holland codes for the occupational titles

used in this study were taken were tajcen fronte. Cottfredson and Brown. (1978)

and are provided in Appendix A. Because Holland periodically revises his

assignment of.Codes to individual titles, it is good to note that the Codes

used here are conslstent with the 1977 version of the Occupations Finder and

differ in a few instances from ehe older list of codes provided in his 1973 book.
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The first letter

.of the gode indicate3 the theoretical type of work the occupation most closely

resembles; the second letter of the code indicates the type of work the

octupation next most resembles; and the third code indicates the type of work

the occupation third most resembles. This report uses only the first-letter

codes. L. Gottfredson and Brown (1978) list the three-letter codes for all

census titles; Appendix A lists only the iirst-letter codes.
,

1 ,

Lists of Holland codes generally include some meas re of occupational

level. Holland's Occupations Finder

ment (GED) level of each occupation.

includes the general educational develop-

GED is the general level Of reasoning,

mathematical and language'development estimated to be required in different

occupations. L. Gottfredson and"Brown's list of cods for, the census categories

includes GED as well as Tenue's measure of occupational Few

researchers using Holland's typology have categorized occupations with any

measure (f level of work.

Horizontal classifications of occupations have also been suggested in

sociology, but little effort kir gone into developing any. Sorokin 0959)

suggested,studying mobility along a horizontal as well as a vertical dimension.

-Benoit-Smullyan (1944) suggested this also, and identified several types of

horizontal dimensionslocus (function of work) and situs (soCial group

membership). Morris and Murphy (1959), Horan (1974)'and,Hogan (1977) have

been among the`few sociologists who have examined situs mobility. Hatt's

(1950) situs classification is particelarly interesting because he empirical-ly

developed it from Guttman scaling of prestige ratings when he fouild that

the prestige scores did'not form a uni imensional scale. Hatt proposed eight

situses--political, professional, business, recreation and aesthetics,

4
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agriculture, manual work, mtlitary,and seVvi.ce. There is some resemblance

between these ei ht categories and Holland's typology, but not a lot. All of

the foregoing ref .ect efforts to tease ovt horizontal dimenston8 from vertical

one s . Other le ss a na lytica 1 characte riza t ions o f occupationa 1 groups within

sociology also reflect horizontal distinctions among occupations, some of

which resemble Holland's categories. (Some of these are listed in Table 2.1.)

For example , "Bot tom re ' s ( 1964)- compe t ing e 1 ite pccu pat ional groups of

bUreaucrats, intellectuals, and managers are similar to, respectively, the

higher leve-ls of social jobs, investigative and artistic work, and the higher

levels of enterprising %,lork. Sociologists have propos'k ed other ways of classi-

fying jobs, but they are not discussed in terms of horizl versus vertical

distinctions, so I will discuss them later.

Validity

Holland assigns occupations to the typology's categories on the basis of

the personality types of occupational incumbents^. .This procedure is based on

rc-.1

the following assumkons. "Each environment is doMinated by a given type of

personality...Because different types have different interets, competencies,

and dispositions, they tend to surround themselves with special people and

materials and to seek out problems that,are congruent with tilefr interests,

competencies and outlook on the. world. Thus , where peoprraKTIgregate , they

create an environment that reflects, the types they are, and it becomes

possible to assess the environment in the 'same terms as we assess people

individually " (Holland, 1973,p.3). Thus, evidence for the Nralidity of

personality types is indirect, 6,vidence for the' validity of the occupational
Ats

types. Until recently, evidence for ,S.lae validity of the occupaticinal types

has consisted almost entirely of this type of eyidence, and it is briefly
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e,* described below. Wrect evidencie of the validity of tne occupational types

based'on oGeupatiunal data is more persuasive, however, it is reviewed in more

dct.ai I.

-
'most: research wich Holland's' typology has involved the pors-ftality types

rather than the oectCpational typts. !Tolland (1973; Holland, Magoon, & Spokane,A

in press) , Walsh (1973) ,and Ossipow (1973)reView the theory and typology,

lackey (1975) and Holland, 'Gotpfredson ahd Holland (1977) pro;fide biblio-4

graphics of several hundred recen studies testing the validity of the theory

and classification. 'While the oVidenee reviewed does not support all con-

ptructs Holland's theory eqUally well, the personality types receive

considerable support.

The meaning ofthe categories for describing people in terms of their

vocational interests, competencies and values has been established 0 large
.

part by comparing Holland's personality assessment devices (the SDS and VPI)

f

to other-assessments of interests, temperaments, values and abilities including

the Sttong Votational interest Blank, the General Aptitude Test Battery, the

Armed Forces Vocational Aptitude Battery, Kuder's interest inventories,,the

Adjective Check Pist, the California Personality Inventory and other. devices

(Breme & Cockrci1,1975; Campbell, 1971; Cole, 1973; Holland, 1968, 1973, 1977;

Hollan0 & Nafziger, 1975; Kelso, Holland & Gottfredson, 1977; Nafziger &

Helms, 1972; Wakefield & Cunningham, 1975; Westbrook, 1975).

Arland'S personality types appear to be consistent with other assess-

ments of the dimensions of personality° For example, Gordon(1975, p.86)

concludes that Holland's six types "bear a striking resemblance" to the five

factors'emanating from the Survey of interpersonal Values: control of others

(enterprising), servicq to others (social), self-determination (investigative),
...

institutional restraint(conventional, realistic), and self-expression (artistic).
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The six types alim correspond closely to the major factors of interests and

personality traits obtained by Guilford et al. (1954) through factor apalysis:

mechanical, scientific, esthetic, sw,!ial welfare, business,and clerical:

Holland (1973, p.6) also reports that the types "are analogous in eome ways"

to the types proposed earlier by Adler (1939) , Fromm (1947) , Jun4 (1933),

,Sheldon (1954) , Spranger (1928), and others..

'!Var less wbrk has been done directly assessing the validity of the
.

typology for descriAing olicaaaons, which is of most concern here. Several

.investigators have compared Hollan'd's typology with other schemes for describing

.and classifying acupations and generally.found differences which would be

expected according to the theory and description of occupational types..

Viernstein (1972) and L.)Gottfredson (in press) provided evidence that Holland's

six major categories of work require different levels of involvement with

data,'peopre, and things (U.S. Department of Labor, 1965). Holland, Viernstein,

11.1<uo, Karw0t, and Blum (1972) compared five categories of work and found mean

differences in Position Aftalysis Questionnaire (McCormick, Jeanneret &

Mecham, 1972) factor scores. The PAQ is an assessmept of job tasks, require-

ments and working conditions. Toenjes and Borgen (1974), Rounds, Shubsachs,

Oawis and Lefquist (1978) and L. Cdttfredson (in press)--using essentially

the same data on occupational reinforcer patterns from the' Mthnesota Work

Adjustment Project's assessments of jobs--found that Holland's categories

4 differ systematically in the reinforcer's they provide: Broad census categories,
,

.-4..

hav been used as a horizontal classification of jobs, so I have examined

tle/g relation of those cate-gories with Holland's types.' Those results are

provided in Table 4.2 and show that the types are related in sensible ways

with eNat classification. The enterprising category corresponds closely to

75
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managerial and sales work, and the realistic category corresponds to

ci'aftsmen, operatives, laborers and farmers. Clerical is primarily con-

ventional work. Professional jobs are comprised primarily of can include

most of) the investigative artistic,and social job titles, Holland,

Magoon, and Spokane (in press) also report systematic overlap of the six

categories with the 14 DOT job groups.

I n sort Ta b le 4 2 About: Ile re

I. (in press) haVe Ms; compared the 12 broad census categorjes, pres tige

level of job, and Holland's six categoiries.din their ability t6 predict seven

joh charactexistics. Holland's typology did more poorly than the other two
fA

'4Amp
iii. predi cting leVel-related attributes of job such as inwolvement with data,

specific vocational preparation, self-direction and CED. ReltIve predictive

- validity was more comparable,for involvement *ith things and with Wople, two

attributes only weakly correlated with job level but which should be ielated

to Holland's types. When prestige level antNlolland's six types were used to

predict occupational reinforcer pattern scores, the two schemes were overalr

J about equally predictive though, qi; expected, the former predicted I vet-

)

,

related reinforcers better and the,latter predicted fielq-related re nforsers
,

'better. , --

One bf the most important, findings of that 'study f's illustrata In Table

4.3; the typology is related to level of work. 'Table shows that the six

Holland types of work differ in the levels of work that they provide. The

mean status of occupational titles varies from a & of 35 for realistic

work to a high of.58 for investigative work (on aseale of 0 to 88). GED is

more commonly used than status in vocational counseling as a measure of

occupa Lpnal level, so mean GED is also presented for each category of work.

GED vrodte. ehe same drdering of the types as does prestige, but this is

7 6
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Status Level and Holland Type of Work

in the lirond Cvnsus Categories

4.

70

Census
Category

Mean Stattis

of Titles

ProfeWonal, techniorl

Managerial

6.

51

Sales 40

Clerical 38

-

Crafts .3$

Operatives, except
transport 28

Transport ope,ratives 28

LaboYers, except
farm

Farmers and farm
managers

18 1

35

Farm pOorers 20

)

Service 26

Household 11_

Source: L.Gottfredson (in press). .

Number of- Occupational Titles

IASE
15 49 13 36 8

2 9 46

1 12

6 4 3

71 1 4

49

10

14 _

1

4

18 16 2

3 2

It

2

1

29

1

e.

7 7

II
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not. surprising because the two measures of occupational level correlate .95

(using occupa t ion as the uni t or ana lowers two pane Is of Table

4
4.3 show the distribution of occupational titles and of the number of jobs

(i.e., the numbler of workers) in each type of work af three broad levels of

work in 1970. These panels indicate that realistic work is primarily. low-

level work and conversely that most low-level .work is realistic. In contrast;

investigative work is priplarily high-le4e1 work, though the greatest number

a.

of high-level jobs is provided by social occupations.

Insert Table 4.3 About Here

The relation of level to field of work is a particularly important

'finding because the types are usually presented and used as equally desirable

job categories and predictions abotk achievement are made for the different

personality types. With few exceptions (G. Cottfredson, 1977; CoWredson,

Holland & Cottfredson, 1975) , differences in job level have,generally

tynored in tests of Holland's typology of people and jobs. Failiing to take

account of jol level probably is noCa serious omission in some work on

vocational interests because many 111-actical applications are rela,ted to

counseling advanced high school or college populations whose aspirations tend

to be.high. Ilut when the entire range'of jobs fn an economy is considered,

characteristics associated with job level (such as authority and pay) but

not necessarily with functional- type of werk, beceme important descriptors

of job environments. Differences among the types in authority and respons-

ibility ,(e.g., try out own ideas, make own decisions), abstrac ness of work
k\

4 .

(involvemen with data), autonomy (self-direction), and other jo character-
('

istIcs related ?rimarily to job level are exaggerated when differences in

level among the types of work are not controlled. Diffe'rences among the

76
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Table 4.3

Prestige and General Educatjonal Development (GED) Level of

Occupations in the Six Holland Categories

Hollan(1 Type of Work

C

Mean Level of Occupational Titles:

GED 3.1 5.3 4,7 4.5 4 3 3.5

Status 35 58 52 51 45 i 44

Number of Detailed Census Oveupational Titles at Three Status Levels:
a

Low 151 0 2 19 13 18

Moderate 41 10 10 24 48 13

High 3 41 6 24 12 2'

Number (thousands) of jobs
b

in 1970 at Three Status Levels:

Low 28,512 0 22 2,804 3,966 (),060

Moderate 5,701 804 613 2,563 6,418 5,873

High 197 2,232 372 3,440 2,20.Q 725

aLow .., 0-39; moderate = 40-59; high = 60+ on Temme's (1975) prestige scale,

bDoes not include supplementary jobs held by worker's employed in two or

more jobs.

-Source. L. Gottfredson (in press)
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types of other characteristics, such as specific vocational preparation (SVP)

disappear when prestige level is controlled. It is this finding that persuaded

(.1

me that the typology should as akule always be accompanied by a
.

measure of level f work when occupations and achievement are being examined.

The Statua-Field Multidimensional Scheme

History and Development

Probably few theorists Or researchers would maintiln that occupations

should not be.conceived mu (ttdimensionally when studying career development

and social mobility. Numerous people have hypothesized or.demonstrated the

importance of a whole host of occupational characteristIcs industrial

affiliation, responsibility, power, tasks performed, skill requirements,

technological function, intrinsic and extrinsic rewards', and.the.list goes

on and oak flut, when it Comes to actually creating occupational c4assifieatory

systems for studying careers, only one dimension at a time has usually been

utilized until recently.

Roe (1956; Roe & Klos, 1969) developed a scheme for vocational counseling

_characterized by six levels and eight. groups (service, business,cganization,

technology, outdoor, science, general cultural, and arts and 'entertainment).

The vocatioaal and counselirog literature of the last few decades reveals

that Roe's scheme bas seldom been.used, however. Vocational theorists (Saper,

1957; Holland, 1973) diScuss the importance of level of work as well as field

of work, but this theoreticaj recognition has seldom been operationalized

/--
research.

Sociology has made mere use of multidimensional mseasurement of occupa-

tikls, Some of the schemes will be discussed in detail so.that the status-
,

field scheme proposed here can be more clearly evaluated. They fall into

v..
8 .

t
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two groups: the earlier situs conceptions and the later segmentation theories.

As noted before, Benoft-Smullyan (1944) and Sorokin (1959) suggested

studying both horizontal(situs),.and vertical(status)dimensfons of occupations

when studying occupational mobility. Hatt (1950) also spelled out the

differences between horizontal and vertical mobility and their implications

for individuals. Hatt developed a set of eight situses which he proposed as

parallel status ladders, but no one has ever used his scheme to my knowledge.

Morris and Murphy8(1959) developed a situs-by-stattis system, the situses being

larsely industrial. Apparently, they made little use of the'Alleme. Hogan

(1977) examined the possibility that occupational mobility is structured

according to situs (which he measured by industry) as well as by status. Using

multiple Classification analysis techniques with' the 1962 Occupational Changes

in a Generation data (Blan and Duncan, 1967) , he concluded that it.is useful

to consider 'sites (industry) in studies of occupational mobility. Blau and

Duncan's (1967) analysis with the same data but using different procedures

.supports the same conclusion.

In 1967, Blau and Duncan published a book that popularized the use of

occupational status scales.in the sttdy of social mobility. From that year

until the last few years, the soci/gical study of.careers was dominated by

the use of multiple regression models to predict a person's occupational-

status. ,Other dimensions of occupations were largely ignored and SitulVarely

spoken of. Dissatisfaction with the narrowness of the status definition

of occupations and of the labor market has been growing, however; and has

been accompanied by the exploration of modifications in the status operation-

alization of occupations. This new approach for sociology is often referred

'to as the study of labor markets or the segmentation of labor markets.
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Usually its 'roots are traced to economics, variousjy (among others) to

Cairnes (1874) who spoke of non-cdffipeting sectors, Kerr. (1954) who spoke of

the balkanizati6n .of.labor markets, or to Doeringet and Piore (1971) who

spoke of the duAl labor market.

A number of ft1tetnative view; of labor titkrket Ekegmeneation are now being .

developed, although the development of classiflihatory schemes is .proceeding

moreslowly. I will not_attempt to review all the segmentation research;

. that has been done elsewhere (Edwards, Reich, & Cordon, 1975; Cain, 1976;

Kalleberg Sorensen,.1979; Montagne, 1979), I will instead mention some,'

of the work to illustrate the dlrettibn that work is taking 'and how it .1-e1ates
%

to my concerns he re . # 0

.f

The basi. c idea behind the segmentation approacheS is ehat career .develop-

meht proceeds .differently in different work se,ttings' or environments, and also

that the movement of wo'rkers between the sectors is restricted in some way.

The segment different workers end up in is important beeause it determines

how much careeT advancement, if any, they can look forward to arid how well they

will be rewarded for different traits or skill§. At least three ways of

classifying'workers into segments other than my Own arelein developed, each

--reflectim'a different theoreticar notion of how the occupational world is

subdiviMed into.somewhat dffferent and non-competing groups. W might say

that they have dil:ferent views of what the imkortant horizontal job -distine-

tions are. These three views are the dual labor market, the dual economy

,

and the Marxist or class approaches.

Dual labor market theorists (see DoerOger & Piore, 1971; Cordon, 1972)

,suggest that employers in the primary anti gecondar; labor markets organize

emploment different,l.y. In the primary market the better.workors' are

t,

82
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.

,' Troductivity, profits, unionization of wankee0, polirtcalipower,-Apd 'Many .

i ,, ,.. )
. ,

.

Ok,,,

.

_capital assets. Marxist schemes (see Wight AJN,rrond', 1977; Wright, 1978
_

..
. )

, : t

4

1
kalloberg & (7.,affin, 1980) .prO-pose more.than two groups, *ten .determined

.,

Y.,

,

lointly by the Ownership .6fAile nteans of production and the control,over tit. 6

76
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generality more highly rewafded. Worker Aability is encouraged because of
V

. ,,t.
-

. ,
.v ,

.

.

high training costs. Secondary jobs are the mental, dead-end jobs of society
\ '

dishwashers, laborers, typing-pool typists, and soon.- Investment in human

,cattal ( . more edutation or experiedteraffects neither the 2roductivity
c .

no,r the rewards of workers in the's condary market. Secondary jolis neither
.

-I

,

req t. ret nor enCpurage stable workers. Furthermore, once a workdr has wprked.

in the secobOary market, that worker is likely to be Considered an Unstable
f

and unskilled\worker and denied employment in the'more desiyable primary

sectolor. The dual econoTy approach (see. Beck, Horan-, & Tolbert, l978 suggests
J

-

that there are core,and peripheyy i ndustries. _Core industries pro.vide be ttiir.

jobs betause'they are more, dft"en large oligopolistit industries with high-

labor power of others: employe:4. managers, wor
't

4 ,
411 4

A
a

. These sc ems genbrayixlaisify individual both by labor market segment /
..
\ .

.
. .

. f , . .
. .

and Octdpational status. it is interesting to note that the6e sthemes.all

Aand petty bourgedisie.

V iv

.

view some.tegments as beims more desirable than others,aild'cieate clear.
.10

rankings of. their .advantage, t orkers.; ''Orie is unlueky to findddeSelf,

i . I ' .

v ',

c tn the secondaq !labor mfvket', ..k.pkiAlphe'ralainclustry,. of in the working .

.
. ''-.ii' ,.,, ., . . .

,

-Class, And this fate.is often conceie'd as tile result of spcial and economic
.

. ,
, ,

,.
.,

.
. processek 6eY9nd:a0r6rson control. In none of these,s4emeS is it:sufficient

, i ,

. .

.
.

., --. 4,..1,
.

. '
, -,

to knoxv a pvrsonrs'Octpation .Co'c,i.asSify the.wbrkei-. Indeed the--schemes.are
r ,.

. . 1 ,.. .,,
.

, .' .

.
..

_
, ...,,, 0. . .,,,

.

-,

, .,

oitqn_presentêd as schemes whi,4Are not class'ficationS of 'oCcupatIous.
....,!.,

.., .. .
.

%.,,,, .

.- Kalleberg'and 0i-Grifkin (198-for'eNailple,,discess the dIfftrentes between-
,- ,

,

"r- . lk

b,

,

Sa
'4
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the occupational and class stratification systems and the need not to confuse

the two.

In contrast to the fairly sequential afid linear development of tIle various
V

status scalQs in sociology, the development of segmentation models has been
I.

-Imre concurrent and parallel. The different mode ls have not been compared
,

with esach Other; although consfderable overlap among them probably exists

because they produce similar conclusimas about occupatiohal mobility. 'Forw
example, both Wright (1978.; Wright & Perrone, 1977) and ieck, Horan zind Tolbert

(1978) predicted income separate.ly within the different labor market segments

. .

and came to the same conclusions as I did when I Predicted income separately
A

.

according to Hotland,catcgories: (a) income differAces among individuals
. . .

,.. . .
,

are better explained using a segmentation model than with status as the'only
,

job characteristic cOnsfdered,:(b) educacion is-relatively mgre important for

gvccess in some segiuents Man DOpthers, and (e) racial differences canlie

better explained by nsinga segmentation model because the,races are segre-x %
-,-: 1.--- ' .1, 4 A

, .gated-into somewhat dlfrerent segments. ..
.

i ' .C

The deve lopment -of my dwn status- field scheme Using Hollan4 44 typology
. , .. ,..

together with n status scaPE:Itparallels the development pf-tha fernoing,

*
i

.

.

.
.

.' .

.4

n segmehtation conceP;hions. Nrt 1.8 also a'segmentation,scheme because Careet
. .

development.processes are'assume4 td'dfffer accordtng to which category br.
-.. . 4. ..k . . t .

work ne is i . The'theoretical drigins of the schema.are. L0 the psychological
.

. .
.

.

.. ,
,

#udy of humadintettests end abl.lities rither 4art-in econdmics: Another
1 ,

'difference is that the bL..t5f my schema is gssumed to 11'0 the nature of
e e I T.,

,

1

.11

Work performe;on the, job.,,This werk-function conceptioh may llear some
. .

i

'1*
.

relation to the cont,rOl'of productionc(and thus to MArxist clhss categdzies)
* 4

.%
- -,

4f l.
. . -

becauSe .'superyision ond ddision-making aTe oCC44nti9nal dlities tn some
,

.V
'

.)

1,
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occupations, pa-rticufarly in managerial lobs. Different occuOational ?unctilans

req ire'different types of training and abilities ortalPho part of -workers, so the

.seh ie stresses the theoretical importance of the iverse nature of vocatiAal

ab lities, interests and values.

There is certainly precedent for examining function of work. The nature

X.

A eof work performed has been suggested-'as impnrtanf throughout the history of

soc,iology (Durkheim, 1893/1964; Davis 15. Moore, 1045; Bell, 1973Y

in determining styLps of life ahd,occupational rewards. A.clear justillication

,

allso comes from vocational, industrial, and personality psychology. Different

occupations involve performing ditferent tasks, and these tasks require diff-
,

erent skills, abilities, and interests. Performing these tasks also provides
. ,,.. . .

.
..

oe
_

.
.

.
workers differ.ent types of-non-monetary fewards (service to humanity, autonomy,

. ,

. r a sense of order, etc:).
4,

-Sbe,loldgists4(e.g. Durkheim, 1983/1964) as well as.psychologists (e.g. -,

06 _ ,

Holland, 1973) bave noted that occupatioanl groups foster distinct clusters

___ ..

of vaiUE:rt rlid i-ni.crests. They nepresent differ
.

stylds of life. W9,,know
. _ _

, tip.. %

i

.
.

..., that people' tn different oceupatione--e.s. social workers, engineers,..labgrers,
...t,

, ..
. . .

. ;

artists
,

real'estate agents, and accountant§ have di!fferen't interests, have
..

I I

. . .., . 0
,

. .

different friends and possessions, have gifferent intereses add values,-and .

1
.

.
- .,

.adherd to .dive.rgont political and religimm beliefs. As Durkheim-(1891/1964)
A '

. f,,, ,p ,
.

.. .

4 -suggested, Llifferent occupational groups may create dtpferent moral communiti9s.
. i

. ,
.

e
-Be Ors as it-may, I.am wssuming that'the differences in soeill.organization

associated with different fields of work lie in ehe constraints And oppor-
. .

tunities prese nted to workers-and employers by the Nitnre of the work performed .

t;
P,

by the employee..
., , %

Given that we are interested in classifling ocpupations accordli 1Co ,.

, % -Vn

W
v v . 40, 6.',..

k '

N
.C1r. 85

1.1 MI
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4
funct Lou of work , why shou ld we choose Ho I land ' s typology to ope ra t iona 1 im

ft'? Indeed .Holland does not c lea r I y state that his typology dist inguishe

occupations primarily accord tug to functicp of tasks performed. He uNali the

,

types as global assessments of many aspects of the work euvirohment. There

are several 'good reasons fqr ustug At, though it may be bhe cast that a
. 4

lietter functiOffal clasisifthatiOn could be- developeti ln the future for some

, 4

, purposes. First ILl land 's theory and typology suggested that ' function is

important; they 'are tie. original iuspiratPon for- much of the work done here.
1

In a ddrtion, the ypology has face validity because its categories correspod -'
. ,

"to many_ of the distinctions we commonly mike among fields of wOrk: As will
.

be A l lust ra ted be 1:ow , a sIatus- fie ld scheme using -the tyPology has con taCt

validity.. Neither does there appear to be any better classification o

function at the present t.ime. Auothdt impoitant reasen for using Holland.'

ypolo47 is that 1.t is. widoly 6sed lh the stildy of careers in vocational

psycfiology, so usi2g it in a status-Ifield scheme2tenables difect uae'by

sltiologists of much c from psychology and in turn provides information

1 the sociological !;eudy of careers to sychologists Tfie s:tatu field

scheme creates a common language, between the twb disbiplines. Hollan

,

,typology is also widely used by counselors, so research with the status-
'

field schenie provides a. mons, comprehensive view pf the occupational' world to ,

' t counselors and counsefees in terws thal they cbmmonly use.

4

, A" ,

Validity

1 .

. ,
. .

'In Chapter 2 ,, I reviewed resear,ch that led -me
-
to consider the

.
41.

sLatus-field"conceptton seripusly and to opdrationali4p it with the Holland

..,
.

-.
. .

, .

typology.' -WS noted above ,:that research suggested,many the same conclusions
) .

4111.

about. incothe deterTtnatioOrs tic) other scgmentation schemes. Thus, although
. -

. ,
S

r

/

'A

.11
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that 'research suggests that the scheme is useful. for studying carger develop-

ment, it does not necessarily support the contention that function of work is

wiuIs important or that HoLland's typology me4sures function. The follgwit*

pages provide more direct evidence for .the construct validity of the Holland

categories as a measure of function of work and for the construct validity

of the Composite status-field scheme.
P

Before
/
going on to discuss validity issues, I should note that there are

4.

several options for combining status scales with Holland's typology. The

options concern the degree of precision used in either the status or the

f

()_I

lolland systems. One could assign one-letter, twoTletter, or three-letter

Holland codes. In all my woik to date, I bave opted for the siAplese. method,.

the one-letter major code. I provide evidence below ohly for the. li.alidity of

the one-letter codes. One also has the option of using Status scores along

the entire scale or of collapsing the scale into a smaller number of groups:

In some wOrk (077) Jhave treated,the 'Holland txpes,as separate labor market
4

segments within which I used the gptire range Of thn-statulk-sc-a-leje-i-g4---to-
)

create six parallel status "ladders'!). ln.,most of my work, I have grouped
1

status scores'tnto low, moderate, and hightroups (1978a, in press) to

create a 6 by 3'cIassilleatory_system, Many of the analyses of'career

behavior in Ehis volume arejbased on this.6 by 3 sch*.
. i

A neelvary feature of an¼y good cjassificatory system is that specific:.

procedures be avatlable 'f
,

or classffying cils
,

es. 1:t.' is espec ally, i mportantW,

I 10 1

%

if different irlvesUgators*.are to compare results. .Curr prdcedures .1

- 1

/ o
4

are available for classifying all 4960 And wo detailed census tit16. i

-
a la

. .
o sa'

L. -Gottfredson afid Brown (1918)-"Prqvide thre6-Jetter Holland codes and Temme
,

-

(1975) ptestige scores for 1960 and'1970 fpr.1.00 will be,

7. OP- 't "
atm..

4"
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published whdn those titles becpme available. If other status scale§ are used,

one oi the Imprehensive Publicly available lists shoula be used. A8 made

clear earlier, many of the analyses to follow use Duncan's socioeconomic index

scores.. Appendix A provides thh list of 1960 titles and Duncan codes, use0

,

`iin this report. The oray other procedure for comprehensively classifying

(7r
occupational tUles by Roliland type is Viernstein's (1972) translation

prpeeAre for use with DOT titles, and these should be considered only rough

estimateg. Holland's Occupations Finder (1977)\provides good estimates, but

it does not include all occupational titles.
..s

The validity of th e. status-field scheme dt"Tends on showing.that: (a)

.
socioeconomic rewards increase yliCh status level within each dolland type,

(b) that functions of work vary in theoretically predicted or consistent ways
-

A

among the Holland categories at tUesame lever(some functions would be
,

expected to be rglated to both field and level),,,(c) that tlie multidimensional

scheme is considerably more useful than eithevof the dimenskons alone, and

thatb it i4 more LI s 11o ad t a 1 to, rna i aNfo t. d Wens s chem.-S.:t whe're

the h rizontal dimensidn ia also function of work. It should' lso (e) be

4pore tseful than schemes where he horizontal-dimension is aom thing other

,
than f nction, at least for ons _where function_of work is Apposedly

-..
. ,

.

impoft 1:. For some pUrposes,. lemes based on other horizonta dimensions
.

:MY bemore useTut_ This would depend on--the topic being inves igated and,'
,

..

would tot".neressarily suggest that,a functional scheme was not e er to be

pre,fered. Evidence will be provided for-(a), (b), and (é). Ev dence is
sy.

also provided- foi-(d), altough'it is admittedly w qk because th I.' only

,
altetlative fu!itional schee is the census categories hich do riot really

g"\

constAilitWe a multidimensional scheme. Np evidence is available:yet for ( ). '

4-A /

f' . /
-4

'
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/
Table 4.4 provides evidence about the economic rewards associated with

type and level of work. This table NAOWS it mean and standard deviation of,

1969 personal income for fulltime, non-farm workers surveyed in the 1970 census

of population. Results are presented separately for men and women, and for

three status levels (wising Temme's scale) and the six Holland tykes of work.

Within all types of work, people in higher status occupations earn higher

incomes. But the table clearly shOws tilat income is related to type as well

as level of work. In a few cases, people in lower level jobs (e.T. men in.

enterprising work) earn.more.than people in higher level jobs (e.g. men in

social or conventional work). In addition, the variation in incomes varies

tremendously according to type of work as well as level of work. High level

work alvienterprising work (in effect gll the groups with high incomes) show
0 .

t 1

more variation in income. Clearly, econoLc'rewards are related to type as .

well as level of work, and the velatively high incomes for enterprising work,

and the'rej.ierveiy low incomes for soCial jobs make sense according to Holland's

theory. Explanations for this pattern o5 results are,distupsed in L.

Gottfredson.(1977)..

,'-.1-rrsert Table 4.4 About Here
0

%Nib

-In ather-woric,---(-4...-Gott-frodson.,i, f)-res-.0- hilme-eftemi-nellthe-val-i4ity-
.

of the, status-field scheme using data on job functions and job requirements

from die' DOT (U.S. Department of Labor, 1965), and data on 21 job

f?xcers1 from the Minnesota Work AdjUstment Project (Lofquist & Dawis, 1969;'

. .

Borger' etlal., 197g; Rosen et al, 1972). The DOT characteristics include

,

level of involvement with data, people, and things as well as specific

vucational preparation (SVP) and general educational'developmlict (GED) levlb

Occupational, reinforcer pattern scores ate ratings of the relative prominence

*

-1gir
4



Table 4,4

Mean and Standard Deviation of Income by Field and Status of Work:

Men'and Women Aged 36-0 Employed Fulltime (1970)

Occupational
!-Status

r

Mean (sn) Mean (SD) 7177-16-711T

st

Mean (SD)

C

Mean (.S-1)).

To t 1

-Mean ?SD')

Men

0-39 7810 (3660) 8730 (4480) 0 7940 ,(6290) .9060 (5640) 8640

40-59 10300 (4200) 10550 (11970) 12810 (6930) 9900 (5380) 14940 (10200) 10760

.60+- 15540 (6630) 20180 (11710 15170 (7820) 12880 (6580) 20040 (11190) 13990

A

Total 86/10 (4210) 15730 (10760) 13650 (7350) 10870 (6340) 146.20 (10180) 10910

Women

T---

0-39 4110 (2470) a a 1120 (2870) 3830 (2600),. 4630
I 4

40-59 6440 (3520) 6930 (3460) 6390 (6210) 6210 (3370) 7080 (5880) 9770

604' a 11660 (6520) 8680 (4220). 7860 (367144 9910 (6450) 6740

Total 4250 (2610) 9010 (5550) 7790 (5300)
w .

6080 (3360) 5770 (5120) 5250

a .

"lb

Fewer than 30 cases.

9
t*,

(4660) 7990 (4030)

(550) 12470 map
(7490) 17440 (10249)

(6130) 11050 (7620)

(2320)

(3070)

(2900)

(2760)4'n

4210 (2510)

6170 (3940)

.8110 (4160)

9 Ai:
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1

of different rewards within an occnpation. Self-direction (Kohn, 4,969;

Temme, 1975) was also examined. Mean scores for those occupational charact-
.

eristies were examined for three seatus levels (Temme prestige scores of 0-39,
-

)s

40-59, and 60-1-)and the stx types of work. Table 4.5 lists the predict is
, , 1

1

that were made for the different variables. Table 4.6 presents the me'? for

the DOT variables; Table 4.7 presents the results for occupational reinforcers. .

ii-174717eic717(7147.-57T717E-1i177(7

s typo logy implies that the six 'work environments d if fer in

work activities and that, for example, social and enterprising occupations

have particularly high fnvolvement with people (see Table 4.5).

Table 4.6 reveals systematic differences by both type and level of

work for involvement with data, people, and things. Involvement with data

increases with occupational level in all types of wonk and ts quite high in

all types of high-level work compdred to involvement with'either people or

things. (Note that a low score indiciltevs high involvement.) Examining all

three levels (where there are more than 5 occupations), artistic work has

the highest involvement with data 'mid realistic ahd conventional have, the least '

involvement with data. Involvement with people increases with level in all

types of,work except realistic, whtire tt is absent regardless of level.

Inkolvement with people is highest In social.and nterprising wo'rk and lowest'

in realistic work. in contrast, involyement with things is absent in social,

enterprising,_and conflentional work but increases fwm moderate to high levels

with increasing status level in realistic work. 'Involvement'with things

4
decreases from moderate levels as status increases in investigative and

artistic work but it is.still present to some extent in high-level work

in these two catwegories.

4



Table 4.5

Hypotheses about Relation of Job Olarneteristies

Variable

To 'Holland Type rulditusI.e.vel of Work

DOT Characteristics

Involvement with
people

Involvement
things

with

Involvement with
data

Specific vocational
preparation (SVP)

General eduational
developmetit level

(GED) No differences

85

Relation of variable to;

.,Status .Holland

level (within type (within

Holland tvErs) jtatus levelS1

S, E hi; R lo

R hi; S, E lo

Self-direction

Reinforcer Patterns

Try out own icreas

Company administers
policies fairly

Use individual abilities

Do things for people

Bosses back up their men

Make decisions on own

Feeling of accomplish-
ment

Bosses .train their men

well

A, - hi; C lo

A hi; C lo

S hi
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d-
Table'4,5 -- continued

Variable

Status Holland

level (within type (within

Holland types) status levels)

Reinforcer patterns cant.
Tell other workers
what.to do

Plan work with
little supervision

Paid. well' relative

to other worker's

...

Opportunities for
advancement

Busy all the time

Friendly co-workers

Posftion of "sOmehody"
in the community

Receive recognition
for work +

Have steady employment 1

Cood.working conditions

Work not morally
Wrong

Work js different every
day

Work alone

0

3

Note. Blanks indicate that no predictions were made.

Source.- L.,Gottfredson (in press)

9 4

E - hi; S lo

E - hi
-

- hi

CSR- hi

A hi; C lo
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insert Table 4.6 About Hero

With only one exception, GED; SVP, and self-direction increase with

level'in all t.pes of work, which is not surprising given their high corre-

lations with prestige (See Table 4.1). Only self-direction shows substantial

variation by typo of work. It is highest in social and enterprising work and
-

lowest in realistic_work. The greater the involvemtInt with both data and

people and the less involvement with things, the more discretion workers appear

to have in jobs of comparable prestige.
Jr

Hypotheses about, differences among the Holland types were generhlly sup-

.
r

ported. GED and involvement with people and things varied (or did not vary)

as predicted. There were differences among)the types in selfTdirection and

involvement with data, though not as predicted for -elf-direction. The

differences in4these two characteristics are rclatecP primarily to level

rather than to type of work as indicated both by their high correlations wj.tb.

"4.*
prestige (.85 and .80) and'by the large mean differences being primarily

'between levels rather than between the'types of work. Involvement With data,

involvement with people (except in realistic work) , GED; and se4f-direction

all increased with llevel as pydicted. Let/el of involvement with things

.
increased with,Prestige level in realistic walc, but--contrary to prediction--

,

decreased in the two other categories, (1 and A). that had any involvement

with things at any level.
. 7

- In sum, the results (a) support'the two most impottant hypotlesed

(differences among the types in level of involvement with people and things

.
.

(b) provid'e new information about the types, such as that levels of AnVolve-

.ment withpeople and.things vary systematically within as welr'as between

the types, (c)-that some :job characteristics'are related primaxily tt5

sa,
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Table 4.6

Mean Score of Occupations on Self-Direction and Selected

Charaatertatioa from cha Diotionarx of Oviikepattonal Titleat

By Status Level and Holland Type' of Work

Status

Type of Work

1.

R' A

InvOlvement with Data

5.6 ---, (1.4)

Mod 2.8 2.4 1 . 2 ,

.
. _. 1

Hi (0.1) 1 . 0 0, 8

Total 4.4 1 s 3 1... 1

Involvement with People
a

Lo

Mod

Hi

'Total'?

0 .;

A

7.7 - (8.0)

7.4 7.4 5.9 v

, .

(70) t 5.1 ... _ 5. 3

,'
-, 5.5 5.9

-,
a

Involvement witfi Things .

Lo 4.1 )1

Mod. 2.9 OP 3.6

Hi (1d7) 5.8

Total
4

3.8 , 5.3 i

A

v

ss C Total

4.8 3.0

.

4.4 5. 2 '.

o' 2.1 1.7 ,3. 2 , 2,2

1.-6 1. 3 (1. 7) 1.

2.7 1,9 3. 8

.6.1 5.6 7.4
,

4.9 5.3 7.0 6. 2

2.4 3.3 (4.8) 4, 2

4.-4 5.1 6.3

7.6 7.3, 6%5 4.8.
. 7

7.7 7. ' - 7. 8 , 5, 8,

:\ 8.0. '7.5 (8,0) . 6.6

7. 7 . 75 7.1

'410

' k.
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.5

Table 4.6 -- COntinued

4

)

Tyne of Work

. Status A C. Total

_

Specific 4cational Preparatfon (SVP)

Lo 4.4 (7.4) 4.1 4.9' 3.6 4.4

Mod 6.2 6.8. 6.5.
..

6:6 5.1 6.5

Hi (7.9) 7.6 7.6 7.4 7.6 (7.6)

Total 4.9 7.3 7.2- 6.1 6.4 4.4

SelfLbirection.

iLos 4.0 --- (10.0)
!

11.3 13.0 8.5 . 5.7

'Mod 10.1 - ', 15.2 17.8
. 17,0 13,5 14.4,14?.:8

Hi (15.0) 19.6 20.5 22.8 ,, 21.7 (20.8) 20.7\
:

Total 5.4 180, 16.4 17.7
/

1

17.1 11.:2

1

11.6

Gel-feral Educational bevelopment (GID) Level

Lo 2.8 (4.0) '3.3. 3:4 3.0 2f.'',9

a4

Mod , 4.0 4.3 4;4 4.5 .4.3- 3,8

Hi ( 5.4) 5.6 5.5 54 5.3 (5.4) 5.5

Total 3r1 5.3 . 4.7 4.5 4.3 ,3.5 3.9

Source. L. Gottfredstm.(in press)

Note. Parentheses indica,te 11±5.

*
A high score on data, people, or 61ings indicates tipw involvement.

,

I.

4
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, ,

rather than type of work, so that althopgh the-ijypes 4iffer on the averige in

general training rerquirements (CED and SVP) these differences essentially-

%disappear when occupations of simJaar piesti e levels are coMpared4 4nd (d)

.
the six categories are not all well-distiTi kshed by self-directiorkoand 'this.,

.

.
\ ,

. 11.
DOT' characteristics analyzed here, for example,.the means tor,social and

. . 4r
..

. . r
-enterpriaing-oettepattons bepg genvt -13, theaam-aad conventionsl Occupa-

.
. :

tions not.appearing distinctive in any way,
o

o

Table 4.7 pres'ents,the means for occupational reinforcer
,

pattern 'scores:

Scores dre available for only 148,titles, representing liO'detailed census

titles. Table, 4.7 presents he means for the, 10 reinibreers shoat strongly .

.assOciated with either stet r the Ho4land typOlogy. (All reinforcers will

be discussed a little fuiper. below.)

' Insert Table 4.7 About Here
*. 1

The number et occupations within each of these groups is generallyvsmall,
o

but the table.shews soiree interesting:patterns. Results are much the same'

for five of therikiliforce.rstry out own ideas; use individual abilities,

make own decisions, get feeling of accomplishment, and plan work with little

supervision--because they Eire higif0 correlated with,each other (.i to :9); .

With ela,exceptiOns,.these 5 reinforcers areranked a more proMinent rein-
-

forcers in the higher-le'vel tliun 'cower-level jobs in all Holland tategoriesP

of work. The relative prominence of thep.reinforcers varies somewhat actOss

type Of work as welt, but the differencea are not striking. Concentrat'ing
0

a

. 1

.on moderate-level woik (where the'N is at least'5 in alleategories),
. ,

.

.

.

. . .

.

,

..$1,
. i,'....

.work with little supervision" and "make aicision on own" eppear to be some- ''
,

%,..

.. ..

what more prominent reinforcers in artistic, -social, and ent%erprisiAg work,
...

This result is -consistent wtth the higher degree of st4f-dicectioe Table 4.6 6

9 8 .
t

6
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Table 4,7

Mean Unailusted Scores on 10 Occupational Reinforceral

Occqpitions Croup, Status "Level and Holland Type'of Work

Status 11. S i
.

I A

Try out own idels , I
- .

Lo - .18 ...... -#.18 .10
. .

.

Mod -,- - .07 - .17 ' 4. 51 . ,. 21 .12-- -,.

i 1 I. ( . 6 4 ) ,07 ( :70) .46 (..45)
t

TOtal '--:I1 - .02 . 54 .18 .16

Totalc

0-.54 -..20 -

- .40 - . 0_2_
i

( .20) ;10 -....- * i
.

-. 38 -. 96 P

Plan'work with' little suPervision , ,

. ..

4

Lo' - .06" ......

' Mod , :03 . 03
-,

ill \ ( . 53) %.
23

Total 1- .04 -.15
I

Ose inlividura abilities

Lo .4o

.52 .43
,

Hi (.95) I .61
-

Tolal .45 . 54,

'

er
1

.14

( . 09,)

`. 13

.94

(1.01)

. 95 .

'-. . 21
.

.'22

. 34.

.13

. 30

. 69

.83

.62

.

:'

. 02%

. 23

(. 31)

',. 13

. 56 s'

''. 60
It

(.76)

.60

- Al
4f

4

( .36)

- ,., .04 .,

.06

.25
.

,(.81)

0. 24

.-

?
,. 04

. 36

:54.

.76',

. 49"

f.
)

d

,

,-

.

;
,Mak'e deeisions on own I

. ' 1 i, i.

Lo . - .12
t.

......

...
.....-...--.

---.,

.44

, -.09 .11

.01
f

. ,-' iii ( . 59) .33
.,

Total' - . 04 . 21
.4

Eeeling of acompfishtsv t

-..,,Lo . 39

.
Mod

.
. .48 , . 57

Hi ' c ..6'0) .62

. 30
/

(. 38)

. 31

,

A

.
---Te

P

. 78

('. 91)

t

.

. 23-
,

.4,8

. 22

. 43

'. 74

. 57 ,

:42 .

(.42)
4

.26.

. 31

. i6.

(.48)

.

C

-.37 2.13 '
6 "I 4

S-

-.08
l

.( s'( .31) AO
1

.

- .16, I 04 I

e :

.,

.24

."24 .52

.( .-64) .60

;
.42 .k0 ,11,0 .11( ,42 . .29'we/
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'Table,4.7 1- continued'

*Status . A S '
qr..* ----7---

,Wssea.train their men'we

Lo -.10'

Mbd -;01 -.04 -.24

Hi (-.35) (-.29)

Total. .03'

I Bosses back up their mep

L . .o 1 .17
/

Mod.
. .07,

Hi (-.21)

Total .08

.

---
,

-.06

-.30

.20

-.32

?-.36)

-.32

a

4

92

raftwiaiii

C Total .

.04 .13

-.2'3: -.02 -.12

-.48 (-.24) ...30) -.36

.28 -.09r, :01 -.05--

-

,

.,64 .08 .06 .13

.

-.20 -.16. .02 :.11 A

-.23 \1\(-.10) (-.14) -.23

-.14 ' -:03 :02' :-.01

,Company AdMinisters policies fairly -1

Mod

Hi

Total

Do things

.

.30

. of

(-43).

..19

for other peorde

Lo .0i

Mod -.Of'

(-.26)
,

.
.'Total. .. -.10

I

-217

-.32 (-.33)

-.24 -.19

.

.. ...--

,25 .06
,

.18 (.27)

.21 .09

.11 .23 .21' ,26

-%03 .17 . -.62

(.01) .(-.18) -.20

--.05 .12 .14 .09

l.

.94 ' .04 . .56 .1a' 7

;91 .48 .27 ..23

.80 (.07) . 36) .S8

.88 .19: .42 .221

Paid aell relative to,ot,her workers .

A

.

,

Lo

Mod

Hi.

-Total

4 .15

.01'

2
13)

....,...-

,i1

.

7,07

,

.,
.07

..,

.02

..-

-.11

(r.71)

v
-.20

-.39 -2.01 -.06 ' .06

-.44 .13 -.17 -418

-.51 (.20 ',(-.22) -.18"
.

-.45 .07 :.13: -.03
,

a



Table-4.7 -- continued

Status

I

a.

A S E. C Total

Number of OccupiNional Titles ;

I
to 46 0 0 6 10 70

Mod 24 5 6 5
, .

9 .56

' Hi, 1 8 1 7 2 3 P22

Total 71 .11 2 _148

NoLd. Parentheses indicate

Source. L. Gottfredson (in press).

4

4

4

1

tt

-
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showed to be available in these typles Of work. The three other reinforcerS.=
_

use individuel abilities,-try.out eon ideas,. -and get a feeling of accomplishommlo

naxa 1iLmot _dominant- -in----art-i-atic-.--work--endtea-st-dclariltinTri./Ft-fitiViltitirolia

work.

The ranking of thre4 additional reinforcers-boases trainthAr
1

men .

well bosse back up. their. men,ani company_adMiniaterca_policiesfairIy.

are also highly correlated with Aach other (.7 to ,9). Wheteas the first five .

reinforcers are more dominant reinforcera among high-level jobs, these latter

three reinforcers appentl to be ranked hlgher in low-level jobs and are generally

ranked quit& low in high-1e9,1 worR. There is a slight tendency forethese

to be ranked higher in realistic and conventional work and lower in artistic
,

6 work. The.results for. this and'the foregoing aet of variables.Are.consistent

because the two sets df variables are negatively correlAted. "Try out own

ideas", for example, is ranked high and "bosses train their men well" is.ranked

low in artistic work co- mpared to other.categories of *ork, but the opposite

is true for conventional work. These results also make genie in terms of

. Holldnd's predictions.about the six types: structured work is characxeristic

of conveniionall work bl4t creativity is characteristic of zertistic work.'
% .

"Do Ilings.4or other people" is clearlymost prominentlm 'social jobs

and least prominent in realistic Work at all levels; though lt is m6re

.prominent at lower levels than higher levels in both types:of workw.The.

results for this reinforcet prsent a somewhat different paitern than was %

found for the DOT characteristic of involvement with people(Table. 4.6) but

this is not.surpriaft becaOse the reinforcer scores are lpsative !and

the DOT scores are not and (b), It is not Clear that these two variables

measure the same characteristic. Involvemen6 wAth peop le refers both to

1.02

g
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helping peoplb and to manipulating people (theformer betpg characterisfic

of social jobs Amid t4he latfer oftentee.prisiAg jobs) and the results Showed .

It -high fOr 8th soClartenierprising jobs. I%conbrast, raters in the

Work Adjusqment Project may have interpreted "do things or others" primarily

as helping ctiliities and thereiore rated social but not Lnterprieing .Werk

especially htgh-on-this -re-ieleree17:

"Paid well relative to dther workers" is not rated.high4 as &reinforcer

in'any category. Its rank as a reinforcer appears to inctease with status level.
I,

in investigative and enterprising work but decrease with level in Xbe other
f

four categorie'S of work. Pay is'reaked highest as a reinforcer in enterprising'

/- ,
work and lowest in social.and artistic work. This result is aonsistent with

pay differencdg in Table 4.44ind whfah have been found/in other research !

when years of education.and prestige level are, held constant, pay is highest

in enterprising work and lowest in socfal (L. Gottfredson 1977).
'

Results were.generallyas predicted for the reidforcers discussed above.

T4o.hypotheses about the relaeion of the Holland types to "try out own ideas",

'do things for peOpld% and rpaid well relative to other workers" are'supported,

Five of the six characteristics hypothesized to increase with lever did So.

Contrary to prediction, tieing paid. Well relative to other workers decrease4

in relative

ability (L.

,

importance as

Gottfredson,

status level increased. This reflects the prob- ,

1980) that the pay reinforcer measures a sense of
- .

equity rather thap providing an,e'stimatb of absolute pay levels. Another
,

I

four reinforcerscompany administers policies fairly, (lessee back up their-

men, bosses tyain their met well, and do things for other peoplewere
\,

negatively related to etatus level, none of bloat: relations having been '

Oredicted: The few pxedictions made bor the othei.- reinforcers aie notI

tlt 103
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discussed here because they did not,show any consistent pattern of differences.

, The previous ana ses suggested that the sitatus-field scheme is relitad
a

ill sensible ways to.functiOn of work aqd Other occupational charadteristics.

They also suggest that the statbs-field scheme is more useful Or describing

occupational differences than fs either the'status scale or the Holland

typology. al-one. The followlng tables examine this validity issue Mbre

'analyticallY.,
A.

Table 4.8 shows the proportion of variance in each of 21 occupational

reinfercers which is predicted by the prestige scale, by H011and's 6 cate-
.

geries, and by the status-fild scheme. The status-field scheme predicts

at least one-third of the Variance in the rankings of 8 reinforcers. Camper-.

isons of the prop ortions of variance associated with the'status-field scheme

to that associated with prestige leVel only or with the.6 Holland categories

-

only show, that the relative importance of-7 of these 8 reinforcers varies by
54

both type an* d level. In contrast, dealing with 'people.("do 'things for people")

is associated aimbst entirely with type'rather than level of work.-
. P

Insert Table 4.8-About Here

'Table 4.9 compares the ability of the 'same three sctienie -status, Holland

type, an d statusft feeld--ro account for the DOT job-charactetistics. Asuch,
..

4. ...
. ..

it continues to test if the status-field scheme is more useful than the otlier

two alone. But Table 4.9.also compares the ability.of these sthree sdheOes

with that of th9 12 broad cérisus .categortes to prkdietijob characteristics.
,

-Nwews

If we consider the census scheme to be an altekpative status-field scheme,
Na

this provides us h test of' whether my scheme using Holland categories and status

is more useful than the alternativep. Unfortunately, this does not provide

a good fest, because the'census categorieS were, not designed to.distinguish
5 , .

t

104 ,
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Tablt

Proportion of.Variance in OccUPatio;#1 Reinforcers Accounted for_by Holland's Categories,
. .

.... - -

Reinforcers

Do things far cither people

Occupational - Status Level

6tat Level;and thi Statua-field Scheme
A

f

Try out'own ideas .26 .

Company administirpolicies fairly .31a

Use individual abilities
' 126

. ,..

.01
. .

4141L.,

Holland's 6 Status-field ScheT ec
Categories (F Ratf6I

'

.,

.4

.23

- .22

.35

, Bosses back up their,men , .30a :21 .,..

,

Make decisions on own . .30 2 .17
/.,

,

/
Feeling of accomplishment .22 .24

.
4

Bosses train their men well . .28a .17
it

Tell other workers what to do .07

Plan work.with little supervision .20 .07

' P'aid well relative to other workers .04° .21

Opportunities for advancemenr :05 .16

Busy_all the time 07a .11
w .

Friendly co-workers .16a .11
..

+osition of."somebody!' 11 the community .09 . .08

1105 ... Receive recogt4tien for worlt .

.02 .10
, . ,.

"N.

,45 (6.2)**

40 (5.2)**
7

,$40 (5.2)**

39 (4.8)**

-.39 (4.8).*4

.37 (4.5)7'

...36 (4.3)**

. 34 (4.0)**

.28 42.9)**..

,25 (2.)*.

(2.6)*

.24
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'T4b1e Continued.

Occupational Reinforcere

a

Status Level1/4 H011and's,6,

Categories

:

.05a.

:00

A
.04-

.07

.06

-.05

.09

.05

"Have steady'employment

-Good working conditions

Work not morally wrong

Work is different every day

Work alone'

q.

a*

Status44.1d* cheme
(F-iitio)

.21 (LO).

.18 (i.7)

.16 (1.4).

(1.2)

.12 (1.1)

Sovwc, L. Gottfredson (in press).

*' P

** 001

1

%

The correlatioon with prestige was negatiVe.
,

The abbreviation of the -reinforcer titles suggested by the Work Adjustment Project (Borgen et11., 1968)

do not adequatelyconvey the content of,the items. Both Rounds et al. (1978) and :11oenjes and.Borgee (1974),

'use those abbreiriations, however, so they are listed as follows (in tbe same .order as listed tn.this

table.): creativityo'compaimy policies and practices, ability utilization, social service, supervisiea-human

relatitais, respOnsibility,achievement, supervision-technical,,authority, autonomy, compensation; advancement,

' activity, co-workers, social status, recognition, secdrity, working co nditions, moral. values, variety, and

indepeOdence. Unadjusted,scores were used in this analysis, but both adjusted and iinadjUsted spres,are

reported in L. Gottfreason,(in presa):

107... ,
cThe:itatus-field scheme is created from 3 status,lel,bls and'6 Holland types. On1Y 17 ofthe possible 4.:
cattgovies are. used, begause there are no low-level...investigative occupations.

, .

4.
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cleatoly betwAilm the horitonts1 funetional,and verticiY status differences

4

among, occupations.. Theylere, 'hoWever, ue etmss 0111 4g they hed.been.
. ,

Tabli4.,9About -1(1;6 .

. mol M., S. , I

,

Table 4.9 showsthejrOportiens of variance6 accounted for bxthe fdur".,
.,

S.- 1 .

.

schemes. Although.the proportions of variance ere listed for 7 variables, there-
,. ,

.
,

.
4 .

--ire___really...only;3_compirisons with_which to_assatS_'telative discriMinant

4

ft

validity--people, things, and level. As Table 4,1 vatic:wed, GED, data;-stitusi
. 1 . .

SVP, and self-dire6tion are highly co(relaied-and appear,to'represent a

general level factor,' Table 4.9 shows that the status scale Tredicted from

- 4 ,

and dED. Status predicted almoit none of the vitriance in ihvolvementWith

vthings. The 12 census cittegories distinguish levei.tb about the same degree,-.

as does the status scale, but thqy distingeAstilevels of involvement with

people and especiakly with things bettet than does the-latter scale. Whrt

1
Holland's six eategorie's-are,uped instead of'either the status or census

seherris_to summarize job.diffwiences the proporkon of variance in job
r

characteristics predicted is lowerprimarily for tbe status-related DOT

charactekistics. The six categories, however, summarize distinctions.in

dhe job activities of working with peoOle and things Wabout the same extedt

as does the census scheme_and to a gfeater degree than does the status scaie.

Ihe proportions of vat-Lance increase, however, when status...field scheme is'

;

used. kth two eXceptions.('SVP and involvement with things), the.proportions

of variance predicted are-as high or higher than those for the census scheme.
4

The census sCheme-makes more distinctions *stung (Le.,has more-categories

%

.

for) realistic occupationswhere distinctiotta in things and'SVP also appear

to'be most.importantthan does.the status field scheve, thus probabW

10 Is
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111 Tiib le 6.9

.
Proportion of Variance in Selected Occupational Character,istics AccOunted for.*

.

r. Different Orbupings of Occupations
I"

Occupational
Characteristics

.St4tusa

Level
12 Census 6.Holland
Categories Categorita

Statusu.41d Schism
17' a ries

Datil .64 ?70 ..44
. '.67

People ..34 .40, ..40 ,

Things .55 .42
,
.47

SVP )

.04

.713 .70 .29 .60

;
Self-Direction .72 .76_ .62 .81

C;"-aED .90 .74 .82.

Stlitus me

.48 ,83

a Scale from 0-88.

Source. -L. Gattfredson (in press).

'

4

,

I.
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p.

1.01'.

,
.

1
) . ,

. I 0 tf. S,

explaining the census scheme's grqater ability, to account:for varianci in%
, . , W

.

1

O these two characteristics.-

Irk. summary, the results,are sonsistnt with what was pWictad 'from

/ ,
1-41land' theory,-but.how well does the*status-field scheme do ad,a classil

fication of occupational function? It appoprs to do well. It'should.be

pointed out at the outset that'it is quite ciciar that functional differences
v

among occupations are related.to both field and level of work. This makes
.

.sense, of course;. we expect people In high level lobs as well as in different

fields to be performing dffferent tasks. And this is coneistenwith Davis
.

Or

arid Moore's .0.9437-Tlicory-thAt rariEbionill); IriliortanE fObs are more highly

rewarded,

e'
The following job characteristics eon bp considered measures of function

of work (eyen though some iire reterred to elsewhere as "reinforcere):

i-nvolvement with data,- people,land things, do things for other people: "make

decisions on own",ane"tell other-workers what Ito do". The proportions of

variance accounted for were reepectively, .67, .55, .47,, .39, .37, and 28.

The first three are reasdnably high. It should be pointed out again that-

the latter three'cbaracteristics are.ipsative scores,'so that- they.reflect
T

snot absolute levels of the function but.,only the distinctiveness 'of that
\

reinforcer compared to others
.

withth the-\tame occupation. This may account
,

,

forithe loWer eariancAs explained. The.results suggest that involvement.with.

e
data (abstract work) and "make own decisions" #re related primarily to level

4
of. work. Involvement with people and doing things forAther people are

0

primarily related to.field of T.4ork. There is the much greater involvement
a

with things ih realiativwork than in the other fieldsl.aqother clifferencts is

that involvement with things .inereases with level in realistic work,but

I.

.
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5.

%

t?

...
. . I. . .-

.
.

.
, . ,

. . ., .

detreases with levtil insthe other fields wleh any ioliolvement at all. Tell,
. ',4

*Ii. .. . . , ,
.workers what to,do was nit well pfedicted,.but it appears related to both'

field and.statir.- s' " I

4
; The status-field scheme actu'ally predicted some oceupational rewards,

and,requirements miah better than it did Job fUnctions. Ohis could reflect

the fact 'that the measures of function of work were not very go0. They_weve
,

simplY the best. available -measures at the time. If me were to look at the

etatus-field,sch9me as a classification of occupations accor.ding to reWards

and 'recreirements, we would conclude-from the results that ieis as goOd as

or better thagoany,of the other schemes examined here, including the status

14-

,11

k

1
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\Chaptscr

' THE NATIONAL yNLITUDINAC SURVFY

'14A

Is

.4144

'44
193

4 #
, 11#1

. i

4( .
4. 4 0

The chapt.ers later In tAka viAume_which_examine_career_divi1opment
S. 4 .

'are basOd'on data frov the National Longitudinal Survec (NLS) of the Labor

Market Experience ofyourig Men (Parnep et al., 1970). This chapter_

-describes she/ survey incldding its,advsntagea for_atuAting7caree*-----7

thlvelopment arnon& yo.ung people. An important question about any Survey ,

,

is "What population do the respondentsEreally represent and to whom can

we generalize the results?"

,

.beloW.and the results rquil

in mind.

f

Thipolues.Von wili be examined in detail

a number of limitaptions which should be kept

D7cription

.

. _

, The NLS survey
4

was planned and dedikned-by the Center for Human

S

S.

ReSouree Research ,(CHRR) at the.Unlvtersivfof Ohio undlr.the Oirectiori of

Herbert S. Parnes, find the saopling and field work were carried oui%by
i.

the Census B ,Bot the Census.Bureau and the CHRR were under con-

tract .wIth the
P

and Training Administratto.df the Department

.of Labor. The sample Was designed to be representative.of

civilian noninstitutionalized mulation aged 14-211"ln 1966: ttacks Were

1
There:are actwally four NL$.surveys.' Besidedthe survey of boys

used here, there ar4" also gurveys of girls 14-24, women, 30-44 and men .

45-59. 5 6 0.
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,.
.

-- oler aampled, so about oa e third of the 5225 men in the.sample Are black.'t
,

. 44.....
. . .

men were interviewed ip dtitail, imery year from 196 to 1971 alibut
\

. : 1

.. .
a 0

t
theirlechicatiOnal andlatior m3Irket experiences.% ormirtion was also

a 4 .Y % 1

, cotle-cted about the respondentle education and ,occupational aspirations

and expectatio4, about the respondent'a family and about'A variety of
.-

. i

other factors which could be expected to infltience career development..

!shorter interviews in later years have been conduqted, but they, have not
. . ..

been used in this.volume.

Adrltages of the NLS
1; ,.

le ILSSTIFvey has -; advantages for studying-early career aevelop-

ment. It is a nationally representative sample of men at a critical stage

of oareer development-0e transition from high school to work orto
,

further education, and incluaing the first 4ecade of career development.
\

'Another advantage,not found in most longitbdin4 surveys As that biacks
n

haVe been over sampled, so there are enough cases for aome detaaed
. ;".. ,

analyses. The surveys coilected information on many career-relevant

variables, from measures of personality to measures of conditions in the
t

local labor -market. Labor force concepts in 'the NLS are identical ta
4 ,

ti

t
se in the BLS Current Population Survey (from 1967 on) iind in.the'1970

A

ce6us, allowing comparisons.between the NLS survey apd,much other,

government data. A number of key Oestions were r4eated every year,'

.

allowing direct comparisons over the different surveys. .The greatest ,

advantage of the NLS is ehat it is lonRitudinal for several age groups..

.1

Am9ng the advantages of such a survey is the ability it provides, to better

determine lusal relations and to better disentangle maturation fron''

-ciohort and peiiod effects when studying changes'over time. ,Cohort, period

t

11 4

.40

I.
a

4

At

4

0



I ,.
nd age.differences are examined in some detair in a later chafit4eri

. , k. *
,

. rv- .

Limitkt the NLSions of`
% ...,................. ..... c 'Le 't .

. .

Not afi. people aged 14-24 are represented in the satOie. Althairgh
. =

women 14-24 were interviewed in,another 1,i1.S survey, those data have not.

been used here. Non-black minorities were tomersampled, so theie are

too few from which to draw any genera1izkod they have b5en excluded

here. A more ser-ious onti-ssionpartly-becau-se-i-te dimensimil

is that the sample includ4 only civilians in 1966. A mech,larier propor7-

tion of the 18-22 yeai- olds were in the military in 1966 than were_ ...... . . _ . _ .

younger'and older Men. Thsisllas two consequences. First, the diffetent

age groups are not equally representative of all men og those age-groups.

The second problem, which is a consequence of the first, is that any

developmental patterns in the 18-22 group may be less descriptive of that

age group than are the patterns for other hge groups.

. Another limitation to keep in mind is that the survey was carried'

out in the years .1966-1971. We might wohder how much we can generalize

from the experiences of young men a decade ago to men%today. ,Not Only

are there secular trends in education' and emplOyMent, but each period,

in history has its unique conditions:and events which affect employmen

problems. The historical eontext of the NLS survey is discussed In the

chapter on cohort, age, and time differences'.

The non-random samPling'of the plan of the NLS (AndrOani & Kohen,

, 1975) requires that meights be applied to the cases in the'sample in
4

orde; to produce estimates for the national population. Therefore,'
,

statistiCal procedures assuming.e nlormal random sampling are ot. appropriate,

TheCHRil has provided estimates of standard errors for, percentages. These

.4
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S.

are shown in Appendix B. .1 hake not tested the statlitical significance
.

/ of differences,in ttianylpf the analyses, hAliely ipstesckon the size,A.
regularksy 4nd conestency of.results as 44ulds to whoeis substantively .

important. A. will be illustrated below, if the racea and egos are.oxamined

separately; using the samplini weights makes no appreciable difference

in most analyses. Thd*most of the amalyses simply use the 'unweighted

data.

!..

Attrition of the sample is'Oterious concetEn in any longitudinal
. '....

,?.
..

study. A'sample that may initially be 'r.epesentative of the population

may become quite biased over time as-respondents drop outIcif.thg sample.d

Attrition was relatively'low in this NLS survey. About 76%.O1- the 1966

sample was interviewed again in 1971. Men were not intervietied the years

they were iii military service, but they.were included in-the sample after.

a
their Service if thpy could be located. About hillf the.med missing from

the sample in'ahy year Were in the military; and many of them eventualfyr

returned to the sample. Attrition was non-random. The CHRR (see, fot

exampte Appendix D of Adrisant &.Kohen, 1975) has reported for which

groups attrition is greatest. They include men enr011ed in school in

19664 blacks, and the geographically mobife.

I.

.

Kohen et al. (1977) repdit that attrition rates were higher particularly

for cential city and non=south blacks. The followlng quote from Wien et al.

(p. 5) summarizes some:.important differehfes in attrition rates and the

caution they necessitate 1n interpreting results froM the NLS data.

"First, there is ,,a racial difference in attrition according
to-socioeconomic status (SES) of the respondent's parental

, 1
family.* Specifically, amorm the members of the-cahort

'attending school im 1966, attrition was above average for
\blacks from' medium'and high SES families, whereas it was filb

below average.for whites from high SES families. A'similar,
pattern may be discerned among.those whc; were out of school

4.

ok,
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at the time of the 1.96O sutven i.e,
'''. the ittrition mat. ofn'

low SES blaas waS much below avec'agePhile that of high,SE$
whites was much below.average. These patterns of attrition
fmply that....the estimates of hlack/white.differences,may be.
bliwuç) upward,, and, therefore, we attempt to be cautiooillh'
,discuesing such differences. Finally, amqng .those members. or
the sample who wpre out of School at the time of ehe 1966
survey the rate of attrition was Wersely,related to the

,amount of schooling.,theY had%compteted es of 1966, irrespective
of"race. ,Thus, the data may yield an overstatement of the
posltive relationship between amount of'schooling.and mobility."

Although the overali attritiOn rate ta fairly low, differeneea_
0 .

bdtween men who leave versus stay in the sample may bias results for

some _years of the survey,__Allheugh...kstowlag-whamio-t.he-4k-iere--estle-tet-deet-------------------------

%not do away with the problem, it does helpPin interpreting the results.

it is 'particularly .important ih this study to understand where the bias
.

mliy exist, because many of th; analyses attempt to*hart developmental

changes as well as cohort difieren2Ls. Therefoie, the next section

examines the question of bias in metre detail..
t-

Bias from Different Sources
It

Four types of bias are discussed below: (a) bias frpm non-response

to particular ltems, (b) refiponse-.bias id questions that are answered, .(

(c): bias due to attrition, (d) bins that results from not weighting the

'data according to sample Oeights.

Bias Prom Non-response
.

.

i. Non-iesponse refers-to the failure to obtain usable information from'

, men who were actually surveyed. Bigs arises if the men who failed to '

Pi0
provide usabla (or any) 'answers are different from those who did provide,

.,
,

usable answers to questione,. I provide no.dstailod analysis of this

particutar aspect f bid's, but rely instead on analyses by Parnes,et al.
7

4.
.

(1970) and. Griliches, Hall, 'and Hausman ( 1977, as reported in)Bielby,

'

4-

'11 ,
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Oawley & 'Rills, 197t). Parnes et al. (pp.
- .

was renLTresponse. gr4ater than 10% in 1966.
4

198

'223-227) found that rarely

Table shows the'noni-

reqponse rates they found for'questions whi.ch are central to,the

sanity.** to this' velfta, and it reveals that most non-response rates are

2V
. 'essentially-zero. Griliches'et'al. ieported on a potentisali more serious

(

non-response problem, tliat IQ data were missing for about 35% of the

sample. Although IQ data were less likely to b$ available for lower SES

men '(Kohen & Shields, 1977), CrIliches et al. apparently conclUded that

the missing IQ data inttfoduce_.little.,Alika

.0 on othef vpriables. .

I4sert Tzible 5.1 About Here

Responso Error

The reliability and validity of the NLS questionnaire items has

seldom been exaMined. Borus and Ofestel (1973) reported .on two impqrtant

v,ariables, however. They.exaMined the accuracy with which rdspondents

reported their fathet's occupation and education. They found that

accuracy was extremely high; although some groups (e.g. poor rural blacks)
t

were less accurate than others. Although their study is heartening, it

should be pointed out that id included only men-currently living with ,

their fathers. Because many of .the men were not living with their fathers

at the time of sUrvey, one would expect less accuracy. Also,.respondents.
1 _7

were asked AboUt the father's durrent occupation-, but the father's occupa-
,

i .5

tion variable used
p

here is gie ?one he held when the respondetit was age

14., One woult expect errorecioerecaliNfor these retrospective reports.. .. ..

4 t",

Ofie cOmparison between (NIJS.data and that of the bureau. of Labor

Statistics is relevant hee, :TAbles 5.2 and 5.3 shaw the labor force

. 4.
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'Table 5.

Nonresponsie.Rates in 19661
By Raceand Aelected Survey Questions*

/(1,1ercentage)

Question Whites Blacks

Educational goals

Years of school completed

Enrollment status .

---------- itroma-o+-Telpondent-7
?

High school ctirriculum

Hours worked in survey:week

LabOr force status

Occupatidn

Occupational goal

i.

6.

. .

Father's occupation when
youth was age 14

4*

1.6 1.4

0.11

0.0 . 0.0

7.9 '9:6

3.0

0.0 0.0
,4

0.0 0.0

0.9 1.5

4.12

6.5 12.7 I

+Au

a ,

Percentage apply only -to the applicable universe, g.-§..the Unlvertielivrhigh.8c
I

I

curriculum would be, only "thoseman with some high school experience.
,

Source: Parnes et al (1970, pp.223-227)..

t
ara

,
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"1.10)

pArticipation'i d unemployment rates for different age groups -in different--

survey years as calculaeed wi.th NIS'data and from the Current Population

Stirvey--the latter being! taken-.3from the Employment and TrainAng Report

of the President (U.S. Departvent of Labok, 1979). The results are clearly

different', particularly formen aged 14-15. Particiiation rates are higher

in the NLS than the CPS for both blacks and whites. Unemployment rates

ace'higher in the NLS for younger men, but they are .lower iDx

Parnes et al. -(1970, Appendix E) list some of the differences between

_ .

the-ti;Jo-stirveys which may account for the difference: the mother and

not the'boy generally reports the da,ta in the CPS, boys are slightly

older in the NLS, the labor force concepts were slightly different in

1966 (but not in later years)-, and s4on. Nevertheless the differences'

between the two surveys are quite large for younger men in particular.

I woul0 assume that the data are probably more accurate for the NLS

-e -because the boy himself rather than some other person supplied the

information. But the discrepancies do suggest that the NLS data aTe

not as comparable as was planned with other government data.

Insert Tables 5.2 and 5.3 About Here.*
Bias5due to Attrition andNaLUAlligSample Weights

. ,

These twoources of bias will be dealt with tdgether-because they

relflect the same basic problem-,that the sample is not representaiive.

tThe Sample was not representative in the itroit year, because ei the

. 'stratified sampling design and beCause of the oversampling o'f blacks.
, .

41.

.1111'7mw000pa wave seaoed to make Cho dope rprodenhaltveaael *hay elisse khe

. number of men each respondent represented in the population. Weights wereu
N
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' Table 5.2

Civilian. Labor Force PartigApation Amoni'Males:
. By Age, Race-, Yfiar and SoUrce'of Data

(Percpntagdi.

Census Data NLS Data._

Age: -14715 16-17
White
.1966 22.3 47.1

1967 2246 47.9

1968 22.7 47.7

1969 23..0 48.8

1970 23.0 48.9

1971 23.7 49.2
Slackb

1966 17.3 41.1

1967 6.3 41.2

1968 18.1 37.9

199 15.8 37.7

1970 16.6 34.8

1971 15.2 32.4

"ram tht

187.19, 20-24 14-15,

65.4 84.4 / 44.8

66.1 84.0

65.7 '82.4

66.3' 82.6

67.4 83.3

67.8 83.2 eh

.

63.7 89.9 52.5

'62.7 87.2

63.3 85.0

63.2 84.4

61.8 83.5

5§.9 81.5-

unwel hted weikhted .

17 18-19 -20-24 14-15 16-17 18-19 20-24.

62.0 73.4 88.6 45.6 '3.0 74.3 88:2

62.3 69,8 88.1

61,8 72.5 85.0

62.5 71.1 86.7-
.,

62.7
473.4

85.6

-
555 A... ....,73,6-, 84,-8 --

,

-, 89.1 I .-

- 69.7 86.9 . - 69.2 87.2
, I

89.3- - -

66.3 79.22 92.7 ,49.4 65.4 77,9 93.6

61.5 80.3 93.0 62.3 81.6 93.9
.

,

I.

U.

";!7

Th

64.4 78.4 91.7 - 64.5 7912 93.3

- 80.8 88.0 _ . 78.9 90.3

*
79.3 89.8 ". 80.3 90.8

90.0 87.9

t 4 I S : l Z'se

Itensus Akita Inc luIe black. and ''oehers

1979; Table Ag- pp. 241-242.

lbe rate is the ratio of men employed or unemployed (looking for work) to the total nuMber of

men in thecrelevant,age group (muttiplied ty 100).

1014
21

1.'
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Table 5.3 ('

Unemployment Rates for the Male Civilian Labor 'Force:
By Age, Race, Year and Sotrce of Data

(Petcentage)

.Census

14-15 16-17 1B-19. 20 24

NES Data

'Wht.te

1966 7.6 12.5 8.9 4.1

1967 8.9 12.7 9.0 4.2

1968, 8.3 12.3 8.2 4.6

1969 8.5 12.5 7.9 4.6

1970 10.1 15.7__2S 7,B

1971 10.8 17.1 13.5 9.4

alack
b

1066 20.0 22.5 20.5 7.9

1967 24.1 28.9 20.1 8.0

1968 26.0 26.6 19.0 8.3

1969 22.1 24.7 19.0 8.4

1970 *29.0 27,8 . 23.1 12.6

1971 32.2 33.4 e, 26.0 16.2

unwei hted wei hted
14-15 17 18-1 2 2 1 16-17

20.1 14.0 8.7 1.9 21.4 13.8 9.0

15.1 8.2 2.5 15.7 ,8.5

13.3 6.5. 3.0 13.3 6,3

ti1.0 - 11.3

11,1

7.5

2.3

2.5

2.9

3.7

6.7

7.6

30.6 21.5 13.7 4.6 27.3 23.6 10.9 . 3.2 4

23.1 14.5, 26.8 16.9 7.3

27.,0 11.5 3.9 , 23.5 12.1 3.2

15.3 7.4 13.3 7.3

20.3 11.8 - 19.8 '12.8

mit 11.9

aFrom.the Employment and Training Report of the President, 1979, Table A-21, pp. 268-269.
b
5insus data include black and others. a 1

Note. The. rate is the) ratio of men unemiSloyed to those either employed or unemployed (multiplied by 100).,
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not recreated in the following years-to correct for bias due to iittri-

Cion. .10k

Table 5.4 shows the mean sampling weights used for men in the differ-

ent age and race groups. The first thing it illustrates is that-somi age
40,

groups were voOrly represented in the sample. The higher mean_ weights

for white Men aged.19-21. indicate'that the :initial aam4e contained pro-
NI

portionattly.fewer of those men than was the case for older and ybunger

groups Kany of-ObseltWien were Probebly in the military, so it means that
,

. 1
, , .

, /

the sample of these ages is less repreientative. It also suRgests that
,

i.t would be unwise to,use unweighted data in any analysis that does not

eXamine the age groups sepanately. Bla'cks must allso be examined separatery

if unweighted data are to be used, because they dre overrepiesented*Y a

factOr of three (hence their.weights are approkimately one third those of

whites). Their age groups are not equally-representative as.was the Case

with whites as well. Black men 19-:24'hdveUeighti 1.5 to 4 times those

of younger men, meaning that they arp under.represented. telative tcryounger

Ten.

Insert Table 5.4 About Here

..-- M. 'I MR. Y.. .1. +

It is clear that weightei data are preferable if age or rectal groups

are to be combined. Hut are weighted data necessary if ihese gtoups are

kept separate? And how does subsequent attrition bias the results? Table
.

5.5 lhows the percentages of men missing froM the sample in each survey

year after,.1966, both for unweighted and weikghted data. Weighting appears

to make no difference in-estimates of.attqtion. Attrition rates rise

to 30% among white men 19-21 ce.g. see men who were 17 in 1966). As"the

men;grew older, however, more of them relturned to the sample. For example,

1 25

4.

L



Table 34

Mean Sampling Weight: By Age and Race
(Thousands of Men)

CkStN)
Age in WhitesTT
1966 (N)

i'

114 1!

14

15 3499

(476)

(446)

1063

1153

(205)

(212)

16 3589 (448) 1156 (235)
41

17 3524 (416) 1160 (178)

18 3562 (377). J1068 (134)
432 (300) 17610 - (97)

20 4741 (208) 1568 (82)

21' 4597 (218) 2116 (74)

22 3614 (279) 1569 (67)

23 3682 (283) 1802 (69)
Cs2'4 3522 (279) 1985 (80)

4

V.
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ck,

almost 34% of the mon who were 17 in 1966 were missing frirm the sample

In 1969 when they were aged 20, but two years later only 23% of (hem

were missing. Attritbon.rates.rimained low for Che oldest age groups in

1966, ages 22 to 24. Attrition rates for bfacks are higher than Tor

whites in the last three years-of the survey. The gime age,pattern appears,

but the rates go as high as 45%. This.table suggests that attrition could
c,

create considerable bias ih the reaulta. Tables_5._6_ to 5.8_examine-this_

possibility as well as the necessity of tiding sample weights in 'the.
,

analysea.' Surprisingly, these tables suggeat that weights generally are

not necessary and that attrition bias may not be particularly troubleAome.

Insert Table 5.5 About Here

Tables,5.6 to 5.8 exatline characteristics of men that are xelated o

qpcupational attainment, but that do not change over time--IQ ft high

ichool, father's education, and father's occupattenal. statuslwhen-the

respondent was age 14. "The strategy here has been to 104 at these

variables each year for only those men.who were surveyed An that year,

(as shown in Table 5.5) and to examine this infirmation both when weighted

and when not weighted. Presumably, the only reason the samples would

appear.different from year to year would' be becausetd bias'du6 to

attrition andqnitial non-representativeness.

Table.5.6 show the siean IQ of men in the sample in any particular survey

year. The first thing to notice is that younger.white men have higher

IQs; this is not so cleay for blacks.This difference does not seem to be

related io how representative the sample is OasA.11ustratedlin Table 5.4).

This may be a genuine cohort.difference because older cohorts have generally

4
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Table 5.5 ,

,

Percentage of Cosa. Missing by:Age
in 966 and Survey Yesr
(Unweighted end Weighted)

Age in N in
-1966 1966

14

16

17

18

19

20
21

22

23

24

476

446-

416
377 17.8 17.9
300 11.7 10;6
208 9.6 9.5
218 10.1 9.5
279 3.2 2.8
283 6.4 6.5,
279 5.4 5.0

1967 1968
U W

'1, ;Mites
1.9 1.0
2-.0

7.6 7.8
9.9 10.6

5.3 4.9
-9-T4

18.8 18.8
27.2 28.3
33.7 342
23.0 22.5
19.2 19.5
16.5 16.1
7.2 T.1

12.7 12.1
812 7.7

14,

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

.23

24

205
212
235

178
134
97

82

74

67
69
80

1.0 1.0
3.8 5.2
4.3 6.5
9.0 9.5

16.4 16.2
16.5 17.8
11.0 9.3
6.8 7.1
6.0 5.1
7.2 8.1
6.5 6.6

blacks
6.3 7.9

11.8, 12.6

18.3 19.2
33.7 32:5
35.1 33.6
26.8 2,8.4

19.5 16.5
18.9 25.0
17.9 20.0
13.0 12.6
11.3 13.3,

116

.4

9 1970

U. W

10., 10.7
-17.0

31.5
33:9
32.1

17.2
31.0
35.3
32.9

27.3 27.0
18.8 19.2
18.8 18.3
10.0 9.6
15.9 14.1
12.5 12.4

16.1 20.1
22:2 25.4
32.8 35.2
45.5 45.3
32.8 29.8
27.g 26.3
22.0 18.8

.16.2'26.3
22.4 17
15.9 1
17.5 20.6

1971

ti`.

.

19.3 19.5 25.4.26.11_
24.7 254 25.8 26.4
31.0 31.1 25.7 26.3
29.6 30,7 23.4 ,

26.0 26.5
x23.1
23.1 23.7

22:3 22.4 20.0 19.5
18.8 18.1 13.5 12.7
20.212044 /7.9 18.6

r' 8.2 7.3 11.1 11..0
13%4 12.7, 14.5 14.2
13.3 13.1 15.1 14.1.

22.0 25.8 27.3 30.0
32.1 36.8 40.6 39.7
36.2 38.8 37.0 32.0
41.6 39.4 42.1 41.5
27.6 23.4 26.1'22.3
23.7 22.6 22.7 218
18.3 15.7 22.0 18.6
23.0 34.4 23.0 31.3
20.9 21.5 26.9 21.7
11.6 11.7 21.7(19.6
23.8 27.4 21.3 23.2

-Nota. U=unweighted data
W=weighted data

411,

.

128
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beet\ found to score lower on intelligence tests. This difference in

4Qm will be acknowledged in all further analyses. Table 5.6 AOes,show

_yearly, however, that nUition does not change the mean IQ id subsequent,

survey years,suggesting.that attrition has noe biased theNsemple in regard

P to IQ. Neither does weighting make any difference.

ts,

4.

t

11.
1

Insert Table 5.6 About Here

Table 5.7 provides analogous results for father's occupational status.

There are no clearcohort differences and attrition does not seem to make

a difference. Weighting increases,dverage status by about one point

in aftgro6ps, but otherwise.makes no differOnce.

Insert Table 5.7 A6out Here...
Finally, Table 5.8 examines correlatioW aMong some of the major

unehan ng variablesfather's education, father's status and,respondent's -

IQ. Ideally, the correlations should not-differ because of attrition or

weighting- Attrition Mid weighting may take a small difference id sornev
1

correlations fqr blacks, but neithermakes any appreciable differenCe for

whites. This difference ieconsistent with attrition rates, because

attrition is higher for bandits.
VS

Insert Table 5.8 About' Here

In short, neither attrition nor weighting makes any real difference
e.

,
0for the analysis of whites, anpi thez may make cmly a small differedce for

blacks. Races and ages should be analyzed separately when-weights Are

not used.

12o
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Tabie 5.6
Mean Wof Men Remain.ing in the Sample Each
Suryey Yeart By Race and Age in 1966
(Unweighted and Weigh.ted,Results)

Age In JAL 1967 9
1966 U' W U W -cc 71

14

15-

16

lites
A

6.1
5.S
5.5

6.2
5.9
5.6

6.1
15.8

5.5

6.2
39
6.5

6.1 6.1 6.1 6.2
5.8 5.9
5.6 5.6

'5.9
5.6

6,0
5.6

17 5.5 5.5 5.6 5.6 5.8 5,8 5.8 5.8
18 5.7 5.7 ,5.8 5.8 5.9 6.0 5.8
19 5.7 5.7 5.8 5.8 5.7 5.6

.5.8
5.7

- 20 5.1; '5.4 5.3 '5.3 5.2 5.3 5.2 .5.3
21 5:7 5.7:" 5.6 5.6, '5.6 5.6 5.5 5.5
22 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.4 5.4
23 5.4 5.4 5.3 5.4 5.3 5.4 '5.4 5.4
24 5.0 5.1 5.0 5.1 5.0. 5..1 5.0 5.1

TOTAL 5.6 5.6 5.6 .5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6

Blittks
14 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5c. 3.4 3.2 3.5 3.6
15, 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.7
16 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.7 3.6 ,3.6
it 3.4 3.6 .3.4 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.4 -3.618 3.4 3.5 3.3 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.3 3;6
19 34 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.5 3.2,
20, '3.2 3.6 3.3' 3.6, 3.6- 3.2
21 3.2 3.7 3.2 3.7 2.9 3.3 : 3.0 3.6
22 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.4
23 3.6 3.6 3.7. 3.8 3.7 3.8 3:6 3.8
24 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.2 34 3.3 3.4 3.3

TOTAL 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
Note. u * unweighted data

w * lighted ddta

asStanine scores.
row"

1970 1 7
w u. w

AL.1_114_3L
5.9 6141.,

5.6 5.6
5.6 5.6
5.6 5.7
5.5 5.6
5.3 5.3
5.5 5.6,,
5.3 5,3
5.3 5.4
5.1 5.2
5,6 5,6

3.7

1.7
3.7
3.4
3.4

3.3
3.2

, 3.1

3.0
3.6
3.4
3.5

3.6
3.7
3.8
3,6
3.6
1.1
3.6
3.6
2.9

30
3.4

6,2 6,4--
.5..9 6.0
5.8 5.6
5.5 5.6
5.6 5.7
5.5 5.6.:

5.3 5.4
5.6 5.7
5.4 5.4
5.4 5.4
5.1 5.2.

'5,6 5.6

3.8 3.7
3.9 3.9
3.6 3.6
3.1 3.3
3.3 3.5
3.3 3.1
3;2 3.6
3.0 3,6

'3.1

3.6 3.7
.3.5 3.4
lt4 3.5
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Age in
1966

Tablb 5.7 *OK

%Mean father's Occupational Status of Men
Remaining in the Sample Each Survey Year:
By Race and Age in 1966
(Unweighted and Weighted Results)

1.

1966 1967 1968 , 1969. 1970

15

16

17

.18

/ 19

20
21

22
23
24

TOTAL

37.5
37,3
37.4
39:0.

39.1
37.9
37.6
38.3
38.2
36.3
34J1
37.6

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

I2j
24

TOTAL

17.7
15 9

16.0
18.2
17.5
18.6
14.5

16.3
*.8
17.2

18.0

16.9

U

38.6
38.5
38.7
40.1
40.1
38.8
38.4
39.4
38.6
36.9
36.0

37.7
37.2
37.2
139.4

189.9

39)0
37.3
38.0
34.2
35.8
34.2

38 7 37.6
-4

18.4 17.8
17.9 15.7
16.3 16.0
17.5 . 18.2

19.1 17.4
17.8 18,7
15.0 15.2
19.2 16.1
13.9 14.8
16.6 16.3
20.8" 18.4
17.6. 16.8,

W U .W U W 'U

Whit
38,.9-1 38,0 39.1
38.4
38.1
40.5
40.0
39.5
38.4
38.7
38.7
36.3
35.4
38.6

37.5 38.8
38.0 39.4
40.6 42.Q
39.2 39.9

3717 38.3
35.1 35.9
38.0 38.6
38.4 38.8
35.6 16.0
33.9 35.1
37.6 38.5

37.139:0
37.7 39:1
38.4.40.0
41.8 43.1
40.0 40.7
16.8 37.3
35.5-36.1
38.2 39,4
37.7 38.1
36,1 36.5
33.3 34.2
37.7 38.6

97 1

37 39.1
38.3 39.5
38.6 39.9
40:8 41.9
39.2
36.8
36.1

38.8
37.7
36.,7

34.0

37.8'

38:3 31.4
36.9 38.3
37.9 38.9
40.0 41.2

39.6 39.4 40:2
37.4 36.6.37.5
36.9 36.9 37.6
39:e 18.7 39.6
38.2. 38.4 39.0
.37.0
34.9
38.7

36.9 37.3
33.8 34.6
37.7 38.6

18.5
B1 cks

18.0 18.8 17.6 19.0 17.2
17.8 15.4 17.3
16.4 '16:3 16.4 ,

17.5 18.1 17.4
19.3 16.7 17.4
17,7 19.5 18.3
15.6 15.545.9
19.4 16.3 21.0
13.8 13.713.4
16.2 15.7 15.7
21.6 18.1 20..4
17,7 16,-8 17.6'

15.4 17.6 14.8
15:3 15.1 16.1
17. 16.4, 18.'7
16.7
19.9

1513,
16.5

13.3
16.2
18.2

16.5

Note. U

W

unweighted data
weighted data

,r-
'41 - r

19.4 16.1
18.7 19.0
15.7 15.7
19.8 .16.2
12.6 13.5
15.4 16.4
20,1 18.0
17.4. 16.5

lp.p7

16.1
16.1
17.6
18.4
17%8
16,0
19.4
13.0
16.1
.10.7

17.3

17.7 19,.3

15.2 17.0
15.6 16.3
16.3' 15.6-

17.0 19.1
18.A:17.2
15.0 15.5
16.7 20.1

.13.6 12.8
.15.5 r5:4
19.1 21.4
16.4 17.4.

k.....-7.4171.....,2,; , .

J

1.
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Table 5.8
Correlation of 'Flther's Occupation Status
with Father's,Education and Respondent's 1,3:1,
for Min Remaining in the Sample Each Year:
By Race and Year
(Unweighted and Weighted Results)

'Correlation . 1966 1967 1968
with, U W UWUW

Whites
-Fa-therls

Education .55 .56 .55 '.56 .55

,,,k.,

Respondent's
p IQ .26 .25 .27 .25. ..27

\\

Blacks
Father's
gducation .33 .35 . .34 .37 .32

Respondent's
IQ ".17 ,18 .14 ..18

Note. u = unweighted data
w = weighted data

.56

..26

,36

.14

120.

; "vr

19 9 100UW 1.97AUW 'UW

cs

.56 .57 .56 .57 .57

. .44
.28 .26 . 7 .25 :27 .25

.35 .39 . .36,C .41 .36 .40

.17 .14 .19: .18 .18 .16,

. 7'7 7-71-7774
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Chapter 6

STUDYING CHANGE AND DEVELOPMENT

The etudy of career :deyelopmedt usually focuses on discovering the,

iy -pieit -pat-t-e-rns- tn-earee-ra-releyant-iittributes-mhd-beibavior-that-
a.-

are,astociated with age or stage in the life cyCle. It iS--at least with

young people--the study of maturation and socialisation. Longitudinal stud.ies
.

are particularly useful for studying proces,00s assOciated with aginglt*
/

maturation because they follow individual people over some .period of time.

But it must be remembered that.the changes wel'aee'from-age group teage
, I' ',

0. ., .

group in a loAgitudinal study may be the'result, not only ofrmatdration: bdt
. , .

also of differences in envirOnments at the diffiirent timeb of meaeurement

(called, pdriod or time effects) and of differeires in. theigurse Of. develop.,
4

ment experienced by .people born at aifferent times (ce,lled cokkgrt effepts)..
,

. .

The typical longitudinal studyconfounds two or allthree of'enese sources .)
.

of change. unfoktunatety,' this' is,true of the.NLS.sprv y.as well.; In this

./
.

'chapter, I exainine whethur cOhort and time effects,are fOund in the.NLS

sample. I do not attempt the very complicated task of estitating the,relative

, maghitude of each kind of effect. But, Ido ,provide endUgh evidence to .show

that some cohort effects do exist'and that we must think about the environ-

mental conditions which produce them and be wary in interpreting all age

differenCes as due solely to maturation. .

I.

Cohort and time effects'are interesting in their-own right, And not
.0

simply.as factors which make our- task of understanding development more'
4

133
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difficult.

and how will

1.22 /

How similar-are different generations in tikefr career development,

cultural changes affect upcoming generations?, How do events such
I Or

as wars, business cycles, or social movement's affect careers at the time they

occur, and do th6, forever alter the course of development for different,birth

cohorts? These are all interesting questions.

tonditions in the Environment Which May.Have Created Time end Cohort Effects

Men in the NLS, sample were born in the years 1942 to 1952 and they were.4

interviewed in Ihe years 1966 to 1971. . Events otcurring during the mid and late
I.

19601s might have exerted considerable influence upon their career development

during that period. Events.oCcuring before 1966 may'have 'systematically altered

the opportunities_or goals of men born in different yeard and who were thus

going through sc'hool and into the labor market in different years. I Jilustr'ate
(

below some secular trends which.create cohort differences. I then review'some

of the conditions of the survey years which would lead us to expect time,and

cohort effects as well.

4

Two.of the Most impprtant secular trends are that'civiAian labor force.

pirticipation rates of males ark falling and that educational levels are rising.

The fall in participation rates for all men is shown in Figure 6.1 both for

whites and for racial mitArities. The drop has occurred primarily among tilde/

men, making the drop less relevant to this volume. HoWever, Figure 6.2 (which

includes only men aged 18-19) suggests that this trend is occurring among young
r

minority men as 'well. In 1954, parti7cipation rates were similar for-white and

minority 18- to 19-year olds, falling between 70 and 80%. By 1978,:however,

particiOation rates for.minority men had fallen,below 60%.

.Insert Figures 6.1 and 6.2 About Here

nemployment rates are alsoshown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. These rates
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are more a product of temporary conditions and they generally fluctuate without

showing secular trends. Amemg young minoriiy men,,however, it appears that there

is a trend for unemploymedt rates to rise over time. In the 1950's, thi rates

among 18- to 19-year.old minority men generally remained below 20;. in the 1960's.

they were generally between 20 and 30%,; and in the l970's, they halit exceeded

'
30%. This study deals very lietle Ath employment and unemploYMent rates, but

tt is good tb keep these trends in mind.

A secular change of particular importance to this study is shown in Figure

6.3. This figure shows that median educational leveWare'rising over time for

both white and minority men, but most among minorities. Aa Figure 6.3 suggesis

(and as Haaer and Featherman, 1976, show in detail) the educational gap between

the races has narrowed considerably. In the NLS data we would.therefore expect

each successive cohott to be better educated, with the gap between blacks and

whites being smaller among the more recent cohorts.

-Insert Figure 6.3 About Here

A number'of conditions during the.survey years would lead us to'expect

atypical patterns of career development in some survey years. In particular,

the survey years were characterized by (a) good economic conditions (whiCh

degenerated in the later survey years), (b) fstrong civil rights movement,

and (c) the Vietnam War.

if

$

. - Figurea 6.1 and 6.2 illustrate the good economic conditions previdling
.

in the early years of the survey. Unemployment rates for.whites were very

.low from 1966 through 1969; they rose in 1970 and 1971 as a recession set ill.

' 1

Unemployment rates also dipped in the 1960's fOr minority men, though they
,

were about twice as high for minority as for white men. Good ecOnomic

. conditions may mean that opvortAlties for career advanceme were unusually&

. 130
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Figure 6.3

Median Years of Education Completed by Men An the Civilian

Labor Force: By Race and /ear

NLS

44--Survey---i0
Years

. %

-....
- ""

41*.

1948 1950 1952 1954 1956 1958 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970 19724 1974. 1976 1978
Year

(iouice.. U.S. Department of Labor (1979, Table B-9). ,

Note. Results refer to men 18 and Older for-1957-72 and to men 16 and lder fot 1972-78.
01.

,
,
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good during most of the survey years. This would'limit the generalizability

of NLS results to career development during less favorable eConomic,timis.

A clearer threat to generalizability was mentioned in the last chapter-

thle VietnamWar. As, already noted, many men were eipher noi includedin the

sale or were lost later through ttrition because of ser/ice in the military.

5

,

Military service--or attempts to esca1 it--may have induced changes in patterns ("qt-
. .-

of career development which' would not be found in other times. ,.Kohen and Shields

(1977) examined the iffects of military service upon the NLS meu and concluded

that it had no unambiguously positive or,negative effects. Many of the men who

could have taken advantage, of the G.I. Bill did not db so. Analyses of income

differences suggested that Alitary service may not havebeen treated by employers

as work experience for whites, but it did seem to benefit.blacks. Blacks and

Whites served in almost equal proportion (26% and29%) and wire drawn dispro-

./
portiona,tely from moderare SES and ability groups. Immediatily 'after discharge

from service, men-experienced high levels of u employment but these disappeared
I'1 ....

with time. More men rated their period of service, as having a positive effect

on t 'later careers than having a negative eff0t,

lthough the civil rights movement might hot be expected to have much

affect on whites, it.may have had considerable effect on the goals and even
%/ -,

the attainment.of blacks. This. possibility is explored in Chapter 11.

The foregoing events may have affected the various NLS age cohorts

differently. This can be easily visualized by referring to Table 6.1 which
4

%

aitays the cohorts according to their ages in different years. We might,

expect that,men who were finishing high school (i.i.' the 14-19,year-olds in

1966) and entering the labor market 'during the survey Pears tb +- most per-

manently affectea by the conditions described'above4,because.this transition

, 142 4.
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point is probably quit. important in permanently'affecting the course of later'

development. The career course of the oldest cohorts.May hive already been

fairly set bythe time the survey started, althoughtprosperous conditions from

1966 to 1169 May have allowed them to adyance mOre quickly than they might

otherwise have. Men in their late teens ana early twent4es in 1966. were

entering the labor market during gooa times, though the:younger cohorts probably

faced rOugher conditions upon their entry because the recession was well under ,

V

,
4 way by 1970-1971. Mid it li primarily.the men,aged 14-19 in,1966 who faced'

military service. We.might also expect that blacks who were still in high

) ,

school or colloge in thesurvey years to be most affected by the civil rights

movement. Perceptions'of oppdrtunities And actual opportunities for higher

education and jobs may have.improved during the survey years for blacks.

Althoughplder men might also have raised their aspiratiOns, it would Probably

be primarily the younger black men just beginning their careers who couldbegIt

take advantage of the new educational and career opportunities.

. Insert Table 6.1 About Here

EvidencewAbout, Cohort Effects

The following iables are devoted to discovering coholq differences--

systematiC differences in the same age group according to the ydar the inen

were born. The tables also provide indications of age and time effects; but d

little diacussion will be devoted here to those.effects. Time effects will

.not be discussy because they iare extremely.hard to diacern. The ups and

downs thatoccur from year to year are often likely to be the result of sampling

error rather tftan real time effects, Age effeCts are ver clear-in the data,

but later Chapters aredevOted to a discussion ofmaturational proceades.

The object of Ois section is to get an impression of how large CohOrt

4 3
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The Agee a Each Survey Cohort in _Different Yoare

1942 1944 1946 1948 1.950 1952 1954 1956 1958 1960 1962
rem,

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

1 3 5 7 9 11 13

1 3 5

0 2 4

1 3

0 2

1

0

2 ir -6 a- to- t2

7 9

6 8

5 7

4 6

3 5

.2 4

1 3

0 2

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

16 18

15 17

14 16

13 15

12 14

.11 13

- 10 12

9 11

8 10

7 , 9

6 , 8

20

19

18

17

t 16

15

14

13

12

11

10

1964 1966 1968 19'70 ,

22 24 26 28

21') 23 k5- " 27

20 22 -21r

19 21 234,25

18 20 22 24

17 19 21 , 23

16 18 20 22

15. 17 19 21

14 16 18 20

13 15 17 19

12 14 16 ,18
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differences are. Educational and oecupationtil goals

.Two types of tables are Presented,here, ammary

tables from which the summary tables 4are constructed. Tables 6.2, 6.4, and 6.11

arid outcomes are examined.

tables and the detailed

. /1. tr

are :Iymmdty tables.; Tables 6.3, 6.5 to 6.10,1rd 6.12 to

The latter will be described first'. The original 11 age

/4-24).were surveyed in 6 years (1966-1971). Foi Ascii of the variables examined'

(one detailed:table is devotea to each variable), mean scores were calculated

6.15 ire detailed tables.

groupsoin 1966 (ages

. .
,

for each of the age groups ir pch of the 6 years. Only men:who were actually

interviewed in the survey ygar ate included in the calculative for that year.

--
hese means are then arrayed in tlie table according to the age the men were in

,
,

the survey_ year; hence the dilagonal slant to the tables'r(e.g. see Table 6 3).

The same Cohort f men-can be f011owed 'longitudinally by following the diagonals.c-
\Different ,cohortjtof me'n'of the ilarge age can be examined by looking across the

rows. ThijkA'is the coTpatriaon.ot interest in this chapter. dross-sectional. ,
.

. ,
4.

'1,

differehces can be examiwa,by lookinkat columns. I do not look at cross-,
1

one can .get an kdea,off how. one Wourd

7

sectional differences i thIs volume, but
'

lbe misled by crpss-sectional comparisons when asking developmental questions.

The sumtilartable* are-made by averaging .the entries for speciflc age

, groups whictl are present in all the 'survey years; ages 19-21-and 22-24.
A

TW2'2-24 agi'Aroup represents not only older man in any given year, but

also cohorte born in earlier years.' Several of the cohorts appear within

both the age.groups, enabling a few longitudinal comparisons within the summary

tables ---for example, men who are 19-21 in 1966'are 22-24 in 1969.

Table. 6.2 begins byveicamining some of the. chaiacteristics of the samiire....

percentage of cdses missing; IQ, and father's status. A6 noted in Chapter 5,

attrition rates rose in later survey years. Table 6.2 shows that comparisons

145
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of Ten in 1966 to men of the same.ages in 1971 involve comparing 100% of mon

in 1966 to dnly about 70 or 80% of the same ego Opp in 1971. The.effect of

this attrition upon the IQ and SES composition.of the sample was alsci explored

in Chapter 5 and I concluded that it had nd appreciable effect. There was
. .

'how.ever, a,cohort difference.in IQ. Table 6.2 summarizes those differences.

Over, the survey years, the mean IQ of whites in the same'age_group rises because
.

younger cohorts have'higher scores. The results for blacks are less clear,

although they suggest that the mean IQ.of the 22-24 year olledoes not rise

for younger cohorts. ilo clear trends in father's status are evident as was

discussed in Chapter 5. (The detailed tables for attrition,,IQ, and SES are
J.

found in Chapter 5.)

Insert Table 6.2 About Here

I.

4

The final item of Table 6.2--percentagesdf men whose major activity is

working--shows that younger black cbhorts less often repore work as their

major,aelivity. The black rates convprge toward those of whites, and may

possibly be the result of higher rates of enrollment among younger cohorts.

As was shown in .the last section, educatIonal levels of'blacka are rising ,

. 4

faster,than those of whites and, may indicate that moresblacks are remaining

.out of the labor force to attend school. We ceitot rUle out the possibility,
,

, - ,,-

1

though, that yoInger cohorts faced worse econotOc cotiditons.and so were less

able to find wo+. Awany rate, increasingly similar.proportions of 'blacks.
,. ...... t

and whitts are represented with younger.cdhorts when we focus on working men.

-

Table 6.3 provides the more detwailed data for this last item. Although the

estimates ale eratic, they suggest that the drop was greatest for men 19 to

22, coilege going ages.
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Table 6.2

112

Cohort Differences in'Attrition, Father's Status, IQ, and Major Activity:
By Race, Age, and Siovaq Ya*r I

(Unweighted)

ites B acks
Survey Year: 196 1967 1968 1969 1970 141T 1g1'96n968 569.79761971

Mean Year of
Girth:

Age 19-21 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1946 1947 1948
22-24 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948. .1943 1944 1945

Mean Year
When.Age
18:

Age 19-21 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1964 1965' 1966

Percent of cases missing

Mean Father's Status

19-21 '37.9 38.4 39.2 40.1
22-24 36.4 37.3 37.2 36.8

19-21 0.0 130 28.0 32.5
22-24. 0.0 6.6 14.3 21.6

s
12-21 5.6 5.6 5.8 5.7
22-24 5.2 5.4 5.4 5.4

2,8.4 25.6
22,4 22.1

5.8 6.0 3 3,3. 3.3
5.5 5.5 3 3.4 3.1

.0.0 14.6.31.9
0.0 6.7 18.8

39.2 37.7
37.4 38.7

16.5 17.1 18.1
16.7 15.7 15.2

percentage,of all menwhose major actildlyiLyoshAng

- 71.9 70.6 68.7
- 85.7 84,3 85.8

19-21 58.3 56.5 53.5 57.8 59.6 60.9
22-24 84.7 84.9 82.4 84.2 83.1..81.7

1

1*

1949 1950 1951
1946 1947 1948 16

1967' 1968 1969-
.

2214 1961 1962 1963' 1964 1965. 1966 1961 1962 1961 1964 1965 1966

3.4 3.6 3.8
3.2 3..3 3.2

37.0 36.7 35.0
220 23.2 30.3

16.4 16.5 16.2
17.2 16.9 17.2.

65.4 65.3 64.8
83.1 82.1 80.4

.
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Insert Table 63 About Here
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Table 6.4 shove the summary results for aspirations and attainments

both. qucational and.oécupational. There appear to be cohort differences In

all of the vnriables-in this table. FrOm 1966 to 1971, the mean years of

education desired by whites rose almost one year--up to almost 15 years. Means

-for black educational rose two yehrsup to almost 14 years. 'Actual

educational attainments.also rose, but not as much as aspirations. Part of

this difference between aspirations and attainments is because men, particularly

1

the yodhg men, haVe not completed their education. This can be seen by compar-.

1

ing the 19-21 year olds in 1966 to the 22-24 year olds in 1969; thIse are the

same men. Once again, however, the increases were greater for blibics than for

whites', but blacks.still-trailed. by more than a year.*

These tables reveal that cohort differences are generally larger than

/
longitudinal differences for educational aspirations. For example, white

men 19-21 in 1966 aspiried bo 14.0 years of education on.the average. In 1969,

) (when they were 22-24) these men aspired to 14.2 years, an average increase of

,0.2 years. In 1966, however, men 22-24 (an older cohort of men) asplred to

only 13.7 years. The cohort difference between men 22-24 in 4166 and 1969 is.

0.5 years. Thus, what might otherwise appear to be increases in aspirations

due to maturation, may actually be incteases induced in many age groups by'

environmental conditions. We cannot, of Course, iule out the possibility of

maturational differences.in educational aspirations. FoF example, men might

nAturally lower their aspir;Ition with age but this, trend could be more than

offseE by conditions which at least temporarily foster higher aspirations

.(and thus retard the natural decline men usually eXperience). Turning to

eduCational attainment, we see that the growth in attainMent men experience

14 8'
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over their. lives is underestimated by looking at croas-sectional.differences

,rather than longitudinal differences beCause cohort differences are large.

The cohort differedces mean ihat with eacW-passing year, men ore likely to 4

/

finish their gehooling at later and later-ages (and thus with higher attain-

tent). Tables 6-5 and 6.6 provide additional detalle on the cohort differences.

.Insert Tables 6.4 to 6.6 About Here

:M7

Thefe is no. clear cohort trindsamong whites in occupational itatus desired

but there is among blacks. Black status aspirations were'considerably 'higher.

'in younger cohortg than in 40er ones. Thefstatus ef the most recent job is:
A

also examined. 'Although cohort differences in actual attainment do hot'show

clearly for whites, small differences (increases) occur for both age groups

of blackm: It is.possiblvhaf the sligh.tlyihigher.means.amorig whites in 19V

'and 1968 are related to'the'favorable economic.conditions ln those rears.. 'The

' increases for blacks may have been More related to the.civil rights movement

,

and so have continued through all survey years.

Cdhort and Maturational differences appear to. oPeráts in opposite dtrectiens

for status aspirations. Younger cohorts have higher aspirations, but with age

A
men (at least white men). lower their hSpiratioris slightly.- Increases'in

status attainment among whites appear to be maturational wlth little or n

cohort effect. In contrast, a substantial amount of the age-related 'it Cease
NI/

in.status among blacks may be tied to cohort dIfferentes in the envir tents

blicks have faced and whieh have enabled younger,cohortS to advance urther.

tables 6.7.and 6.8'provide the detailed results.

Insert T bles 6.7 and 6:8 About Here -
.,t, -----4.--

.

01
The percentages of menwhose

*
most recent job was invealistic

1

and in
,

enterprising,work are shown at the bottom:bf Table'6.4. The resultiAtow

"



Cohort

liable :6 4

..

Differences in 'Aspirations and Attainment:
By Race, -Age , and Survey Year

(Unveighted)

Whites
Survey Yeart. 1966 1967 /968 1.96 1976

Mean Year of
Birth:

I

Age 19-21 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950
22,n24_1943_1944 1945-1946 1047

0

Wh ge

17:

Age 19-21
22-24

. Blom s
1971

1951,

1048

1964r1967
"

1946 1947
--1943-1944-945P-1?46-4947-1948-

1968 1979 19% 1971.
'

1948 1949 1950 1951.

1964 1965
1961 1962

Mean years o

19-21
22,24

f education

14.0 14.2
13.7 13.7

Mean Years of

19-21
22-24

education.

12.2 12.4
12.5 12.6

1966 1967 1968 1969 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968.1969
1963 1964 19'65 1966 1961-1962 1963 1964-19651966

desired,

14.8 14.8.14.7 14..6..
14.1 14.2 14.6 14;..7

attained

12.5 12.7 12.6 12.5
12.6 12.7 13.1 13:2

itsa-2sateLtanal-at-stus desirjd

19-21 55.3 57.8 59.3:56.7 56.1 53.1
22-24 52.9 54.453.2 54.754.4.53.0

19-21 28S1 31.4 31.8 29.7 28.5 29.0
22-24 37.4 39.6 40.7 40.1 41.1 38.7

11.7,12.3 130 13.7 13.8 13.8
11.6 11.6 12.5 13.1 13.5 13.8

10.5 10.9 11.1 11.3 11.1 11.1
40.5 10.6 10.5 10.8 11.3 11.5

4-

41.5 43.4 47.4 46.4 49.0 53.1
41.8 36.7.38.3 42.6 45.7 47.1

40

18.1 20.2 22.9. 23.1. 22:7 21.2
21.6 22;0 21.9 23.3 2640 25.5

kercentage.of pen whose last leb Was in realistic fteld

19-21 .73.8 68..4 66\8 69.2 70.5 70.,6 84.7-'83.5 79.4 81.6 74..9 78i4
22-24 .593 57.0 5?.6 54.7 53.5 57.3.: 84.2 83.9. 84.8 80.8 .78.0 -75.0

enta e of man whose last iob was iwenterpriaing fieold

19-21 8.5 12.1 13.1 11.Z 12.8 13.8 4.6 :4.1 4.5 5.5 5.9 6.3.
22-24 14.5 16.1 17.4 18.8 19.4 18.7 4.4 4.2 7.5 6.7
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'Table 6.8

Mean Occupational Status Of Current or Last Job:
Ry Race,,Age, and Survey Year

'(inveighted)

Age in
. Survey Year R

1 66-

a
J6

1967
N

Whites

190 196
2

70

5

11
18
19
20
21
22
23
24'
25
26
27
28
29

e"-

16.5 (293)
18.2 (326_,5_(37-1)-
16.8 (387) 18.0 (381)
21.0 (392) 21.4 (390)
24.1 (364) 24.8 (349)
26.7 ( 93) 26,4 (293)
28.0 ( ) 33.9 (250)
29.6 (2 1) 33.9 (184)
37.3 (274) 36.0 (1-85)
38.1 (278) 41.0 (261)'
36.8 (274) 41.7 (255)

40.1 (249)

14
15
16
17
18

' 19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
29

Blacks'
12.8 (118)
12.8 (153)
14.0 (205)
16.7 (159)
17.6 (126)
18.7 ( 93)
16.1 ( 79)
19.5 ( 71)
20.8 ( 64)
20.8 ( 68)
23.1 '( 78)

14.3 (163)
13'. 7 (183)
17.6 (208)
17.0 (152)
20.1- (106)
21.1 ( 78)
19.4 ( 71)
21.5 64)
21.9 14.59)
22.5 ( 61)
24.9 ( 72)

17.7 (415)
21.6 (388) 208 (401)
21.7 (355) 25.2 (356) 23.9 (364)
28.0 (294) 24.9 (300) 27.5 (3257) /6.5 (344)3r.3 (247) 29.2 (259) 28.0 (305) 29.7 (325).36.0 (225) 35.1 (250) '30.1 (285), 3q.9 (331),38.5 (168) 38.6 (210) 39.0 t276) 3g.5 (315)4b.1 (179) 39.8 (164) 42.2 (229) 41.0 (289)'63.4 (254) 41.8 (175) 42-.2 (166)' 42.7 (238)44.0 (241)
42.1 (251)

44.4
44.2

(248)
(236)

41.3 (172) 43.2
44.6 (252) 43.9

(180),
(179)41.8 (240) 45.1 (242) 44.2 (248)

42.3,(239) 47.6 (241)
44.6 (236)

14.3 (172)
15.7 ,(182) 20.7 (163)
18.6."(189) 19.9 )160) 21-.4 (151)
20.7 (117) 21:5 (152) 19.9 (139) 20.3 (148)22.8 ( 87) 23.1 ( 92) 23.5 (145) 19.6 (123)25.1 1 68) 24.7 ( 83) 24.6 ( 99) 23.7 (146)19.5 ( 65) 2/.7 ( 68) -25.8 ( 96) 24.9 (la)23.4 (` 58) 19.1 ( 62) 29.4 -( 72) 23.4 ( 99)22.7 ( 55) 23.0 ( 59) 22.8 ( 66) 28.2 ( -74)22.3 ( 60) 23.6 ( 52) 22.6 ( 53) 22.1 ( 64)24.0 (' 71) 24.5 ( 56) 22.9 ( 52)-13.4 ( 54)V

2-5.8 ( 651 25.5 ( 59) 24.3 ( 48)
25..9 ( 61).22.6 ( 53)

25.3 ( 63)wmosaww.-.1.=4.

-155
:\

\
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that younger cohorts of blacks leas often report that their meet recent job

was in the realistic field; no clear trend isCobseid.f6t whites in yealietic

work. ,Both races,.however, show cohorj differences in:the proportion of men'
4

whose last job was in the enterprising field. C. Gottfredson andDeiger, (1977),

have also found that more recent cohorts are more often'employed in enterpribing

work.

Age differences are larger than cohtrtleifferencei,among whites indicating

tht:12ost of the increase in enterprising work and the decrease in realistic

work is Maturational. On'ee again, among blacks,'however, the maturational

ch,anges may have been enabled by cohort-changes because the 19-21 and th.O.22-24

Sge groumware quite similar find longitudinal deffei-ences are no larger than

cOhort differences. Tables 6.9 and 6.10 provide detailed results.

Insert Tables 6.9 and 6.10 Ab'out Here

The foregoing tables.revealed cohort differe.nces;,' ybunger cohorts are

pL,

better-educated, want htgher levels of education and status, and they mor0
.1

often work in enterprising work (which previous chapters showed to be relatiVely

high-paying work). But the results also showed that there are.cohort differr
J . '. i

ences in IQ. Thus, some of the differences 'in asplrations'and attainments
,

cou ld reflect this difference in IQ and not a difference in the environments

these men have experienced. This seeMs unlikely becauseblack aspirations°

and aftainments changed most, but,there weite no° clear ,IQ diffeiences among

the black cohorts.* In addition, the IQ differences among white& did not seem

to be translated into occupational attainMent diffe'rences.iirerthelesg,
.

4'

the nxt five tables examine the possibility thatocaort differences might
- A

'
disappear if IQ and SES wore controfled.
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Tables 6.11 lo 6.15 are analogous to Tables 6.4 to 6.8. The difference

is that-the flv, tables include only amn of moderate level IQ and low US.

Moderate IQ actually refers to men who are estimated to fall between the 24th

and 60th percentiles (i.e. it includes IQ stanines 4 and 5). Low SES rifers

to the father's status falling between Duncan SEI scores of 0 and 29-When the

respondent was 14 years old. Theae tables do not change the conclusions drawn

from the eartier tables about cohort differences. Educational goals and attain-

ment are higher among younger cohorts,'particularly among blacks. Status

aspirations and attainments.ar also up, but only for blacks. These tables

do provide some intere ng new information, about xacial differences, however.

When IQ and SE'S ar controlled, racial differences decrease or are reversed.

Cohort changes r sult in racial differences in status attainMent disappearing

.kamong the younge cohorts. Racial differences in educational goals and attain-.

ment and in statu, aspirations increase among younger cohorts, however. The,gap

widened'because (a) in the older cohorts, blacks had slightly hiiher goals and
-

educational attainment, and (b) over time blacks appear to have raised their'

aspirations more than whites. These cohort and racial differences are explored

in Chapter 11. J

Insert Tables 6.11 to '6.15 About Here
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Table 6.11

.Cohort-Differencem 'in'Aspirationn and Attainments
of Moderate Lows$ES Men:
By Race, Afe, and Survey"Year

Survey Year:

Mean Year of
Birth:

Whites
1966-196ri568 I969 TTO7OT171

.

1966 1961.

*
Age 19-21 4946 1943 1948 1949 1950 1951 1946 1947

2'2-24 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1943 1944

Mean Year
When Age 18:
Age 19-21 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1964 1965

22-24 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1/61 1962

Mean years of educati.9n desired

19-21 13.5 13.5 14.1 13.9 13.8 13.6 14.6 14.7
22-24 13.1 13.3 13.7 13.7 43.7 13.9 13.0 13.8

Mean years of education attained 1

19-21 ' 12.0.12.2 12.4 12.4 12.1 12.0 1E4 12.6
22-24 12.2 12.3 12.3 12.5 12:4 12.6 12.0\12.4

Mean,ocupational staCus desired.

19-21 . 46.5 47.9 51.7 45.0 46.9 47.2 59.6 65.1
22-24 43.7 47.5 45.4 46.8 44.4 42.8 48.2 50.3

Mean occupational status attained

19-21 24.2 28:4 27.5`26.7 27.7 28.1 20.9 23.6
22-24 31.7 30.5 34.3 33.1 32.5 31.2 22.9 24.7

410

1968\1969.1970 1971

1948 1949 1950 1,51
1945 1956 19471948.

1966 1967 1968 1969
1963 1964 1965 1966

15.5 14.7 15.0 15.8
14.9 14.7 14.9 15.1

12.6 12.4 12.3 12.9
12.7 12.8 13.2 12.9

55.2 52.0 59.4 63.3
57.5 54.1 52.4 63.0

31.3 28.8,27.1 28.3
32.9 30.1 31.1 31.6
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Chapter 7

EMPLOYMENT PATTERNS: WHERE DolkEN-gm UP? .

,
Thitat_chapterexamines the ealployment patterns of men of diffAreinC ages.

, ,
,

. ,

The discuasion begins by showing how many man are employed or goinglto achool..
. .

and then by-examining th'e Iiinds of work they dollk they-are employed.. Des-

, criptions are provided separately 'for blacks and whites. They provide 801118 ,

,

idea about the modal patterns of developmentwith age. The leaf anatysis

of the ehapter is designed to reveal which types of work Are entry level jobs

-and whi.ch jobs serve as stepping stones to other jobs. This analysis uses

( only data from whites because there are not enough blacks for such a detailed..

analysis. The analyses to follow describe one aspect.of Career development.

As defined in Chapter 3--histories of status level"and field'of employment
,

by''age. Later chaliars examine the'other componts of caraer development-a- '-.

the history of aspiratrons.for field And level ahd.how,thay relate4o.jobs,
1 , _

actually held;

..-----

Menthod

This chapter deals exclusively. withAevelopmantal differences, that,

is, differences assocrated"-wiith.age''and not with time of birth or' rvay.-

41r,

.

...

Seven.Age groups are examined:. ages 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28. en weAe

examined-without regNto which year it waS that theY were a particular

age. For exampld, the jobs of n aged 18.in aly year were .CoMpared to '

, ,

the jobs df min aged *0 in any year regardless of the sUrvey: Year during

*
Ar

.- .. .

. ,

IF
*hich this inforMation mas obtained. this means that each man could be .4

.^. o

V.
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classified into as many as, but not more than, three of the 'age group; examined

here, Thli priicedure,assumes that cohort differences (for example, differences

between man.aged 20 in 1966 and men aged 20 in 1971) are negligible during

the five-year period. The previous chapter ihowed that there are indeed

cohort differences, so the descriptions of development by age in this chler

rare somewhat,confounded with cohort differences. 113p ltmtion is not as
- k
serious As it might seem. Fitst of all, the data.atto..nota misleading as'

, .1

thoie from pure cross-sectional anatyses would be, becauge, morthan one
,

,

cohort is represented in,the different age groups. le pro4wiois that

older cohorts are represented more ofted-(because pf the surv N.esign) in

the older age-groups. This means that age differences are underestimated

, somewhat if cohort,differences are leading to increases in the variable of

inteN4Lt2 say occupational level. Second, we haye some idea of the magnitude

of cohbrt versus longitudinal differences from the previous chapter, so we

tan say whether or not a particular description of age changes reflects

coheet differences as well. Third, the previous chapter showed that cohort -

differences in ocdupstional goals and attainment were probably non-existent

for whites except for type of work entered. Cohort differences are, however, .

'sizeable for blackR.. Age changes amdng the NLS blacks may be largely the

result of cohort differences brought on by environmqntal change!. If

environmental,conditions have changed the prospects,for growth among more

recent Cohorts (i.(1,_men under the'age of-1.4 in 1966 and so not included

in the NLS) the age differences io be shown below(which underestimate age.

changes for individual cOhorts) may not accurately represent the develop-

?mental changeakbeing experienced by these more receiit black cohorts. Thus.

.it is'possible that current generations of blacks-are more similar to whites
4 '
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in how th y change with age than will becindicated in the following tablas..

Later chapters will-examine strictly longitudinal changes, so that...any.
.01

inferences about development drawn from the quasi cross-sectional data id

this chaptercan be tested. But at this point, all I am trying to do is give

a general idea of what employment looks like according to the.status-field

scheme. The cohort' and time differences do not alter that pattern to any

great-degree.

Results

Employment and Enrollment Status

. Columns 3 and 5 of Table 7.1 show the percent of men, who are eniolled

in schoo at each age. At age 16 almost .93% of white men are tnrolled. A

big dro in enrollment occurs'by age 18, when only 567. are still enrolled.

The percentage drops to jib% by age 24 and 97. by age 28. A smaller propor-

tion of blacks than whites is enrolled in school atA!kl ages, though the
A3

gap is largest at.age 20 when proportionally twice as many whites as blacks

are still enrolled in school. The first two columns Low the percentages

of all men of that age grolip whose Major activity is either school (column
\\,

1) or work (column 2). They showthat up through age 22, the major activity

*4

of enrolled men is .going to school. But by age 22, this amounts to only

167. .of all men of that age group. Column 4 shows the percefitage Of, men:

-

who are.ndt enrolled and whose major activity is' working. ,By age 20, this

comprises almost half of all white men; by age 24 it.includes at least 80%

of all. men. The pattern is,similar for blacks, except that leaving schoot

and having work as a major.activity occurs at.earlier ages for blacka than

for whites. At all ages; working is the major.aotivity of proportionally.

more blacks than of whites who Are not enrolledLin school. we add

167
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1.

together columns 2 and.4, however, it is clear that after age 24 wotking-is

'the major activity of more whiteswhether enrolled or notthan it is for

blacks. This is because two-thirds of enrolled whites still say that working

is their major' activity.

17;717E-Tilltr. 7.1

a

Table 7.7 proVides additional Differmatlon ibout thi em01-bymenttatus

of whites and blacks. At all but ages 18 and 201 a greater proportion of

4?

whites than of blacks are employed. (NoSlistinction is drawn here between

part time and full time work.) At age 16, 507. of whites,afid 407. of blacks

are empkoyed. By age 22, the percentages are 85% and 84%; by age.28.they

are 967 and 947g. The table also shows what percentage of the employed men

report that working is their major activity: From age 18 on, working is

phe major activity of'mostlpf the employed men. Somewhat fewer whites are

looking for work and somewhat more proportionately are not in the labor force

(neither employed nor looking for work). At this Point, it must be remembered

that Chapter 6 showed that younger cohorts of blacks aged 19-22 reported less-

often than older cohorts that work was their major activity. Hence, we

would expect that the figurea reported in/Table 7.2 are overestimated for

today's 19-22 year old black men

Insert Table 722 About Here
Mt

Table 7.3 shows the'average amount of time'men spent in different

employment statuses during the previous year. White 16-year-olds spent,24

weeks of the year on thedverage employed; blAtics spent.20 weeks on the

average. This is consistent with the fact that a smaller proportion, of blacks were
v. .

robably employed atply given time as indicated by employmeht at the time

of survey shown in TO1,4007..2.
,

1 63
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Table 7.1

Percentage of Men in Different Major Activitioa:
By Race and Age

(Unweighted)

1}1

134

. Enrolled and: Not enrolled and:
Age in School is Work is Total Vo. Oork is
Survey year major major enrolleda major

activity activity activity

Whites

16 89.5 2.0 92.8
18 47.9 -5.8 55.7-

s'20 3512 7.3 43.9
22 15.5 9.2 5.3
24 6.8 8.4 15.5
26 4.9 8.1 12.5
28 1.0

,
8.1 * 9.1

Blacks

16 78.5 4.1. - 84.1
18 37.9 .4.9 , 43.6
20 18.7. 4.3 23.3
22 6.9 3.5 , 10.4
24 , 2.2 1.9 4.0
26 2.1 2.9
28 0.0 3.5 3.5

3.9
36.0
48.7
67.5
80.5
83.9
87.4

s9.4

44.3
63.3
76.2
84.0.

87.0

-..V1"5

Total\
snot .

eihrolleda

(N)

7.2 ( 887).
44.3 (1489)
56.1 (1425)
74.7 (1179)
84.5 (1104)
187.5 ( 929)
90.9 ( 48-4).

15.9 ( 395)
56.4 ( 675).

76.7 ( 540)

89.6 (.403)
96.0 ( 321)
95.0 ( 239)

96.5 ( 115)

IlIncludes mien Who say that their majpr activity was something other than school
or work (e.g., looking for work).

Am.
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Toblq 7.2

Employment Status by Ra90 and Age
(Unweighted)

153

% Empllyed % Unemplpyed % not in t e
Labor Yorce (N) ,

Age Total, Work ip
majors
activity

we I I 1 Om IN I 0,,

' Whites

16 49.5 5.9 8.9 41.6 ( 883)0`
18 62.3 41.8 .8 29.9 (1480)
20 .71.7 55.9, '5.3 23.0 (1416)
22 84.6 Zp.6 4.5 10.9 (1168)
24 92.0 0.8 1.9 (' 6.1 (1100)
26 95.2 91.9 1.4 3.4 ( 923)
,28 95.8 95.4 2.1 2.1 ( 483)

Blacks

'16 39.5 13.5 18,2 42.3 ( 395)
18 63.7 49.2 11.7 ' 24.6 ( 674)
20 76.0 1 67.6 9.7 * 14.3 ( 537)
22 83.8 79.7 9.2 ' 7.0 ( 402)
24 88.1 86.3 7.5 4.4 ( 320)
26 91.7 89.9 2.9 5.4 ( 239)
'28 94.0 93.0 4.3 1.7 ( 115)

4. 0
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Average weeks in employuent aie more actual by age 20, Allacka spend mora.tisw

during thm year looking for work, for soue age groups over twice as muih time

Ws Ao whites. One to 2 week* is average among white men; 3 to 4 is more -

likely for black men.

Insert Table 7.3 About Here

aEl!!...1.1-111,LIA32TiLat_912.111m1S

This seotion first examiiles the status level of work that men fioldi,then

the field of work they are in. ,Finally, it examines employment acCording to

the status-field scheme. No distinction is drawn in the following tables

between part time and full time employment.

Status Level.Table 7.4 shows the percent of all' men (the upper panel)

and then the percent ok employed men only (the lower panel) who are employed

at three broad levels of status. -The compositioh.of these levels was,disCussed

4P Chapter 4. (

Insert Table 7.4 About Bete
,dt

Among whites', 41% of all 16-year-olds are employed in low-level. work.

By age 28, the proportion has dropped to 32%. Among older white men, appróx-

imately equal.propórtions-aire employed in each of the three status levels: .

Looking only at employed white men, it is clear that most teenage men who

are employed are employed in low-level jobs. By later ages, many men have

shifted out of this law-level work. This is not clearly the case with blacks.

Like whites, most young black men are employed in low-levelyork. But unlike

white men, most older black men are too. Instead of the total percent of

men in low-level work dropping with age, it doubles among black men. Pro- (

portionately four times as many whites as blacks are employe(' in high-level

work.at most ages.



Table 7.3

Mean WeekeSpent in Different Employment Statuses
in the Previous Yea By Itace and Age

(Wmweighted)

Age
Employed

(N)

2117 880
18 iA 33.1 (1466)
20 35.8 (1374)
22 41.3 (1116)
24 45.7 (1083)
26 47.6 ( 911)
28 48.3 ( 472)

Af

16 19.9 ( 390)
18 29.0 ( 659)
20 36.1 ( 520)
22 41.3 ( 377)
24 43.7 ( 312)
26, 46.2 ( 230)
28 47.1 ( 108)

Unemployed
Pr . (N)

pot in the Labor Force

Whites
8 6y

2.1.Allap59)
2.3 71371)
2.1 (1118)
1.1 (1086)
1.1 ( 909)
1.4 473)

Blacks
2.) ( 1)
3.9 ( 660)
4.4 ( 519)
3.4 / ( 374)
3.7 ( 313)

1.5 ( 228)
2.8 ( 108)

(N)

1111MB-
16.5
13.1
7.6

4.4

( 881)

(1461)

(1346)

(1076)

(1067).

2.8 ( 903)
1.9 (

29.3 ( r94)
19.1 (.660)
10.9 ( 509)
5.9 (.360)
4.0 ( 308)
3.9 ("28)
1.5 4'108)

""

aFor.some men the previous year refers to aomewhat more or-fewOrthan 52 weeks
because it refers to the"nukiber of weeks between the current an4 last interview.

1 72
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Table 7.4

Percentage of All Men and of Employed.Men Only who are
Employed in Different Levels of Work: By. Race and Age

(Pereentagei

ot

(N

A414Men

Whites
41.0

d---4-
16

18 42.0 16.3 4.1 37.7 (1480)
20 38.0 22.6 10.4 28.3 (1416)
22 t 37.4 26.9 20.4 15.4 (1168)
24 IS * l 26,7 30.1 8.0 (1100)
26 33.0 28.5 33.6 \ 4.8 ( 923)
28 3,1.5 27.4 36.8 4.2 ( 483)

1
Blacks 1

16 35.0 .

1

4.8 0.3 60.5 ( 395)
18 50.8 , 12.6 1.2 36.34 ( 674)
20 57.6 1 17.5 2.8 24.0* ( 337)
22 6241 14.0 7,2 16.2 ( 402)
24 629' 16.9 8.7 11.9 ( 320)
26 66.5 16.7 8.3 8.3 ( 239)
28 64.4 19.141 8.7 6.0 .( 115)

Employed Men Only
411

Whites
' 16 16.0 1.1 ( 434

18 67.3 26.1 6.6 ( 923)
20 53.9 . 31.5 14,6. (1016)
22 44.2 ' 31.7 24.1 ( 988)
24 38.1 29.1 32.8 (1012)
26 34.7 29.9 35.4 ( 879)
28 32.8 38.)k ( 463)

. Blacks I.

16 87.2 , 12.2 0.6 ( 156)
18 78.3 49.8 .1.9 ( 429)
20 75.7 19.4 4.9 ( 408)
22 74.5 16.9 8.6 ( 337)
24 70.9. 19.1 9.9 ( 282)

.
26 72.6 '18.3 9 1

1---
( 219)

28 70.4 20.4 9.3 (4108)

17,3
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Field of Work, Table 7.5 shows the percentage. of -all men and -of employed.,

men only who are-employed in khe diftrent Holland fields of work. Among

whites, between 40 to 50% of all white men are employed in realistic work no

matter what the age group,though the percentage stabilizes around 4817

'throughout the twenties. With increasing ags, white den appear to Primarily

enter enterprising workLitith_smaller numbers_soing into_investigative and

social jobs. The percentage in artistic work never increases. Once again

the picture is different fot tlack men. They are-employed prtmarily in

reagistic work, no matter what age they are. The next largest field 'of work

is social, though no more than 770 of black men are employed in this field

at Any one time.

.Insert Table 7.5 About Here

The rA:Cps in the previous chapter suggest that developmental changes

may be underestimated in this table. There day actually be a somewhat larger

. flow of den. into enterprising work and out Of realistic work with age. But

the major pattern of age and race differences would not be altered.

Field and Status.Previous tables.showed what levels And then

what fields of work men,are in at each age. Tables 7.6 and 7.7,take,a look'

at employment using both dimensions of work at the same tide. Whites are

shown in Table 7.6; blacks.in 7.7. The Apr point of theSe.tables is that

most men are employed in fewer than half of the possible 18 categories.

This finding was to be expected on the bdsis of patterns of employment among
4

adults discussed in Chapter 4. Those results clearly showed that field

and,status level are related, solbthat some fields of work do not exist at

.certaln status levels.'

se,

,
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'Table 7.5

160

Percentage of all Men and of Employed Men Only
Who are Employed in Different Fields of Work: By Race and Age

(Percentage)

Field of Work if Employed
Not (N)

Age' R I A E C4 Employed
All Men

Whites
0

.---.

16 40.8 0.1 1.1 0.8. 5.3 1.3 50.4 (883)
18 47.7* 1.0 1.5 1.7 6.6 3.9 37.7 (1480)
20 47.8 2,9 1.0 215 10.7 5.9 28.3 (1416)
22 49.6 4.9 2.1 7.6 13.7 6.8 15.4 (1168)
24'. 47.4 7,9 1.3 8.0 20.5 6.8 8:0 (1100)
26 _49.6 8,2 1.4 8.6 20.8 6.5 4.8 ( 923)
28 46.2 8.6 1.8 9.5 24.6 4.9 4.2 ( 48-3)

.. .

1

filacks

34.7 0,3 0.5 0.5 2.8 1.3 60.5 -4( 195),.16

18 54.1 0,6 0.6 1.9 2.7 3.7 36.3 674)
20 61.23e 0.9 .0.7 3.7 3.7 5.6 24.0 ( 537)
22 )51K1 1.7 1.0 6.1 3,7 34:9 16.2 ( 402)
24 72.2' 1.2 6.6 3.8 3.7 11.9 ( 320)
26 74.1 2,5 0.8 6,7 '2.5 4.9 8.3 ( .239)
28 74.8 3,5 0.9 5.2 5.2 4.3 6.0 .( 115)

Em lo ed.Men Only
Whites ,

0,2 2.3 1.6 10,8 2.7 ( 437)16 82.4
18 76.5 1,6 2.4 2,7 10.5 6.3 ( 923)
20 66.7 4.0 2.7 3.4 ,14.9 8,3 (10161
22 5.8 2.4 9,0 16.2 8.0 ( 988).58.6

24 51.6 8,6 1.5 8.8 22.2 7.3 (1012)
26 52.1 8,6 1.5 9.1 21.8 ( 879)
28 48,2 0,1 1.9 9.9 25.7 5.2 ( 463)

.Blacks
16 87.8 0,0 1.3 7.1 3.2 ( 156)
18 85.1 0.9' 3.0 4.2 5.8 ( 429)

...20 80.6
,0.9

1.2 ,41.0 #.9 4.9 7.4. ( 408)
22 80.1 2.1 1.2 7.4 4.5' 4.7, ( 337)
24 81.9 1.4 0.7 7.4 4.3 4.3 . ( 282)
26 80.8 2.7 0. 7.3 2.7 5.5 ( 219)
28 79.6 .3.7 0.9 5.6 5.6 4.6 (.108)

175
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Insert Tables 7.6 and 7.7 About Here.'II111./
tor greater ease of examining the status-field employment patterns,

Table-7.8 wassconstructed from Tables 7.6 and 7.7. It shows the percentage

of men in each age group whei' are employed, in each of the major groups. The

upperyanel of Table 7.8 shows the results for whites and reveals that almost

all men are employed in only 7 of the possible 18 categories. Realistic

work is the.only low-level group of any size; the moderate level groups are

drawn from realistic, enterprising and conventional work; the high-level jobs'
1

are drawn from the enterprising,,investigative, and sociaf fields. At most

only 107 of white men are employed in the 11 "other" categories. Turning

to the lower panel for blacks, we 'see that blacks of all ages are found

,almost exclusively fri only.one of the occupational groups--low-level real-
,

istic work. They are found proportionately(iess often than whites in all

other groups of work4....

Insert Table 7.8 About Here

Before going on, I will say a little about the compositton Of these

seven major occupational groups. The three moderate-level groups are on

the alOtrage equal in staWs as are men in the three high-level groups;

the mean status of 28-year-old men in each of the seven groups is, respect-

ively, 17, 41, 41., 45, 72, 74, and 7. Sample occupations in eacp of:the..

seven groups are as follows; R Lo--bootblacks, assemblers, meat cutters,

and brickmasonsl R Modmachinists, firemen, mail terriers, and electro-.

C

typers; C Modclerks, telephone operators, and bpokkeepers; E Moddelivery-

men, pales clerks, farm managers, arid store filoor managers; E 14inaurance

adjusters, purchasing

librarians, teachers,

agents, public administrators, and lawyers; S Hi--

social workers, and Psychologists; I Hiengineering

176
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Table 7.6

Percentage of White men Employed in Different Fields.and Levels of Work: By Age
(Unweighted)'

____----4

Field and Level of Work

Age Lo Mod Hi

16 , 39.0 1.7 0.1

18 40.9 6.1 0.7

20 37.7, 9,3 0.8

22 ° 36.1 12.1 1.4

24 34.3 11.5 1.6

`
26 32.8 14.0 2.8

28 31.1 12.8 2.3

E

Lo Mod Hi

Age

Mod. Hi

- 0.1

- 0.1 0.9

L 0.3 2.6

- 0.2 4.7

- 0.3 7,6

- 0.3 7.9

0.2 8.5

C
,

Lo Mod' Hi

. A

A .

Lo Mod Hi WM Hi

- 1.'0 0.1 0.8 -

- 1.3 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.5

0.9 1.0 0.7 0.8 1.0

- 1.2 0.9 0,.9 1.4 5.3. -----7

0.7 0.6 0.5 5.7.
t

.1.8

0."4 1.0 0.1 2.8 5.1

0.4 1.4 0.2 3.1 6.2

Not
Employed_ '(N)

-mom

16 1.1 3.9 0.3 Q ' 1.2r - 50.4 . ( 883)

18 0.3 4.8 1.5
,

0.3 3.3 0.3 37,7 , (1480)

20 0.1 6.4 4.2 0.2 4.9 0.8
t

'28.2 (1A16)

22 0.3 6.4 7.0 0..1 5.6 1.1 15.4 (1168)

24 0.1 8.0 12.4 0.2 4.4 2.2 8.0 , (1100)

26 - 7.4 13.4 0.1 3.,6 2..8 4.8 . '( 923)

28 0.2 7.2 17.2 - 3.7 .1.2
,

4.2 ( 483)

4
4.141.4.4.

X

S 41



Table,7.7

463

Percentage of Black Men EmOloyed in Dijfarent Fieldivand Level* of Work: By Ags*
:(Unweigtled)

FielCI and Level of Work

Age Lo Mod .Hi Lo Mod Hi Lo

16 33.2 1.5 0.1
A

.41

a.5.

18 48.5 5.3 0.3 - 0.3 0.3

20 55,5 5.4 0.4 0.9

22 60.9 5.7 0.%5 0.7 1`.Q

24 61.9 9.7 0.6 ... 0.6 0.6

26 65.3 8.4 0.4 2.5

28 63.5 11.3 3-5

Au Lo Mod Hi Lo Mod Hi

16 0.5 2.0 0.3 0.3' 1.0

18 2.4 0.3 0.1 3.6

20 2.6 1.1 0.4 5.0 0.2

22 2.7 1.0 0.2 3.2 0.5

24 1.9 1.9 0.3 3.4'

26 2.5 - 0.8 ,

1
3.3

.

0:8 A

28: 0.9 2.6 1.7 - 4.3

A
Mod Hi

s
/god Hi

6. 6

17.7 0.9' 11

.1.0 1.2 0.7 4.2

0.6 0.3 1.3 5.0
V

0.4 0:4- 0.4 2.1 4.2
..1

0.9 - 1.7 3.5

.

_A

170

Not
Employed (N)

60.5 395)
4

36.3 674)

24.0 1 (537)

.

16.2 (402)

11.9 (320)

8.3 (239Y

6.0 (115)

(`'

01

gr.



_Table 7.8,_

Field and LeveL,o Work: By Race an d Age
eighted) .rIS. 1 J

Age.
,

Occupational Group
R -Lo Mod

s
*16. .,39.0 -.... 1,. .7- . 1.2 .3.9 0.3 0.0 0.0 3.2 50.4 : ( 883)

.

. - /-
18 40.,,0 6.1 3.3, 4.8. 1.5 '-- 0.9 0.5 4.4, 37.7: , --(148V)it

20. '
,

'37., 9.3 . 4.9 6.4 ' ''.: 41. 2.6 1-.0' 5.6 28.2- (1416) ,:

. .

-t.
.1 ,

....
22 ,,,,. 56.1 12.1 5.6 . 6.4 7,0 4:7. 5.3 "---- 7;5. 45.4- (1168)

IF,
) 06,,,

2.4.. 34`.3- 11-.5, 4.4 33.0: -.12.4 7.6' H5..7 * 0:0 .8.0 6.40).
. _ .

) .

6; 32-.8 14.0 3...6 7.4- :-13.4 7.9.. ,5.7 . 19.) ':'. 4,i
, .. .. (111.).

. .: '4
31.11, 12.8 '3.7 7.2 ,-,t, 17:2 8.5 6.2 9.0 4.2 :it 4,68)

,

410"t
Mod E Mod_ E Fit I Hi Em 1.0

-Whites .

4

332.
,

'18 48.5
,

20 '55.5
.

22' 60.9 .

26

28 63. 5

it A' - ;

1 .

;11, '''
.

.

:. 1.0'
4. 1 - i !

f fr-3.6 2.4
cy P

'5.0 . 2.6 1.1
2 4

3.2. 2.7 ,

'

;

1

3103

26

Blasks

0.0

.0.3

0.0

4

4

60.5 ( 395)1

(0.-3 2.9 36.3 ( 674)*

1.1. 5.2 24.0 (-50)
A

42 4.8 1,.6,2"

51,0 -3.7 11.9 ( 320)

J 4
4.2 , 5.3 8.3

3.5 352 6.0 ( 1153
-4 3
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techniciAns, chemists, civil'engineers and physicians.
k

Returning to Table 7.ti, ihe youngest white men aTe employed primarily.

in low-level ralistic work. As 4; men!aged and as more entered the,labor

market, employment in Ohis'type of work decreased and the men moved into an
,

increasingly broad spectrum of work'. R-moderate and &-high increase in

representation Lintil age 22, at which time they level off. C-moderate peaks
4A,4.

at almdst 6% of white men in the early 20's and hien decreases somewhat. I-
,'

iligh seems to b_e entered primarily 'between the_ages 22 and 24, an age during

which Many men could be presumed to be graduating frOM college. The second

'largest of the oC.cupatignal grpupi among whites--E-high--continues to groW

in sizeihrough ago at.which age:17% of the white men are employed in

.that groOpe By ago atnree-quarters of white men are employed in onl.y-

four of the greups--the,two reajistic and the two enterprisin (4iOups.

Turning.to black mentgain, we see that three-'cigarterb of them are

emploled by age ')p in may two categories--R7.1ow'and- Ra-moder'ate. In- contrast'

to whites-, the proportiOn of blicri, men in R-loW.encreases with age..:. Betwe n. ..

' 4

ages 22 and 26 a smal? percentage of k3lack men'eNtelr twO'of, the high4evel

jogroups--I-high,and S-hlgh.

Field and'Status jr Qiff rent Educational Levels. jhe major correlate
,

1
,0 '

of occuliatAfpnalstatus is one's vduct;tional attaioment. The age anCrace
ft. .

S. ,

.. differences shown in the previous4ables are to Some extent the result of

}roUnKer men and blacks having'less, eduation. orderto provide a lea'r
' .

4 -
A.dea of'hOw employment patterns differ by educational etatus men of'diff-,
k

., . .

erent.4ducatidnal,levels ate shown seimrately in the lollowing tables., Threi
...

0 4
educdtionai groups are usedl, 1.1 ot fewer years of educatieh (Table 7.9),

. .

1 ' . .

efictly 12:yeart.ocedutatton (Ta1l4c7.10)., and 13 or more years .(Thble°7..11),.

,

4
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Many employed men are still enrolled in;school, and we might guess that

many Of these:enrolled men are only holding their jobs temporarily untp they:

finish school. In order to get a better idea of what "carear" jobs might be'

at different educational levels, the analysis has been restricted 42 .onlyA t
.

1 . .

those men who arepot currently enrolied.in school. Some age-g!roups haVe

been iklAceed because most of the men in them were still enrolled in sChool:
- .

106

White' men with 11 or fewer ypars of education and not enrolled in school

(Table 7.9) work pilmarily in realistic work; by 'age 28 about 577. are in R-
.-

law and 177 in R-moderate. 'Another 10% found ir E-mmderate, with only

a-few in-E-higli and I-high, Up to reof blacks are 1found in E-moderate,.but

otherwise they are found:only in realistic work.

-41111!

t

Insert, Table 7.9 Abouq,Here
4 _21

.

, . Ako '1.--
. ,

---so Wrth-12_years of edUcation (Tabie 7.10) white men are found in' mote
.

. . . .%

diverse types of Jobs: About 207 are found in R-Moderate hill 97 Air 80 are

;at

found in both E-moderate and E-high. .1k1though blacks are stilial found pri.-
.

,.

marirrin rewlistic work, they areAfoin7d mbre often than the less educated
.?...... , .

,
..

blacks 1:n the moderate levels,of white collar work=k-moderate and E-moderite.
,

. . , .
..., ., 4

In'contrait t& whites', none of the blacks are-found in-high-lael.work.
, .

A

s 0 r '1 *,

Insert Table7-10 About Here .
t

.1

... . ., ..........-..-......-........,....-.
. . .

. Ce

0 ' '
,''' .

,

Table 7.11 shows the dramatic,difference,one-or mo e years of college ,
. .

.
. po

'makes. .By age 28-i Naryliew.white men are found.in realistic workAtthe.type. .

.

0.-,,.._

. of work employing the majority of lesseduhted men. ,Instead,_most of Wre :1
, 40: ,,-,

,.. ,.. , ..,

flien are in high-leve4 work. The largest category is.Erhigh, which employs ..4-(
, .

-...W
,

okle

. 1
. , .

w one quarter of the men lioth.age-24 on. 'ilea§ are itmilar to Whites.

in, that,relatively- few are emproyed in realistic Work and Most are emplioie"a . .

, ,J .
,

.. / , \,, , ...., ,
, 4 . u . 2

1).

in high-level,work The majotdifference'is that ligry few blacks arajdund
.

AI 1
_

a.
%.
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Table 7,9 ,)

Field and Level,of Wofk Held by Men

with 11 or fewer Years of Education and Not Enrolled in School;
By Race and he° 4

Age
Oco.upational Group

R Lc) R Mod C Mod F. Mod E Ri

;

18 64.0 5.4 1,1 3.2 2,2

'20 60.6 9.7 1.4 5.6 4,2

22 59.8- 14.5 1.9 7.0 2.8

66.7
s

12.0 2.6 7(t3 4.3

26 A
51).6 1i.8 .2.3 7.5 3.8

2R 564 7 17.3' 3.8 9.6 1,9
,

IS

I

18 70.2 .)

.
.4 1.0 '1,9 0.0

. 1.2.6 4.8 0.9 3.0 0.9

22-. 79.4 '2.9 0.6 20 31 le 000
. Y ,

.

24 75.19 4.8 1.2 1.2 1.2
t i

26 . 79.4 8.4 0.8 3.1 0.0
,

`---. 28
1

83.3 10.0 0.0 4 3.3 ' 0,..0

t

182 0

T Hi S H

Whites

0.5 0.0

0.5 0.0

1.4 0.0

0.4 0..4

m 0.5 , 0.0

,

4 1.9. o.cs

Un-

Employed
Not in
Labor Force (N)Other.

11.8 10.8 (180'

3.2

3.8

rs,

8.3

3.7

6.5

6.1

(216)

(214)

1.6 .26 2.1 (234)

2.4 1.4 , .4.7 (213)

.

3.0 2.9 2.9 (104)

Blacks 4,

9 0.0. 717 15.4
/
G.0" 0.4 0.0 9/1

,

00 0 111.0 0.6 9,1
,

0.0 -0.0 1.3
.

12.0
,

.

OtO . 0.0 0,7 2.3,A

0.6 0.0 0.9 . 1

8)

7.8 ka30)

5.1 (175)

3.6 (166)

5,4 _ (131).

11
1.7
;
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Table 7.10

Field and. Level of Work Hold by Men
ilth Exactly 12 Years of Education And Not Enrolled in School;

By Race and Age
TT/eighte

Occu ational Grou
4)

Un- Not in
En 1Q ed Labor rce

Whites
18

2D
.

22

24.

26

28

18

20

22

Ab 24

26

2-8

58.9

5046

li

13.3

19,2

3.1

3.5

3.8

_5.9

4913 18.7 5.2 . 6.1
, 1 .

42.7 1.9.6 4.2 10.3,

'43.3 i0.2 4.0 dr 8.10

42.2 18.5 4.0 9.2

60.8 10,.8 6.0 3.6

' 63,7 6.4 .1.2 3.2

61.5 9.6 4.4 3.7
-

62.0 19.6 2.2 4.3
.

66.7 87 2.9 2.9

60.0 --14.3 .: 54.7 2,9 1

184

-

t.7 1.6

5.8 1.1, 0.0

8.7 3.4 0.3

15.7 4.0 0.3

k'.1 .2.9 <0.0

0.7 0,4

0.2

ma
B acks

0.6 0.0, 0.0

1.3 0.6 0.6

1.5 0,0 0.7
.

2,2 0.0 0.0

040' -0.0 0.0

6.0 0.6 0.0

at

7.1

9.0 ,4.2
v

(166

'.1.8 10.2 7.0

6.8 8.1 3.7 . (135)
,

5.3 2-,2 2.2. ( 92)
N

8,7 4,3 5.8 . '(159)

5,6 - 8.6 2:9 35

3.8

3,8

4.7

7.1

8.9

6.1.

"5,5

1,7

0,6

1.7

6.5 7P.0

k" 4 4

3,6

2.0 .

1.9

2.3

q..4AS)

(427)

'OW

(321)

(173)

(157)

,

4

15
,

r
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40111 4W.
.

in enterprising work at any level and a large percentage are employed in IS-
.o*- ..

high. Approximately one-third of blacks with 13 or more years of education

are found in this type of work.in contrast to only 114-157, of whitisa.

Insert Table 7,11 773L7F-WIT;.

,

-

The implications of these differences can Se reviewed in a few summary

remarks. Without 12 years of educatiqn(that is, presumably without a high
A

school diploma), a small percentage of whites are employed int white collar

jobs-- particularly C-mod and E7mod. As Table 2.4 .1- n Chapter 2 shoWed, poorfy

educated men in enterprising work ean earn rel4ive1y good money. With 12

years of education, up to a fifth of white men are found- in enterprising work.

laHowever, black men with 12 years of education.or fewer are ployed almost
o

exclUsively in realistic work; white-collarlwork.does not seem to be an
1

option for them without some college education. With some,college ed:cation, )1

both blacks and whites go primarily into highlevel work, but whites most

often.into"enterprising jobs and blacks into Axial jobs. Again, as noted

in Chapter 2, social jobs pay poorly in comOarison'to enterprising jobs:r'

Thus, even with a college educan, blacks still do not enter fields of

work that pay well.

The tables jp eartkpr s,ections suggested that jobs re age-graded, that .

young men hollOtTyfes Of jobs in great numher (e.g. 11-low), butleat

other tyks of work (such.as I,high) draw primarbiy fibril older age. groups.

The tables in-tiOisectton*provide sloe idea-about which types of work'are

'entry-level,occupations and will:eh might.46 stepping-itone.;occupations for men.
.

v .

he prexious ta es,provided a portrait 4,where men are at:anyjarticular
, , .. ..

.

-
age.; but,- they ;do n t.-.show 1Ehe moveinent that li

1

tcurs frog} iroaK to. year. r 'Men'

1,, k : n., .

, -;-,,I. 0 . n 0
n

i ,

t ' :".%'
s , ' 1-46.. -

,/ s I is G .-,.! .., . :t. ..
,.

.. t ., v z s,,,,:..,
: s. :,.. . I:0 , 4.e

1*
!, S: .. ,.

, 4 .. '
q?4- --'

i' iiV 114:'' ,Itl. 1 %., - 0 r
1 l.

PA-"'...P. ...
..t.'. .

) s. .. .

47

: 4.i . : a ; ' . It.
I

.
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18

20

,

22

'24

26

28

Tittle 7.11.-

Field and Level. of Work Held by Men
with 13 or More Years of Education and Not Enrolled in,School;

By Race and Age,
Unwe hted

Occupational Group
R Hi I Hi

Whites

S Hi Other
Un-
Buloied

Not An
Labor. Force (N)R Lo ,R Mod C Mod E Mod

68.0 8.0 4.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.0 0.0 8.0 (25),

,

36.7 7.3 6.7 6.0 10.7 5.3 2.7 10.6 6.0 8.0 (150)

21.4 ..,8.5 7.8 8.2 14.3 68 13.9 10.3 .5.1 . 3.7 -(294)
a

,

14.0

)1.0

6.0 .

'..

4.8 7.2 26..9 12.2 12.5 12.5 2.4 1.5 ,(335)

t
6.6 3.3 6.2 27.1 12.8 14.3 16.8 1.5 0.4 ( 2 7 3 )

8.6 7.4 3.7. 4.9 . 29.0 14.8 15.4 13.7 2.5 0.0 ' 162

131acks
18 a a a a a a

20

22

24

26

28e'

a 6

0

,

32.0

30.6

25.0

18:5

a

,

80

4.1

8.3

7.4

a

..

12.0

6.1

..10.4
&.._._,....0

7.4

a

0.0

260

0.0

0.0

a

0.0

4.1

'4.2

0.0

a

0.0

3.0

2.1

14.8

a

0.0

26,5

31.3

33.3

a

12.0

'8.3
4

12.4

11,2

28.0

10.2

4,2

3.7

a'

8,0-

6.1

2,1

3.7

a

( 25)

( 49)

( 48)

( 27)

( 16)
1.4

aToo few cases to calculate percentages.

188
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do not netessarily stay employed once they take a job. The pr Lolls tables

. show which .groups of work have net increases or decreases from one age to the
IL

next in'the nuriber of young men wprking in them, but they provide.noltiea of
J

how much.gross in and out movement produced those net changes. The tables in

this section take a look at.these recruitment and mobility issues. These

analyses are limited to whites because there are not e ough blacks for most

of them.

Table 7.12 providieswo66- indication-Of the amount/of movement into and

out _of the. labor force men experience from year to year as well.as the gmount

of changing they do between the major field-status occupational groups. The

last three columns show the percent of each age group that entered employment,

left employment, and remained not employed,4either unemployed or not in the

labor force): The comparison is between the men's employment statua at the,

time of the current survey and their employment sti.tus at the time of the,

survey one year earlier. Among men,16 years old, 40% remained not. employed,

20% entered employment, and 10% left it. With increasing age,.a smaller

and smaller Proportion of men remain not employed:and more men.enter than

leave employment. After age 22, howeyer the proportion of men moving in and

out of employment is small--from 5 to 7%. By this age, most men i4suinably

hay? their schooling.
1

The first four columns of Table 7.12 show the, amdunt ofchange among

major occupational groups experienced b) men who were emp oyed both years.

At-each age, more men remain in the same major .field.a status level of

work than change field or status. When mem chani0\major occupational grou0b,

they tend to change both field and level and thup..t make both horizontal

and vertical moves. Strictly vertical changes are slIghtly more common
t.

4
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than are changes which are only horizontal. The first column (hick.shows

the percentage of min staying in'the dame type.and level'of woik) indicates

that with tncreesing age, men experience considerably more stakility in em-

"ployment status. Nevertheless, over one third of'the oldest grouimede some
-7-

sort of major change within the one-year period.

Inserr1711-417-7712"-E0717-177;

Taible 7.13 gives an indication of the gross amount of movement into and

out of different.occupational groups at diflerenelAte. The upper paneIshows

the percentage of men currently employed in each occnpational group who were
V

not employed in that group the previous year; that is, *t shows the percent

,

of each group that is new recruits in a one-year period. The lower panel..
4

shows the percentage of meA who were in those groups the kevioym year but

who left those groups before the current'yearmhat is it shows the percent

of men leaving each group in a one-year period. The growittLand decline.of

particular groups can be understood bettti by'examining the number of men

A
entering an.occupation versus the'number leaving the occupation durlIng a year.

Insert.Table'7.1 About Here,

R-low has a greater proportion of new recruits than leaverwsamong the

, younger men; among olddr men the trend is reversed, accounting for the rela-

tive decline in the proportion of men in R-low. In addition,these entrance. ,

'and exit 'rates are low compared to those int other groups of work. For

example, there is genera 50 to 70% turnover among,18.= and 24-year old

men in,all groups other than R-1ow, the rate being only 30, to 50%.,in-R-low.

If men in R-low jobs.are changing jobs, they are changing TTimarily wIthin

,the R-low"category.
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Table 7.12

Employment Status in Two Consecutive Years
By Age in the Second Year: Whites

(tinweighted) *

4.

Changed occupational group
4.Remained in

Age Same Fie1d and Field 'Level& , Both Field Entered Lefe
Levela of work Only Only and Levela Employment Employment

k \ ikemainedbNot.
Employed (N).

i

- 14...y4 .

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

20.5
.

29.4

38.4

50,4

63.3
..r

66.1

67.9

/

2.2

2.0

3:6'

5.2

4.8

5.7

7.2

1.4

4.6

5.7

5.8

8.0

9.1

8.4

3.6

7.8

11.2

12.6

11.5

10.4

\,..

21.8

18.4

13.2

11,2

5.7'

4.3

2.5
i

'

10,2

12.2

8.4

6..1

2.5

.2.2

2.5

40.4

25.6

19.3,

8.6

4.2

2.2

1.5

,

,.

V

,

(882)

(1454)

(1314)

(1053)

(1040)

(881)

(473),
. ...

-a
aChanging level of. work refers to.switching between the'loN4'moderate, or high status groups..

'>

bNot employed includes unemployed and notlin..the labor force..

4.

19i.

.410%



Table 7.13

,

Percentase of ,White Men Currently.in Each Occupational Group
Who Weri Nict in That Group the Previous yeir (New Recruits)
and the_Bittentage_4ho_wits. in_the___Group_thi_pravietiauar

but Not in,the Current Year (Leavers)

,

n the Current Year

ge K R. Mod . C Mod E 1.10 E Hi
-0)_ Oil I.

r

16 54.2 (343) a a 82.4

18

Hi S R

20

22,

24

26

28

41.6.(591) 74.7 ( 87) 71.4 (.49)

30.3 (495) 51.7 (120) 64.2 ( 67).

22.2 (374) .40.0 (125) 4526 ( 57)

18.9 (360) 43.1 (123) 45.7 ( 46)

21.0 (290) 37.9 (124) 43.7 ( 32)

17.6 148) 34/4 e%61) a

67.1

65.6

52.9

48.3

47.1

50.0

( 34) a a

(-70) 'a

( 90) 664.2 ( 53) 73.5

(.68) 65.8 ( 76) 59.3

( 87) 42.2 (128) 38.0

( 68) 37.2 ,(121) 30.0
A

( 34) 36.6 ( 82) 23.7

.

a

(34) a

( 38)

58.1 ( 62)

21.0 ( 62)

14.3 ( 49)

13.8 ( 20)

of Men in Each Grou 'the Previous'Year Who Left

Age ILo R Mod

X 7(_510

16 35.7 (244) A
4

18 39.9 (574) 60.7

32.7 ( 513) 48.7

22 29'.2 (411) 34.8

24 23.0 (379) 40.7
d

26 23.2 (298) 32.5

i8 23.3 (159) 33.3

C Mod

tti)

a

1Ni S Hi
X (11) X 00 X On

71.4 ( 21)' a

( 56) 71.4 ( 49) 70.5 ( 78)

(113) 61.9 ( 63)

(115) 54.2 ( 5/)

(118) 50.0 ( 50)-

(W) 4'59.1 ( 44)

( 60)

a

'a

$6.9 ( 72) 48.6 ( 37) 55:0 (

-1

51.5 ( 66) 38.1 ( 42) 56.9 '(

39.2 ( 74) 24.5 ( 98) 2769 (

41:9'( 62) 26.9 (104) .31.2 (
)

54.1 ( 37) 28.8 (13) 21.6 (

a

20), a

51) 31.6 ( 38)

68) 19.7 ( 61)

164) 25..0 ( 56)

37) 7.4 ( 2,)

aFewer than 20 cases,

-t
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In R-moderate.jobs, the tornoVer is high among the loung men but drops-

to about one-third of the men by age\28. The turnover is somewhet higher tn
_

C-moderate work, tnd it favors attrition from that:group as ma enter their .:

. ...

..late twenties., The proportion of meti enterihg and leaving bderAte work,
.
.r,lo

\
. II,

reMains high-up to 507.--throUgh the late twentiesut it favors slight

grawth.at most. agee. Entrance rates-are tal-Fly-higla-d ring,t:he-agee720-and-

22 for the three groUps of-high-level jobs. Exit rates are lairly low in

the late twenties in.these grotips, though not quite as loW as, for R-low'work.

The major pattern is that entry rates are high at young Ages and then

drop off with age. They are probably quite h gh duiing those ages when the

tccupational group serves as an entry-level During theteens (and thus

t.

- necessarily with less educated men), R-low40 particular, as well as the three- .

0

moderate-level groups,serve as entry-level jobs.' 'Exit rates are hiiher in

the three moderate-level groups than in other groups at older ages,'. Although

ceiling-and floor-effects might partially account for this pattern, it is

also possible that these moderatentevel jobe serve'as stepping :acmes to

Le higher-level jobs. Men in E-moderate', for example, may move into E-high jabs.

The nexr twg tables provide mere specific evilaiice about which occupa-

tional groups serve mo13t often as entry-4evel lobs. Table 7:14,shows fhe
,

petcentage pf new recruits (the percentage 'of mon ip the upper Panel'of
\

Table 7.13) who were dot employed the previous year. We cannot assume that
u

these Men w4e all enteting the labot market for the first time,, bUt at'

least We can consider their jobs reent0 jbbs. ..Reletive to other new recruits
,

to the bccupattonal group, they probably had less experience..\Neither can,

.
we 'airy that because most mea enter,ing a particular group,have-worked beforle,\

. -

A
the job they enter is not an entry-level job.. For example, many graduVe

k.



likety fOgicks:14:1 entry job for their line of-Work. am going'to' asslime 'that

17 a

,176

stedents.werk during their.t;etning, but first job after schooling is
, .

the higher the percentage. of new recruits who Ware 'hot empljed the previous .

.T,' -
year, .the more likely it Ks thaf the occnpi-tional group s4rves.as an -entry-

/ . \
V

level job for that ago group. But with Oa. foregoing timitiatiOns .in mind,.
N

. 1 1
k v

.

-thote-percentage-I-4ilt be .-orke-tde-red-a-a -unde-reatimaters-. 4
P

4.

Insert Table 7.14 Aboutilere

R-low is 'clearty an entq-leVel job. through-age 22. Although g-moderate

al90 serves as' an enfryllevel .group for teenagers, it--like the other two

1

groups of moderate-level voKk anl g-high--aPpears to draw: workerls, primarily, y
. / .

from other groups of work. I-high conftnues fo draw one-third of its recruits
N

'
.

t .
,

.

from new workers ththugh age ,26. S-high appears to be a laterentry entry-
i

level job because, as noted before it draws new.wOkers primarily from men
4

22 to.26 and this tale shows most oil thote neiv workers are heteentrants to.,
,

.
..---

the labor force. But ,Tables,7.,13 and 7.14 also suggest 'that onle An enter
. .

. ) .

this field in the mid-twentiesa, ther5 is less movement into or out of sóctal

jobs than is the case with other groups of work.

'Orie last table exainines the issue ot entry-level job's. Table 7.15
4

N.

.
r

. , .

, .

--

looks At where Men t--.iho Eeye na-bdiEn fmpIoyed trrthe-trtvious- year-enter- the
. _ _

_

, .

\
labor market when'they go back in. Percentages are calculated separately

,
0 ,

, m
,

. 4 1 ' , . ' %

for the different .age groups: Only the ages 16 to,22 have .anyhappreciable
,

nember of men 'iltering employelent, so the table is limithd ..thdse 'agi groups.
. .

Among 16 yea r Olds, over. 807. eneer R-low; the largest* other 'group is- &moderate.

Among older groups, new ent, rants go into. f ,broader.range of jobs. By age
,

.

h .

20, over half of new entrants enter someNing other-than' R-low. lAt age 18,
. . .

presumably after high sChbol graduation, R-moder, arid'0-moderafe begin to
, y

t . .
l

1

19.'
-



Table 7.44

,

177

C---

"Pettentage of New Re ruits in 'Different, Occupational Groups
Who were Not Empi yed the Previous.Year:_ Whites By 'Age..

1
% of New Recruits Who Were N?t Bropl.oyedothe Previous Year

16 85;g
.-

18 71.6

20 56.4

22 45.5

24 24,9
.

26 V3,3

28 23.3

yoo yel wee

46.4 'a a

30.6, 421.8 40.4 a a

24,2 30.2 315.51/4 35,4 32.0

16,0 16,7 22..3 16,0 37,4

7.4 11,8 12,8 36,6 61,4

4:2 7,1 9,3 8.9 33.4 28.7

0,0 . , 11.8 6,6 11,0 0.0 ,

aFe r than 20 cases.

J

OV

9 t3

4.
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1.

I .

draw more significant proportiona,of men.entering employment. At age 20 E=
4 ,

moderate incrdases its share and E-high'begins.to drew in new wotkers. At

223 Vhigh and S-high begin taking in Sizable proportions of new workers....

. ... . _

Ti;i71 iniNT.777WWcit'it C"--iere; .

Summary

-
The'results in this chapter and froth previods ones slippórt the forloging

speculationo. Low-level realistic work is the route by whidh most men enter

the labor.force. It includes "kid Work" as well as meiny of the asy-kentry

and less desirable jobs in socieey. *With age, many men move out of these jobs.

After the large exodus ofiyoung men from these jobs, there is relatively

little movement by older men either into or out of them.

Moderate-level jobs are also available to young men, some (E-Moderate

such is sales) jobs being available to men before graduating from high school.

II:Moderate and C-moderatelobs may more often require a high schOol diploma

because men do not move into ttlese jobs until age 18 or later. Thele would

ineaude many ovf the skilled trades as well as clerical and other moderate

le'irel white collar job's,. Although some:young men enter direCtly into high-

level enterpibing work, the pattern seems. to be one where men7Move from

other types of wOrk into E,high. Previous analyses have shown'that lesi

education is probably required for entering E-high than other typea.of high-
.

4
lemel works so,it is not surprising that E-high draws workers at younger

Age's than do I-high and!..S-high. The latter seems to be an especiallY Vete

entry.job. Both t-high ahd S-hlgh tend to redruit workers with a college

4

19 7
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Table /.,15

Percentage Of Man Not Employed- in the 'PleViout War :
Who Enter Different Occupationar Groups: Whites by Age

(Forcentagi)

17V.:

Age in
Survey Year R to R Mod C Mod E' Mod E Hi 1' Hi S Hi Other

16 82J5 3,6 1.6 '6,8. 0.0-- '477 (192)

18 65.9 7.5 5.6 7.1 1.9 1.5 ,1.1 9.4 (267) x

20 48.9 8.6.. 7.5 12.1 6.9 4.6 2.9 8.4 (1f4)
. 422 32.2 6.8 4.2 6.8 6.8 10.2 16.9 16.0 (118)

.41

'1

4140

198
4

4

.1
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Chapter 8

ASPIRATIONS: WHAT DO MEN WANT AND'DO THEY GET /T?

S.

A fundanlental asSumption Of the_constueni.e_modeitaa_wall at_of_veca-'

tional counselin4 in general, is that'a good match between person and job leadrA-

to greater satisfaction and plrformance. Yet"r6searchers in the congruence."'

tradition havp provided po systematic assessment of how many people actually

do ftA a good match and at what ages they do,,so. The-status attainment relit'

do not use the concept of person-job match, initead assuming that people are

better off.the higher status job they get. Thus,.they focus on explaining

who is able to get these betterojobs.

This chapter examines what men wantboth Status level and 0.eld of,

work. Then it examines the extent to Which men sget the level and field of

work they want; With inereasing age, men change both their Aspirations and

the jobs they do, so a look at this adjustment process is integral to any

asSessment of whether or not they get what they want. In short, .we also have

'to ask,0008 what men want to 'do change aCcording to ;that they See is real-

istic?"

The prevlotis chapter provided a picture of one aspect of career develoi-
.

.. .L

i'
ment as schematizediel Figure 3.1--the types and le'vels of JOB men hold at.

c
, or

different ages. .This chapter examines two additionaLaspects of career.
,

.

development in that figure--the jobs men.want and the degree of congruence

.betlren job and eepitation ap different ages, Chapter 9 will complete the

picture of career developelent patterns by looking at the relation 0 jobs

4

Z.M

re

. .
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and aspir tions from one year to the ne . Some of those relati.ons are touched
r

on in the curxent chapter because the st bility of aspirations ffom one year

k
to the next are examined below.

etto.Chapter 9,.however; examines se relations in more detail and focuses

on the question,of whether previous aspirations Or previous jobs are the stronger.

deterMtparita 137t futureca-rewrztevelopm-h-t:

Recent research has examitieds the occupationalonatraints within whiFh

-people attempt to felfill their aspirationa. eaged on an examination of the

. , .

occupational aspirations of youth end the distribution of occupations irOthe.
. I

economy when both were classified according to the same typology, GI Gottfredsdn,

et al. (1975) suggested that the

!possible amount of collgruence or

distribution of jobs in society limith the

match between people and jobs. Although

they found the distribution of aspirations of teenagers similar ti) the distrir

bution otjobs-in the economy, teenagers aspiredto some ty!ies:of work in

greater proportion than such work actually existed. For example,- boys aspired

,

to investigative.and artistic jobs in greater proportion tfian adult men were

employed in such and they aspired to Anterprising work in smaller pro-
.

. .

portio0 ditn'such woek was held by men: Dissimilarity betwien distributiOn's

of aspirations and joba has often been taken as evidence of the lack-of realism
I.

of vocational.choices among youngsters (e.g., Traw, 1941). This dissimilarity

implies that young people must either change.their aspirations or.else work
a

yt undesired jobs.

The, following analyses extend earlier work by examining trends in aspir..
La

ation-job congruence for different age groups to learn bow accoMmodatiOn may

take place. Whites and blacks are an*ilyzed separately because ene of the

major questions is Wheihet or not blacks are less able toTt4the,jobs they
%

2o0
4.
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prefer. ikne purpose is al..so to more closely examine What leinds'of jobs they

prefer compered to Oites. Analyses of comparable whites.and black* are

carried out in later chapters to see if racial differenges remain after con-.

trolling for important determinants of aspiraitv s sucti as SES and ability.

This chapter does prollide, howeVer, an overall assessment orthe extent to

which the gap between lobs and aspirations.exists for both raceac_
#

Method

Age groups 16 to 28 are xamined here. The method of constructing ,

those groupSis described in-Chapter 7. ,As noted' there, this method of

constructing the sample does mot overcome the confounding of.age, cohort, and

time effects, (which are present in all sotial surveys). And as previous

analyses showed, cohort effects are sizeable'for some, of the careef outcomes-
4

1

being studied here. Although this method is effected less by cohort-differences

than are strictly cross-sectional-comparisons, I should point out that the
4

older age groups here.are primarily-from the older cohorts in the NLS./Hence,

I wIll refer to this designas quasi-cross-sectional. Nevetttheless, it is

likely that the)process'of change and convergence revealed in this chapter

is common tO all cohoets within the time spah studied. Longitudinal di'ffei-ences

for the same men over. time'are examined tO better verify the developmental
.

processes suggested by Ehe quasi-cross.sectional comparisons among the cliff-

erent age groups,:

Deta on aspirdtiOnd and em loymenX in 2 consecutive years were examined

'fox- the different age groups. 0 upational aspirations were obtainea by,

asking the men each year whet job tbey would like tthave at age 30. Both

4 aspirations' and actu4 jobs held in the current year and in the yrevious year

_wereicoded according to field and abcording to the three broad statue levels

bf work,'

201
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The aaalyses involve three different groups of men..- The broadest group

of men examined is labeledall meh and includes all men for whom both current

mployment status and current occupational aspiAtions are known. In order

to assess job-aspiration congruence, smaller second set of men (labeled

employed men in several tablei) was created from the iirsAby excluding those

men who_were not- currently_employed. The_third setof- men-44--yet--emaller

and includes only those Men employed and expressing an aspiration in both the

i
1,current and the previous year. iipis last set of men was used to examine and.

compare the categorical stability of aspirations and jobs over a one-year

The, level congruence between aspiration, and jobs is assessed by
r

calculating the size of the gap between aspiration levels and job levels.

Foi these analyses the fullArange of the status scale (not just the th,ree

broad groups) is used and'a difference score betweed aspiration and job level

is calcillated. Evidence about the stability of job and aspiration levels:is

provided by showing the distributions of both in two cOnsecutive years for

the same Aen. In addition, mean levels of aspirations and jobs in both years

are calculated.

Job-aspiration fiela congruence and the ffeld stability of jobs and

aspirations were assered in parallel fashion. If jobs or asnirations fell

in the same Rbiland category, they were classified as congruent or stable;

wif they.fell in different categories, they Were considered incongruent or

not stable. The degree of congruence or stability within each of the !seven

wage groups examined was sUmmarized in two ways: by the percen

were classified as congrueht (percent ge agreement) and by C

kapea. Kappa is the ratio of obèerved proportionate agreemen

of mpn who

,

1960)

be34004 .chance

,
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to possible agreement'beyond chance given the two marginal distributions

.across the six'categories.

NO stgnificance levels ere shown.- The stratified sampling design used

-1-n-ttA NatiOnal-Longitudinal.Survey MAked-thb usual formulas for the. standard

errors of kappa knappropriate.- The issues investigated all ifilioWe trends in

thi istignitude- -of- kappa-ae-resa--Oes-o 11w-regu-larity in progreirs-i-onetebette-ved-.

to.be more important than statistIca4 sjinificance with these'targe'samples.

To eid'in assessing the congruence of Jobs and aspirations, distributions

-of jobs held are shown in this chapter. The estimates differ somewhat from

these-shown in Chapter 7. The tables in Chapter 7 were based on all men who

A. .

reported their job; the tables in this chapter are based only on men tillo

reported their job and their aspiration. Thus, the ctieb---base'is smaller for

the estimates in this chapter. The iwo sets of estimates areluite similar,

but the difference8 4o. remind us not to interpret small differences as being

substantively important.

-Regults

Status Asyirations

s"

l'ab4e 8.1 shows the perCentage of.men aspiring to different occupational

;

status levels; results ar presenttd separately by race for all 'men and for'
,

r.
employed men only. More than halkthe white 16-year-olds went high-level

. .

jobs. A somewhat smakler percentage of .28-year7olds want high-level work,

this decreai'e bei.ng partly a developmental and partly a cohort differeece

as was illustrated in,Chapter 6. &smaller proportion of blabks wan4igh-

level jobs and the difference -between 116- and 28-year-olds is larger than

for whites. But as was illustrated before, cohort differences may also be
a.

larger for blacks. Amtng 28-yeac-olds, proportionately twice as Many blacks

Vt
20:3
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as whites atpire.to lowT4evel)obs.

1-nsert iible-8.1 Aboutliere

.

Tab,le 8.2 sa\ws the percentage'of men who actually have jobs at the
.

different -levels. NO, mere. than hatf of the 16.year-01ds are emploxed and the
r

ik
gap between their aspirktions and jobs is La 10: looking aethe lower panel :

,.,,,

--of-Table-8.1-, we.see that-h;ill cif them:want hiih-letiiijob# but (lckking alt.,'
.

the lower pailel of Table 8.2) alxxiat nbne 0. ictually do. Wake 28, the "-,

, ,

s.

gap between aspirations and Jobs has-narrow'ed coOdider'ably'for whites. 1The
.

.. .

-.--. -,

, .,,,,- r
same picture li"Of a large gap between aspirationsnd Jobe

.

whiph narOwewlth t
,

. . *.,

age. isconinon tel blacks as well. The -major raciel -difference, ia.phat:both
.,

aspirations,and jobs are lowei on the average iMông blacks and ehe gap between

th.46 tclarger. Whites attain en average, status level qf 47 hp age 28 in
, .

,

contrast to theCr mean aspiration level,ef SO; black jobs average 26( aria black
:

aspirations 39.

Insert Table 8.2 About Here :

'

4 .

Table 8.3 examines theluestion of whether liptus aspirations actually. 4

3

change over one-year periods, or whether the age,differences stmply reflect

cohort differences. It also proyides an indication of when (at what ages)
_

aspirations do change. White men may decrease their stapus aspirations

somewhat-during:the htgh -school:years-as indicated-by-the- 4.=point decrtgise--

ih means for-the 16.year-olds. Howevero the number of men in that group

is smail and laterages &a not show similar changes. --Differences from'one

age group to another among young-men are probably due to slight cohort

differences. There'is no.Consistént pattern 'among blacks; some age groups.
4

show increases and others dtcreases. Differences betwehn the age.groups are

probablS, the result_of cOhort effects or sampliqs errJ with these small samples.

.

4
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Percentage of All _Men and oc Employed Men Desiring
. 4 Different.Levels cif OCcuPatAdnal Status and.Man -

Aspirathin ;Mr Rilee tindtAge.1, .1
(UnweightedY ,

*

Whites

Age LQ, Mod Hi (N) Mean

111acka.

La Mod Hi 'Mean

J

-1
L4,

A 1 Men

16' J 22.0 19.0 59:0 ( 691) 57.4 32.0, 23.9 44.1 (306) 50.4
Z.1,0 20,6 57,i_ (11951 23,6_

20 19.6 20.7 59.6 (1187) 57.1 36.7 24.0 39.3 (412) 46.4
22 21.2 24.2 54.6 (1009) 54.6 36.5 21.1 42.4 (323) 46.2
24. 22.1 22.5 55.3 ( 972) 53.9 47.4, 20.5 32.1 . (249) 39.4
26 23.2 26.1 50.7 ( 836) 51.6 48.7 22.1 29.1 (199) 39.5
-28 27.1 24.4 48.4 ( 442) 50.0 '54.0 15.0 : 31.0 (100) 38.7

-
1

Em lo ed Men Onl

16 2404 21.3 54.3 ( 348) 37.7 21.9 40.4 ( 114) 48.5
18 28.5 .22.7 48.8 ( 744* 51.7, 38.7 24.2 37.Q ( 351) 45.3
20 24.2 '-'-*24 :44*, 51.6' ( 862). % 52.6 38.6 24.5 437,0 ( 319) 44.6
22 2.0 25.7 5,2.4 ( '865) 53..1 39.3 20.7 40.0 , ( 275) 47.8
24 t1.3 22.9 53.8 ( 904) .52.7 4T.4 20.6 32.0 ( 228) 39.2
26 23.6 26,3 50.1 ( 805) \. 51.2 49.2 r 23.0 27.8 ( 187) 39.0
28 26.9 24.5 48.6 ( 432) 50.2 53.2 14.9 31.9 ( 94) 39.2

;;;Iit .
11

L1)

f410



Table 8.1

187

..
, .

.

'. Percentage of .i&l. Man and Df Employe4 Men

Holdidg Different.Status Levels of Work and Mealn,, Status- Levels
..

Byilace and Aie
tUnweighted)

.

I

AV.

P-
Wh tes ,

....-..

Black's

Lo Mod
Not

Hi Employed Mean. Lo Mod Hi

Not
Erployed (N)

.

Mean
A

All Men.
16 41.6 9.0
.18 41.3 16.7
,20 38.1 23.2
22 36.0, 27.0

-24-----3-3:-fr---2-7:5

(

4.1 3-7.7. 01195y
11.2 27..4 .(1188)

21.9 14.1 (1008)
---11-:.-1------1:0----t-i-7zy

fl

-- *-500-1-2.8- -1.-5---35.7-

57.3 16.3 3.9
06 I 61.5 15.2 8.4

-w---------Er4-.--3----1-773----9-i-fr-4..--81-1F--1-249)--:

II

( 546)
OM III*22.6 ( 412)

14.9 ( 322) ....

Ink.-... -1.--.'---2---..

26 31.7 ,29.3 35.3 3.7 ( 836) ,,..- 65.8 18.6 9.5 6.0 ( 199)

.
28 30.8 28.3 38.7 2.3 ( 442) .... 64.0 20.0 10.0 4 6,0 ( 100) --.
16 81.6
18 66.4
20 52.6
22 42e0
24 36.2
26' 32.9

11.Rt 28 31.5

4

17.9 0.6
26.9 6.7
32.0 15..4

32.4 25.6
29.5 34.3
30.4 36.6
28.9 39.6

m lo ed Men Onl
?47)

( 744)

( 862)
( 864)

( 904)

( 805)
( 432)

18.8

25.5
J2c4
38.9
43.9
45.0
46.6

86.0
77.8
74.0
72.3
70.2
70:1
68.1

13. 0.91/4

19.9 2.1
21.0 5.0
17.9 , 9.9
19.3 10.5 .

19.8 10,.2

21.3 10:6

( 114) 16.7

( 35.1) 19.9
( 319)* 22e3
( 27lq

s( 228). 25.4
1 187) 25.0-

(. 94) 26.4

.Note. Table includes only men expressing an aspiration in the turrent year.
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nsett Ta . About.Here.
I

Jobdatatus levels in two consecubive years are shown.id.Table 8.4. Mean

status among whites increases several points pn the average /1rough the mid-
.

e 4.,
-twenties', at.which time it begins to level off. ,The status diffetences.between

the age groups are largely associated with tke fact that different proportions

of men are represented in .tihose groups. With older groups, a greater percents

age
.....

a the men are working (and Po are included in the table) and the men wild

have most recently entered the labor force teridto be'more advantaged Pied and
,

so take higher level jobs on the average than do men entering earlier. Blacks

increase in status at only a slightly lower rate than*do whites over the one-

year.periods. The differences between the age groups are smaller,,however,

inaicating that new entrants do not'raise the average status level much, if
1

. .

at all. Thus, the status differehce between 16- and .28-yedr-olds is much

smaller for black's t an for whites. It is also tate, Xhough, that cohort

differences for b1acks diminish the age differehces-that would otherwise'show

up,.because younger cohorts are getting higher level jobs (see Chapter 6).

Insert Table 8.4 About Hdre

Tables:8.5 and 8.6 are particularly interestingisbecaU)se they summarize

the major trends in the earlier tables and add detail on the stze of the job-

aspiration gap for different men. They'also show to wtat extent-changing
-ser.

jobs or changing aspirations closes the gap between,jobs and aspirations.

Table 8.5 shows the percentage of white men whose-aspirations are lower than,

equal to, or higher than the jobs they actually hold irrtwo-consecutiveyeara..

Tile seconsLcolumn_shows the percehtage of white men 'whose jobs exactly

match their aspirations. 'At all ages the proportion increases ovek the one-

..year period. The proportion of employed 16-year.olda with statusicongruent

2Q7

el
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Table 8,3:: s

. .

Percentage of Emp1oSied.fien,Desiribg VaYinug Levels

of Oacupational Status,p110 Mean Aspiratton Level
in Two ConHeeutive "(ears: B)* Rice,and Age

2(ueweighted)

up?

,

ase

Aae

16

* 18

22

4

6

28

Year

Wh tes

L.

Blacks

. Mod Hi '(N) Mean Lo * M,p Pl. (V) Mean

Previous 25.Q 18.8 56.3 (160) 66.5 34,45 25.9 39.7 ( 58) 48.4
Cuvent 29.4 21.1 47,5 52.1 37.9 20.7 41.4 /. 48.2

* Previous 30.6 21.8 47.6 (454) 50.%. 2.0 19.9 38.1
4

&rrent 111."1 72.-T 45.T- 4.9 39.8 22.7 T7.6 . 45.3

Previous 26.3 24.8 48.9 (601) 51.3 48.3 21.5 30. (205) /40.5
Current 26.1 25,5 48.4. 51.2 42.9 23., 33.2 42.44'

Previous 24.1 23.1 52.8 (646) 52.1 - 36.8 18.9 44.2 (190) .46.4
Current 24,0 261.3 49.7 51.7 40.5 21:1 38.4 44.5

Previous 23.9 25.5 50.6 (741) 52.0 45.1 22.5 32.4 (182) 39.7
Current 24.2. 23.'3 52.5 52.1 45.6 21.4 33.0 39.5

1-
Previous 23.1 26.6 50.3 (676) 51,8 4800 21.7 30.3 (152) '40,0 t*

Current 22.9 27.2 49.9 51.3 50.7 22.4 27.0 , 38.1
eV*

Previous .25.1 25.8 49,1" (395) 51.0 49.4 17.3 33..3 ( 81) 41.2
Curren0 26.6 24.8 48.6 50.1 51.9 14.8 33%3 40.0'

Note. Table includes only nen employed and expressing an aspiration in both years.

J.

4,
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Tfble 8.4
4k.

?
. t 4

Percentage pi Med Employed in lotridus St4tue'Leveil
in Two:ConsedUltive Yoaph By Race and Ass %.,7'

. ,
(Unwaighted)

t

1

,

190

V

Yiar
Prelrious
Current

18 Previous
Garrett' -

White. B ac s
Lo Mod Hi N Mean Mod N
8 7

74.2

70.4
66.9-

,

20 Preiviegs 59.3

22 Trevieus
Current

24 Previous
'Current

26 Previous
Current

47.8
A1.8

39.3
36.6

32.4
30.8

28 Previoug. 33.2
Current 31.5

Mean

20.1 0.6. 19.9, 84.5 15.5 0.0 16.8 ,4
o 4

26.0 3.5: (453), 23.14 75.7 21,0 3.3 (1111) 20.6,
;6,7 -6.-4-

t

115-.T4 ;75:-/-22r --2(0----2-2

30.4 10,4 (599) 28.9 ,'81.0 14.6 4.4 (20 19.5.
75:1-4- 14.1-0-32.9-

31.9 2b.3 (6,0) 35.4 74.1 ,19.0 6;9 (189) 22.7
133.6 24.6' 38.8 71.4

,

18.5 10.1 25.3

29.3 31.4 (741) 41.8 723 16.5 WO. (182) 23.5
30.0 33.5 / 43.8 70.3 414.7 114 25.3

31.5 36.1 (676) 45.1 68.4 ; 40.4 11.2,- (152) 25,8
31:7 37.6 .45.8 69.7 '19.1 11..2' 25.6

- -

30.54 36.3 ( 394) 45.2 67.9" 22.2 9.9 ( 8tj 27.0
29.2 39.3 46.5 64.2 23.5 12.3. 28.3

Note. Tab13pludes only men employed aqd exPreseing an aspiration in both ,

,

years. 1'

It

20D
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jobs ir:quifa low; butbOVer 40X a287yeaT-Olds,re,porC 'balding eijob thaf.
. -e

/INexactly matches thefr:status aapiration. The fixst column shows.the prapOrtionp

PP

191

-
5

.

: of white men holding jobh.of,higher status than their aspiration.' We wouy

not expect many,men to'be in this,category, but this proportion also inc reases

over.the Aar for all ages; the proportion-is over 20% by age 28. Most of

the'menAh this category are within 1-14 points of thqir aspiration (data 'not_ _ _ _

shown here) , so thii "surplus status" is not great.

The gap between job and asiratonJ could be conaidered aP"short-
_

CP°fall" is.examincd in more detail. Four leasof "shotfall!' are identified;

status aspirations which arq 1-105-29, 30-44, and'45+ points higher than

job status. Almost halfAof the yoUngr Men start out in the worst category--

jobs being 45 or more points 'in Status below their aspirations. Over the '36-
4

year interval, this propoxtion decreases. At each older age, 04i proportion

-Of men in the'unfavorable categories d;ereases. By age 28, about 80% of white

mem report.having a job wifhin 14 points (plua or minus) of their status aspir-
(4

ation. The last two columns show that this convergence of jobs and aspirations

occurs largely betause jobs have changed..

Table 8.6 presents analogous results for blacks. We findAhe same
. . t

r'overall pattern. Jobs increase in status,.askirations are stable, and the

proportion,of men experiencing a large gap between aspiratiOn and jOb levela

.:.-

decrea/ses with age. The differences-have already been noted earlier: blacks

h:ive lower aspirations and attainments'on the average and the Aspiration-

job gap, is larger than for whites. A4 age 28 only 68% of blacks versus 83.

of whites have jobs within VW statui points of their aspirations.

Inserf`Table 8.5 ag 8.6 About Here...
'

210
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T;ble'8.5
k

0 Gap in Status Retwten the Job Desired
'and Om Job Actulilly Held in Two Consecutive Years:

1
Whites by Age
(Percentage)

Age Year

lb Previous
Current

18 Previous
Current

20 Pr-erioZt;

Current

22 Previous
Current

24 Previous'
Current

' 26 PreviOds
Current

28. PreVious
Current

).92

Aspiratioti,

is lower
ehan lob

Aspiration
equals

t the job

Aspiration is higher

1-1 5- 9 .

8.2 3.8 15:1 10.7 15.7. 46.5
9.4 -6-.9 18. 2- IA . 5 14 . 5- 16-.1-

10.1 '12.1 14.8 17.9 14.3 30.7
10.5 18.3 14.815.014.8 26.5

112.9-

13.7 21.4 16.9 15.2 11.2 20.7

13.0 27.4' 12.5 18.9 10.1 18.1
15.6 30.3 17.3 14.7 8.7 13.3

19.6 31.2, 18.4 12.1 9.6 9.2
20.1. 35.4 17.0 12.3 ,7.0 8.2

21.0 37.3 16.6 12.1 6.5 6.4
21.8 , 40.5 16.9 8.4 7.1 5.2

21.6 41.4 16.2 10.9 4.6 5.3
22.1 45.7 15.7 9.6 3.6 3.3

Mean Status

A tion

(159)

(453)

18.1 56.5
1979

23.8 50.9
25.4 49.9

(599)-
.32.0 51.2

(646) 35.4 Sid
38.8 51.7

(741) 41.8 .52.0
43.8 52.1

(676) - 45.1 51.8
45.8 51.3

(394) 45.2 51.0
46.5 50.1
I.

Note: Table,includes only men employed and expressing as aspiration in both years.40.1V411+0.

.4111P

.!
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Age

16

18

20

22

24'

26

28

Tata, 8.6

1.93

Cap tn Statue Between the jbb Disired
.

and Job Actimllv Held in Two Consecuilve Years
Blacks by Age

(Percentage)

A.spiration
is lower

Aspiratibn
'equills

Aspiration
by;this

is higher
many points:

Mean Status
Job Aspria.

Year than job the- job 1-14 15129 30-44 45+ . tioft

Previous 1.2._ .3.4 27.6: 15,5-17A-34-v5- (-

Current 6.9 1.7 31.0 15.510.3 34.5 16.8 48.2

Previous 11.1 7.7 24.3 17.T 15.5 23.8 (181) 20.6 45.4
Current 9.9 6.6 24.3 22.7 14.9 21.5 . 20.5 45.3

t , -----rr....

Preyious 11.2 13.2
,...1,-,..r.,-.4,r,v

24.9,16.1 13.7 21.0 (205) 19.5 40.5
Current 12.2 16.1 19.0 18.0 13.221:5 21.7 42.4

Previous ',8.5 14.8 25.4 11.1 13.8 26.5 (189) 22.7 46..4
Currelit 13.7. 17.5 20.1 21.7 9.0 18.0 25.3 44.5

Previous 13.1 19.2 26.9 12.1 13.2'15.4 (182) 23.5 39.7
Cutrent 17.5 22.0 24.7 12.6 11.5 11.5 25.3 39.5

Previous 4 15.2 24.3 27:.6 33.2 5.9 13.8 1152) 25.8 40..0
Current 11.9 30.9 '27.0 13.2 6.6 10.5 25.6 38.1

Previous 11.1' 33.3 19.8 14.8 8.6 12.3 ( 81) 27.0 41.2
Current 12.3 35.8 19.8. 9.9 11.1 11.1 28.3 40.0

Note.

sf:

.1%

Table inelude$ only men employed and expressing an aspiration both years.

*I 212
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Field Aspirations

'Table 8.7 shows the Orcentages of white men in.'diffarent age groups

who aspire- to- each.of the six fields of work.- Percentages are shown separately.

,

...
. . . _for all men and For employed men,but tha pattern'is mdch the same for both.

groups.. There is a large decrease in investigative aspirations--from a high

ot about 257, at age 16 to Vow of about 10% at age 28. There art_tomewhat_
*

smaller absolute decreases in.aspirations for artistic iand.sociai wor . In .

contrast, there is over a twofold increase in the proportion of White men

nxpirtnutzr-gitre*Tifrfiy; aiier 307..

Bldcks, shown in Table 8.8, diTfer from whites in that they more often,

aspire to realistic agd conventional work and less . ften to investigitive wotk

when they are young.. The major raCial difference a ng.older men is that

blacks more often aspire to realistic and less"often aspire to'enterprising

work than do whites. About three quarters'of older men of both races,, however,
#

aspire to the major kinds of work men hold in our society--realistic and

enterprising. Othet research (G. Gottfredson et al.,. 1975i L. Gottfredson, 0.78a)

shows that women aspire ta and hold very different types of work than do nen.

Insert Tables 8.7 and.8.8 About Here
Table 8.9- pi-oT-7'envies.solorecTireVirRita of changes in k-

aspirations that occur :mid at what ages they occur Among white men. This

table ex'amines.the'one-year stability of field of-aspirations of men employed
.

in both the current and previous-years. Both the percentages of agreement
.

.and the kappas sUggest that the stability of aspirattons from year to year is

much.the same for employed men of all ages.though there may be a'dip in

stability in the early years aft r'high school.

An examination of net Changes in the aggregate distributionCof aspir-

ations in Table 8.9 shows that aggregate shifts are most pronounced among the
P
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Table8.7

I.
;_.

, .

),

.Field of Aspirstipnsjor AJ1 Men end Employed Men:
%

. Whites by Age

'(FetIcent)
.0

Po 5

Aspirations for Field of Work
Age° R 1 A' §- E C _1_02_

/

16

18 ft

20
22

>24

28 '

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

I .

All Men .

36.10 26.6 T.4 14.2---1-24 -3:3'
,34.4 17.4 9.0 16.9 17.2 5.1 (1195)
32.7 16.1 6.8 15.0 25.3 4.0 (1188)
35.2 12.2 5.8 15.6 '26.6 , 4.6 (1009)
34.2 11.9 2.6 11.9 33.8 5.4 (972)

---t83-6)------7. , 111.0-- 5.

-42.8 10.4 2.0 10.6 29.9 4.3 (442) .

-..

Employed Men Only.'
41.1. 24.7 5.7 12.9 11.5 , 4.0 (348)

.

43.5 414.2 8.5 14.4 16.3 4.2 (744)
39.9 13 6.8 12.6 24.6 3.7 (862)
37.4 10.2 5.5 14.6 27.4 4.8 (865)
35.8 10.'6 2.4 11.4 34.6 5.1 (904)
40.4 7.7 2.0 11.3 33.2 ,t/ 5.5 (805)
42.6 10:6 1.8 10.9 29.6 4.4 (432)

f
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i1eid'of Asptrations for.A111,Men.lind imployed MeW:

196

Blacks by Agt
I. '

(Percent)

Age .

AfOrations.for Field Work
(N)R A S

All Men.
16 44.8 13.1 6.,'3-- 15.4 12.1 8.2
18 45.4 10.1 7.7 16.5 12.1 8.2
;0 45.4 7.8 7.3 15.8 15.8 8.0 (412)

!!!!22 44.9 9.6- 5.0 15.5 15,8 9.3'
24 56:2 4.8 4:0 4.3.3 43.3 4Tiff- (249)
26 60.8 7.0 4.0 11.1 ' r4.1. 3.0

.

(199)
28 59.0 10.0 2.0 6e0 20.0 3.0 (10Q)

-16

Em lo ed Men Onl
48.2 14.0 5.3 .......11,...4L 13.2 7..7 _ (114).

18 51.0 8.8 6.6 11.4 13.4 8.8 (351)
20 47,3 8.5 6.3 13.5 ' 16.0 8.5- (319)
22 4.7 8.0 5.1 14.5 15.3 8.4 (275)
24 57.0 5.3 3.9 11.4 18,0 4.4 (228)
26 61.5 7.0 4.3 10.2 13.9 3.2 (187)
28 58.5 9.6 2.1 5.3 21.3

,
3.2 (94)

1.

a
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younger mem. The most itrfking change is between ages 16 and 20 and involves

a halving of the proportion of men who wa'nt to haya inVestigative (e.g.,'

scientific or medi611) jobs and a doubling ,of the percentage who want enter.

prising (e.g., sales and management) work. Table 8.7 shows thg same pattern

of changes when the broader groups of men are considered, but it suggests that

ihe shifts occur somewhat later for men who are not yet employed. ,Thelarge

shift out of investigative and into enterprising wbrk occurs during the colllege.

age years and is consistent with the science to nonscience shift among college

work occur mong somewhat older men and is accompanied 4y the continued in-

crease in interest in enterprising work.

Table 8.10 shows analogous results for blacks. The stability of field

aspirations increases with age, but without the apparent dip experienced by

whites just after high school. Stabilities are similar for the two raCes.
-

Net changes in field aspirations during the one-year period are not as clear.

for black's f! they are for iahites. Interelit in investigatiVe work- generally'

drops during the year, with interest in enterprising work generally increasing.

Insert Tables 8.9 and 8.10 About Here 4

gavanwroe........--.....

The types of jobs men.hold.has been discussed in Chapters7, bui they

will be reviewed quickly here.

The top pa-nel of Table 8.11 Shows the percentage of white men who were

employed.and-what type of work they held if they were employed; the tower

panelexcludes men not employed and shows the parcentage ot employed men who

held each type of workdekThis table shout' a steady change from age 16 to afie
..

28 in the.types ofsobsheld.bY young men. With increastmg age a greater-

proportion .of.men Are found in investigative, social,eand especially enter-
.



Table 8.9

MPAField and categorical Stability of Aspirations in

Two Consecutive Years: Whit'es bz Age

(Unweighted)

198

4t.

Ase in
Arrent
year

16

18

20

24

26

28

Year

Category of Aspirations
Categorical Stability-

I A S E A reement

Previous
Current

40.0
45.6

27.5
23.1

7.5

7.5
11.3
11.3

11.3
9.4

2.5

3.1
72.51 .62,

Rrevlous 45.6 17.0 6.4 15.0 Mt 3.5 .55.
Current 46.5 13.2 7.3 14.3 15.9 2.9

Previous 44."4 10.6 7.5 11.6 20.6 5.2 69.9 .59
Current 43.1 11.6 7.5 10,8. 23.3 3.7

Previous 38.2 12.2 '6.0 13.9 26.2 .4 71.5_ .62
Current 40.4 10.1 5.3 13.3 27.1 3,9

Previous 39.0 10.7 2:7 12.0 30.5 5.1 73.4 .63
Current 36.7 10.4 2.3 11.5 34.7 4.5

Previous 37.6 9.5 2.2 11.4 33.0 6.4' 75.6 .66
-Current 39.5 7.2 1.9 11.5 .7 6.1

Previous
Current

40.8
42.0

7.6

9.9
1.5

2.0
11.1

11.1
33.9
30.4

5.1

4.6
81.0, .73 ,

(N)

(160)

(454)

'(601)

(646)

(741)

(676)

(395)
6

,. Note: Table includes only men employed and exprpssing an aspiratton in..botkthe.
current and preVious years.

41.
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FiOd and Categorical Stability of AspirAions-in.

Two .Ave /ears: flacks by Age

(Unweighivd)
5

I ' Age in
current

Year .

t,

Category_of_FAspiracions

1(

Categorical

C

Stability
of AsOrations (N)

X Agree-

ment If.appayear.
.

It I S--- E

16 Previous ,46.6 19.0 1).4 15.5 12.1 3.4 65.1p .51

Current 50.0' 15.5 5.2' 15.5 6.9 6.9

'.18 Previous 52.5 12.2 8.8 12.7 7.2 6.6 67,5 (141)
Cuxrent 52.5 8.8 7.7 10.5 12.2 8.3

20 Previcius.

Current
53.7

50.2
6.8

8.3
6.8
5,9

10.7 -14.6
13.2 '15.1

7.3

7.3

74.2 - .62 (205)

-22 Previous 44.7 10.0 5.3 16.8-'15.8 7.4 .67 (190):
Current 49.5 8.4 5.3 ,15.8 12.1 8.9*

24 Previous 57.7 5.5 3.8 17.0 14.3 1.6 79.0 '.67 (182)
Current 55.5 4.9 4.4 12,6, 18.7 3.8

26 Previous 61.2 6.6 5.3 7.2 15.1 4.6. 73.7 .55 (152).

Current 62.5 6,6 3.9 9.9 13.2 3.9

- .*

-28 Previous 59.3 11.1 1.2 7.4 18.5 2.5 81.4 .69

Current '18.0 7.4 2.5 6.2 23.5 2.5

Note. ATable inCludes only mer eMployed ond expressing.an aspiratiop in bdth
the durrent and preyious,years.

,?....77,71r7: . .'11
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prising )obet. The distribution of work for men in their late twenties is

stmilar to the distribution of,jobs for all men reported by G. Gottfredson et

al'. (1975), suggesting that by the late twenties the overall,distribution of

men across types of work has stabilized .

Black men are shown in Table 8.12. As?noted in the previous. chapter,

they do ndt entei as diverse a set of jo6s as do white men, Almost 807 of

all ages are tn realistic work.

7-* InserE'Tables 8.11 and 8.12 About Here

The distribAion of men across the different types of work can chege

both bet/08e men.who'become employed at older ages tend to enter different

fields of work than do men becoMing emplbyed at an'early age and also.because

men chafige jobs' once employed. Table 8.13 shows the stability of the field of

work held by the 64me white men over a one-year'interval and it indicates

that Some of the changes in the distrillption of jobs among young men are a

result- f-some men changing types of work. The major net shifts _occurring

at all ages are shifts out of realistic work and shifts into.enterprising

work. Percentage4greement does not vary much

ken in all the(age groups examined here change

with age; about 20% of white

their category of work from

one year to the next. The kappas, however, incirease from 1.44 to .74 and

indicate that categorical stability of work is higher aiong the older men.
-

Table 8:14.shows that small.proportions of blacks also move out of

realistic work--and some possibly into enterprising viork--over one-year'
.

periods. Job stabilities are similar acroas the races. The initially low

but increasing'stability of field of ictual work contrasts with the relatively

high and 'constant level of stability in.aspirations shown earlier in Tablas

8.9 and 8.10. The major 'ragiatidifference is probably tha6t white men beco's

.2to
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Tab
-t

Field'of Work Held .by AIL Men and by-
%

Employed Men Only:. Whitel by Age

(Percent)

eAge Fild of Work .Not

Employed
(N)

4.R S

All Men
16 41.5 0.1 1.3 0.6 5.6 1.2 49.6 .(691)
18 47.7 1.1 1.6 1.6 _6.6 3.7 37:7 (1195)
20 48.2 3.0 2./ 2.7 10.8 5.6 27.4 (1188)
22 49.6 5.4 2.3 8.3 13.7 6.5 14.3 (1009)
24 46.5 8.3 -1:5 8.4 21.2 7.0 7..0 (972)'
26 48.8 8.2 1.6 9.1 21.9 6.7 3.7 (836)
28 45.7 8.8 2.0 10.0 25.8 5.4 2.3 (442)

Employed Men Only
16 82.5 0.3 2.6 1.1 11.2 2.3 (348)
18 76.6 1.7, 2:6 2.6 10.6 5.9 (744)
20 66.5 4.2 2.9 3.7 15.0 7.8 (862)
22. 57.8 6.2 2.6 9.7 16.0 7.6 (8.65)

24 50,0 9.0 1.6 9.1 22.8 7.5 (904)
26- 50.7 8.6 1.6 9.4 22.7 7.0 (805)
28 *618 9.0 2.1,10.2 26.4 5.6 _.(432)

°Note. Table includes only men expressing an aspiration
im the current year,

.
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Table 8.12

Field of Work Held by All Men and by

'Employed Men Only: Blacks by A.

.(Percent)

Age
'

Jigkt of Work tal Not (t) 'IASECEmployed
All f.en

16 32.7 0,0' 0.3 0.3 2.6 1.3 62.7 (306)

18 54,8 0.7 0.5 2/0 2.2 4.0 35.7 (546)
2G 61.4 '1.2 0.7 3.6 3:0 6.6. 22.6 (412)
22 66. 1.9 0.9 7.1 4.0 4.3 14.9 (323)

24 .9 1.6 0.8 6.8 -4.4 4.0 '8.4 (249,)

26 74.4 2.5 1.0 8.0 3.0 5.0 6.0 (199)

28 73.0 4.0 1.0 6.0 6.0 4.0 6.0 1100)

Employed Men Only
16 87.7 0.0 , 0.9_ 0.9 7,.0 1.5 (114)

18 85.2 1.1 0.9 3.1 3.4 6.3 (351),

20 79.3 1.6 0.9 4.7 5.0 8.5 (319)

22 78.5 2.2 1.1 8.4 4.7 5.1 (275)

24 80.7 1.8 0.9 7.5 4,8 4.4 (228)

26 79.1 2.7 1.1 8.6 -3.2 45.3 (187)
28 /7,-7 4.3 1.1 6.4 6.4 4.3 (94)

11

NotR. Table includes only men eltpressing an aspiration
in the current year.

.r
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irtore heterogeneous:41.th age beeauie new white entrants to the labor market

tend to nter difiecInt 4ie1ds°of work ,then do early ntrants. Acke'tend .

to enter realistic work no.- matter what.age they-are.
4

Insert Tablea 8.11 ind 8.14 Aboutillare
41,wwes

Comparing the distributions of aspirations (Tables 8.7 and 8.8) to the

distributions-et- actuat-jobe TTablet-Ral and 8.12) it particularly interesting.

Both the aspirations and the jobs of teeriage men Of both races differ substan-

tia)ly,from the jobs held by older men--and thus froM the jobs the teenagers

are likely to.hold later in their-careers. If we astute that 16-yearsold8 will

eventually obtain jobs like thosb held by 28-year-olds, this means that.at

1.

most, 737. of the whites and 677 of blacks would be able to get their preferred

fields of work.

jobs change, and

But by age 28, the:distributions of both

they converge toward the distribution of

aspirations and

jobs among older men.

Convergence is greater for whites. By.age 28 the maximum potOhtial match

between fields of job and aspiration j.s 940/s for whites and79% for blacks.

Although Bove men may be able to realize their aspirations, it appears that

a fair number have adjusted their goals for age 30 to bemore in line with
5:

What they realistically expect they will be doing at that age.

-Table 8.15 shows how much,congruence there actually is among men at

different ages. It shows that the degree of congruence ncreases regularly

and substantially from age 16 to age 28. The percentage of.eniployed white

men who are employed in congruent jobs rises from 43% to 84%. When only

agreement above that expected by chance is considered--that is, when kappas

,
are examined--the change is even more dramatic. Percent agreement among

blacks is about the same as for whites-, but. the .kappas indicate that congru-

ence above that expected by chance is lower for blaeksfthan whites.

22
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Table 8.13

Field and Categorical Stabiltty of WnrA,Nald,in Two

Consecutive Years: Aites by 'Age

(Percent)t

204

Age in YeAr
current
year

-Category of_Work'
Categorical .

Stability of Job (N)
R I A S'E C' X Agreement, Kap0a.

16 Previous 76.9 0.0 3.8 0.6 12.5 6.3 78.8. .44 (160)
Current 78.1 0.0, 3.8 1.3 12.5

l'
4.4

ox.

,

18 Previous 77.8 1.1 2.9 1.8 10.6 5.9 78.2 .43 (454)
Current 77.3 1.5 2.2 2.6 11.0 5.3

20' Previous 74.0 2.2. 2.9 2.2 12.3 6.8 ., 75.4 .47 (601)
Current 68.6 3.8 2.3 3.7 14.0 7.7

22 '1 Previous 63.0 6.0 2.8 6.8 13.2 8.2 76.6 .60 (646)
Current 59.1 5.9 2.9 8.5 15.9 76

24 Previous 52.4 8.2 %3.2 10,3 18.8 7.2 82.3 .74 (741) it e

Current f- 51.03 8.4 1.5 9.3 22.5 7.0

26 Previtius 49.4 8.1 0.9 10.2 22.2 9.2 \81.4 .73.. (676)
dUrrent 49.1 7.8 1.3 9.6 24:4 7.7

t

28 Previous 4-9.1 13.4 1., 10.4 24.8 5.8 82.0 ' .74, (395)
Current 46.8 8.9 2.3 10.6 25.8 5.6 /

Note. Table includes only men employed and expressing an aspiration in both the
previous and current years.

e`



Table 8.14

Field and Categorical Stability-ot Work Riad in Two

Consecutive. Years: Blocks by Age

(Percent).

'Age in
current
year,

Year
Categpry,of Work

R l'AS E 15-

16 Previous , 93.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.9 0.0
Current 87.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 _1Q,1__IAL

18 Previous 82.3 14 1.1 2.2 6.1 7.2
Current - 84.0 0.6 0.6 3.3 4.4 7.2'

20 Previous 82.4 10 1.5 4.4 3.9 6.8
Current 80.5 2.0. 1.0 4.9 5.9 5.9

22 Prevfoto 81.1 1.6 1;6 4.7 5.8 5.3
Current 77.4 2.6 1.6 7%9 6.3 4.2 .

'6
24 'Pr'eViokis '81.3 1.6 0.5 8.8 4.9 2.7

Curreiit 81.9 1.1 1.1 8.2 4.9 .2.7

26 Previous 8.0.9 2.0 2.0 7.2 5.3 2.6
Current 78.9 3.3 0.7 9.2 3.3 4.6

'28 Previous 79%0 4.9 1.2 4.9 4.9 4.9
Curren't 75e3 4.9 1..2 6.2 ,74' 4.9

205
t'ss

Categorical
Stability of 40

.% Agreement Kappa

87.9 .31 (58)

83.0 .43 (181)

85.4 .55

84.2: .57

86.7 .59 (182)

88.9 .68 (152)

90.1 .75 (31)s

Note. Table inCludes only Nen employed and expressing an aspirationifn bo
vious and aurrent years.

It
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Table 8.15 doa,not show changes in congruence for the set of men

over early calteerbecausethe seven age groups are composed of somewhat differ

entisets of men. Table 8..16, however, showi increases in congruence over a

one-year period Mr the same min. The table shows that aspiration-job congru-
,

ence increases over the one-year Ikerval Or men of each age. In short, Tables

8.15 and 8.16 both suggest that job-aspiration congruente increases steadily

11,

among employed men and is quite high by the late'twenties among whites.' And

as jpst stated above, blacks appear less able to get the fields of Work they'
I.

prefer. This was also the casw'with status level of work,

Sullinary

Aspiration-job-atatch increaaes dramatically with age, even above that

a

prediCied as potentially posaible when the aspOations df youngsters are cost-e

parqd with the jobs actually likely ea, be:available to them. When field of

work id considered, it appears that both jolis and aspirations change and

: converge towards each other with age. I see.this as an avommodaition to

the realities of the labor markbt. AlthoUgh 20-10% of men in all age groups

change th..iir field aspiration 'over.a one-year period, their adjustment as

a group to the constraints of the labor market--that is, to the realities

of what jobs are most. and least availableseems to occur by age 20 or 22.

. Whether or not men have changdd their ambitions for later years Of

their careers is unknown, but they 'are likely to hAve done so because,they

have alterPa thetr earlier goals for'field of' work. _Furthermore, they have

altered their aspirations so that they conform much more closely to the jobs

that have,apparently been available to men in our society.

This adjustment is not surprising, of course. And

perspective, it is desirable that workers be happy with

rt.

from a

the Jobe

societal

they muit
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Table 8.15.

Congruence Ff Field orAspiritOns and of,

Actual Jobs: By Race and Age

(Unweighted$

Age la Aspiration-Job Congruence
current Kapp&

LTIr Whi es Blacks Whites. Blacks Uhites aacks

t

16 2.5 43.9 .11 .00 1348) (114)
18 49:2- 52.8 414. (744)' (351)
20 53-.4 52-6 .32- -21. (8621----(31-9)

22 60.3 57.8 .44. .29 (865), (275)
24 67.8 65.4

, .33 (904) (228)
26 75.4 72.7' .65 .. .45 (805) (187)
28 84:0 68.2 .77 ..39 4 2 94

NOte. Table includes all men employed and expressing an aspiration
in the current year.

1
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Table8.16
,

Congruence of'Field,of Aspirations and of Actual Jobe in Two

Consecutive Yeaist By Raeo and Aga-

(Unwelghted)

'Age in ,

current year,
Year % Agreement

Whitvit Blacks

16 Previous 36.9 46.6
Current 46.2 44.43

18 Previous 47.4 51.5
'Current 52.0 52:6 ( .

20, Previous '53.9 56.2
Current 55.7 56.2

22. Previous 67.4 52.1
Current 63.6 60.1

24 Previous 68.6 65.3
Current 69.1 66.3

26 Previoup 71.6 69.0
Current 76.8 76.4

,

28 Previous 81.8 72.

Current 83.8 69.1

Kappa

*bites, Bltiks 1114hiteS Blacks
r'

.06 .04 (160) (,58)

:14 .00

.16 .12 (454) (181),
:22 .13

.28 -.19 (601) (205)-,

.31 44-

.40 :22 (646) (196)

.48 .32

.56 .31 , (741) (182)

.56 '.36

.60 .37 -(676) .(152)

.67 .52'

.

..74, :47 . (395) (81)

.77' '3.42 -

.

J

Note. Table ipclUdes only men employed and exptessing an aspiration in both
the previous and current yeAts.

* _ ..
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fill--that they want trio jobs they have or can get. 'But the leilleeive hifts

in.aspirations raise some interesting questions. How difficult is it to,.

change field of aspirations? Vocational theory implies that shifting aspira-
,

ttons iniolvesga shift in one'a basic conceptien of oneself. The analyses ,

ahow that the major net changes in aspirations are from.investigative to enter.

prising work--which is a particUlarly difficult shift in terms.of Hollanes

theory-.4nd they continue among men late into their twenties. .Furthermoke,
.

who is best able to realize their aspirations? Early deciders or the vocation-

aily mature?" The moat talented? The well-educated or the well-to-do? And

when does this adjustment of aspiratiods mose often occur? When making . )

decisions about college before even taking a job? When,taking one's first;

job? Or is it gradually coming t6 terms with or Ceming to lifte t job one

once thought only a way station to another destination? Sone of these ques-

ate examined inqater chapters.

When we consider status of wotk, the picture is different. Although

many men find jobs by age 28 similar in status to what they desire, this

convergence is achieved in a different way than wfth field of work. Men

change'primarily their jobs, not their aspirations The possibility still'

,exists, however, that status aspirations have been adjUsted "toward reality"

at younger ages than surveyed here. This is possible because men from differ,-

ent SES and ability groups have very different aspirations, as was shown in

ChaPter 6 (and which will be illustrated further in Chapter 11). This would

mean ilme men perceive opportunities and adjust their,aspirations to thote

, opportunities earlier for status than for field. But whenever or however it-

happens, a large proportion of men (particularly white men) end up.saying they

. have the status and field of' work they want. About 84% of white amn.and 68%

228
,
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,
.

..fiVof black men at age 28 say they,. a e the field of work they want;.the ma

-4

proportions report having status le#els.with 14 points of thili goal for. ai

30.

One other ilLtgression given by the relults thus far,is that developmenit..

amohg the
A
population of black men appears to atop"or4slow down at earlier ages

than it does for whites. The 16-year-olds are -quitef-similer in occupational'

and educational development. By age 20-22, educational and occupational.
a

,

Attainment tend to level off among blacks. Whites, however, continue to increase

on the average in educational attainment.,Partly for this reaion, they also continue

to increase in occupational status and to enter more diverse fields of work

.until ages 24-26.

,

tea k
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Chapter 9'
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ASPIRATIONS: HOW IMPORtANT ARE THEY IN DETERMINING LATER JOBS?

211

Much of vocational pyschology is devoted to understanding and assessing

.the vocational interests, values, and maturity of individuals so'thai counse-

lora may better help clients P lan for careers.

Inventory (Campbell, 1971), the 41f-Directed

'The Strong-Campbell tnterest

,

Search (Holland, 1979), and

the Career Maturity Inventory (Crites, 1973a) are examplei.of the nuberobs

Inventories that have been devetimed to assess'client characteristics. As

career theorists htive begun.to 'focus more on the implementation and not just

the formation of vocational choices, they have begun to think more about the
.

conditions in the environment 'that thwart the implementation of career goals

and about the means by which.people cope with these conditions.(Ciites, 1976;

KrumOoltz, futchell, & JOnes, 1978). Counseling practice and theory never-

theless only mariinally, acknowledge that the career development of individuals

takes place.within a.broader competition for a limited number of good'Aobs

or jobs.of a particular type.

One indication of the foregoing is the widespread assumption in voca-

tional psychology that aapirations for particular types'of work play a stgni-

;

ficant role in determining the kinds of jobs people eventually obtain. It

6-

may be, however, that vocational aspirations instead are largely reflections

of the kinde of employment experiences people have had, and they may not

lunction as important determinants Of future behavior (cf. kobérts, 1968).

The jobs that manyileople enter may be determined in large measure by

LA. 23 0
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"fortuituous circumstances and the hiring piactices of local employerav.e.g.\,

by the availability of .particularjobs and training programs- in the locel

libor market, by the information about jobotscancies possessed by the soeial

networks of Which clients are members, and the preferences of employers for ,

hiring employees of a particular. race, sex, sOcial class, or perionil appear.

ance. At the very least, we.wOuld expect that the careers of people,from

some socioeconomic groups or particular geographic areas might be .especially

susceptible to direction or disruption by social conditions beyond their.

control.
r,

As was discussed insChapter 2, this'is one of the areas where key assump.

tions differ.beiween the status attainMent and congruence approaches'to career

tdevelopment,. The former is inclined to stress; he role'of opportunitiee as

i
hey are structured liy the-environment and the -atter stresSes the role of

personal choices. Another disagreement between the two approaches is ',bout

the importance of status versus,fierld in the calculations of individuals.

This hipter-examines those disagiOement44.,It begins by.donfronting. the

congruence approach assumptionsthat 'choices are important and that field

of work is a central concern,-with the status attainment view that one's

ccnstraints and opportuniiles are important. ..This leadi to a consideratiOn

of whether field or level is more salient to individuals. -Thus, this chapter .

takes the congruenoe point q view and systematically chailenges it with\the fundamental aa;ftMptions of the stiiui attainment approach. The results

also.provide us with the last piece,of our description of career developient..

the relation of aspirations and jobs over time.

The Issues

,

The.labor Market limits the oppOrtunities available tO workers and

c,.
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. -,young peoplOieginning their careers must in sone way adjUst to this reality.
,

One illustration of this is the disparity between the jobs" young people say'
.

they vant and the distribution of jobs actually held ,hy worktokplder than
., .

213

A

<

themselves. Analyses in Chapter. 8 showed that the fields of aspirations hold

y

,by 16-year.4.olds diverged markedly not only from the jobs they themselves-held,
,.,. .

but also from the jobs held by men'in their lite ,20'0; Examining successively
D CI

older cohorts,'results showed that aspirations and jobs gradually converged

I.

1,

ówrdi eaCh-Other end .toWards the diatribution ofjObl-held by-Oldern.

Aspiration-job congruence,for field of work rope steadily and substantially

from age 18, end by age 28 about 84% of white men and 687. of blailk men.,repOrted

/ being in fields of *ork congruent with their aspirations. Thelle results

41

suggested that many men may have changed their a4irations to aCcord with-the

lea available to them. They also suggested thetAhe areer development of

.large sections of the p6pulation.would be better understood/1 mbre.sysiematic

attehtion were paid to characterietics' of the labor markets people face in

addition to characteristics of the individuals themselVes.

A few studies have examined the validity of categorical aspirdtibns

or measured interciats for predicting later field of actual job,(Doll,iver, Irvin,

61131gley, 1922; Zytowski, 1974;'Lucy, 1976; Worthington & Dolliver, 1977;.

Dolliver & Will; 1977), And have shown that predictive validWes, are high

enough .tp.be.,of practical importance. 1int we might ask,.how predictiVe these .

4

iispirationa.are ITarecltutilarmiLsil_._:$1edecortmeamiants of future tobs,'such

1:.

as one a academic 'attainment, one's:work-history or iurrent job setting,

ahd so on. Aspirations may be quite predictive of later job, but still be

less predictive (an possibry less imPortant causally) than other attributes

of individuals or their enVirtnments.

.

1.

r , `

. 7'7
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The,following analyses take a first stop in testing Oe importance o

field aspirations relative to opportunities in aetermifting the course,or

career development. The major'hypothesis being tested is that field of work

is determined more.by circumstances in the envirdnmant and one's opportunities

than by one's aspirations. I cannot test this "opportutiities hypothais"

directly, because I have no direct.measurea of-what job.opportunities and

barriers,the men Actually faced. I can test the hypothesis inditectly, hdkever.

If the hyptheais,is true, we should expect to find the following.

qyzothesis 1: Incongruence,between category of job and aspiration is resolved'
.

more often by changing aspirations than by changing category of work.

Hypottlesis 2: one's current job rather than one's current aspiration is more' ,

4

predictive of the kind of work a person will be doing several years hence.

Hypothesis 3: Aspirations are less predictive of later jobs among people

with presumably fewer opportunities to obtain good jobs than among more advan-

taged peo.ple; sififolfically, lower-class men should have Mbre difficulty ful-

,

filling their categorical aspirations than do middle-clatis men; and blacks'

should have more difficulty than whites. As We ahal1 see, the results suggest
4 /

a modified and more complex opportunities hypothesis. -43 t I begin here with

the original hypothesis; I will.describe the evolption che hypothesiS as

I pioc'eed to test the specific hypotheses and interpret t¼e results.
k -Method

The predictive validities of field of aspiration and of field of job

were examined for fivii age groups: men 15-16, 17-18, 19-20, 21-22, and 2344.

in 1966. Men were include4 in the analysis only if they were employed in

both 1966 and 1971. Aspirations,and jobs in 1966, 1967% 1968, 1969, and

.1970 were then compared to the j b held in 1071: It should be noted that the.
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jobs,analysed for 1967 through 1971 actually refer to the current job or tO

the ksst lob, if not curredtly employed. One limitation should olso'be noted.

Because a =eller mrcentage of 15-16-year olds than of older men are epployed,

the younger groups Include smaller pircentagea of tha men from those age groups.
e

The percentages of each age gro4 included in the analyses of predictive valid-

ity are respectively 44, 61, 73, 86, ind 92. This difference in inclusiveness

should be kept in mindwhen evaluating the results.'

The one-year cat4orica1 stability of jobs and aspiretions is examined

using results from Chapter 8 which used a somewhat different set of age groupei
ft

Those men were examined without regard to cohort--that is, without regard to

which year it was they were a particular age. Thosesage groups are relabelled

in thia chapter so'that the age'refers to the beginning of'the one-year period

(i.e., ages 15, 17. 19, 21, 23, 25, and 27), rather than to the second year

of.the period (i.e., 16, 18, and so on).

All three types of variables-'-job-tration congruenee, the categorical

stability of jobs-and aspirations over one yetli and the predictive validity

of jobs and dspirations over one 6 five years--were assessed in parallel

fashion. If jobs or aspirations bell in the.same Holland category, they

were classified as.congruent (job vs. aspiration) or stable (job VS. Job,'

aspiration vs. aspiration); if,they fell into digferent categories, they were

c'nsidered incongruent or not stable. The degree of congruence, stability,
44

and predictive validity.waa summarized,using Cohen's (1960 kappa. (See

Cbapter 8 for'a description of kappa.).

For the analysis of differential effects by soCioeconomic"background,

men were dIvided into two groups abcording'to the occupational level of the

d
respondentte father whewthe respondent was aged 14. The men whose fathers

234
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held jobs with Duncan (1961) socioeconomic index (SRI) 'scores below 30 were

classified as coming from lower-class backgrounds; those with fathers having

6

SEI scores of 30 or abaft were classified as coming from eAddle-class back-

grounds.

Testirig the trpothesei

4

Which is more stable ovet ttme--catekory of asp ration or category ok iob?

Figure 9.1 provides information about the relative one-year stability

of category of job and of category of aspiration from age 15to 27. The

stability of both aspiratibns and jobs increases with dge, and is consistent

withOhe results from other studies (e.g., G. Gottfritdson, 1977; Byrne,

1975).. For purposes of.thls chapter, hoWever, die more interesting Tetelt_____

' ii that among-the youngest white men, aspirations are more staBle than are
;":.

jobs, but the reverse is true of men tied 23 and older among whites and men

25 and older among blacks. Stabilities are similar for both races.

Insert Figtve.9.1 About Here

,How is incongruence resolved--by a change of aspiration or a change of

Figure 9.2 shows sbveral types of information about the development of

congruence with increasing alga.. The upper line shows the proportion of white

men whose category of aspiriktions and of jobs are incongruent in one year who

become congruent the next. (There were'hot enough blacks for a comparable..

lanalysis.) It rev e als that the proportion of ificongruelit 'becoming congruents-).

increases fiam about .3 in the teens to .5 by the late twenties. The mire
0

basic question-'-is congtuence achieved more often by changingaspirations to

match jobs or vice versa?-ts answered by the lower two lines. These lines

separ,ate the men into thr9e groups according to how aspiration-job congruence

was achieved: by 'changing jobs to match aspirations (the group shown betwee

235
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the upper two lines), by changing aspirations to match jobs (the middle growl)),

and by changing both.aspiratione and jobs (the lowermost 4roup). These results

,hdicate that changing aspirations to match previous field of job is the most

common-mode of aChieving congruence, that the reverse (changing job to match

aspiration) is less common, and that changing both jobs and aspiritions is:

the least common mode of resolution. Thii is true for all age groups. If we ,

-L-

average across all age groups (from data pot shown here), we find that 527.

of the men 'achieved .congruence,by changing field of aspiration, 357. by changing .

field of actual job, and 13% by changing both.

These results are consistent with Hypothesis I.

Insert Figure 9.2 About Here

Which ecE.U_stl_.;h_tter ob 1,1_.)etkIl._,.-earl. apiration. or earl ob?

.Table 9.1 ,presents _results on, the relative ability of field of aspire-

tions and of jobs held at, each of five annual interviews (1966-197p)sto pre-

diet the field of job held by white men at the sixth interview (1971). These

results extend findings of other studies (McLaughlin & .Tiedemany1974;
o.

Worthington & Dolliirer, 1977); the predictive validities Of ispirations and

of current (or last) job increase with age and.decrease with the length of

the interval over which the prediction is made. The table.also indicates

that predietive validities are higherlor aspirations than for jobs in some .

groups of men hut,higher,for jobs'in other groups. Specifically, early field

aspiritione predict 1571"jobs better than do'early jobs only when.men ore

very young and when the interval is,three yeare or longer.. Note, however,

that the

for both

kappas are low for these groups, that is,

Jobe and aspirations-(cf. G. Gottfredson,

that predictability is low

1970). For the other

.groupsof Men, one's-current (or last) job--not one's curredt aspiration-.

238
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1

4 -...

is the better predictor of later job Category. The differences in predictive

validities for jobs versus aspirations aro greatest when the interval is short..

ItTalere
wawa

Table 9.2 presents the results'for blacks. The number of cases is small,

.

so the estimates are not stable. Nevertheless, several obiorvations can be

made. Predictive validities of jobs increase as the interval 6ver which pre-

dictions are made decreases, but this is not clearly the case with aspirations.

In general, predictive validities--whether for jobs or aspirations.-are lower

f

for blacks than. whites.

Insert Table 9.2 About Here

Figure 9.3 summarizes the trend in predictive validity more clearly,

. This figure is produced by averaging the kappas for the five different age

groups, ignoring differences in the interval over which predictions are made.

4Vor example, the average job kappa shown for the 19-20 year old group was

obtained by averaging three kappas: the 1970 job kappa for men 15.16 in 1966,

the 1968 job kappa for men aged 17-18 in 1966, and the 1966 jobokapPa.for men

. 19-20 in 1966. The average interval over which predictions are made is three

years, except for.the three youngest groups where it is larger /AO the three

oldest groups where it'is smaller. This figure is admittedly a rough port-

rayal of the trend, but it does neatly summarize the results: Tigure 9.3

shows that although predictive validities are low among the youngest men,

they. are nevertheless somewhat highet for current aliration than for current

'(ot last) job for both blacks and'iwhites, Predictive Illaidities rise with

age, but more so forijob than for aspiration during the mid-twenties. As

predictive validities for jobs become quite high, thai is, as men enter their

tik't

, 240
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Table 9.1

Xhe Validity of Current Joba. and of' Current Aspiration for

Predictim Liter Jobb Over One- to Five-Year Intervals:
'

Whites by Age and Survey y.ar

XICappas)

\ Year in Which Job or Aspiration,

Age4in
11W6ii

w i Measuredlor.10:15/42.....4..........Tor.
7

-----1...-1-3-(N

11. Job

1116 .10 .(180) .04 (171) .14 (166) .36 (155) .40'

17-18 .22 (279) .27 (237) .35 (212) .41 (208) .54

19-20 .33 (236) .41 (208) .51 (204) .63 (210) .71

,21-22 .43 (296) .48 (283) .56 %,(284) .72 (286) .73

23-24. .49 (393) .59 (377). .64 (387) .67 (384 .72

(164)

(253).

(224)

(286)

(391)

Aspiration

15-16 .13 (181) .14 (154) .23 (149) .36 (139) .32 (144)

17-18 .28 -(281) .34 (214) s' .39 (194) /41 (194) .35 (230)

19-20 .37 (238) .49 (190) .46 (187) :46 (191) .47 (195)

21-22 .34 (298) .41 (257) .42 (264) .48 (259) .51 (260)

23-24 .48 (396) .51 (339) .53 (369) .59 (364) .63 (358)

aCurrent job referi in 1967, 1968, 1969, and 1970 to current job or to last Joh
if not currently employed. The table includes only men who were employed tn
both 1966 and 1971. N's are ',lower in intervening years because stne men were
not located or were in the military those years.

b'The job predicted was the job held in 1971.

0..

24 1
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Table 9.2' 4

The Validity of Current Jobs and of Current Aspiration for-Predicting

Later Job 'Over .01ne- to Five-year intervals: Blacks by Age and Survey. year

, (Kappa)

Age in year'ln Which Job or Aspiration Measured
1966 ,* 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

K (N) K (N) K_ _01) .(p) K (N)

Job
1-5-16 .25 (78) .03 (78) ..16 (73) .23 (71) .36 (71),
17-18 .10 (80) .14 (69) .14 (60) .36 (56) .50 (70I_

.12 t7-9 .08 (67) .37 (58) .42 (61) .45 (70)
21-22. .82 (55) .50 (50) .64 (49) .75 (54) .88 (55)
23-24 :36 (74) .32 170) .47 (73) .70 (69) .72 (73)

A iration

t

15-16 .00 (80) .11 (67) .08 (68) .14 (62) .26, (52)
17-18 .17 (81) :38 (58) .31 (54) .30 (50) '16 (60)
19-20 .08 (75) .07 (58) .13 (52) .12 (58) .02 (61)
21-22. :33 (56). .37 (41) .35 (45) .24 (51) .31 (48)
23-24 .43 (75) .43 (65). .37 (66) .44 (64) .47 (671

acurrent job refers in 1967, 1968, 1969, and 1970 to current job or to last

job if not curreritly employed. The table includes only men who were employed

,in both 1966,and 1971. N's are lower in intervening years because,some men

were not located or were in the military those years.

bThe job Predicted`was 0 'job held in 1971.
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late twenties, aspirations among whites, (though not for 'blacks) appear to

"catch up" again in predictive vaiidity as they begin to fall in 11ne mom.

closely with the actual'job.

InsertArigure 9.3 About Here

The results for men in their twenties are consistent-with Hypothesis 2.

The results for men in their teens are not consistent with the.hypotheiis,

but at these younger ages predictive Validities are low for both jobs and

aspirations. The results are also consistent with Hypothesis 3; aspirations

predict later field of work 'ore poorly for blacks than for whites.

Are aspirations less predictive f later_loberSEStsamoloi'mel?

Predictive validities were &WY-calculated separately for white man,

from.lower status and those from higher status backgrounds. Mo0 b4ack.men

are from lower statusbackgrounds.so the analyses could not be repeated'for

blacks. Resuits are presented in Table 9.3 and show that the patteehs of

kappas are similar in the two groups. Tke hypothesis hadletin that aspire-
,

tions woilid predict later job better among the higher status men because

they'would faCe fewer obstacles in implementing their aspirations. The results

were not as precacted by Hypothesis 3. Possible explanations.of these results

-are discussed beloW.

Ihsert Table 9.3 About Here'
S.

ti

Although an inalysis of longer intervalsvould be. desirable., the results

for the one- to.five-year ifitervals do provide insights into changes odcurring

during the critical exploroptor's, and settling-in phases of career development.

.The stability and congruence.of field of jobs and aspirations increaseldlek

age. The increase for aspiration-job congruence is marked during the twinties
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Table 9.3

The Validity o( CurrenE Jobiland of Current Asprration
for Predicting Liter Job' over' One- to fiveioftar Intervals:

WINitas by Aga, Survey Year, and Social Class
(Kappa)

Age in
1966

.r

fr

ir
ImEN1111mm=m00

.

Yea n Which Job or As ration 110asured

ower-eliss men

17-18
19-20
21-22
23-14

7 ( 89)
.21 (133)
.31 (121)
.38 (142).
.50 (202)

Middle-class tam
15-16 .00 ( 81)
17-18, .20 (134)
19-20 .30 (101)
21-22 ..46 (134)
23-24 .44 (171)

1

.26

.43

.41

.58

.01

.25

.36

.53

.57

Lower-class men
15-16
17-18
19-20
21-22
23-24

.08 , ( 90)
`34 ((oft)
.31 -A122)
.28
.40,, (201)

Middle-class men
15-16 .14 ( )
17-18 .21 (135)
19-20 .33 (102)
21-22 .41 (134)
23-2-4 .49 (173)

. 14

.36

.39

.28

.47

. 11

.30

.46
.54
.48

11

1

Job

.4

.

( 86) .22 ( 81) .27 ( 77) .42 . ( 79)
(116) .38 100) .45 ( 95). 1554 (121)
'(I03)
(135)

.54

..52
"107)

35)
.65
.71

(111)
(138)

.75
.66

(116)
:(140)

(196) .62 (202) .73 (198) .75 (199)

( 75) .07 (75) .34 ( 69) .34' ( 76)
(112) .32 (105) .35 (103) .52 (121)
( 91) .48 ( 84) .58 ( 85) .64 . ( 94)
(128) .58 (129) .73 (128) .76. (126)

-(161) .63 (165) .60 (167) .65 (172)

( 78) .31 ( 73) .31. ( 71) .25- ( 70N
(102) .42 ( 92) .45 ( 86) .40 (111)

98) .43 ( 96) .45- (102) '441 (104)
(123) .34 (124) .43 (123) .44 (120)
(171) .48 (191) .60 (189) .58 (177)

_

(. 66) .17 s( 66) .37 ( 60) ( 66)
(103) ..38 (. 95) .35 ( 99) .30 (109)
( 79) .43 ( 78) .42 ( 75) .46 ''(479)'
(116) .49 (123) .53 g, (117) .59 (121)
(150), .51 (160) .53 (158) .61. (162)

aCurrent job refers in/1967, 1968, 1969, and 1970 to current job or,to." last
job if not currently emialoyed. The table includes only men who were eniployed
in both 1966 and 1971.: 11's' are loiter I n interycning years because some.men,
were not located or were in the milUary ,thdse years.

bThe job predicied was the job held tn 1971.
V'



and congrhence is high by late twenties, though'higher foz whites than black...
#;

,s

The Alatively higher stabiliti of aspirations thatfrot jobb among, the youngest
r ,

men makes sense because these men.are both eXperimenting utth different iypes

of work and they are more likely than man in the mid. and .44ite4twenties to

have part-time or temporary jabs while they obtain the'hecessary educat 0 or*

I I 4.

training to pursue their jqb aspirations. Tha relatively higher stability

and predictive validity of jobs than of aspiration* among the older men makes

sense because as men age they are both increasingly socialized by their current
, ..

job environment and increasingly realize that they may be un4kely to overcome
.

,

t.j

ti
-11

the barriers to realing their goals. COgntive dissonance in the face of
..* .

.

.

.

. ,
,

.

-restricted opporyities, some of which may result from the-tendency of po-
,

tential employers to pigeonhole prospective employees according to theit past
. .

0 . lik .

.

. work experien, may 'also operate to produCe changes in aspirations. 'Conse-
c

' e

quently, men in their mid- and late-twentied are more likely than are younger

Men to change their goals to reflect their current jobssieuatien. But ftatever

the expfanation, it appears.that,pen settle.intolobs before they settle int.;

goals.

The results also provide hints aboutitheanswer. to thetZweh more complex

question of the Telative importance of aspirations. as determinents--rathef.

ihan mere reflections--of career development. The major conclusion from -the

4
results is t t even though aspirations may,sometimes predict later jobd,

I

they gen erally predict later field Of oork more poorly than do earlier jobeh

Although it is truer that in a few cases aspirations ere more predictive of

-

jobs one to five years_later aMoni men age0 18 or younger, the'predictiont
A

are lowest in these cases with kappa'. ranging **.13 for a,five-year

val to.41 fdr a two-year interval for whites and 1Tom .00 to .38 for.blacks.
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As predictive'validities exceed .5 for whites and .4 for blacks, jobs ore

the better predictors. As careers are becoming more stable (as.indicated by

-the stabilities in Figure 9.1), prediction's from alpitations ore'year Serlier,

are poorer.than'predictions'from fialt of job held several yefrs earlier. In

addition, Figure 9.2 showed that person-job congrdence is achieved most often

by modifying aspirations rather than the jobs, suggesting that men-often acco-

mmodate to-constrainta-in-thei-r-environment by ehanging-their-gowts Together,

these. results suggiOihat field aspirations are weaker determinants oUdirec-

tion of career development than are the circumstance& Associated with past

career developmefit; j
The support.for Hypothesis 1 about Methods of achieving' congruence,

the qualified support for Hypothesis 2 on predictive validities, and the sup-
.,

port for the racial differences in Hypothesis-3 provide some indirect evidence

for the general "opportunities'hypothesis." However, the results are riot

consistent with the part of Hypothesis 3 about,social class differences.in

the predictive validity of aspirations. Possible explanations for this

pattern of results are explored below.

Possible Explanations and New Hypotheses

The implications of these results for both vocational theory and prac-
. _

tice depend, on.2111we,find this pattern.

Poor decision-mak One point-of. view taght be that even though field,

aspirations,are no urrently important in determining the career development

of many young people erhaps they could be fn ihe future with proper coun-

seling. A theorist orl .unselor interested in career decision-making skills

might say that these youn n have demonstrated pOor decision-m4ing and I

so have become locked into.eareers.they neel riot have-been:, While this may

24
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be the case for domesmn, twO pieces of evidence suggest that this xPlaiiation

is not the major one for most men.
^

First; we know that lower-class students get lower scores than do higher

status students on tests of vocational maturity (LoCascio, 1974),

decision-making skills do lead to poor vçcationsl choices, we would expel*

the aspirations of lower-class students ho are the poorer decision-makers)

to be less reliable predictors. But our results indicated that the categorical

aspirations of lower-class men are no less predictive than are those of middle.

class men. Second, and more importa40 a'decision-making skills explanation

assumes that better decision-making skilli can belp most men to avoid the

cirdumstances which limit their career development. But this is dOubtful for

men in general. 'As previou's analyses in Chapter 8 and elsewhere (G. Gottfredson

et ai. 1975) have demonstrated the'typas of jobs available in'sobiety are

limited and thus so are the possibilities for fulfilling)early'aspirations:

This-suggests that even if every one had good decision-making ekills,'sose

would still haye to be.employed in jobi they would not phooie.

Limited opportunities--a more complex moei .r

:To maintain the "opportunity hypothesis" clearly requires a more com-

plex model ihan'initially prorosed here, because predictive validities of

aspirations are the same Eor white men with fewer opportunities (lower-class

men) as they are for white men with more opportunities. A reeolufion to

this.puzzle may rest with the possiellity that the aspirations most important

, to these men were not even measured in the study. Aspirations for field of

wol-k were measured but,we might hypothesise.the following:

Muothesi's 4:

thus are more

As irations'for level of wOrk are mare important to, men aqd

nabious1 SOU t than are as

21.3

.
illations for field of work.
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Finding work congruent with one's interests.may provide strong in;rinsic

. rewards, but extrinsic_rewarde such as prestige and pay are associated primarily

with level of work. Indeed, economic and sociological theories of occupational

attainment often implicitly assume that socioeconomic rewards are the only

occupational rewards that.individuals seek. Although I do not agree with this

position, it is possible that many people place high40 pviority on finding a

job that provides a given level of socioeconomic rewards than one which meets

a person's vocational interests. It must be noted that research on .what makes

a job good or bad does not support this hjrpothesis. For example, JurgenSen

(1978) found that-among job applicants to a pliblic utility company over.the'

last 30 years, type of work has always been specified as more important than

pay and has surpassed advancement and security to become the most highly

sought job factor. If we consider, however, that men (this volume deals only

'with men) often determine the standard of living of their families and are

evaluated by their families partly onthat basisom might expect that.many

men are compelled to strive for a given socioeconomic level to meet social ..

expectations. Although men might personally prefer intrinsic rewardi, these

rewards are entirely personal and might be more.easily sacrificed than ,the

extrinsic rewards important to family members. So if a trade-off between

aspirations for field and aspirations for level of work is necessary, 'we
40,1*

speculate that men will opt far the latter.

There iS also support for this idea from Chapter 8. Tables 8.11 and

8.12 showed that over one-year periods, there was sometimes considerable

net change in aspirations for field of work; for example, aspirations for

investigative work dropped and those for enterprising work increased. In

contrast, Table 8,3 showed that over the same one-year periods the same men
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showed little or no net change in their aspirations for status level.

41
On 6ie basis of the pew Hypothesis 4, a modified Hypothesis 3 that

substitutes-level for fieftl of work is proposed. MbppotheSis, 3a: Havi with .

.221.UE".1.--Y fewer oppiwtenici.22L.E.1.19.11g.UataELEall levantaledAen.to

fulfill their occupat-ional status aspirations as they face the realities of

a restricted Job market; specifically, lower-class man have greater difficulty

attaining. their aspirations for level of work than do middle-class men.

The reasoning was that if aspirations for level are more persistent

than are aspirations for field of work, we might find that differential_ opRor-

tunitios of lower- and middle-class men result bathe latter group being '

better able to attain their-goala than the former--even though both groups

are similarly uriable to attain fields of work consistent with earlier aspir-
.

ations. This hypothesis holds for racial differences. Table 85 showed that

the gap between aspiration and job level is considerably,larger for blacks

than for White's. It must be remembered, though, that Table 6.11 showed that'

blacks tend to aspire to higher levels at work than do whites of comparable

IQ ahd SES. The relative job.:aspiration status gaps for blacks and whites'

are examined further in Chapter 11.

The data for examining Hypothesis 3a and Hypothesis.4 are shown in

Figure 9.4 and in Table 9.4. Figure 9.4 shows the peen status level of jobs

aspired to and of jobs held by white men of different ages and in the two

social classes. This figure was constructed in the samelay that Figure 9.3

was (from averages of mon at the same ages ipit born in differeht years) and

it includes the same men. (Figure 9.3 showed trends in predictAve validities

for field of work).

Insert Figure 9.4 About Here

J
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Tigure 9.4 indicates that the mean aspiration LeVels.ACboth lower-

claas'and middle-class white men are extremely stable ovaealideat'the full age

range. This further aupporfs ttie contention of Hypotheiis 4 that men stick

tenaciously co their status aspirations.
"f:

Figure 9.4 aleo shows tbat the gap between atipiKations and' ect.0e.ti-jc*;

."

narrows with age become job level is higher with age. By-the late...040441i,,
;

the gap-is aMall-furbdth lower- arid-middle-class men.'11F4, in contilittko

'with how.the gap between aspirations for field of work Cid amtual.fielCet

job is closed, nearly all of the-adjustment,of tha gap betweiti aspiratioilr

t
.

and job levels is because mean lob Status levels increase during the early'

years of working life. This same conclusion was reached in-Chapter-8(Table8

8.5 and 8.6).

However, the data in Figure 9.4.are not as supportive of Hypothebi8:3a.,i.:

that lack of opportunities_restrict the.. AbilityAof.lower-class men to attain

their aspirativ levels more than they restrict iniddle.class-men, It dpe&

appeal, at first glance that the teenage'aspfrations of middle-clasp white

,

men are more nearly met by their late-twenties-than is the case for lower-
A

class men. For example, the mean level of aspiration for middle-class men

aged 16-17.in Figure 9.4 is only 4 points higher than the mean job level

'actually attained by middle-class men aged 28-29 (60 vs. 56) while the comp-

t
arable difference for lower-class men is 9 points (45 vs.'36).

The various age groups in Figure 9.4 do not represent the same birth

cohorts, however, and.cheyincludedifferent fractions of the cohorts they do

represent. Table 9.4 provides 4emore careful test of tills hypothesie,.be-

cause L. shows the reSults for eacb of five birthophoXts separately.

Insert Tatlle 9.4 About Here.
1.6

41a.

V.
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Table 9.4

Mean Status of Aspirations Held in 1966 and of Jobs Held
in 1971: By Social class background and (twin 1966

Age in Aspiration in Job in Mean (14)._
1966 1966 1971 Difference

Lower-class men

15-16 .45 29 16 ( 89).

17-18 41 29 12 (133)

19-20 43 33 10 (12j)

24-22 47 36 11 (142) 4

23-24 44 36 8 (202) .

4001.1........m..
Middle-clasi men

15-16 6a 36 24 ( 82)

17-18 57 43 14 (135)-

19-20 63 50 13 (101)

21-22 58 46 4, 12 (134)

23-24 59 . 56 3 MO

Note. Table ingludes only men employed and expressing an Aspiration in both

years.

4
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Hypothesis 3. is not confiimed by the results in Table 9.4. Table 9.4

showvihe mean level of occupational aspirations in 1966 and the mean-level

of actual job stattis in 1971 for each cohort (defined by ge in 1966) and the

two social classes. Only men employed and expressing an asWation in both

years are included. For only the oldest cohort,men.aged 23-24 in 1966, is

the match between e*rlier aspirational level and.later level of job.attainment

better for middle-class men than for lower-class men. For the younger cohorts,

. the' mean differences are larger for the middle-class men than for the 1ower7

class men.

One conclusion from these results is that the job opportunity differ--

ential between lower-class men and middle-class white men is not that great

because'-both appear to equally fulfill their initial status aspirations.. But

the face is, of course, that throughout the developmental period coNiered here,

the aspirations of the two social class groups are very differenti The, mean

aspirations of the lower-class men are considerably lower than tha mean aspir-

ations of the middle-class men. In fact, by the mid-twenties, middle-class '

men hold higher levet jobs on the average thin lower-cless men even aspire te.

If differential opportunity is an important factor in the relative

ability of lower and middle-class white men to attain their job aspirations,

it must be that white men adjust their aspirations to perceived barriers and

opportunities long before'ther enter the labor market. These reiultdare

consistent with much sociologiCel research in the last three decades on

social class differences in val es, expectations, and

Kahl, 1953; Wilson, 1959; Gottlieb, 1964; Antonovsky,

& Straus, 1957; Sewell & Haller, 1965; Sewell .6( Shah,

aspirations (e.g.;

1967; Sewell, Haller,

1968a, 19686). That

research h s consistently shown that lower class youngstershave lower

255
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occupational and educational aspirations. Some evidence (Stephenson, 1957;

Hen, 1969; Rodman $4 Voydanoff, 1978) also suggests that people of different-

social classes do not differ much in the level of work they wish they could

do if they feCed no constraint& (fantasy occupations), but they do differ in

the opportunities they perceive and in their expectations of what they will

actually be able ado (possible or probable occupations).

On the basis of the foregoing results on level of work, twoadditional

hypotheses are proposed for future research. Hypothesis 5: Aspirations for

level of work differ by social class heause men base their,,status aspirations

largely on their perceptions of wharsorts of jobs people of their social

position typically gett qypothesis 6: Aspirations for level of work are

circumscribed in childhood and change little thereafter. These two hypo---

41
Eheses are speculative, but consistent with the results here for 'white'men.

The cohort differences discovered in Chapter 6 for blacks, however, suggest

21that if there is a major change in the environment ot in how men perceive

it, men will change their aspirations towards that new reality.

Summary

At this point it would be helpful to review the results and the con-

clusions to'which they eventually led. -

(1) Congruence of field of job and asqration was achieved more often

by changing aspirations to match jobs than vice versa. Also, earlier aipira-

tions for field of work generally were not es useful a& field of earlier

jobs for predicting jobs one to five years later. Aspirations predict later

jobs better among whites than among blacks.

(2) Lack of opportunity rather than lack.of decision-making skills was

proposed as a more satisfactory explanation of those results.

2 5 ti
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(3) The lack-of-oppOrtunity hypothesis was questioned when it Was found..

that there are no differences in the predictive validity of TitegOry of aspira-

tion for white men from different social classes althouih we Would expect ,

their opportunities to differ.

(4) Additional analyies suggested that opportunities do indeed play a

Kole, but it was not apparent in the earlier analyses becauke:

(A) Aspiletions For leVi4 .11'work appear UM* oti-the

average than do Aspirations for field of work, supporting thi hypothe-

sis that level of work is more important than field,of work (the latter

being the measure of aspirations in the early analyses).

(b) Lower=class men aspire to lower level jobs than do middle-

class men and the aspirations-of both groups are quite stable, suggesting

that young men, have circumscribed their choices in response to thetr

social position and at earlier ages than were examined here. Unless

the environment changes in 17jor ways, men do not change their status

aspirations much.

Thus the answer to the question "How important Are aspirations in

determining career development?" depends on'which iylpe of occupational aspira-

4 ,

tion we consider--aspirations for field of work or aspirations for level of

work. If we consider field of work I conclude that circumstances (i.., \

earlier jobs) rather than aspirations may be more potent determinants of

later actual job field, and that many men adjust their aspirations to match

their jobs. If we consider, level of work, the pictukii-iiiay be different. I

did not examine the predictive validity of earlier job level realtive to

aspiration level, but did show (Figure 9.4) that on the average the two

' social class.groups had almost attained their aspired-to occupational levels

N
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by ages 28-29. I also showed that the levels they asp;red to were quite

digrent and that mien levels of aspirations did not.chenge much over the

ages e4iamined,which is with other literature showing that allara.

tions for level bf work differ by social class in childhood as well as in

adolescence. My speculation it that men get the level they seek on the average,
N..

but they have learned early in ,life whatklevel is probably felisible for golfer

one_ of their social position. To what extent outcomes are determtned by

_

these aspirations iather than the socie constraints that determine these

..414!A." .

aspirations is an empirical Aquestion.. As gill be discuited later, there is "
74k

a sociological literature that specifically examines this question.

;

-4,:s"

*
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Chapter 10,.

WHAT DETERMINES HOW MEN ARE DISTRIBUTED TO JOBS?

23$

'career develoipmient.in the first'ten. years after high school in large

measure forecasts .the course a thT3 YemaffthiW thYcades of a person.'tr career.

During theae years, young people make voCational choices anA compete not' -,
.

.
.

.

1 . .
... A

only for the jobs they desire but also for the reqdired education and training...

Some youngstert are able to establish themselves in their preferred careers,

but many find. themselves rooted in low-level, uninteresting, or dead.énd jobs.

Congtuepte:models-and other psychologital theories of career development

dealyith this critical early period of careey development and many hypothesize

different stages of development-(Supot, 1957, 1968; Ginzbera et-al., 1951;

Levinson et al., 1974;. Joordaan, 1974). For exaMple, Super (1968).proposes

the follawing.stages'(although the first three are most relevant to the first

decade after high school): growth, exploration, estlablishment, maiptenance;

and decline'. These theories stress the dynamics of career development and

have generated much interest as well as soMe sesearch.

, As helpful' as these theories may be in the long run, it is worthwhile

noting that they deal with the development of individuals. Indeed, most

theoretical and empirical work in vocational psyehology i8 concerned-with 11

the individual. Ttie theories have had little to say about what happens

to populationa of individuals. If we think of all-the stages of develbpment

..

or all the employment situations that different people in a population,4e.g.
.

.

, a particular age group) might be in, could ask what,proportion 6f that
/

25 9
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population is theie,situatiode. Such knowledge would be useful
0

for,understending what problems or situations are'nogmative for different

groups, the client problems counselors can expect to confront in' different

treatment settings or,populatione, and the modal or comien patterns of

career developmant that might; exist.

This chapter examines the population of HLS men in'tbeir first decade

after high school. Specifically, I examine how the kind of work they hold is

related.to several educational and family background characteristics. Before

describing the analyses it is useful to introduce a few concepts. The emphe-

sis on populations as. a way orlooking at vocational development requires a

set of concepts to characterize the evolution of a population; current-devel-

opmental concepts such as the stages described atiove usually apply only to

individuals. There are many concepts we could use to describe career devel--

opment processes in populations, but I will focus here on two that stiess

the dynamics of development: differentiatiori and di4tfibution.

I use the term differentiation to refer to the process by which individ,

tittle in a population become increasingly differentifed or different from one

another in personal job-relevant characteristics such as /level ot educational
1:

attainment, type of training, kinds of work, experiffnce acquired, or Kinds

of jobs held. Another way of stating this concept is to say that it refers

to the process by which people in a group become more. heterogenieus. Some ,

aspects of differentiation have already been described in earlier chapters.

To avoid confusion it should be noted that the term differentiation has been

used in other contexts of vocational development, though'usually with a

differeel meaning. Differentiation is a central concept in Ho and's (1973)

theory of careers, but it refers to the peakedness of person's profile of

26 0
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interests ( .e., the extent to,which in Individual is clearly interested in

240

some fields rather than others). Developmental theorists semetimed use.the

term differentiation When they ApZaak of the formation of self-cpycept or

identity. In this context, difierentiation is the process by which the child

AO
coves to differentiate himself from his environment and to recognize how he

HO
is similar to or differgnt Itom±ather_ipeo'ple.__This_usage_is elated to mT--

definition, because it refleCts the,person'e recognition of differences among

individuals and perhaps the person's efforts to -become *ore different from

others in his environment.

I use the term distribution to refer to the process by" which individuals

. are iorted, or sort themselves, into jobs. This concePt presuppoSes an
A

occupational sCrut-ture consistin); of a fairly fixed number and variety of

pbs to which peKple'are.distriblited. DistribUtion processeh encompass the

shifting of fndividuals into andjunong .these Positions in the structure.

Kndwing something .about what types/f people are,stributed'(or dlitribute
P

themselves) to different positions in tne strOciure helps us predict what

will happen tp different types of peopletif the distrtOutIon Procesees-reve n

.the same, ft 'also provide& clues abbut what:_attributes of piople and jobs
1,

. , . .

are most important in explaining the...distribution patterns we find, and how
d,

strongly'people .backgrounda-are linked to later -attainment.'

Much research has been.done On' the differentiatibn and distribution

of populations during career developmeneligut most of it his been conducted

in disciptines other thanpaychology--and has not en directly related to'

i'concerns 1ñ vocational'or counseling,psychology, ne'exception is the
,

CareSr and Occupationalbevelopment assessment of.the National Assessment

OrEduCational frogress..that aSsessed vocational knowledge titudes and

.7
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interests in 9(, 13-, 17-year-olds,-and young adults (e.g., see Tiedeman,

Katz, Hiller-Tiedemen,*& Osipow, 1977). Previous work of mine and my

colleitgues (G. Gottfredson, et al., 1975; G. Gottfredson, 1017; G. Gottfredson

& Daiger, 1977; L.Gottfredson 1878a, 1978b)employment patterns has also been

an exception.

The distribution (also refarred to_aa_the allocationy.of_peopiq_

4 '

has,been a central concerm in sociology for two decades, usually under.

rubric of social stratification and infergenerational mobility (of which' '1'

status attainment is one approach). That iield has dealt primarily witi

differentiation and distribution along a vertical dimension,- occupational

prestige or status--which.was discussed in Chapter 2. The research never-

,

theless clearly reveals?Jome major dimensions along which people are sorted.

In this research,estimaarare often made of.the degree.,ko which sons

"inherit" the occupations of fathers and of the relative importance of socio!

economic versut educational:or intellectual adviintagerrin determining occu-
.

pational statui Atainment: For example, status attainment researchers bave

provided much evidence that years of education, IQ, and sOcioeconomic

groundAthough primarily thd former) are major criteria by,which people are

sorted, br.sort themselves, into different levels of work (Alexander & EcklandA

I-1975; Duncan .

.eatherman & Duncan, 1972; Sewell & Hauser, 1975, 1976; Sewell,

Hauser & FeatFrman,r1976). The correlation of fathers and sons' adult

occupational status.is.generally .3 to .4 and the correlations of sons'',

ttatui with soris' years of education and IQ are, respeCtive/y, .6 and .4.

Although the fact that sorting by education and family backgroUnd occurs

44 t
is we4 ll 4ocumented, the rate at whicfi it occurs has not.been systematically

iiivestigated." And as mentioned above:most previoils sociological studies



of distribution have concentrated on status of work and ignored field or type

of work, although the latter is of particular interest in vocational and .

counseling psychology. For example, the following questions *bout differ-

entiation and distribution have received little attention. How does thp

field and status of work peoi.le typically de change during their first

decade out of high school? Earlier chapters have provided a portrait of how

the fields and levels of work men are employed in changes during their

twenties. Those analyses had lkttle to say, however, about the background

of the men Who ended up in different kinds ef work, that is, aboui distri-

bution processes. .Another question is, how rapidly and evenly does distri-

bution,accordieg to socioecodbmic and educational advantage proceed? AS

noted above, there is ample eviderice that distribution according to these

attributes does occur, but we know littleabout at what rate it occurs and

how'far advanced it is by different ages. Aa 4gr(-

.et
'This chapter examines such questions. In particular, for different

1r
ages between 16 and 28, it examines the extent to which men become increas-

.

,

ingly.diffirentiated from one Another In'IOb-related attributes, and aqsesses

the importance of various'personal and family characteristiCa'for

buting men to different fields and levels of work.

-.Data

.MethOd

Measures of social background, mental ability, and educational attain-

were included in the analyses because they have received the most

attention in prerious sociological studies of the diitribution of people to

1
jobs,. Socioeconomic background was measured by mother's and father's years

P of education and fAther's occupational status when the respondent was 14 years

2 6J
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Cage. Mental abilft/ test scores were obtained from thelest high chool

attended. Scores were nOt all Dam the same test (about 30 tests are repre-.

sented), so scores were standardized to a common metric (Marriott and Kohen,

1974). The scale used in these analyses consisted of a 9-point 'mall indi-

cating the stantne in which the IQ score was estimated to fall. Measures

of. educational attainment_included_high school curriculumjcollegopreperetory-

or not) and years of edUcation completed. Respondents wept also'oharacterized

according to whether or not they reported being currently enrolled in school

and whether or not they had ever received any vocational or technical training.

Each of these variables was assumed to influence the type and level of work

held. Father's field of work,the respondent's aspirations for stens and
4

. field of work (in the previous year),and the respondent's job. values (measured

in 1966) were also included in some analyses$ Job value referred to whether

the respondent placed more emphasis on making money than on liking a job as

a reason for choosing jobs; it might be considered a measure of preference

, for extrinsic versus intrinsic Job rewards. Years of education vocational

training, and respondent's occupational type and status of work change from

year to year for many men; in these analyses ehe most recedt measure of each

of these variables is used. IQ, job value, and parental variables were

recorded only once in all-the survey years.

Analyses.

All analyses are performed separately for each age group to show the

progress of occupational,differentiation tind distribution with age, and they4
4re designed to reveal the process pf distribution to jobs according to

dna socioeconomic and educational background of the men. 'They include.(a)

correlations of status of the men's cuitalt or last job with background

s 4
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variables, 41)) Percentage of men with high Ices in the dtfferent fields and

levels of work, and,(c) discriminant analyses (Overall And Klett, 1972) among

the sevenAmajor occupational groups. The first distribution analysis is

designed to show how occupational status attainment becomes increasingly

associated with backgrouna variables among older men. The second distribution

analyals with IQ illustrates-several eopect-t-of how- thieassociatIotincirernee-s-

and how itis related to field ai well as to level of work. The third

analysis examines which background factors best distinguish .aMong men in the

seven major occupational groups. The discriminant analyses are discussed

further below.

Regression analysis has typically been used to estimate multivariate

models of occUpational attainment because the criterion-of occupational

achiltvement has generally been a status,score on a single vertical dimension.

The occupational groups in this analyeis could not be ordered on a sifigle
t

scale because some of the groups differ by field but not by level of work.

Differences among the seven categories of work were therefore examined potrig

discriminant analysis because this method of analyzing-differences among

groups does not assume any single hierarchicalor4ering. The object of

these analyses is to see if the educational and family characteristics

associated with working in one group rather than emother change from one

age to another, to ascertain which of these characteristic's are moSt useful

in distinguishing among men in the different groups, and to acertain if

different fields of work at the same status level.draw different kinds of men.

Five different models of how employment is determined are compared.

Model l--tHe basic model--consists of vkiables suggesteeby ihe status attain-

ment approach. 'These include parents'4level of'education and father's

2 6
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occupationalotatus an well as rebpondent's IQ,.yeetts of education coMpleted,

vocational training, high school curriculum, and school.anrollment status*

Modeli2 midi add variables to the Imsie model that the congruence approach

would suggest as important. Model 2 icludes father's field of work as well
4 a

as the variables from Model 1. Father's field is coded into four (him*

variables: investigative versus other, socfal versus other, enterprising

versus other, and conventional versus other. .Almoq all the fathirs not in

one bf these four fields of work were in realistic work. .Model 3 includes

the respondent's job value as well at§ the variables in Model 2. Job valUe

refers td respondents saying they prefer jobs because they pay well rather

than bcause they like them. Models 4 and 5 add aspirations to more basic

models: Model 4 includes aspirations for status of work; Model 5 adds

aspirations for field

Duncan's SEI scores.

four dummy variables:

aspirations.

of work. Status aspirations were coded according to

Aspirations for field of work were represented'by

investigative, social, enterprising, and conventional

To maintain reasonable sample sizes for the discrhminant analyses,

values were imputediror missing data for all variables in Model 1.. Means

S.

for .the variables were calculated separately for each occupational group
-

tfr.

within each age gropp, and men with missing data were assigned the,mean value

for their own age-occupational group. The percentages of cases with missing

data in the seven occdpational groups varied by predictor and sometimes by

age group: years of education an8 current enrollment status--070; father's

oc pational status--5 to 7%; father's and mother's education--increasing,

respectively ,from 1.2 and 5% to 28 and 15% with .age; Ig--20 to 31%;, and

training--decreasing from 39 Eo 8% with age.
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Imputitng))he mean score for the group is not the ideal way to impute
/

missing-data. Hertel (1976) has argued that it is better to impute a score

c4,

chosen at random from othei members of that group for whiCh data are present

or to title a regression procedure to predict,the missing scare raihe'r than to

impute thepean for that group. Imputing the mein artificially enhances

4iicriminabi1ity of.the.groups._ ..This_effect.44_eaaily. *visualized by_realit,

ing that imputing the mean contributes only tolyariance between the groups

and not at all to variance within those groups. I chose the less'ideal

group-means method for reasons of cost. Although this results in overesti-

mating the differences between men in the different groups, the overeltima-

tion probably is rather small. The results to be presented later show that

by far the most important discriminating variable 4s years of education, but

no data are missing for that variable. Other discrimLiatorspareicularly

IQ and vomtionalAraining--must be interpreted more cautiously because of
-

the high rates of missing data on those variables.

The statistic kappa (Cohen, 1960) is used to assess the ability of the

discriminant functions to predict occupational group membership. Kappa is a

measure of categorical agreement and it incacates the degree-of greater-

than-chance agreement. The relative abilities of the five'models to predict

employment are compared using kappa.
a

Result!

Differentiation in Employment zind Education

Earlier chapters illustrated selibral ways in which men are differentiated

tn their early.career development: thby enter the labor force at different

ages, and they are eventually distributed into varying fields and levels of

work. Tables 10.1 and 10.2 reveal other !Spects.of differentiation with age,
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the former for whites and the latter for blacks. The upper panels of these

tables_presen't thit;means and standard deviations for severel key character'

istiCst respondent's occupational statue, years of education, and IQ (

well as father's status and edudationll The tables include all men for whom

labor force status is known and therefore includes men who are not employed

as well as men who are.. Respondent's occupational status refers.to the
*A

current or last.job and so qxcludes the few men who ref* never havtpg had

014_4, a jOb. (No,data were imputed for missing values in this analysier.) The

olefins and standard deviations in Table 10.1 show that white men continued

to become more differentiated by education until age 22. Although mean

occupational status increased until age 28, variation in status may have

stabilized around ages 24 to 26.

Insert Tables 0.1 and 10.2 About Here

Several other results in this panel should be noted. Mean IQ and

father's status and-education were lower with increased age dthe eons.

Earlier chapters have indicated that there are cohort differences in IQ.

TheAifferences among fathers are not surprising because highe Q men tend

'to have higher status and better educated fathers. In addition, there may

be cohort'differences among fathers. Cohort differences in the respondent's

characteristics work in the opposite direction as do deverbpMental

differences in these NLS age groups, so the effect of cohort differences is

to underestimate -,. (What the differentiation that occurs with age. And

although there Ea.e.colh94'd; e differences in mean levels, there is no reason to

expect that relations among the variables have changed,

Therd'mar41sO'be cohort differences in IQ and father's SES among

. 4 blacks, but this is not clear in the upper panel of Tabled10.2. Another

268
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Table 10.1

Means, Standard Deviations, and COrrelations for Socioeconomic

Background and Occupational Status': Whites by 4ge

Ans and Standard Deviations

Respondent's Respondent's
Status b Education

18 234

20 30.3

22 36.6

24 42.4

26 437

28 45.4

Respondent's rather's .

IQ
C _I:Status

Father's
Mucation

sD (N) X SD (N) re SD (N) SD (N) SD (N)

17.1 (1424) 11.8 1.4 (1480) 5.8 1.7 (1027) 38.3 24.3 (1385) 10.9 3.5 (1323)

20.5 0386) 12.7 2.0 (1414) 5.8 1.7 (1156) 39.1 24.4 (1320) 10.8 3.4 (1241)

23.2 (1154) 12.9 2.5 (1167) 5.5 1.8 (939) 38.1 24.1 (1087) 10.5. 3.5 (968)

24.9 (1088) 12.8 2.8 (1098), 5.4 1.7 (84) 37.0 24.0 (1033) 10.1 3.6 (872)

24.7 (918) 12.8 2.9 (922) 5.3 1.6 (689) 36.4 23.9 (870T 9.9 3.6 (703)

25.4,, (480) 12.9 2.9 (483) 5.2 1.7 (368) 35.5 23.8. (460) 9.8 3.6 (364)

st

Correlations orRespondent's Occupational Status with:

Age

Respondent's
- Education

RespondenOs
IQ

Father's

'0
Status

Father'Q,

Education

(N) (N)
a

(N) (N)

18 .17 (1424) .14 (992) .13 (1334) .15 (1272)

20 .20 (1385) .13 (1133) .16 (1291) .13 (1212)

22. .45 (1153) .32 (930) .24 (403) .21 (957)

24 , .60 (1087) .38 (838) .32 (1021) .35 . 065)

26 .64 (917) .43 (689) .31q, (865) .35 (698)

28 .65 ,(480) .45 ,(368) .41 (457) .36 (36).

.
a
Table includes only men for whom labor force status (i.e., employed, unemployed,

b
or not,in the labor force) is knciwn,
occupational status is for current job if employed.and is for last job if not currently

4

employed.

Stanine scores.

2 6
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Tabla 10.2

Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlations for Socioeconomic

Background and occupational Statue: Blacks by Ago

sr--

Means and Standard Deviations

Respondent's Respcnident'a
Status Tducation

... 1,

10....11

9

2

4

8

ge

8

Ct.

'2

4,

5

'3

SD (N) i SD (N)

-. a.
Respondent's

i SD (N)

249

Father's
Status

.....,

SD (N)

Father's
Education

7

19.2 14.8 (652) 10.8 1.9 (674) 1.6 1.7 (277) 16.8 13.8 (567)

22.0 16.7 (525) 1.1.1/ 2.5 (537) 3.6 1.8 (255) 46.6 14.0 (460)

24.2 18.9 (394) 11.2 2.7 (402) 3.3 1.8 (198) 16.8 13.3 ,(344)

24.0 19.3 (315) 10.8 3.0 (319) 3.3 1.8 (139) 16.2 12.4 (275)

23.7 19.6 (233) 10.4 3.2 (239) 3.3 1.7 (100) 16.3 11.6 (218)

24.4 2f).6 (114) 10.5 2.9 (115) 3.5 1.7 (50) 16.8 12.0 (107)

7.6

7.2

7.3

7.1

7.2

7.4

SD (N)

3.7 (389)

3.8 (290)

4.0 (201)

4.0 (164)

4.0 (119)

3.6 (49)

'Correlations of Respondent's Occupational _Status!) With:

Respondent's Respondent's
Education IQ

.r (N) r

.29 (652) .16

.35 (525) .25.

.57 (394) .39

. '

.58 (314) :33

.60 (233) A, .31

.52,, (114) .25

(N)

(258)

(249)

(194)

(13.8)

(97>

(50)

Father's
Status

Father's
Education

r (N) r (N)

.16 (551) .24 (376)

.19 (451) .22 (283)

.27 (336) .38 (196)

.34 MO) ./4
u ,

(161)

.25 (212) .39 '(115) -

.17 (106) ,43 (49)

Table includes only men for whom labor lorce status (i.e., employed, unemployed,
or not in the labor force) is known.
Occupational status is or current job if employed and is for last job if.not
currently employed.

Stanine cbres.
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contrast with white Men is that Table 10.2 does not show black men becoming

more differentiated with age. Occupational status does not increase on the

average after age 20,and educational levels are actually highest among blacks

in their early twenties. These patterns reflect the large cohort differences

in educational attainment and the mnall cohort differences in status attainment

which were disCussed in Chapter 6. Thus, this table provides iittle_informa-

tion about the differentiation that occurs among blacks with age. Previous

chapters--particularly Chapter 8--tndicated that such Salferentiation is

much smaller than it is among whites'. The differentiation, diet does occur

because of maturation seems to have been rivaled in magnitude by cohort

differences. This clearly was not the case with whites.

'It is clear that analyses of blacks'on variables with large}ohort

effects are quite risky. Analyses of occupational stapis may pot be affected

much, but anything involving educational levels should be carried out with

great cautioK. The. problem is not so serious with whites because there do

not seem to be any noticable cohor differences in occupational status and

only small cohort differences in edu ational level over the five-year period

examined here.

Distriatition. Accorelin to Eck_gIc.at,inc.oecog_iocnicBack round

The lower panels of Tables 10.1 and 10.2 address the question of hal;
-

men are distributed to.jobs atcording to:aeveral. background characteristic!.
.

1

,

Correlations between the respondent's current or latest occupational status

with respondent's education; IQ stanine, father's status, and father's ed-

ucation-are presented. .These correlations all increased with age among

whites (Table 10.1), some more dramatically than others. Correlationslof

respondent's status with IQ and parents' socioeconomic status increased.from
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less than .2 at age 18 to .4 or above it age 28. Correlations with ,yeais

of education increased from aboUt .2 to over .6 among whites. The corre.w

lations for the oldest group are comparable in magnitude to those cited at

the beginning of this chapter for older men. In shcirt, older white.men

are much.more differentiated in attainment than are youngerwhite men, and

the links of their current occupational attainment to their educational.

.
level and to theii_parents' socioeconoMic status have become much *ore

apparent. The comparability of the correlations among the older 'groups

to those anumg much older,adults suggests that the'sorting process may be

largely complete by the late twenties. Individual men will continue to

change jobs and advance or fall in-status, but the overall process of

.population differentiation and distribution may have large)y run its course.

This conclusion is quite tentative, however; because I have-not evcamined

men aged 30 or above. It is consistent, howeve'r, with other evidence'that

job changing decreases sharply with Age (Byrne, 1975; Chapters 7 and 8 in-

this volume).

Thd-resules
la

whites, perhaps

A

for black men (Table 10.2) are not asclearcut as.for

because af the large cohort differenees just discussed.

The major deviations aSi. 'among the two olleat groups,.though it should also

be noted that these two groups of blacks are small--the latter including

only 49 men. If we ignore these two older groups,the results arta lairly

Similar across the races. Correlations Of occupational'.status with bag-

. ground characteristics increase steadily with age, thus revealing how back-

ground and occupational outeome become clearer (or strengthened) with age

among blacks as well A among whites.

4

The rise in correlations.reflects two sources ef sorting by background.

.

7 2
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T

characteristics. First, late entrants to the labor force tend to be more

advantaged than early entrants, the latter .being lower end more homogeneous

in education, IQ, and socioeconomic background than men in general. Second,
s

among aen who are already employed, the more advantaged ones are more likely
4

than the less advantaged ones to molle out of low-level jobs. Table 10.3

illustrates these two types of sorting among white men. There are too few

blacks for a similar inalYsis: in- Table 10.3, IQ is used'as a measure of

advantage in the labor market because IQ, unlike education, does not.change

appreciably with age. (Values were hot imputed for missing data in this

adalysis.) The'table shows the percentage of white men in each age-occupa-

tiOnal group whose IQ scores are estimated to be among the top 407. of IQ

scores in the top four stanines) in the general population. At all

ages, a high proportion of men not in the labor force had IQ scores in this

upper ranra proportion most similar to)tha,4f the men in high-level jobs.

Looking at the Proportions for low- and moderate-level work, it is apparent

that with-age the higher IQ men tendtito move out Of such jibs because the

proportion actuallTdropped. For example, the proportion of workers with

IQs in the upper 40% range dropped steadily from 607. at age 18 to 227. at
,

age 28 in moderate-level enterprising work.

'Table 10.3 also reveals differences in IQ among the men in different
.

fields of work at the same level. Investigative and socialoccupations

have the highest proportion of high-IQ men. The other high-level work

considered here--enterprising work recruits propOrtionately fewer such men.

TheIQ level of men in mo4rate-level realistic work also appears to be

lower than that of Men in other Moderate-level Work. The latter fields of

work may more often serve as stepping stoneOto higher-level work for

1.

27j
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higher-IQ men. This possibility was also suggested,etilion (Chapter 7) frdm

,

patterns of recruitment and mobility..
.

,

Insert Tabie fb.3 About liere

Tables 10.1 and 10.2 showed the oftwa-noted fact that occupatiOnal

4
status is strongly linked to educational.attainment and it is less sti-Ogly

linked to IQ and family background, The-fellowingrdiser4minant-iinalymers-7..

expand the examination of distribution processes to include field as well,

as level of work, to include more background variables, and to look at these-

variables s multaneously. The analyses are performed onry_for whites

because 807 of blacks are found in only one group--low-level róalistic work.

Discriminant analyses-were performed for each age group in ortier to

find the major dimensions along which.young Men employed in different.fields

1

and levels of work differ. In particular, these analyses indicateighich'
f

characteristics--respondent's education, father's occupational.statps, ahd

so on--are most useful in distinguishing' workers in one occupational grouP

from those in another, and they thus provide evidence eboue what it Ais that

determines .how men Axe sorted, or sort themeelves.,.. into different jdbs.

The following results refer only,to Model 1--the mode/ using,tradifional

statue attainment predictors.

Beforeqdiscusaing those resUlts, however, the overall usefulness of

the discriminant analyses is examined: (a) just how diffeitnt are workers

across the occupational groups compared to differences within gtoups, ,(b) A,

how many dimensions (functions) are needed to summarize most of the diff-

erences between the groups, and tc) how well does the whole set of predictors

predict occupational group membership? Table 10.4 presehts the relevant

results.. The upper panel shpws what prop4Oon of the total variance in

2 74
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# Table 10.3t
4 # . oh4 Percentage of Men in Each OcCupational'GrouptWhose IQ Score/

#4 - '''

"4
Fall Within th..-Top,40% f IQ Scores; Whites by Age.

.

Age
R L

2

R Mod
1

(N)

a. Mod- E Mo0 E Hi I Hi

(N) X\ (N) X (N) X (N) X (N), X ,.,(14), X (N), X (!i)

S Unemployed NILF

18 43..4 (406) 49.2

20 41.8 (410) 36.5

22 33.6 (307)140.0

29.0 (245) 25.0

-26 Z4..t3 (i97) 31.'6

2410 (100) 3'3.4 (48)

-(.65) -65.8 (41)

(104) 71.4 (6,0

(120) 55.6 (54)

(100') 42.9 (42)

(98)" 40.0 30)
a

§0..3 (53) a a a/
48%7, .(78) 60.0 (50). 67.7 ,(34) ( 80..3 (274)

(67) 1 54.6 (66) 81.2 (3) 8.3.0 (53 60.9 (41)
.,

36.1 (72), 61.3 41Dei '78.0--(77). 72.7- 155)

38.8 (49) 57.6 ('99.) ,A4.0 #(63) 62.8 (43)

21.7- 23) 56.5 (69) 66.7 e (3.6 (2'5)

38.1 . 71) 73.3 (319) it

70.9 55 :) ,

.65.0
.

. a .,

14.

, Fewer tharr:ZO 4aseh.
44 "-

t.

Not in tne lAbor fOrce.

to'

,

I.

,

.;

0

4

:

r

.

14 .4 2

,

4,

.#

'

-,
4.
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each particular predictor is between groups. These proportidhs indicate

that lessithan 7% of the variamce in any Of the charactetistiCs is between

groups for the younger menbut that most proportiohs increase'in the mid

20'ssomewhat for parental characteristics ItqAbont,147.),'Mllre fot IQ
) I

and high schodl curriculum ,(to about 237) and most for years'of 'education

'to about 43%). Whereas the younA meh in ths different occupationalgroups
,

are not very distinguishable according to any of these criteria, the groups

among the.older men are more distinguiahable--particularly in years. of

t.

education, It should be reAembered, hoWever, that a much smaller proportion
I. /

4,the younger mer thn6fthelder men (e.g. 587. of the 18-ye ar-olds'versus

877 of the 28-year-olds) are.fncluded inthe analyses,-because only employed,

men are analyzed. InVition, the between-gsou0 variance is reétricted in "r

D ri
..

the ydungest groups WechOse those men are found primarily In only otie'of

the seven occupational groups analyze.d. + e

The lower panel..of Table 10.4 sfiows the eigenvalues and the canonical
, -414 4

correlationa-of.thd first three (of the possible six) 'discriminant -functions.

The fitst'three functions are significant for most of,the age irouPapi but
. i .

, . .

0

. .

the first function'summarizesinost'of the inter-g chip differences, parti-
it

.

,

cularly for the three oldest grdups of men. The eigenvalues arid, canonical ;

A

correlations foi the s end and third funetions are quite small e'en th gh
'

they are generally ificant. The last two columns in the lower panet

0 '' 1

of-Table la.4. indicate the;ability of the eight predictors to predict

group'Membership. Although the greate4t.percentage (70Wdf cases cot',
,

, . ,

rectly 'claSsifiedl'was in the ,youngest age grovei, most of tthese_.men.at4
\

1

Impl,oyed in only a single occupational 'group-ijow-level realistic work--,,

484)"

,,. , .,, , ,

. and.the kappa'(-.05) indicates that thd.percentake is what'would bd 'expected
1,

i , . th
.. 4.

I ii
.

. .
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by chance.,,In contrast3 ot the agreement possible above that expecEed
4

by chance is found COr the three oldest age groups.

1-787:7F-7617le }lore

10
TUrning bo the moie-detaiIed result., Table 10.5 provides the coeffi:

cients for fhe first discriminant.function and the centroids for each occu-

pational group along this.dimension. The first function tithe one linear

comb ion of the variables which best differentiatesthe occup.tion./ groups.

Begi ing with age 20, the first function appears Up tap primarily an academic

achi vementdimension,, although as Table 10.4 shows, even the first function is
A.

. .

not very useful untia age 22. Lobking at the upper panel of tiktable, years
4

of education has the largest weights:in this,first. function. ,Parental back-,

)
ground v,ariabl+

,
have essentially ierro coefficients and so.make almost no

4 A
indePendent cohtribution to the first'(and most-Powerful) function ,

- ating,the.seVen,groups. CurrentenrolAment in school.ahd a history df some
. .

, .

vocational trainoing help to distinguish groups among the youngest Men,
,

.these two variobles becoMP relatively uni4mportant wtth age for defining

the lirst'difilension. The canonical Correlation of scores on this first
41

_
.

.

A' function with group membership--one measure of Ehoir ability of this dimension
,

tp distinguish among the groupp,increases wip age. Thii increase is con-
.

' Acuvrent With the increas.ing differentiatión among men in ye.ars of education
4 1.

completed and tbemore Oen distribution of men across the 'seven occupational
t

,

) ,

. . --, .

The ldwer panerivf Table. 10.5 sho40 the group means-Or centtpids on,.
, ..

, .

.

.
. . ....

.
.

thiorirst discriminant function. With the exception:of only one oc
:..

cupa
4

..._
Arodps thpb occpr'with age.

, ..,

1 2 .Insert Tab1et1J.5 bout Here

ttonal Apup in the two youngest age groupsf the.pxdering of tHe wen
i

, ..

:k, .? ,
).- ..

.! .
0

.* .

.
. ', ! \ .2

4 278 :..

A,
SA .,

4
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Table 16.4' .

11,

Summary Statistics from the Discriminant

Analyses of the Seven Aajor Occupational Groups

using Model' 1: Whites by Age

Age

r
INiTC-Oiltage Of-Tii-Utl V1ãnce'WTdchTi Between Groups

Father's Father' .11 Mother's
Status Educatban Education

IQ
Years ' College. Enrolled ANIL
Education Curficulum Now 'training

18 4 3 1 5 . 2 5

20 5 4 3 5 11 1 6 .

i

22 ' 6 5 5 17 29 45i.
2

24 -'' .14 15' 12 20- 40 21
, k

-2,6 12 15 iit, 14 25 4 43 / 27
4

28 18 13 `s 10 -23 22

9

7
.

10

10

8

..

.

A

7

5

7

8

8

,

alb

* Eigenva ues of first VAtionica1 Correlations of - Cases Correctly-,

three functibns ,Functica s with Occup.,Groupi Claisified

1st 2n4, 3rd ,lst 2nd 3rd Kappa

,.,

18 .14*° .08* .05* . .35 2$ .21 70 . 705
,

.

20 , .18*' .07* .03 Air . 3 9 .25 .17 50
...

.9141i ?

., .
*, 2i .52* :08*

*

.04*
4W7

.21 51 ;25.

,

eh'

r,s'

24 .88* .09* ,.05*. -1 .68 .29 .22 51 .2
. .

4., 26 1.08* " .0511 .04* .72; .23 . -.19 ... -,r50,. .29
,

e
. 28 1.11* ..07** .03 '..-73 , .2601 , .18 48 ', .29

.. ... fV s, . .. .

t
N. .t4

,

r

*

-a

'a t

":,

'
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Table 10.5

'Standardized Coefficiants and Centroids for the First Discriminant
Jtinction using Modell; Whites by Age

Age
Standardized Coefficients of First Discriminant Function

. , e.

Father's.
StatuS.,-

Father's
Educatioom,

.08 .30

20 ..23 -.07
..

22 .08 -t08

24 .08 -.00

26
3,

c .
-.03 .02

28 ..12.' .02

, Lo it Mod

Mother's Years , College Enrblled Any
Education fQ. Education "Curriculum Now Training (N)

-.24 .35 .14 .27, .34 .40
,.5.,.*-

.09 .19 .48 .21 .18 .23

-.06 .31 .-70 .16 .01 .18,
1

,

.22 .65 :21 .05 17_ . C,
.68 ,25 41/%58 .25 .07 .15

.16-.05 .18 ,67 .16 .1.1

(85'9)

(937)

(902)

(923)

(783)

(419)

,Centroida on First Dis riMinant Functton

E. Mod . C Mo

-18

.2Q

_.

22 11,-

,
t 24 -:

.x 26 :

28

'480

-.18 .15

. -.25 -.14.

. ...45
.

7i-.16 \
A

.49 .70-

.38 .72

' -.01' .18

.60. !...32 1 -:07
,

,:-

-°$1 --
-.30-. .19

-.65 ,-.38
(

.11 .67

.10 .65

.14 254

E Hi Hi ' S Hi

-.09

.44

.88 2.06

95 lk
1.07

1.22 1.35

1.,18 1.27

1.30 1.30
"

U33

.
I

281'
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oditupational groups is exactly the same at all ages. As would he expected,

the high.level occupational groups all score higher,than the"maderate-level

groups, which in turn all scorelhigher than the one law-level group. However,

thia function also diseriminates among groups at the-same level. Thsssign-

- -
scores of the social and investigative groups are about the same on this

achievemntdirrmIsionbut are considerably higher than; the mean of the high-

level enterprising group. In fact, the high-level enterprising group is

closer on this dimension to the moderate-level groups. The moderate-leyel

groups also vary along this dimensian, though not to the same degree as the

high-level groups. The moderate enterprising group scoriss higher than does

41111V realistic group, and the conventional group scores higher than both of

the former.
V.

The,-second and third dimensions (statistically independent of each

other and of the first dimension) werb "also aomewhat usefUl in distinguiahing

the groups, as noted above,' In-contrast with the first function, the stand-
. 44

ardized discrfalinant coefficients for family background (not ahOwn here) were

sizeable in some age groups for both the second al,third funCtions. However,

the.coefficients'do mit reveal 'a clear pattern. The second function was not

the same across all age groups, nor was the ttiird. Plots of the centroids

of tile occupatiOnal groups along tfip sec9m0 and th4rd dimensions (not shoA

here) showed consistent differ() atton among groups at the same .level, that011r

is, among,the three,high-level groups and also among the three moderate-tevel g"roups.41

The'most consistent pattern was a cinbikast !)etween highleyel iacial and high-level
0

enterprising work, the former being associated more with hixn education and the

lattet more with. high fath6r's stet
.

I stresa again,,ehomOr. that the first -

functoo was by far' more uWuf an tepretle than the otheni.
-

- ..
.t...".;,..,1.4.. ,

. /

-,:. ):
A.

. ..\ ..
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The second and third dimmnsions separated the fields of work, rather'

than the status levels of work. In contrast, the first function-appeared to

separate the groups primarily by status and only secondarily by field of work. .

I interpret this observation as follows. First.,_ the discriminatory variablas___

were selected on the basis of previous research which had fOund them useful

for predicting occupational status (that 4s, in explaining distribution along.

.a status.hierarchy), so it is not surprising theft the first and by far most

powerful function wati primarily a status dimension. Second, the first three

functions nevertheless did help to discriminate among different fields of

work, although most of the sociological work to date would not have predicted

that result. To sore extent, the distribution of men tadiffereni fields

of work is associated with educational experiences'and (more tentatively)

faMily socioeconomic status, even when their octupational status is held

constant. And third,, we would expect discriminant analyses to be more use-

ful in distinguishing emong the.fields of work were-we to include variables

theoreticalli expected to inflmence,distributioi to field's of work, for

example, aspirations fyr field of work or Father's field of work. The
' , .

, following analyses test these speculations.

Competing Different Models of Ocoupational Development

Models 2 through 5 successively add mote'Variables to the basic model.

'of-what determines'occupational group memberlhip. Itadels g, 3., and 5 add

6ariables that should be related more to field than to level of work. The

five.models are compared using a smaller set of men than was used ip the
.

earlier detailed analysis of Model I. The number of cases in these latter

analyses is smillei because all men for wham father's occupation, job value,

f/
and occupational'atpirations areenot known ate excluded. Model I looks

f
101

(

t Y:5;
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essentially the same whether the smaller or the larger set of cases is used.

Table 10.6 summarizes comparisons among the five stoiels. This table

shows the percentage of cases classified into4the.corroct occupational group

using the discriminaTA functions derived for each model to predict group

membership and the kappaa for those predictions. Looking first at Models 1,

2, and 3, we see that for all age.groups the percentages and the kapphs are

the same for the three models indicating that the latter WO models are no

better than Mod 1 1 for predicting occupational group meMbeTship: Both the,

slight increases and decreases in fiercentage of cases correctly classified

are within twice the standard error of kappa. This means that knowing father's

field of work and knowing whether men prefer well-laying jobs to ones they
.c

"like" does not help us better pr1 edict w at.type,of work they are in--once

we already know their socioeconomic back rqund, IQ, education, and training.

Stated another way, the field-related predictors in Models 2 and 3 added

'nothing to the level-related predictors in accounting for status-field group

of employment. This is not to'say that otheefield-related variables wouia

not be useful. For e*Ample, the variable "job value" may be only a poor

indicator of field-related values and interests which could conceivably

. affect later employment.

4
Insert Table 10.6 About Here

Models 4 and.5 add aspirations in the Rrevious year, the former model

adding status aspirations and the latter field aspirations. The percentages

and kappas in.Table 10.6 show that.only model 5 clearly increases the pro-
.

portion of cases correctly classified, and the increases occur only among

the older'men. For.example, among 261jear-olds the Wappas for Models 3, 4,
. N

and 5 are respectively .11, .34, and .47. Yor 28-yeai-94ds, amp, are .35,

2
!.

.46
:

4
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Tab/e 10.6 ,

Percentage of Cases Coxrectly Classified.and Kappas for Five Models Predieting
Prediciting Occupational Group Membership:

Whites by Age
**

Modela Age: 18 20 22 24 26 28
itller111111111614 K SE)

1 72 (.01) 55 ..07 (.02) 52 .30 (.02) 50 .30 (.02) 46 :28 (.02) 49' .33 (.03)

2 72 .03 (.01) 56 .11 (.02) 52 .32 (.02) .32(-02)\ 47 (.29 (.02) 51 .35 (.03)

3 72 .03. (.01)' 56 .12 (.02) 53 .32 (.02) 51 .32 (.02) 48 .31 (.02) 51 .35 (.03)

4 73 .04 (.01). 56 ..15, (.02) 52 .30 (.02) 52 .34 (.02) 50 .34 (.02) 52 .39 (.03)

5 72 .10 (.02) '55 .17 (.02) 52 .34 (.02) 55 .41 (.02) 58 .47 (.02) 64 :55 (.03).

(N) (6/5) (679) (653) (710) (598) .* (356)

aihe variables included in each MOdel are described'in the text and are shown in Table 10.8., Each of .the

five models results in six discriminant functions.

bSE.. standard error of Kappa.

0.

286'
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.39,and .55. This means that if we know what level of work.a man wants, we,

are better able toloredict what work he.will be doing t4he next year--although

the increas9 in predictabilify isnot great. Knowing field aipirations_

.produces.a greater increase in p .dictability thandaes knowing status aapir.
-

ations.

The ability-of Model 5-7and pessib1y,Mode1'4--to better accoUht for

occupational group membership must-be seen in.the light of results in the
.1

previous two chapters. Oe have seen that aspirations for status of work

are quite stable on the average and, that the gap.between status of job and

of aspiratioh closes with age as job status increases. If status aspirations

are baseNargdly on variables in Model 1 such as IQ and family background.
. ,/

,,-/
and-highly associated with eduCational attainment, then we would noe -expect

#
status aspirationA io add much to our predictions once'we knew these other

determinants

mediators of

of jobs and aspiratlons, ,,Status aspirations would be priOarily

those background ilariables on future Status.,;t' Status aspirations
,

.

possibly increase predictions slightly.among oldevmen.(indicating soma

indeimndent "effect"), but tItis could be explained in several ways: . men

have a good idea of what they will be doing the,next year and their /tapir-

ations reflect this reality, staUs Eispiritions reflect the effects of other

background variablel not measured, and the aspirations actually affeCt

,

What work will be obtained (e.g. by leading tha man to search foi that woxk).

There is no way ISINoto. choose ameng these'explanations here.

We have seen in-the p, revious -chapter that man come.W'stant.the field
. .

.
. . .

of work they are employed' in. This- may account fox thh fact that'earlier
. .

. 4 4 '

-4"-- a
. '. . 41

.

a

field aspiratiOns come to predict later jobs quite well among older men.

,
.

. . ..
.

. -

Hence, the increase in predictability of group meinbership Once we knOw men tit
. -

, .

E37
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field aspirations may reflect the men's knowledge of Where they are likely-to

.

be working the next year and their acceptance of it. Beause men's field of

sr,

work is quite stable from one year to the next in the lsite twenties, men are

very likely tO be where they "want" to be the next year, Thus, it is not
_ . _

clear diet field aapirations reflect anything more than fairly accurate pre..

)

dictions ot where they will be in the.followlnieyear. Such "knoPledge".
.

however, would function as a stabiliier ifi careers, keeping men from even

attempting to move in.different directiqns. As has been discussed in earlier

chapters, aspirations may reflect social "reality", but by accepting that

yeality men's aspirations, may become.inhibitors.of future change.

;

One qeestion raised earlier was,whether mote than one dimbnsiOn of
V

background characterft-tics useful in pred4cting bcouPational group.Alem-,

bership. There is 1.early'itNsiatus.dimension7-including prionarily IQ' and

. education...Oat accbunts for level. d to so4e exteet field) of work entered.

But are there also other dimensfb4,whlkh.might'account primarily-forwhy
, \'

4

men enter one field-rather Oan'another? 'Kahle l0.7 provIdes"exidence on

this issues This table shows the eigenvalues and the P ercent of discrimin'

able between-group variance accounteyor by.,.the first three.discriminant.'
,

functions in ezich of the.fiye modals. As noted; earfier, Model 1 produces

-.

only one importaht fu4tion. Models. 2 and 3 exhibit the same.pattern'as.
. ,, 4 i

. .
4

-4,,,.c does lode]. 1;, eighvalues and
,
percentages of variance are'almost,identical

. in these thkee models.for the first three fulCtion: Model 4--whiehadds
3

'statue aspirátions-,-increases the power of the fiht fUnction (almohg the

oldest 4nen)' but does not affect the usefulness 9f the second and third,0 .

iuhctions. :Adding aspiratibps for field of work (Mod(el' Changes the s6
' w 1 e 44 t

,P 0 t t e r n . Tht four dummy, variables added in 1odel,5 lee tOtitease' the' powdr
k 4

1 .:, ;04: 7.-1
:

'

..
. .

A / '
V . s

f ., G.,4 :l G

r
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of the first functionparticularly among the oldea't men But these variibles

lao'intrease ths po4er of the-second and third functions among the Older men.
.

. . . ,

Among the 28-year-olds, the second functton has aneigenvalui of 1.15,accounting ,

for 25% of'the predictable between-grdup variance; the value is .60 fdr the

third function, accounting for 137 of-the-preitiotidsla-bstwaim;group-vatiimon-,:::----------

,

.i_rzt_r_emainingtables_show_..ths__composition of the-funoflons-and-along

what dimensions they distinguish men in eile differentsfields and levels of'

work. The first function is the most important, so 'it Val be discussed in

detail first, Table 10.8 shows the standardized discriminant coefficients

for the first function for each of the five models. it reveals several in-
I

te?estini points. Table 10.6 showed that father;s field of work and job value
I

4id not add td the predictability of occupational group, tut it is possible
A . 1

tilat they nevertheless mediate (or in the dase of father's work) are mediated
.4"

by the'other variables. For example, father's field of work might affect

one's education which in turn afflicts kind of work obtained. .However, if

we look at the coefficients for Modelsj, 2; and 3 in. Table i0.8, we see

,that the introduction of father's field and job value in.the models.doeg

4
not alter the coefficients of the other variables at all, (Those coeffi-

cients woqld be changed with the intrOduction of the new variables if they

shared variance in common.) Turning to, Model 4, we 'find (not surpriiingly)
A

that statut aspirations share #ariance in common 'with, other predictors;

. the Most powerful variables in the first function:-.1Q, education, curri-

culum, enrollment, and training--all decrease with'the Addition .of status
, s

aspirations. The coefficients for Model 5 indicate.that aspirations for .

field of wock further decrease the .coefficients flor thete

catink that field aspirations all() share variance in commodilith the more

289 -^
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clearly status-related predictors. The coefficient* for-field aspirations

indicate that it fs aspirations for social jobs (and at soma age's ipvesti-'

: ..

gative jobs as well) rather than oiher
field/
s qf work that are.highest on .

Ik

' this status dimension.
.

,

$b.

Insert. Ta les 10.71(an4 10.8 About Here

Table 10.9 show; the ;tandardized-disoktmtnant-coelftcitints-fot:-the

. .

second and third functions, together with the centroids of the maven occu-
,

pational groups along those dimensions. Theyesults are'shown only for meh

jr
22 and older. because (as Ta le 10.7 shows) the second'and third fdnctions

are pot useful among the yo r men. As the centroids show quite cl...arly,

,
these two functions aerve.primarily to separate the three high-level groups,

.

,
.

ofwork: the second fundtion contrasts I-high with S-high, the third . .
,-

function contrasts E-hig4 with I-high. The two functions are also somewhat

useful in distinguishing among the Moderate-164%1 groups: The second fune-,
I.

tion tileparates.C-moder from R moderate; the third function separates

E-moderate from R-moderate. The coefficients show that it is primarily the ,

1,

field aspirdtions that contribute to these functions--which is not surui- ,

, ....

-)
-

sing because these functions did not become useful unitil these variables

, ,1 i , Y I, .
were added to,the model. AA sdggested above, the, interpretation of their

k

1

A

two.functions.is not clear.because the field asFiirations.may reflect little

More than accurate Tredictions ofwhere tthe fieilds in which) themen. are

working in the/followingISrear.'

IP

Insert TabWl .9 .Aboüt1 Here

,
.summary,

,

This chapter charts further the rate at which7occupational differen-
,

#0, .

tiation proceadi among Males as they enter-the tabor force, and the dimensions

2 9 .
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'TheaUsefulne 94.1101.,. the First Three Discritainant Funtltiotts
from Five Mod ls 'of Occupationa1 Group Membirship:

Eigenvalues and Percent of Discriminable 'Variance Am:bunted
for Among 'Whites of DiVerant Ages

Discriminint
Analysis
Model

Age:. 18

1 .14 4,50
2 .14 50
3 .14 46-
4 , '.15 47
5

.
.17 45

09
2 .09 32
3 10 34
4 .10 33
5 .11 28

,

. 4
'

' I .03 12
'2 ., .04 12
3 .04 /12
4 .04 l
5 .06 13

,

.

20 22 - 24 ZS '28
Ev Et? -10-rt pv % 77i-r

1.20 61 '.60
.21 56 .60
.21 56 :60
.27 59 .62
.28 47 .71,

73 .89 83 1.07
,72 .90 79 1.09
72 .90 78. 1.09
71 1.01 78 1.24
52 1.10, 54 1.40

Second Discriminant Functiond

.07 21

.07 19

.07 ' 19

. 08 17

. 11 18

. 12 15

.42 15

.12 .15

. 12 '14
1,29 21

k

. 10 9 .06,
'JO 9 .11
. 10. 9 .11
. 11 9 .11
.42 21 .52

88 1.19 86 ' .
:

...- ,

82 1.20 82.
82 1.20 81
82 1.54; 80
53 2. 3/ 52

.09 6
9 .11 7
8 .12 ; 8
8 .17 9 -

20 1.15 25

Third-Discriminant Functioda
i

.04 11 .05 .6 .06 ' 3 .05 4

.04 11 .05 6 .08 ).7 .07 5
.04 11 .05 6 .08- 7 .07 6
.05 10 .Os 6 .08 6 .08 5
.08 14 .21. 15 .27 14 .45 17

"lb
4.

tQ5
.06

4
4,

-,

.. 07 'S
' .08 4
.60 13

N 't4 ' . 1 .1
1aEigenvalue of the function in question.. i e. ./.bPercent oft d isc.ritninab le ,between-giotip variancd sccounted \by the function

.1in question. w

C13,4 01, fot. all models and ages. / .
..:. %, ..,..

------------AV4-0-1-for__all.modela.._and_..ages...___;_i___________!L__.....
I, t

IS

ePS.01 dzoept for age 18 (Models, 1.,2.,3,4,5),..age 20 (Models 1,2,3 4)% and
sge 28 (Models 1%2,3,4).

1

4

A

Al&
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Standardized Discriminant Coefficients fOr the First,Function of Five Different M6dels
of Occu ational Grou Membership: Whites by Av

Age 20 J

4 .

Predictor

Diodel;
Father status

'Father's educ.
Mother's educ.
IQ
Years eduie
H S curriculum.
Enrolled now
Any training
Father's fielda

" "S

.11

Job value

Aspiration:).Siatue
ft

.00

. 33

-.31

. 14...

:201

.50

.24

11
8

Age 18
,2 4 5 1. 2

-.02 -.02 -.05 -.07 .20 =.07
01. .31 .30 .35 -.01 -.05

-.34 -.34 -.33 .13 ..12

,38 .a8 '.34 .11 .23 .23
.19 .19 .11 .11 .48, ..47,

.41 .2j .14 .14 .15t. .14
:52 .52 .50 .42 .24
.19

".15
.19 .17

.131

; .20

.12
.13 .13.

.31
-.03 -.03 -404 ,00 .03'

.01 .01 .01 ' .00 .21'.

.00
-.0,3

.00
-.01
-.02

74

.30 .38

-.15'

-.18
-.17
.30

A e 22
k 4 5 1 2 '4 5

-.07 -.06 -.06 .01 ,18 '.19. .18
-.05 -.08 , -.09 "-.07 -.07 -.07 -.08
.12 .10 .11 -.16 -.16 -17
.24' .16 .19 .34 .34 .33
.48 .31 .31 .77 .77 :71
.14 .03 .05 .14- .14 .13

-.16
.35

. 14

-.01
.22

24 .08 ..02

.13' .16 ..15

.31

,.03 .03 .02

.21 .17 .16

.24 .20 .2o-

,03 '.01 .01

.56 .4'2

.08

. 15

.21

. 11

-.01.s' -.01

. 22 .22

,.05. -.05
.02 .02

g..12

-.03,,

'

.09

-.04
-.17
.33
61

,07
-.04 -.08
.20 .13

--.04 -.02 ,

.01 .03,
. 12 -.07
.03 '-.03 -.02
. 03 .03 .00

.19 .10

.04'

.46

.10

.00

Predictor..
-.Model: 1

Ae 24
3 4 5

FatWr's,statde
Father's educ.
Mother's educt
IQ

7

Yeass educ.
H S curriculum
Enrolled 6w
Any training'
Tather's

11

It

Job value
Aspirktionsi

t

. .04

.03 .02

-.05 -.05
.25 .26

. 73 .73

.20 .20

..07 .06
. 23 .23

.07

.02

.05

. .02
r ,

status

-.01 --.05 -.03
.03 .04 .02-

A.06 -.08 -.07
.26 .21 .22

..73 .59 ' .56
.20 .17 .16

.07 .01 .00

. 23 .20 .18

.07 .08 :06

. 02 .01 .00

.06 .07 105
..02 .01 .00

.04 -.03 -.02

.37 .10

.33

..28

15

Age 26
1 I. 2 3 4- 5

-.09/ -.05 -.06 -.05 .01.-? .11

-.02 -.03 -.034-.03 -.06 -.05
..15 .15 .15 .15 .15 -.04
.33 .34 .34 .28' .23' .22
.64 .63 .63 .51 .44
.28 .27 ..27 .21 .20

.04 .03 .14 .00 ',.01

.23 .2,3 .23 .19 .16

.09 .09 .07

-.08 -.08 -.09 -.07

-.06 -,05 4.09' -.14
-.04 -.04 -.05 -.05

-.04 -,06 -.05
.39 .18

.33,-

.40
.06
, 12

.73

.22

. 24

'Age,28
2

- 5 .15 .11. .08
7,04 -.04 -.10. -.19

-.04 .00 .02

. 22 .72 .17 %02

. 73 , .73 .53' .40

. 22 .22 .16' .08

.24 .24 :15 .01

,:19 .19 .17 .16

-.08.* 1:08 6.06 -#05
-.06. -.06 !'-:02 -.01
..o2. -.ga -.03 -.04
-.02 -.02 -.01 .01

. 00 ..02 -.04
.52 .11

.17
.84

.,.22
.02

5

293
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Table 10.9 -

Centroideand 6iseriminant Coefficients
for thd Second and Third Function* 40,1404.11:

Whittle by Age

AV

group
R lo
R pod
Cnod
E mo'd

E hi
I hi
S hi

Second Function .

Atte: 22' f4 16* 28

Centroida,.

ThL nctiont
14 y.6 .28

.4

-.23 0 -. 9 r.74 -.08
-.03 -038' -.16 -.23 * -.37'
.83 .77 .02 .38"
.06 .33 .52 . -.09 1.02
.49, .74 .9 .83

1.19 .48 . .83 2.45 -.71
-1.03 J1.81 -1.98 -1.63 -.07

.13.

.60

.65

-1,18
..35

17., -.4
-;39, -.21.
-.22 .42

.65 .so

.97 1.22

-1.37 -1.35
.58 -.13-

----__..-
Fredictoy Standardized Discribi nt odeifi ients .

Father s status .49 .06, .08 '.20 :27 ,-.35 -. 8 .03
. Faeher's educ. 7.01 .19 . .12 P 04 - -.08 1.20 .08 .07*

Mother's educ. .01. -.05 7.03 -.08 .12 .15 .08 .16
IQ -.01 ,01 .16 .20 ,-.03 -.02 -.12 -.07
Years educ. .01. -.13 .04 .18 .10 .04 .16 .09
H S curriculum .26 .01 1.03 .10 .03 .16 11 -.17
Enrolled now* . :22 -.07 .05 .28 A.21 -.29 -.11 -.15
Any training .42 -.02 .01 .09 -.30 -.04 .02 -.03
Father's field: e -.15 .27. .20 .03 --.11 .12 -.22 -.01

44 44 'S -.20 -.04 -.11 .05 -.43 .08 -.03 .07
44 v4 E -.25 ,.11 .06 -.07 -.08

..
.30 ..22 -.03

C 7.04 ..06 -.02 -.06 .06 .19 .05 .10
Job value .03 -.02 " .05 .07 .11 -01 .07
Aspiration: Stptus -.32 -;09 ..15 .19 -.33' -:22. -.24 .18v.

1.58 .29 .07 .51 -.04 -.32 -.35
'-.38 -1.53 ...73 -.50- .30 . .44 .38 .04

44"
.40 .61 137 .17 1.02 ,71 .78
.26 .30 -.01 06 .15 .19 .22 .33

r

294
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along .whio,h occupational distribution-froceeds. The indjox limitatfoni 'of the

onalyses'were discussed earlier: only civilian-males are inoluded:age,
A .

cohort, and period effects are ndt disentangled; and,values had to be imputed

for missing,data. Nevertheless, the results provide e gliMpse of the process

by which people become sortsd to jobs during the cri\tical. first decade after.

high schod.l. They essentially_provitte_ another_aariát_Of_anapahOts_at_regu..._

gar intervals of the results ofthe ongoing,proceas disEributinvmen to jobs.

More'detailed examinations ihould be made; but these prelftinary inapshnts
I

do propide.an outline of the procese.which is consistent with the major con-

. clusions from previous research.on,intergenerational m1K1ity'but

also suggests the need to exAmfne the systematic variations in how people

attain jobs in different fields of work. The results of the. present Chapter

are summarized below. Selected results from Chapter 7 on-Oatterns of emp-

loyment are includd where.ielevant to provide a more comprehensive picture

of differentiationand distril$ution'processes._

(1) Rate of labor force participation .1.8 high by the early twentiek,

and by age 22 working is the-major activity of dlizost A% of all men in the

sample. (Given different eoonomic conditions, we woUld expect.a differeni

pattern).
S.

(2) Differdntiation according to educational level, the mijor cri-

terion by whidh men are sorted to jobs, is largely' complete by age 22.

Differences in dther antecedents of occupational attainmentsuch ail IQ and ..
* .

. *__ __ _____ , ',A .

,
'

4.

, father's status do not Increase, which is as expeAed
1

.

..

(3) Differentiatlon.according to occupational status occurs pri-

. .

--titiYily by age 24 but continuesi -at a slower rata through the late 20's..
e

..

1
,

,

(4) The major oueline of the disevibution process becomes clear

295
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Around age 22, at vhtph age 857, of men,are working and most, presumably,ve

eimpleted their
,

edueati n. The similarity'in the discriminant funtiona fo
6

ages 22 through suggests.that no maj,t. alteratibns maw after age 22'in

how the men are distributed to jobs.at least according to-themariablei

exatnined here.

-(5} The &era 1-1- d-istribuitetv -of-men-to-dIfferent-fierlilvant=brilard---,

status levels'of work has largely,stabilised by the mid twenties. The

major net change in ,the late twenties is the continuing movement.otmen into

conaequently associated 'withhigh7level enterprising work, which is

tinuing rise in the mean and iariation of occupational status among

a con-

all men.

'(6) Academic achievement is the Major dimension (amopg those examined

here) by which white men become sorted into different odcupational groups.
.

.This finding is consIstent with'previous statug attainment pork which Ahows

via path models that educatiod is amore important determinant of ogcupa-

tional status than are Mend family background (Sewell and Hauser, 1975),

but it differs significintly from' the.previous research by suggesting that

work,Wre obtained with considerably less educa-

.1 tidn on. the average'than are.others.

.

(7) Family socioeconomic background is also-associatecrwith

ment in different.occupational groups. When considered simultaneously with

important variables Such as educational attafnment and IQ, however, itImakes

little independent contr, ibution to occupatiOnal ffe/d or rove/.
. ,

(8). Father's field of work .andyespohdent!s 3ob values.add nothing
1

.

to the Ability of.status-related varlables in predicting occupational group
,

membership: However, better measures of job xalues and interesta should

be.A.Acluded in future'research:before concluding that fie1A-relatad pre-
,

dictors are nilt usefdl.

A

g9G ;*
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Chapter 11

'7.".z\.\

HOW DO ENVIRONMENTS'AFFECT THE EVOLUTION

OF EDUCATIONAL-AND STATUS ASPIRATIONS?

;-

271

People's educational and Occupational aspir'etions can be Jean agi products

of their social environments. Being products of those environmentS; aspire-
. -

4

tions can be uspd as barometers of the different environments that blacks

and whites experience and as barametere of the changes in those climates

ft
over time. This chapter examines ihifts in aspirations over time in order

to draw conclusions about how environments influence-tamer development.

The focus is on aspirations for level--educatiOnal _level and occUpational

status.leNtel., Occupational level-is emphasized because status aspirations

may be more important to people than'are field aspirations. Level of

education ait4ned is emphasized because it is the strongest correlate of

status,level atteined.

Chapter 9 suggested that aspirations for field of work change as men

'adjust to the realities of the job market and as they pursue their preferred

status level.. The occupational status the me<desire also changes aomewhat

,with age, but major,changes grobably do not.occur on the average unkess the

enVironment changes radically.: Major cohort differences in-status aspire-

tions among blacks suggest that major environmeAtal,changes have. been (x-
i

curing for blacks. The small.decrTases in status for all men with age

suggest that the transition to new environments 'during development cauges.

a slight, Shift in average status44spirations. The two shifts fit aspiration
,,

V,

!
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,

s ,
.al the result of exposure to new environments might be labelled the "response

-. ,

ta

to changing ti s shift" and the "response to reality.6, The former reflecti
1

,
,a cohort effec , the latter a developmental one. The''previous chepter

speculated that the response to rea lity, may largely occur at

for status asOirations, though later foAield

very early-ages

Nevereheless,

suchthiftd-ai-de-e-acur ammo the NLS men 'in status aspirations will, be

examined more closely in this chapter., liMch previous research as well as-
.

earlier result in thisvolunie show that IQ, SES and race are important .deter.

minants of aspirations and attainments. Several previous-chapters also

.raised the possibility that changes in aspirations.and-attainments,over time

might be- slightly confounded with differenttal attrition according t SU'

and 11Q. Therefore, men are examined controlling for th'ese variables.

Aspirations as Barometers of the Environment

Scientists, politicians, and laymen all take aspirations seriously;

though they may disagree-about what they mean. During the 19601ejpenrpeop1e-
0

began to recognize the potentially explosive problem created because some

,social groups may 'be effectively blocked from fulfilling the American dream.

,A decade eatlier a frequent question'in sociological research (e.g., Rodman,

1963; Kahl, .19511 Emi3ey,- 1956; Rosen, 1959) had been to what extenf to do

different.social g43ups share common values, to what extent are they all

able to meet common goals, and whet negative consequences such as anomie or

delinquency might,be expected from either the differences in-values or a

gap between-goals and attainments? In the last decade, 101 have seen'an

ation of aspirations An4increasing attention among Sociologists to t

expectations to educTonal'and occupationa a ent. 'Take for example,
...

. .
.

.the' work of Sewell and Shah (1968a, 1968b) and of kerckhoff (1974;,Kerekhoff.

.

,
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If

and Campbell, 1977) which examines the role (If peers, teachers, and parents,

on educational plans: ,

But what do aspirations really reflect? Like any attitude-item, we are
*

not:really sure what'they mean..and\arguments about' whether or not they reflect'

-what people would really do gil'itain.aehance whether they are-purely fanciful;

and -s9 on i rat6 preblent;-:-These -arguments-Awl' cianfuvi-on-s arlw
because.aspirations.have at least two distinct components, b9th of-Which.mity

vary iystematically across individuals and by-age, These two components are

the desirability of different outcomes and an assessment of the probability

that each of those outcomes can be obtained with some reasonable effort.

Take occupations, for examAe. We can examine people's aipiratidns as if

they have made two assessments: (1) how much they would like each of the

occupations, ranking them according to more and lss desirable or sattsfying
'

And (2) their asseasment'Of the probability that each of them is within
1

reach. The resulting "choice" of occupationskould then be seen as some
mf VII

compromiseAetWen desirability and probability of-OCcurence. Thus, when .

we tise aspirations as a barometer of social conditions, we are measuring to"

some extent the,effects of environments on both what people'would like to

do and what they thinic they think they.actually can do. Any. questión Willa

focuses a person's attention on the probability of Actually getting preferred

choices will result in 9hoices that look more "realistic"--hence.the comonly

.found differences when individuals are questioned about their eicpectations

and- plans sather than about their aspiretioas.

Ydileger people hold more unrealistic aspirations than do older people;

that is,their aspirations are based relatively more on the desirability and
-

,

lesson the prqbability of attaining the occupation than are those 9f older

29) le

k..,
.,



,people. 'But as youngsters 40, the): begin to fsCe or perceive more:obstacleS,

they are Yeteer able to assegabtheir opportunities and therefore, their

aspirations "become more "realistic, .", Thus, as youngsters age, their aspirit

tire becom

perceive for

inCreasingly senlitive barometers

themselves. .If we further Assume
, . ,

of the opportuniçies they
, 1

that the desirability of occu-

.patioi4 is fair ly__constant fter- the:-elamentatiy-schoolyaars jand, teze ia

striking agreement in the anking of occupations-by all social groups which

have ever been studied), it

1

n seems.reasonable-to assume that if Aspire-

tions change-I-either:lap .pr dowhover time, these changes reflect acipe044r.

ation in peopte's-assessments of their opportuhrttes,-.

It is clear, however,, that whatever weAte measuring with Status aspire-
,

e

! 1
tions and no meter how unrealistic .we thinic they may.be sometimes, we are

measuring something that'is intimately 'related to what people do eventUally

obtain (cf..Kerckhoff,.1974; Sewellaand Shah, 1968a). In short, aspirations

something about people's peraeptions of themselves or of their environ-

ments that forecasts their fate quite well.
.AN .

Hundreds of articles have biln written on the development of aspirations

and-many have focussed on differences among age, iace, social aass, and

ability groups. But previous ritearch has not very often examined changes
-)

im aspirations, either developmental or cohor,t changes (see Grasso, 1977,

Al(

Tor au exception).- PrevioUs chapters in this,volume,filustrated some'Lvelopi.

,

mental and cohort changes in level aspiratiohs. -This chaPter examines the,

ifollowing Additional questions.

(1) How much,change in status and educational aspirations is there over a'

five-year period for two cohorts
4
of men?

(2) Are the changes associated with efteational,and occupational experiences',

a

c5
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(1,4e:.',6henges in envirOments assOcited-with derlopme04)/'....
,

(3) Ire the-chan4es rel ed to social backgrodn0 .5
I*

,

(4) 'Are the changes different'for blacks than tor-Whites? Db the racei.

'develop differently and aria there cohort,differences whia Indicate chaniin4

environments for the races?

,142141.

Data,

^,-

4

Each of the-variables in the anallses is described below. They have been

described earlier, but a few Are used a little differealy:here:
)

--""Aislifiatibiii".---AWOirattions were obtained by the follminglAtwo clyestkoUp.

How much education would you like to get/ What.kind of work wodld you'like

to be doing.when you are 30 years old? EducatidnaL aspiiations 'axe expressed

as years of education and occupational aspitations,in,terms of Duncaft SEI

scores (Duncan, 1961),.
.w

Attainment;

completed,

job held.

..
Educational eittal.*nt ts Wasured as the nniaber of years

and occupationál attainment as thp

Thus, occupabtonal ittainmen't does

Duncan .sEI score of the, last

not necessarily refer to the

current year if the man was either, unemployed or out of the labor force.

tir

SES. background. SES backgroun4 was measUred By father's occupational '

status when the respondent-Was A4 years old. .14e4 were than classified into

three groups according CO their fther.'s status: very,low (Duncan SEI 3cores

of 14 or below),. low (15-29), and moderate/high (30 and abov,). These

divisions:were made on the.basis'of sample site.', Previous analyses haye used

the status categories of lov, moderate, and high (with .status ranges,
.

rxespectively, of 0-29, 30:59, and 60 plus). This .diVision Was not-useful

fox detailed racial comparisons here because 411most all black nen come f,rom'

.
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' 4
low 'SES backgrounds acco6ding to thiti'deti4tion. Thereto?, the low Caeegory. .

I.
,

. , . . 4.

was suhdivided into ihe \*Ibr-1;w.and Ow categories and the moderate and high
.

41 categories were combined irito one chtegory.in the following analyses. Thi
, #

'very-4.ow SEOliatilers include primarily Lahorers and soma operatives and
, .

service workers; the:low SES'fathers include Most operatives dnd perhaps.halt

of ',the craftsmen; the moderate/high SES fathers include the rest of the crafts-

menamialmestall.lthesalesand'cleacal. workeia, managert, and. profession,ls.

Ability. Ability teat scores from high achobl wereoavaila6le for many ,

cif the men. 'The were transformed intoAtanines, and for the analyses

reported bare, men were further grouped into threebroad levels of abikity.

Once again, VIte ! groups were created with sample sizes in mimCso the high

abiiity group actualiy'corresponds roughly to IQ Levels Or 100 and above, and

therefore includes All men "aboVeAverAge."

Age cohort. Two age groups are examined separately in all the analyses:

men aged 15-18 in 1966,and men 49-24 in 1966. In 1971 these two groups of

men were aged 26-23 and 24-29, tespectively. The,youngesi age group includes

primarily men of high school age in 1966, and the latter.group includes

primarily men Of post-high 4:choo1 age in 1966. It is importantto keep In
16

mind that7these men have been expesed to different events and have experi..

enced the'same events ht different stages' in their Lives because they were.
r

6

born in different years. The older group was born in the years.1942 to
.

1948, they were age 18 (an.age when many Were leaving.high.school) in the

years 1960 to 1965, and-in 1980 they are now aged.33 to318. The younger'

men were born between 1949 dhd 1951, were.age 18.in the years 1966 to. 1969,

and in.11980- are Aged 29 tp ?2.--In sumnary, the:Oldest group could be

chiglterized as men born'auring.the second world war, who were probably

- :4 ...T.
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et

: reeving high,school Uuring the ear'4 years of the civil yiglits Wovement, and

ir

who t in thelr mid-thitiits in 1980. The younger men are baby boom babieS who

experienced the Ater years of the civil rights tiovenient whIló still in'sc.hooli

-and who are leaving their late twenties in 1980.

A When CoMparing results of this atudy with those of others, it is impor-'

tent to remember that these. mtn were born later than men in most other widely
s

used national stirveys c7f young men. For example, the youngest wen included
1

in the first Occupation Changes.in a Generation survey (Blau and Dunn, 1967)

were 25 to 34 in 1962 and witre born before 1937, five years before tht ()West

men examined in this study. The second OCG survey (Featherman.and Hauser,

1976) includes primarily den who were born earlier than those includedlere,

though there is somp,overlap. The men studied in the National Longitudinal

.Survey of 1972 high school seniors (Thomaa, Alexander, and Eckland, 1979),

on the other hAnd, laresgeherallyyounger than those included here.

Analyses

All analyses T+esented here,were performed separately for blacks and

whites and for the two agi cohorts. In several analyses the'ten were alio

classified accgrdine to Oixee ievels of SES backgiOund and three,levels of
.1,

, .--
ability. Aspiratiotlis and attainments in\1971.as well as 1966 art examined,

therebY providing e idence about changes occurring ovet a five year 'period .

,

. (

in early care

Two lila

4 to the analysis

should be noted. First, the sample sizes varY according

n idered Because more data were missing for occupational

status, ability, -an SEt bAckgroutid than for educatiOnal aspirations and

Attainmens.: Theref rd, the different analyses do not deal with exattly
,

the same groups'of m n. Second, the'number of blacks in some of the analysea

I .

aeo

41
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sp quite small.

Reaults

1

Z79.

The first table proVides'some, indication.of the amount of changein both

educational aspiratigns and attainment Olat oCCuripd between 1966 and 1971.

4,

for men in the sample. Table 11.1 shows the percentage of man in the differ-

,ant_ race-age groups- wheaapired- to end who-had- -actually obtained7Ilifferent-,

educational leve,ls--12 years of education, 14 years and to oh--in the two

_years. The table shows several things which were illustrated in earlier
/'

chaptees: younger cohorts of, mon have higher aspirations than-do older ones

and actual attainments increasq over the five year period. The.first finding

is to be expected bécause_of the risk* iecular trends in the level of edu--

cation which were discussed earlier and the latter because the' Men areAtill
4

young and'pursuing"their education. OtheNfindings werq not so predictable.

InserCtable 11.1 About Here

First, all groups of men raised.their-aspirations over the five years.

This too may reflect the secular trends in educational levels, bUt it could

. also partly reflect a developmental process whereby the more ed6cation a,

person gets., thehigher he sets his'goals. It could also reflect an upsurge
,

. ,

.

in interest in education -coinciding with the expansion of higher education

in the 1960's.

The more interesting compariaons involve race, particularly the older

black men. The percentage of older black men aspiring in 1966 to 11.or

fewer Years of education is overwhelming-ToVer.43% said they Wanted this'

little education. In the other groups, at most only 167. said they want

this low leVel of.schooling, and in 1971 theloenger blacks have already

achieved more than the older blacks said they even wanted,in 1966. By 1971;

A
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. Table 11.1

A
,

I ,'
.

. . ' '.1N
Perce4a8es of Men Aspiring to Different Uevels of Educdt,iod-and of Men

1

.Aceually Attainitig Different Levre,ls 01.4946 and 1971: r.
.

4 .. te
Alk

A n'wo Cohorts of.Men by

,Race

Age

in

1966

Itears

of

education

..

.Aipirihg to

each educational

level

a

,

,

% Attaining

each educational

level '

1966 1971 1966 1971

Whit'es 15.-11

19-24

0-11
12

13a

14
A

15a
16'

- 17±

(10-

0-11

1? .

- 13

14

15

16.

17+

(1)

.

.

N
-,-

f

S.

'.3

25.9
__

9.4
__

36.9
20.7

,

16.4

32.1
a....

2.7
--

22.1

27.0

.

5.2
27.0
__

, 13.6
.... .

27.0
27.0

.

21.2

5.4
0.2

.10a ede

IMO AI.

(1243)

a

22.5
38.4
11.3
...8.8

7.2

7.4

4.3

(TP03)

14.6

37..4

12.i

10,7

19.5
/0.9

>.

20.9
33.9
7.3
6.1
5.1

14.3'
12.5

112441-

1;,t4 9:5\

24.6

10.0

25.0
' 26.1

(1304)

4

Blacks

4 0
a

,
i

l.%

15-18

19-24

\

0-11
12 .°

14

15

16.j,

. 17+r

(N)

0-11
12

13

14
15
16

17+

(N)

.
.

i

,15.7

37.7

8.8
.....

30.2
7.7

43.
32
__

1.1

12.9

10.4

1 \,.f

. 112.5
31.7

.11a IN%

11.7
..-

29.3

14.8

(467)

,.,
17.7

43.8 ,.
__

;10:1
".-

11.4
12.9

(356)

()

v-

/

%

86.1
12.4

1.1

0.4
__

__

__

(467)

53.5
32.4
3.9
5.4

2.3
1.7

0.8

(355)

37.5
42.2

5.8
7.3

4.7
2.4

9.2

52.4
29.6
4.2
3.1
1.7
6.5
2.6

a
When educatibnal aspirations were coded, 11-and 15zyears were not used as
coding categories. c 30c e ,

- .
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however, thew older black men lupe;changed their aspirations .coniideret:1y 4.

1 .'e-'and look much more like the younger biacics in their *Otritionji. - Howe'ver,
t .

,:... . . 4
,, .,, \ .

their acbual atiaitunenta hiive har4y changed at abi'. More than half still .

co:

have fewer'than 12 years of education.'

table 11.1 reflecis the se-Cular trends :in rising educational levels and
1

the rising aspirations ma) partly 'reflect this. The system of hitcher, educe-
. . .

. .

tión expanded greatly during the 196P's and no doubt most people-t(tgardleas,

-t

.of race-7saw both sive ,oppo nities for etucation and also actually obtained

it. One other historica fect, one which effects Primarily the blacks,

however, also is suggested. Those' blacks who were in school throughout most

the- I9a clvii jights eratlie younger group--may have been more strongly-,

affected orelse affected at' an earlier age, by the opening up ofnew oppor-

tunities for blacks (or at least by the perceAion of them) than Were the

bilder blacs 'who may-have Already been locked into a pattern off low attain- ,

ment. In short; the pattern of aspirations and attainments among the blacks

oveir .the five year periods seems. to suggest a change in the larger social

/eenvironment which had' an enormous effect on 'black perceptiotis and puxsuit

of opporttwityalthough noe all groups were able to benefit frail it.

Particular educatioual eTpuilencs

What about the effects of more particular settings that I suggested as poten.

ttally important sites of influence? The strategy pf this analysis was 'to think

of particular transition points from age 15 to 29 that might provide either posi-

tive cir negative reinforcement of aspirations. I was interested in particular
,

in racial lifferences that might occur at these transition points. For example,

if a student .is not, promoted in school or if lie drops out, does his aspiration

fall and does,it'fdll more if he is black? Do blacks become increasingly discouraged

4 30 6

,.r

x
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(or less encouraged) about tfieir.opportunities compareeto ',haws acthey '

.6"
ancer and proaaed through collftget Also, wben blacks change tieirNepiratiene::

deithey adjust them in ways (e.g., towards different sorts,of acupations)

different than do whites? 'The object was to discern when and where blacks

might need reinforcement of their espiretions or the provision of more oppor-
.

-tun-ity in- orde-r te-maitvtain--therir--promoti.-on-thiqugh-the-system-of-e-dueaiion-

and work. The data used here can provide no direct evidence.abo ut what it is

about those settings that is important, only that they might be especially

iMportint for blacks.
. i

Mean levels of educational end occupational status aspirations were cal-

culated eepara for 'metr-who-lidvancuct-tcruntr-rialr-trt-educattan-vver-lr-tviielr
, .

,

.

year period and for men who reported the same: number of years of education

completed in the two consecutive surveys. Means were calculated separately

fot each of the grade levels in question.' For example, all men adVancing

fram 10 to 11 years were examined separately; as were thhse whoreported 10

years of education k both survey years. The exPectition was. that 'nen .W!()'-

reported the same educational level in two years probatly 'terminated or at

least interrupted eii educational progress in the preceding year. They

Were expected to oi./er therir educational and occupational aspirations on

theaverage. In ontrast, men who advanced in,educationespecially those

advancing into a d through collegewere expected to maintain or raise their

aspirations. A 1 Sets of men were assumed tO'perceive their recent educa.

,tional,progres (or lack of.it).as,new information,dbout their opportunities

for future dev lopMent. Oft the basis. of :this new information they were

,.expected to c ange their aspirations accordingly.

s, I. will iefly mention but not present the results of these analyses..

3
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-
If individuals lower their:aspirations aftetoilliscontinuin§ their aduclionv

//

orif theS, iatie them when exposed fo new.opportUhicies thtilush illidVatteatiefil4e

Of tt etiofti Ate FiWt.41 fliff***A00 *ol frh* 0m11100$.14.,bak1eo .

. .

them. Instead, tha results reflected great stabOtty 6vm, a ona.year parioct.

fdr all the educational transitions (or-non-tranSitions) examined. No

particular group seemed to lower or raise its aspirations for education over-
. ,

the Ane.year pe'riod: Aspiratlona for jobs did seem to decrease somewhat but

.

they did so in the same manner for all graSups. Thup, while not ruling out th4,

importance pf these transition.points, the results suggested looking e1se-4

where for more important irifluences on-edudational and occupational aspire-

tions.. In particular, they .suggested looking to social background.
,

Tablei 11.2 and 11.3 provide information abo* who holds ttlp highest aspir-

atigns and who changes their aspirations most. Table 11.2 shows trends over'the

five'years in education'al aspirations and attainment for,men Of different ability

levels. Table 11.3 shows comparable results for occupational status. Results

were also obtained 6r.men of differenti.SES levels wi
,,

'groupings and ar'e shown in,Tabies 11.4 through 11.7..

.

aSpirations in the different SES groUps diff6r, they Sho
.

thin the different.ability

'Al hough at&linments and

the same trends by race

11 be discussed.
-7

as do Tables I12 and 11.3 so only the latter two tables w

tnsert Tab .es 11.2 to 11.7 About limy

Mean years oreducation.

different groups pf men. The

and Chapter 6 of. this volume,

than among comparable.whites.

and mean occUpationll status a e hown for the

tables replicate_finding$ front previous Studies

First, aspirations ambngSlacks arejggher

Not all studies find highdr aspirations for

blacks,.but most do (L. Cottfredson, 1978c; CoSby, 1971; Kuvlesky, Wright,.

o 3

a
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. , Table 11.1

4
Mean Years bf Education, Aspired-to and Aetua1ly

\,

Otitfiihadlin 194 10d 1971 by ti,io Cobefts

0) NAI iy 4asi aki Ability Leval
3

--011$4ty-

Whites Low

Mod

High

.....

.. Total

Blacks. Low

mod
i

.

High

,

, 'Total

.

Age in
Years Desired 'Years Attained

-19&& 1 (N)

15-18
19-24

15-18
. 19-24

I I

15-18
19-24

.,

12.9
12.2

14.3

13.9

15.8

15.8

13.2
12.7

14.3

14.1

15.8

1408

11.4

. r

10.2-

10.8,

12.4''

40.9
13.7

'.

.

--

11.6
11.6

12.6

12.9

,

14.0

14.8

(107)

(124)

(357)

(376)

(510)

(452)

.

15-18 14.9 . 15.0 10.8 13.3 (974
19-24 14.5 14.7 12.9 13.6 (952)

t***

15-18 13.5 14.0 '10,3 11.8 (103)
19-24 1.2 13.4 11.4 11.5 (76)

15-18 14.5 15.3 10.4 12.6
19-24 13.8 '14.5 12.3 12.9

,(71)

(43)

.

15-18 16.3 16.4 11.1 ' 13.e
19-24 16.2 15.9 13.6 14.4 0. (17)

15-18 14.1 14.7 10.4 .12.3 (200)
19-24 13'.2' 13.4 12.0. 12.3 (130)

4

,

4

..

11.
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Race

Whites

ge.
.-. . Tablei1.3

. ,
.

.

Mean OotupaXionia. Status Aspired to and Aotuallr'
.

,

. ,obteino4 in i966 and J971 by Two Cohorts.

.4

of Men:. By Race and Ability Level ,

I

Age in
Status Desired Status Obtained.

Ability 1966 1966 1971 1966 1971 (N)

%
Low/ 15-18 39.6 35.7 17.0 22.61 (70)

19-24 39.7 35.5 23.5 30.4 (92),

"N.

Mod 15-18 499 47.6 19.1 32.3 (237)
19-24 51.0 47.2 32.8:

___ _
.41.0 (317)

High 15-18 63.4, 60.2

...

22.7 40.1 (311)
19-24 64%6 61.3 41.6 58..9 (369)

,

Total 15-18 55.5W 52.6 20.7 35.0 (618)
19-24 56.1 52.5 (35.8 48.2 (778)

Low 15-18 45.6 41.0 14.5 20;7 (65)
19-24 40.0 40.2 19.7 26.9 (49)

(

Mod 15-18 59%4 59.6 15.9 30.0 (45)
19-24 56.7 57.0 28.7 34..3 (35)

High 15-18 .72.4 60.5 31.9 52.3 (11)
19-24 67.7 --60.6 . 30.9 48.2

.
(15)

Total 15-18 52.6 49.7 16.6 27.0 '(121)
19-24 0.1 49.2 24.6 32.8 (99)

44.

0

310 4.
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Mean Yitare.of Edudation Desired and Years Actually,

Attained 1.11'1966 and in 1971: By Race, SES., and Ability

TabIA.11,4' 286

Men, Aged 15-18

white. .

s. Aspiratio

SES 1966 1971

Attainment-

.1966 1971 (N)

lo Total 12.9 13.2 10.2 11.6
very low 12.7 12,6_
low 12.9 , 13%2
mod/14 13.2 13.7

mo Total 14.3

very low, 13.5
low ." 13.9
mod/hi - 14.8

,hi Total 15.8

vary low 14.8

TOTAL

15.3
mod/hi 16.1

_ _

10.0 11.5
10.3 11.8

14.3 10.8 12.6
13.5 :10.7 12.3
13.8 10.7 12.3
14.8 10.9 l'2.9
15.8 10.9 14.0
14.8 10.7 13.3
15.5 11.6
16.2 11.0 14.4

14.9 15.0 10.8. 13.3

Blacks,

(1Q7)

(39) -

(38)

(357)

(67)
(119)
(171)

(510)

1(67)
(122)*
(321)

(974)

4,4

lo Total 13.5

13.6-
13.0

ma

TOTAL

very lc*
low

'mod/hi:
rbtal

-

14.0

13.9 2
13.9

-

14.5. 7, 15.3

very by 4..2 14.8lo. 14.6, -'16.0
mo414h

Total
very low,
ltSw
mett/hi.

No.

16-.3 16.4

-

14.7

10'.3 P1.8

10.3 11.7 .

10.3 11..7

12.6

12.6'
12.'7

11.1 0.8

. ea a*

Left

1.0.4. 12,3

(103)

,(60Y
'06) .

..(7)

(77)

(39)'
(32)
(6)

(20)

(9)
(4),
(,)

000)

311
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Table 11.3 28011
Mean Years of Education Desired and Years Actually

Attained in 1966 and in 1971: By Race, BBB, and Ability

god 19-24

Ability SES

lo Total
e

i_very 1',

low ,

mod/hi

mo ,.Total

very low
,

low

mod/hi

tii Total

very low
low

mod/hi

TOTAL.

4 - I.

lo Total

very loW
low

mod/hi

mo Total

,xery 1ow
'low .'
mod/hi

.hi Total

very low
low
mod/hi

TOTAL

whites

Aepi,ration Attainment.

(N)1966 1971 1966 1971

'12,.2 12.7 11,4 11.6 (124)

1l..5_ 12.0 11.1)

11.2

11.1,

11.4
(42)

12.0 12.7 (38)
13.1 13.2 11.9 12.2

.3
(44)

13.9 14.1 12.4 12.9 (376)

13.3. 13.3 12.3 12.5 (84)
t3.3 13.8 12.0 12.4 (114)
14.5 14.6 12.8- 13.4 (178)

15.8 15.8 13.7 14.8 (452)

15.3 15.5 13.4 14.3 (67)
15.2 15.1 13.0 14.1 (94)
16.0 16.1 14.0 15.1 (291)

14.5 14.7- 12.9 13.6 (952)

Blacks

-4:

12.2 13.4 11.4 11.5
_

.(76)
t

11.8 13.0 : 11.2 11.2 (36)
12.0. 13.4 11.2 11.3 .(27)

..... _...., ..... ..... (13)

13.8
l'
14.5 12.3 12.9 (43)

13.4 14.8 12.0 12.7 (20)

14.4 13.9 1225. 13.0 (18)
.... _woo A mr. (5)

.5

16.2 f5.9 13.6 14.4 (17)

, ...... .....

(9)
OM . MO

,

(4)
.... ..... (4)

s.

13.2 13,4 12.0 12.3 (136) -

tt.

.44:21,.--`.----:'-7.;-

312.
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'Table 11.6
Mean Status of Job Desired and Status of Job Actu/y.

4

Attained in 1966 and 1971: Race, SES, and Abibt y
r.

Men.Aged 15-18 ,.*

Ability SES

'nth ttes

Aspiation Attainment

4111'

28t

1966 1971 1966 1971 (N)

to Totat 39.6 35.7 17,D 22.1
4

very. low _29.9 31.7
low 43.5 35.2 16.8 19.g
mod/hi 44.5 39.8 18.7 25.0

mo Tota 1 45.9 47.6 19.1 32.3

very low 42.6 444.1 16.2 33:2
low 46.1- 44

1
1 17.4 28.8

, mod/hi 55.4 51.4 21.4 34.2

hi Total 63.4 60.2 22.7 40.1

45,6- 14.0 25.7
S low 60.9 ' 59.1 21.0 40.1 .

mod/hi 67.2 6305 25.1 43:6

TOTAL 55.5 52.6' 20.7 35.1

Blacks

" lo Total 45.6 41.0 14.5 20.7

very low 43.5' 41.4 . 15..8 19.7
low 41.6 36.1 12.9 21.6
mOd/hi __ - -_

mo Total 59.4 59.6 15.9 30.0

9
very low 51.1 50.7 12:4, 23.7

1 64.5 67.7 19.6. 35.8 ,

/hi __ __
,

-
"-,*7

- si

'hi Total 72.4 60.5 31.4.. 52.13

very low - - -c

lows' _... -_ -- __

TOTAL

mod/hi -- _- -_
,

_52.6 49.7 16.6 217.0

(70)

(24)

(24)

(237)

(46)

(76)

(115)

(311)

(39)

(77)

(195)

(618)

:2111t

al(65)

(39)

(21)

.(5)

0(45)

(22)

(19)

(4)

(11)

(3)

(3)
.',

(121)

-1';'477,71",.^

r
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Tahke 11.7
,

4

Mean Statuspe Job 0,i1resi and Status of 'job Actually,

,Atialnod 1.n,1966 nod j971:: By Race, $ES, and AbilitY
\

Men Aged 19-24

Ability_ ' SAS,

4thites

Aspiration:
A

- %
Attainment.

1966 1971 U966 1971 ' (N)

'

, 264

-got

Ia Total

ve y low. 35.3 24,8
low 37-A-
mod/hi 45.9 _.44.0

39.7 35.5 23.5 30.4 (92)

mo Total

vOt7y low 37.9 U.' 36a)

'low 49.5 \ 44.5-
mod/hili ,57.9 54.0

hip -Toial

very Yow
Tar--
mod/hi

TOTAL

10

mo

hi

,

TOTAL

2214 24.1 (32)

26.2 33.9 (34)

32.8 41.0 (317)

27.5
30.6
36.5

31.7
37.5
47.4

(71)

(93)

(153)

64.6 ,61.3 41.6 58.9' 069)
.--

56.1 57.1 , 348.3 52.0
---57.3 -32-.8- 51 V1)

67 .1 63:2 44.9 62.5 . 4244)

56.1

Total 40,0

very, low 36.8
low

mod/hi
.t40.4

5L5 35.8 48.2 (778)

lacks

Total

very low

laW
mod/hi

Total

very low
low

mod/hi

56.7

57.6

53.5

67.7

50.1

1

40.2

36.1 18.7
46.8 18.1

57.0

51.0
59.6

60.6

49.2

28.7

22.2
28.3 ,

-

30..9

24.6%

26.9

26.6
22.6

1.

34.3

31.8
34.7

48.2.

a

32.8

(49)

(26)

(14)

(9)

(35)

(16)

(14)

(5)e

(15)

(8)
(4)

(3)

(99)

U
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and Jrx.mrez,1971). Second, there are big difference's in aipirations for men

from different ability and SESlevels. This is also welL documented (e.g.,

Sewell and Shah, 19$88;.196810. %WO, d6lot differ *A

ay via. ter men4ith comparable backgrounds. Research on older cohorts of men

(0.14.4"Elau and Duncan, 1967) finds larger apparent racial differences in 'attain-

ment processes,'but studies of more- recent cohorts (e.g.,_ Hogan and Feathe'rmaft,

1977) suggest that black (at least Northern black5'attainmentfrprocesses have

become quite similar to those'of whites.

.
(0

- The tables show other interesting results though. Looking at the results

A educational aspirations and'attainmentshown in, Table 11.2, it is apparent

that' it is the least advantaged men--low ability-whites and low and moderate'

ability blacks-7whO changed their educational aspirations most. They increased

their aspirations on the average by half a year'to more than a whole year,

these increases perhaps reflecting a rising floor on what is considexed an

acceptable minimum level of education. -The moreadVantaged groups did not

change their aspirations at all onLthe average. Individual men in the more

advantaged groups no doubt changed their aspirations--some up and some down,

hget as a group they ser to refleCt a ste.44,nvironment. Returning again to

. the changes that were found across the five'years, however, they do not appear

large compared to initial differences between the groups which existed in

1966. In geneTal, it appears probable that reinforcepents-received by-pen'
t

.dering the five tended to change the aspirations of less advantaged
.

groups to same extent, but they were largely Consistent with differences

in reinforcements which.the different SES-ability groups receLved in earlier

environments. This is true for both blacks and whites.

4
Furthermore, if one looks at actual attainments, aspirations tend to be

315
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higher than actual attainments by a fairly constant amountaeross all grou0s..

te IS dg if all groups had itt theivtarget* a little tit* ba

FX4104008 dikEARce cif 4/1464 *Ns* 64#400114 piisibli i6 rdrith. Ike sap Wan**

goals and attainment is soMewhat higher foi, blacks than for whites, largely

because blaeks set their aspirations higher. The goals-attainment gap is,

between one and two years for whites in all ability groups bUt * bit higher'

fot blaekt. -It is also interesting to note that the higher ability groups

attain, more 6y 1971 than the lowerAbility men ev aspired to in either pier,
.

In summary., although all men appear to set higher aspirations fOr them-

selves'than they eventually fulfill, their aspirations nevertheleas,strongl/

reflect differences in social position that eventually reveal themselves in

differences in actual attainment as well.

aspirations, but do( not clearly differ In

And the races differ idtheir

how social background has

IhMerentiated them according.to either aspirations or attainment.

The results for occupational status in Table 11.3 are in' mdny:respects

the same'as for education: blacks have higher aspirations but do not have

clearly,lawer attainments holding background constant, this resulting in a

larger gap-between 'aspirations and'attainment for blacks than for whites.

In other respects, the results for occupation differ fromthose for educe-

tion. Wherea§ educational aspirations were:maintained or increased, occulia-
,
ttenal aspirations ate,:lowered cher the five year period for three of the

four groups studied. The drop irescatus aspqations.ikmuch the save regard=

less oLalLty or race (excluding the older blacks). This drop occurred

despite the fact that all groups of men increased their occupational status

over the five-year period.

Several explanations could account,for the differencei in results for
bl

eduCational and.occupational status aspirationa--the litter being lower d but

0

816
,
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,

,

,the former not. By the time men; are 15, they have.had a decade of experience

in schools and of reinforcement (positive or ttegative) for thejr performanca''

ifi schodt; IR EeRtiast, Om mos W4b hA4 tielVestrefiehee 1*.the

001044 ORd iihue their occupational aspirations him been subjicted to lees

raality tasting than have their educatiopal plans. It'isalso true that it

is easier to get more4education than to get a better job, persistence counting

less and competition
1

moie for occupational advancement than for educational
.

advancement. Finally, the differing form of the educational and occupational

ilon itemsweould.conceivably account fox the difference in'trenas. The

occupation question, by asking for espiratiOps for age 30,. may have forced

respondents to take reality (i.e., the,probabikity of'getting any Ate job)

into account-more than did the-education question which did not specify any

tige.

.4

It is.not possible to say aS much about cehort drfferenceS in level of

occupational aspirations'ags if was about cohort differences.in educational

aspirations because a different proportion of the two age groups are repre-..

sented, in Table'11.3. (Fewer of the young than the older t4ft have had any

job experience by 1966, aspirations were included only for those men who

plid so a smaller proportion of tilt younger men

Despite'this limitatiqn, differences between the

reported any job experience,

ar9 included in the table.)

, youn4ger and older blacks are large enough and consistent erieugh wlth Table

to anggestee eehbit difference among die blaCkS: (This was also liug

ge0." in Ohaptor 0) 044 60181# Ahd 00604004.0itiEV WM w4i 101
OiNo446164, kSeieee NOWN 400 NO low sato. to tho )sn owa 1014640*

blaCks do not lower their occupational'aspirations, in contrast'to the three

(Ater groups of man. These were also 40 von who raised their edunationel

31.:7

.
a
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'aspirations most in Tables 11,1 and 11.2. Looking at their aitainm6ntsi

though, they axe not as far ahead of the younger blacks in status as,are older

of4 kot 110410/ +011# Ofk OOR 444000$ 000444 whales of ihe 1

age than ire younger blacks compared to younger whites. As 14.0,suggested

earlier, this grouP appears to have_had their asOirations strongly reinforted,

but perhaps the new opportunities they might have,perceived were experienced
, .

too latein their occuPitionarcareers toAo them,much good,
I

Summarx

-3.SitAt we_ c_ontidor ssitiredone berometitre of social_anviron.
M1u

mentsparticuearly in conjunction with actual attdinmentsthe following

'conclusions migfit,be drawn about the effects of different envIronments.

(1) The cohort differences and the actual increases in educational

aspirations botWsuggeet that secular changes in educational levele and,the

expansion of postsecondary schools in the.1960's have created a greater

sense of opportunity (or necessity) for obtainidg more education.

(2) Although these effects have been registered in the aspirations

of both younger andwirtieUlarlyfor older blacks, they have to be expel.'

ienced early (before men are effectively committed to theireducational and

occupational careers) 'to be translated into attainments.
4

(3) The decreases in occupational aspirations Over time.for most groups

suggests that men 15-29 neet obstacles in the labor market 'which cause them

06 riAlisess the probability thaethey wi)l aOleve their earlier goals.

However; man who could be expected to meet the most obstacles...4er smampLe,

MOwee low 44444094,041,0 adi iiMaie Militia] IN imillt,a60.011 so

their aspirations'to.,a greater degree.than do`more advantaglid men. ,Whatever

th* effifte#00ten'etri juthijuNdua sswaltotiat $ofl.it0m ittiofilht 0*.40. 10100

318
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to share them equally. As discussed in Chapter 8, however, these decreases

ere quite small.

(4) Differences in aspirations, and.attainments are larie and cousiotent

fiefese diffeten; SIti and ability groups. They exist among thm youngest as

well as the oldest men examined here, they exist in both years,.and changis

Ift,either aspirations or attainments tend to be smaller theit the initial

, differences.

(5) Educational and occupational aspirations 'are definitely hiiher

among bleats than among whites of thesame SES'and ability leyeloend oceupe-
,

tional attainments may be only somewhat lower fok blacks. However, the pattern

of SES and ability differences found among the whites is replicated among the

blacks. The races appear to share the same.effects of SES and ability

distinctions.

(6) The racial differences in aspirations-and particularly in attain-
.

ire ,

ments--are not large compared to the differences found by SES and ability.

The cohort differences among the blacks suggest that this may be a recent

phenomenon. The implication of this is explored further below.

In short, a picture emergea.o4Va system of differentiation determindd_

strongly by SES and ability. Whatever tW,differepces are in the environments

people df different SES and abil4ty levle'-experience, they are renormously

influential. They either affect the individual permanently,early in life Or

else they previde very consistent reinforcement from early in life. Some

.secular changes in the general social elimate affeci many or all.groups,

although sOme groups may be more affected than others. For example, the

low ability group raised their aspirations.the most durinuthe kive-year-
l 0

i

period stiidie)bch widespread changes do not appear to appreciabli alter

the distanee between different SES groups hoWever. _And whatever general-
,
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process is.responsible. for the lowering of oocupational,ampitations frau ag:

19 to 29, itti effect is smell in magnitude compared to the influtpeS which

oimpol earlier aspirations and which crested enormous differences between

SES groups to begin with.

The cohort differences among the blacks suggest that sPe:dific historical

events such as C6-e- civil rights movement may have a more selective effect on

some social groups and therefore,operate to decrdasi ehe distance between some

social ,groups.

_Before I go anY further, I should mention several conclvsions that readers

may-be tempted to draw but which are not warranted on the bdsis of my risulta.

The'first unwarranted conclu
,

sion is that because the most important causes
I.

.of educational and occupational handicaps may .be experienced earlY in life

, and that people are born into these environMents, we,should focus exclusively

on children or possibly there is nothing that can be done about it beCause

we cannot change their parents. The second unwarranted conclusion id that
,

race per se is no longer a handicap.

the two conclusions I want to draw are as fol1000. First,

4 anil ability are enorritously important and although one is by and

into themk it is not necessarily true that "nothing can be done

although SES

large born

aboul it."

The-prOblem is that we do-not knoW what- to do about it. Social background(

differences are.dikferences.in social...environments, including differenc-cs

in-values, access to 06rmation, financial resources, potential role models,

job cbntacts, and much else. .These are all things which can conceivably

be altered, 'Af. 4
Akto I.

Second, social background is becoming more important ,compared to' race

.(cf. Wilson, 1978) in determining the fate of blacks. As radism recedes,

4.
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soCtql class differences loom large. If all blacks were suddenly to be

tteat d exactly like Whites al stealer SIM background and.abiliq soet.blacks

stall fdee enormous handicaps. The last table prellented here-.Table
P

a Stark remiMer of this. Ahen classified by both SES and ability,

one third Of theites are in the high-SES..high-ability group and only about

4 percent are in the low-ability-low-SES group. It is exactly the reverie

for blacks. Elien if we assume that moist blacks are misclassified by ability

,

level, there are still large differences in SES,and as the tables show, SES

also affects both aspirations and attainments.

Insert Table 11.8, About Here

Racism is surely still a problem. But the problem for usA.n the future

'is.related to ability-and SES. We bad etter learn eXactly what it is about

JI

S.

these distinctions ehat is important... t is probably much More than just

poverty--in order to decrease racial differences in the future. And because

A

basic chan es in what we consider to be leritocratic might be necessary'in

order to effect any sigdificant decrease in racial differences in 'attainment,

we had better.bc.prepared'to make some very hard choices in the future.

321



'Table 11.8

Percentage of Menj.n Differeint
and -Ability 6totigo: By Rue and Agit

'

Rave- Ability-
Age in
-I-9,66

SES

Very
Tar

-

White LoW 15-18 . 3.1 4.0
19-24 4.4 440

. ,
k.

Mod 15-18
_

. 6.9 12.2
19-24 8.8 12.0'

High 15-18. 6.9 12.5
19-24. 7.0 9.9

Total 15-18 . 16.9 28.7
.. 19-24

..
20.2 25.9

,

Black Low 15-18 - 30.0 18.0 ,

19-24 :26.5 . 19.9

Mod 15-18 . 19.5 16..0

19-24 14.7 13.2

High 15-18 4.5 2,0
19-24 6.6 2.9

Total 15-18 54.0 .- 36.0

19-24 47.8 36.0

297
.T

Lko
Total

3.9 11.0
4. 13.0

17.6 36.7
18.7 393

13.0 52.4
30.6'

.
47,5

54.5 (N1 974)
53.9 , (N 952)

3.5
9.6

3.0
3.7

52,0
55.9

38.5
31.6-

3.5 10.0 *

2.9 12.5

10.0 (N 200)
16.2 (N 136)

1,

;
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Chapter 12

IMPLICATIONS FOR STRATIFICATION THEORY
,

I-
.. The role 'of education and occupations in stratibring society has been. . r

a major concern in sociology since its,birth. 'Recently, we have seen a new

development

mented into

in this topic--the siudy,of how" the occupational world is seg-
(

labor markets. This voluue has looked at differences un*

labor marketii as they are measuitd by Molland fields of work..-their conse-'

quences for the attainment of individuals and the prodess by which Indivi-
-

duals enter these different markets. my purpose here is to review some

contributions of these results to :stratification theorY and research.,

though labor market researchers differ in their definitiOns of labor markets
'

(e.g*., Marxist categories,. core-periphery industrial distinctions, duar

labor markets), all the reseafch finds differences in imams deter.mination .

in these markets and that these differences may-be helpful in explaining

inegAities by .race and sex (Wright and Perrone, 1977; Wright, 1978a,

1978b; Beck, Hoian, and Tolberi-, 1970.. my own work wi0 e.status-field

classification is no exception. I will remind readers of:some-of these'

Ncommon findinge, but I will got go into a comparison of the ietails of

either'the procedure& or the findings of the different perspectives On labor

markets.. What isinore important at this point is tio revieW some results which

go beyond the major outline that'is emerging in the.field,and which,.though

not alwaYs at ddds with. what we have believed, at least force' us.to think.
.

a little' differently about labor markets and,stratification.' Vhase- results

P

:32
!,
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also suggest that our, theorising in sociology has been heavily influenced by
.

our own class position as academics.

Two Challengi4 Findinss

I have singled out two findings to discuss. For purpoies of this die.

cussion, I will

and one figure,

illuitrete the findings using only two simple cross tabUlations

Results,are presented only for white men, but the conclusions

*, are not Changed wheri blacks and women are examined.

The two findings are simplel even obvious, but they challenge some 'of

the basic and often unspoken assumptions of current stratification theory...

The first finding,is that occupational.status and incode areeeomewhitt

pendent occupational rewards and that there exise several, occupational elites,

one advantaged in income, one advantaged in status, and one adventagld in

both income and Status. The second finding it; that education is more limier--

tant in some fields of work than in others, that the basis Of its impoitance

varies from one field of,,,work to another, and that it is not most important

in the most economically advantaged occupations as seems to be assumed,in

much theory. The'next section will illustratit these findings ar; will point

out a few of their implications for stratification theoryd. The following
0

section will speculate about the explanation of these findings and will

develop their
d

theoretical implications more clearly.

CoAc lus ion One: Vari4 ons 1n the Extent to Which Qoad Jobs are Hi h Status

yarsulLIMILImala

. Embedded within most discuasions of income attainpent is IMMO. litatement

to the effect that good jobs (i.e. high status jobs) pay better than less

de4%sitable jobs. Accordingly, occupatlional staius is almost always included

as a determinant of income in regression models,predicting income. But

a

3 2 4
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income,and status can be seen as somewhat independent occupational rewards,
I. N

that is, as two outcomes, one of'which(statui) may occer.before but not

necessarily'cause the Other (ihcome). Tibia 12.1 shows what happen. ify:
.

. ..qat .
income and prestige in the different categories ok work ar:e examined film-

this point of view. Thiá table-prebents in another form results reviewed

,

Table 12.1 shows the mean income andmean status of men in four age,

in Chapter 2: .

groups--26-35, 36-45, 40-55, 56-65.. The means .are shown separately by;

field of work and by five levels of educatiOn--9.11412, 13-15, 16, an4 17 or
".

,more years of education. 'Data are.from the 1970 Census'andAnclud only

white men employed fulltime in 1970'(N . 27,067).

Ins rt Table 1f.1 APout Here .

This

- ,7

df* .

table shows that incope and status differences between. the Age

( , .

/

groups (vxcluding the ypungest age group) are small comparect to,differences,
.

by educational leVel and field of work. Therefore,,thesfollgwing disdussiOn

will focus on the 46-55 age.group, men preiemably 'at- thespeek,Af their.careers.

When men'ini)the fiye fields ot workare examined a44rately,,the more

.highly educatea(groups also earn the most,money and.have.the most preati-- =

.

gioue jobs: However, the'pattern of increases in, income and'statds suggest

that the Res of payoffs or criteria of achievement differ'by field Of work.

SI:

Higher levels of education,compared to ldwer levels.are aisociated with

large ingreases in income among.men in enterprising and investigative work;

with more moderate increases in realistic and conventional'work; and with
l

only small increases in social occupationi. For any particular educational4

group (with the exception of theloweit educatfbnal group included where

there are only4a few cases in investigativei conventional, or social work),,
.

325,
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Table 11.1 301

Mean Income and Occupational Statue of

White tren Employed Fulitimer By Age,

Educetton and Field of Work (1970),

7.

Field

*DU 9-11 12 16 17+,
Work

4

Years of Education ,

$ Status $ Status $ Steitua $ Statue $ Statue

1.
Ages 26-35 t.

Ent
-

Inv

Cony

Real

Soc

8759

7957

6430

7634

7284

44

45

42

32

39

10070

,9620

7800

8620

8940

.

46

48

43

35

46

11450

10190

8540

mk9330

7410

49 13290 52 15090 60
.

55
4

49 ,

38, ' ,

48

12840

11000

11280

8550

65,

54

49

.60

14050

11470

13030

9540

72

56 ,

52

63

Ages 36-45
. . ....

.0-

,

Ent

Inv

.
Corm

,Rea1

Soc

,

"

11091

9719

9452

8668

9506

46

48

46

33

40

12040

10580

9680

9410

9080

,48

50

45

36

44

13720

11830

9830

10760

, 9950

49

59

47

40 .

50

18850

16190

14670

13470

10660

52

65

53

51.

59

21210

23480

15140

14250

11560

59

75

58-

55

64.

(

,

._ Ages, 46-55

_

.Ent

'Inv

,Conv .'

Real

SQC

1708
9095

9357

8535

7485

45

45

41

34" "

43

13130

114%40,

9960'

9490.

9680

48

51

45

36

43

15420

13260,

- 11730

, 10040
,

10990

50

57

49

'38

'49

Ages 56-65

20150

17840,

16310'.

15380

12580

52

66

. 54

:48

.55

23650

25620-

16900

W40
13870

59

74

52

55

64

Ent ,_

,Inv

Conv

Real

Soc

12166

"9214

8749

8299

9500

46

47

41

34

39

12600

11480

9590.

8740

9560

48

52

44

35

15120
.

11280

11450

8640

50

56

50

37

51

20470

15690

13710

17610

11880

52

65-

54

45

60

24680

26530

16840

.11530

12990
,

60

78

54,

51

'64,46 ,10340
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the fields of work are almost,always renked from high to low income in the
0

following order: enterprisidi, investigative, conventional, realisitc
I and

.

social. The incoma advantage of being In investigative or enterprising

occupations increases with tiigher ievels of education. To illUatraie,:the '

maximum difference in mean incomes between fields of work is $3,640 among

men with 12 years_of education but is $11,750 among misn'vith 17 or more yeare.

,

However, the pattern is different for; status. The rankings of fields

are not the same as for income. Men in investigative and %social occupations

.achieve the highest occupational preetige with increasing educatien, even

thoilgir men in the social occupations, receive the lowest incame of alLgrOups:

These groups are followed in rank order of prestige by men in enterprisini,

conventional, and realistic work. It appears that higher levels of education

71ead to high levels of bothlancome and btattis i investigative Wtork,,but not

in the other 'fields: Increased education leads priparily to iricome in

enterprising work, and primarily to status in social occupations, It lttads

4

'to moderate itiOreOei.iri both.intote and status in reelistic and conventional

work..

FigUrs 12.1 is presented to schematize the results of Table 12.1 iA

a way that make's their meaning clear and memorable foi later discussions.
',-

Three of ihe categories appear to follow the pattern whlch we expect for._

veducation., status, and income.-the more of One, the more of.the others.

f .01

. The three iategories'theimmelves can be ordered in this manner with realistic ,

,

workers having the least education status, and income; and investigative'

workers have the meet on the avbrage.. Therefore, I have.combifted these.

three groups,in Figure 12.1. Sodial and enterpriaing work remain As sip-

,

arate categories because they deviate Considerably from the eXpected pattern.

k

2,1
.0

0
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c ,
..., Men aged 36-65 have been,combined because their patterns oA results are
1., .

A'
.,

, the same.

' Insert Figure 12.1 About Here

k
X'-'1

Figure 12.1 plots each educational group accoqing to the mean income

and mean status of the workeri in that group. Means are plotted separately ,

for WoTkers in the three categories.of work, and a line joins the four
,

different educational groups ploxted within each. category. The midd/e line

is lor the combine realistic/conventional/Ovestigative group. These three)1

Je ..
lfnes can.be charaC erized as three different paths to success as one rises,d,-

...

in educational level--with the paths leading to somew different types oV

success. Higher levels of educatioh are associated with hile.income in

. 4)1.

enterprising work butwith high status in social jobs.

These Tults may not surprise_ you. In fact, yoU may say "of couise,

we all know that." Enterprising wOrk is Atrepreneurial work, including,.

sales and management jobsk-social jobs include jobs in education aril' social

service. Teachers and bther workers in 3(4-Jai-jobs...are tiiitally considered
Si

"underpaid" and enterprising workers "overpaid" (Westbrook and Molla, 1976),

,

indicating that it is common social,pcekceptiOn that the income of thljuk

, groupik is somewhat at variance with what is usually expected. The resulti

themielves may not be Surprising, but taking.them seriously has tmportant

Implications for the study of Labor markets and social stratification.

,To "simplify matters, we could say that in,Figure 12.1 we see three

types.of,good jobs--high-paying but not parficularly high-status )obs,

high-status but not particularly high-paying jobs., and both high-paying

and high-status Pbs. In short, there'is no,single hierarchy that distin-
.

guishes good from bad jobc, 'When we try,to predict who,gete high-Paying

:

Ll
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Pigure 12.1'

'Mean 1970 Income and Status lin Three Categories of Work
_

(Enterprising, Realistic/Conventional/InvestiotNat Ind

Social): White Mtill Aged 364.5 at Four Educational Le1.4lit'
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.1

Realistic/Conventionalt
Investigative

a

Mean
Income

4

50

Mean status.

9-11,years of education

0 12
13-15 9

16 or more

9
9
9

9

9

9
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jobs, we are essentially predicting who getz into high-level entevprising

(entrepreneurial) and investigative (scientlific ind medical) jobs. When we

pftdict occupational status, we are predicting wllo gets into 4 amewhat.

different set of jobs--investigative.and high-level sociel jobs. This also

nukes clear diet conceptualizing income and statue as somewhit independeht.

rewards means that it is often inappropriate to control on status when pre,'

dieting incomk. Saying this may seem like I am making a chnical point--

that I am referring to specification bias in incourdeterm ation modelS.
t

This is true, of course, but it is é minorpoint.

Meie hmportantly, these results suggest that the rfibor market iS not

segmented only hierarchically. It. suggests instead that,there 'are several

elite groups. And w en you look at what else we know about occupational

groups--that they d fer in social IV!!, And life style fosterea--it is

clear that several occiptional groups.or labor-markets can be considere51,

0
cempeting status groups. aS Weber (1968) developed that term. For aiample,

it was noted 'in an earlier Okipter.that Gordon (197?) conaluded tilat Holland's

4

six types "bear a striking resemblance" to the five faetors emanating from'

4
the Survey of Interpersonal Values. I. think the tendency of. sociologists

has.been to scoff at the value ol vocational choices for predicting one's
.

oecupationalqate, not only because we assume that many people have verilit.'

little choictLabout the jobs they get, but also because we assume.that

_everyone would want the same jobs if they hadany prospects of getting what

they wanted. If we allow, though,.that there are aeveral types of gboa jobs

and that they constitute very different social milieaux (often with con.1
A

Meting values), then it makes sense after all to ask about the formation
t

and pursuit of voCetional eheiees-- t least for individuals with some chance

330
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of-entering one of the elite groups.
,

The foregoing conception of labor mcrkets as including several competing

elites (c.t, Bottpmore, 1964) is quite,different from current models of labor

markets. Although sociologists have begun to stress the importance 'of struc.

tural variations in labor markets--h4nce., the growth of this topic In soci-

dk

ology--jobs are still ordered undimensionally. Within dual labor market *

theory (e.g. Gordon, 1972) jobs in the.primary sector are clear1y superior

to those in the secondary market. Tun-Ping to-,a slightly different concept-
.

.ualization of markets, lobs in core industries are better than jobs in pert-
.

pheral industries (Beck, Horan and Tolbert, 1978). Marxist conceptions (e.g.

Wright., 1978b) include more than two groups of vorkdrs but still order them

from the least to the most exploited. Mosf sociological conceptions of Plbor

markets leave one with the sense that the most,favored group of workers--

usually businessmen--are exploiting all others, that there is a victiM and

a victor. Some workers tre just bigger victims than othert.

,

I am not saying there are no victims in my view of the,world. Much of

my work is devotd to underttanding occupational segregation by race and

sex. I am simply pointing out somethinginteresting a out o we tend to

label4the exploiters. Most college professors are classified as heing in

social jobs; jobs of high status but only moderate pay. Academic researchers

/ are claitified'a's investigative workers. In dither case,professor'S belong.

to an occupational status.group Which hat social values quite divergent from

those of enterprising (entrepreneurial) workers. In addition, those entre-.

preneurs are better paid 'even though theylypically have less eduCation.

4
Adademics may or may not be wrong, but it is quite understandable that they

would label entrerreneurs aS the exploiters of soci4ty glen the membership .

331
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of academics in a quite'different status ell:nip., The hp.lief.lystems of

academics are conditioned (411 they are for'all people) 'by their status group.

membership and these in turn 'determine which theories they tend to accept

or reject.

Conclusion Two: Variations in the Association of Education with Status ,

and Income

.1 would now like,to highlight one more set of rdsults, results about _

the impoetance of fonmal education for entering and succeeding in the dif-
:

ferent fields of work. The results' in Table 12.1 indicate in a rough way

6

that education is more important in some fields of work than in others. I

will not review the more elaborate analyses reported earlier, but will say

that when income is regreased on education (controlling for several other

incothe determinants) regression coefficients for education vary, widely in'

the different categories of work. WherbjOccupational status ietcontrolled

(which Is typical procedure-though, as I have said, probably inappropriate),
.

the metric coefficients for white men 36-45 in realistic, social, conven-

tional, investigative:, and enterprising work are respectively 274, 475, 168,

986, and 661, When prestige is not controlled they.are respectively, 442,

_ 1586, 361, 1250, and 796. These results, are mentioned to show how dramailtt

the differences are. And as discussed in ChaptAr 4, .analbgous results have

beqn used by other researchers (e.g. Wright, 1978) to argue that the

returns to education vary according io the labor market one works it.n. I

would like to mention A few more results, though, that proiride a clqarer

picture df.how education is or is ne,t,impoitant to ocCupational success-.

and.which:challenge same assumptions about'educational stratification.

The regression coeffrcilInts listed abovej suggest that education maY'

f .

a
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----Alba most imPortant for income in enterOtising work (if status is considered

a determinant of income). This is essentially consiltent with what Wright
.

(1978b) found becaese his manager/supervislr group,is largely enterprising

workers. Only it a limited.sens, is ehis conclusion true, however because
.1

the educational levelbrequired to dhter that work can be quite low. yaBle 12.1
,Ar"

indicated that if a man has only a high ichoot education or less, enterprising

work is bx fait the. most economically rewarding. In contrast,' as Table r2.2

suggests, a college degree appears tO be.essential for entering many jobs in

either of the two other major groups Of "good'' jobs--social and investigative

work"because helf of the workers in those jobs havp A college degree4 Again,

the more elabora*discriminant analyses reported in Chapter 10 controlling '

for fetidly background, IQ, and other background variables support thitfrcen-'

elusion.

Insert Table 12.2 About Here

I will summarize the results by referring again to Figure 12.1.:.

cation is linked much as we expect to success in the realistioiconventional/

investigative set og jobs, Realistic (manual and skilled trades) work re-

quires little schooling, is not prestigious and.pays little; conventiOnal

(clerical and other lower white collar) work requires more academic pkills

and is genera ly more'prestigious and better iaying wdrk; investigative

(scientific and medical),work4oquires muCh edbcation,, is quite prestigious.

and often pays w 11.

4. The resuks for men in enterprising and social occupations deviate

from ihe expected Pattern, though, Enterprising work is high paying but often

does not require a high education nor is it very prestigious. Conversely;

social occupations require extensive education, are generally prestigious

3 3 3 _



Table 12.2

Percentage of Men in Different Educational Levels

Sill Fields of work: -

White Men 26-65.Employed Fulltime

4.4444.-440.

Field

work,

of Years of Education

<8 9-11 12. 13-15

Percentage at each Educational Level:

Real

Inv

,\, 27 25 A__37

7 8 23 15

Art 2 6 25 22
8oc 5 7 19 10

Ent 7. 13 33, 20 '
Cony t 6 - 11 ., 36' 23
TOTAL 17 19 33 13

309

. ,

16+. Total
i

By type of ifork

3 ' 100

41 . loo
44 100

59 100

26 100

24, 100-

18 . tOo

4

(

a

7
Percentage in eacil Type of WOrk: By Educational Level

82 72 _.....__., 59 34 . 10 53,Real
Inv 3 4. 6 10 21 8
Art <1 <1 1 3 4 2

Soc 2 ' 2 4 5 21 6

Ent 10
_

18 25 39 "I 38 25 '-

,Convr 2 4 6 16 8 6

TOTAL 100 100 100 100 100 100'

(N)

Real ,--1861 j634 5290 1170 ' 4134 14439 4

Inv 156 187 503 332 : 1031,,, 2209

Art 10 27 110 97 . 192 -.436

goc 81 125 316 472 . , 995 1689

t. 47b 900 2246 144 1751 , 6737

Cony ,94 177 566 353 367 . 1557

TOTAL '.4678 505p 9031 3488 4820 27067

sY,
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but,do-not pay well. Education is clearly not responsible for tha income

differences found in entAprising work nor is it sufficient to produce such

effects in social occupations.

If we consider occupational success to be either high 'income 'or high

prestige1 then education seems overallto be most important in social. and

investigative work, leas important in conventional and enterprising work, and.

least briportant in rTalistic work. (See L. Gottgredson, 077, for'a mbre

detailed discussion of the results.supOorting this conclusion0 The iormal
1 , '*.s10 .

educational system therefore appears to be a conduit to two types- of high. ,,

level work--in94stigatilie and_gocial jobs.4.Because otCupational Success SeeMS
,

,

to be readily,available in enteiprisingiPark- without much education in many

cases, the educational systam is clearly not as important is A conduit, to

attainment in enterprising work. The implications of this conClusion for

stratification'theory will become clearer when I discuss why these,variationC
.4

exist, but I-will mention one thing now. Conflict theories of ,educatid

stratification maintain that edUcation t valuable largely becaute education

is used by eliteS to 'legitimate their adliantageous positipn within the social

systerdrather than *cause education contribdtes to worket produetivity.'

'Although the elite referred to is ueualty the'income (and therefore a business)

elite, my rOults Show that this occupational sector has lower educational

requirements than.other sectors. If education.is a tool of the income elite,

it is puzzling,yhythey have less eftcation thatt4thee occupational groups.

A

Explanations ac a t ions

Substantial variatieniimrewards-and their deterWinants existin

different spheres of the occupational world. My work shows this.. The' work

of others is increasingly demonstrating this as wel. The task nOw is to go

..

I

4.

A
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back and explain why these variations exist, and why they (milli in the parti.

cular patterns that they do'. It is also time to see how these variations

support or modify existing theories of stratification. .In the following

discUssion, I speculate about the answers to two questions. First, why do
,

patterns of reward vary among different lahor'markets? I will focus'on the

narrower question of why'We find large differegces in the mix of income and

Stiithi-i in different occupational elites. Second, why is education mom'

hmportant in some fields of work than in others, and ho4 is it impOrtP

§alaihieLetheDiffere aLIALTIBLALIsksan_InA_Ntae-

I am assuming now that enterprising, social, And investigative workers

4' belong to-aifferent elites (if they belong to any.elite at all). My specula-

.tións for their different patterns of reward are based on the following assump.

tions. Workers in the different fields of work perforM different functions iff
V

society. The functions they pevform provide them access to different /sources

of power in society.. BecaUie thA sources of pawer differ, so do the desired
"No*

0,goods which can be obtained-from those'sources.

At firyt glance, the power of enterprising, work appears to be.baied on'

its codtrol over the production of goods. Because enterprising wQrk corre-

sponds roughly to the Marxist-type categories of bourgeoisie'and manager,

one explanation that immediadialy springi to mihd.is that,enterprising workers

control the social relations of production. .But'this explanation is .weak,

particularly in our day of some very strong labor unions. It Is also weak -

if wexealize that not only do busineas owners and managers make a. lot of

monpy, but many of their salesmen do too.
.

Salesmen (also, enterprising worker's)

- ,

do ndlt directly.cbntrol the labor of others. The control they do have, and

which they share with managers,
c

is some measure of cdntrol over customer -

.7,11ALE,
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tastes and consumption patterns. Thqir reWards are those aontingent upon

customers making purchases in the private sectOr, and no.particular esteei

(i.e. occupational prestige) is accorded them for their role in promoting and

4
profiting from these transactions.

'Workers in social jobs perform functions which are highly valued in society,

bech as the maintenance of educatien, health, religiop and the socialization

1

of the young.. They are often services which are designated by pzofeesionals

and public officials as necessary for the health and welfare of.citizene.

These are the iervices fer which consUmers eithei will not pay (public health

services), cannot pay (welfare and rehabilitation services), or are not expected

% to pay directly (primary and secondary education). Revenues for)these servicesf.

are not directly related to public demand and,-the activities are generally

funded by'non-profif.or voluntary organizations or by government. These( -

funding agencies are not likely to raise much more Money thee absolutely

- necessary to Maintain-services. 'Furthermore, an increase in demand for goods

and servicei means increased revenues in the private sectoz''bu't it means a ,

strain on already limited budgets in the public sector. As a result, the

general level of income foi providers of social services is low and fluct-
,

uates little, if at all with changes in demand for servicee. Although poorly

paidt_auch jobs may be accorded p high degree of respect because of the..

functions performed. Explanations for the low incoMe among the helping

occupations--such as teaching-7often revolve atound the non-Competitive

market position of the women who often predominate.in them. .We night elk,

though, if we would expect incoMea to be much higher even if all such workers

were males once we consider the iources of fundi available to pay those workera.,,

-.The power'of investigative workers is based on the mistery and practical

V
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usefulness of fairly abstract knowledge. For-their production and, apparent

Control of this knowledge they are accorded piestige. To the extent that

they can use'this knowledge.to produce marketable goods and services' they

: reap monetary rewards. Physicians pre a prine example .of workers able to

garner both income and respect ibr.their services.

Having arraYed occupational or social groups from most to kast_advantaged,

and having not allowed for aeveral advantaged group84 sociological theorizing

ha's tended to focus on only one source of power in society. This is apparent

in Marxist theories of social class, which foqus on control over the social

relations of production. As more empirical researCh is being conducted with ,

Marxist categories and .as more, anomolies are discovered,'hoVever, conceptions

of occupational groups and their bases of control are being revised. For

example, Wright (1978b) was unable to explain the low pay of, o011ege professors

within his managerial class) and he ha's since (1978a) created a new worker

cateoryvenautonomous' employeeswhich is characterized nbt by its con-

trol over employeeaior subordinates but by "a lot of freedom and decisions."

Explanation,of Variations'in the tmportante of Education

Explanations about the value pf scheoLing state that schools either

seleAkor produce -students with one or more of the following such chSracter-

istics:, intelligence, trainability, technical skill, or knowledge, social

skill's, personality traiti %ch as obedience,-or ascribed social attributes

such as race, sex; or social class. These traits are Often discussed as

reflecting efther a'coriflict or a functional basis of educational stratifir,

Cation (Collins,'.1971). Thaut'is, some characteristics are seen as actually

contributing to worker productivity, whereas others are simply criteria used

by the elite to legitimate selecting personi.of their own kind for good jobs..

aaa
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There is dieleeement abOOt whether some traits such as IQ are actually

functional or not (Bowles & Gintis, 1972/1973), boi more Often it is assumed

that the other traits fall into either the functional or the conflict category,

For example, academic and technical skills generallY'are,considered. to be

functional, with odial skills or race falling into the conflict categoryl

The truth probably is that any trait can be classified as either functional'

--ar not-depending on the tYpe of work considered. This point eholad become

clear below.

At least four characteristics of work-seem hmportant in accounting for,

-the diffeAntial importance of education for entering and succeeding in various

types of Work: (1) ,phe use of academic competencies on the job; (2) diffi-

culty in evaluating worker performance (3) high risk/high gain' aasociate

with variable worker performance; and (4) occupational, values coniistent.

,
with educational system values. The more of these 'characteristics that apply

to an occupation; the-more tmportantoeducation is likely toim ior ehat

field of work,.

Table 12.3 summarizes speculstions about how each characteristic applits

to.the six:fields of work. None'of the characteristics apply to realistic

work but most apply to the types of occupations for which edUcation.is appa-

rently most. importantinvestigative and social occupations. v

Insert Table 12.3,Abeut'Rtre

(1) TUseiofACad(mdcCcelmsja_!h5:_Iob. Realistie work requires

skills in work4ng withipthings; invdstigative work demands skills in 4orking
0'

with both data 'and things; enterprising, artiatic, and*cial.require skills

in working with *data and people; and conventiorol requires skills in working

with data (L.-Gottfiedson, in press). rf Academic talents are, assumed to 6.4

3 3 9
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Table 12.3 '4

Four Predictors of the Importance of Education and Speculhtion'about
the Degree to Which they Characterize Different Fields of Work

O'

Characteristics Fields of Work

iteal Cony Ent Art' Soc Inv

(1) Use of academic competencies
on the job low mod mod low mod high,

--(2) Difficulty of evaluating:
worker performance 14 low low low mod high mod

. f v

(3) High risk/high gain from
variable worker perfor-,
mance low'- low high low high high

(4) Congruence of occupational 1

values with educational
systems values

, low low, low high high - high

Importance of education low mod mod . mod high high

It

r

340

1
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required for working with data, Chan they.are least.important in reakistic

Work. Education was also found to be least important in this type of work.

lavessieettve wer01(seience and 'Iodising) could be expeitedte require the

greatest academic skills because the work demands a high level of quantitative

competencian and abstract thinking. Conventional work could be assunied to
,

demand less abstract thinking and more manipulation of records, and so require

less academic, talent_ than for _towastigative-work-but-more-then-foctealittic--

work., This is consistent with differences in the importance of ediicktion

and observed differences in mean test'scores for peotole in these types of
,

occupations.

-As noted before, enterprising and social occupations are somewhat apecial

'les. Holding education.conetant, men in enterprising work tern muchloore

//sand men in sotiat occupadinA earn much lest than might be expected. One'
l

hypothesis might be that the most intellectually talented (but noi necessarily
.

highly educated) are drawn into. enterprising.work. However, this does not

appear to be the case. .IQ's are lower .among men in entdrpriting work than they

are among other groups of workers in high level jobs (seehapter 16). Given

.the types of talents required in social and enterprising work, this ii,not

surprising. Unlike realistic, conventional and,investigative work, enter-,

priiing and social occupations require skills working with people--th Eir

I

for selling, persuading, managing, and leadingi and the latter for cur ng,

) teaching, enlightening, and helping. We would not'expect academic s ills

,

to be as important for success in these types of work relativ to , n-academiO
,

,04141-ic-1 Oftd-wo-taikine
/
skplicit thatia#40.044 104444 miskity mil MIN 0004iii

these"skills. Nevertheless, itis not clear why higher academic credentials

$ 4,41

berequired but be associaced with lower compensation in soFial occu-

pations.thfn in enterprising ones,

A

,
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Differences in.the importance of education clearly depend on more than

the types of talents that schools foster. 'As conflict theoristi havi pointed

4t, She advantage oten education is found not only in the asedette talents

111.
and,knowledge it foatexs, but also in.the credentials it confers. Thi next

two characteristics illustrate why educational credentials vil4 be more.impor-

tent in some types of work--regardress of actual talent.

1(--2} -Difficulty In-pral-uatinErWorke-rP6r,fmtonce. Credentiiii-are often

regeNikd as unfortunate by-products of the educational system partly because ,

Ow are considered an,illegitimate substitute by employers for actual measures

of competence.

measure in some

To some extent, this is trim

typee of work. It could be

, ut compe'bØhce is difficult to-
.. (

expected, then, that the ffelds

of work in Which competence is difficul.t to assess will also be associated

with the-highest educational credentials--particularly if variability inI.
competence is associated with either.high risks or high gain.

Performance meaeures- ate ensier to construct and are more clearly mean.-

ingful in realistic, enterprising, and conventional work than in investigative

and social occupations. Realistic work often remits in tangible products_

which can be observed, counted, or te(ked. Quality of work and clerical

aptitude can be readily assessed in conventional work. .Sales volume end.
_

other economic performance are generally accepted criteria for evaluatlng

sa espeople and:managers. s..

n contrast, pe'rformance measuree are more controversial in investiga-

tive rk..- For
.

example, Scientists are typically-evaluated-according toTthe

' nuinber projects and publications they have ptoduced, but Audgments-about
'

.the quali of most work yary so-widely that therifare no clear critery for

- judging quality. Workers in,sOcial occupations are particularly diffieult

. .

...4.,;1114(Sql
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6 evaluate end evaluation itself is often cantroversial. For example,

explicit criteria ore seldom used to evaluate teachers, and any evaluation

at all ts infrequent after the first probationary years.

If worker performancia is difficult to evaluate, tben employers will tend

to base their evaluatiohs on the techniques that the woriterteuse rather fhan

On the effects that they have; In turn, employers will tend io,depend on

-c-redentie-1-s- and--extensivetrainingasguerantee-s--of-worker-qualttyHence ,

.four or more years of college are more often required in social and investi-
,

gativd jobs than in the Other types of work to ensure that a worker is com-
,.

petent. Unable to evaluate performance, employers demand expensive training

and certification by educators Who presumably shopld be able to,judge competence.°

(3) ,High Risk/High Gain of Variability in Performance: It is not clear

that occupations can 06 ordered according to their hmportance to society as

'Davis and Moore (1945) suggest, but it is clear that peOple are more concerned
1

about the consequences of variable:performance in some occupations.than in

others. People are probably more.concerhed about performance when there is a

possibility of strongly. influencing the lives ef people 'or the financial

viability of ad orgenizeition. People are more anxious about the conZequences

of incompetence or inappropriate behavior among People wh Irk with'people--
,

for example, medicine, education, and social service --thin among people who

work with things (skilled Crades) or records (clerical and office work).
4..

Organizatiohs may 156 be More concerned about the monetary benefits.and.

.1 .) .

tiskobassociated with the rp-formance of salesmen and managers (enterprising
y

workers) than with production (realistic) and clerical and accounting (con-

vention'll) personnel becpuse managers Andsalesmen-are the woikers most likely

to have iMportant effects'on the viability of the Organization.

4 )
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Jobs with higherisk_or high gain associated with wariable performance are

often the same as jobs which require considewable respondtbility, but the

notion of high risk/higil gain is broader. For example, icientists (investi-

gative workers) may have no-direct responsibility *for lives or money

work may have prOfound Fong-term effeicts on both.

If employers are anxious to ensure thet they have capable workers, they

-may fall back-upon- educational lavit a r1ni11 toot genertl 461-My and

po attempt to decrease their risks by employing the more educated person.

Employers for high risk/high gain jobs may also employ'more highly educitied

workers than they actually need tn oider'to convince clients, boards of,

directors, the general public, and other interested parties that they employ

401114
"well qualified" workers.

(4) Values ConvUent with Educational System. Both schools and occupa-

tional settings are potent social environments which influence the interests,

activities, and values of individuals in those settings. Many educators in-.

sist that schools should develop in their students not only knowledge but also

a variety of social and ethical values--good citizenship, huManism, intell-

ectualism, responsibility, respect for others. Correspondingly, occupations

also constitute, "moral pommunities" (DurkheiM, 1893/1964) vhich reinforce some

interests and values but discOurage others. Furthermore, diver entvalues

anotinterests:are encouraged by different occupational groups. BookkeePers,
d

realtors, high school teachers, musicians,and truck drivers not only,perform

different activities on the jail) they also have diffeAlt self-images, life
.

goals, political opinions, and standards of morality (Gordon, 1975; H011and,

1973; Campbell, 1971), Expreasing an occupational- preference means expressing

a preference for a self-image and life style as 'well aA a particular set of

345



job Activities. Given our strong stereOtypes of 'different kinds. of woikers

and the surprising lack of knowledgelbout ocdupations Among aspirants to

most Jobs6the preferences for life style may be more imPortant determinants .

of occupational choice than 04 preferences foi actual job activities;

',The educational system can play a strong role in channeling 'people.to

different jobs, because the values dominant Ilivthe educational system Are

congruent with those of moue occupations but divergefit-from thoW-Of others.

InterlectuaLism, humanism, and a broad world view are all characteristic goals

of schools--particularly of colleges--and are dominant values in investigative,

social, and artistic occupations but not in realistic, enterprising, and

conventional work, where practicality, power, and materialism are more.

dominant values.

students for the

We would expect, then, that most schools would socializeg
-

first three,types of work. Universities in partidular could

be expected to be uncomfortable environments fo-r aspirants to realistic,

enterprising, or conventionatoccupations, Therefore, although higher educa-

tion may not foster well the interpersonal competencies important in both

1

social avid enterprising occupations, education is a congenial environment for

aspirants to social jobs but not for aspirants

enterprising work. This could account in.part

of education for social jobs.

to sales, management, and other-

for the greater. imporeance

In our models of occupational attainment, sociologists have tended to underempha.!

size the non-academic, non-technical skills.that may be functional in some.

types of work, particularly sociar skills. Correspondingly, we have tended

to treat ability as a unidimensional trait of individuals typically equatAng

academic talent with "ability." So, for example, Collins 971) pointed to

the fact that-employers often select employees on the basis o their social

tcr°:

3 4 6
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skills wevidence for the conflict theoiy of.stratification. Many,of his

arguments, however, dealt primarily with selection for managdrial positionsy

the posItions'he considered most elite. Such posiiions are-enterpriaing jobs,

and chave already shown that education is only moderately important in such

. work. Non-academic talents such as managerial, enttepreneurial, or persuasive

skills may be extremely impgrtant (cf. Schumpeter, 1951). In short, I am

'ar.gujng that the skills-functional in e-nterprising-york-are quits-different_

frorn what they .are in many other kinds of work (particularly in the work

with whlch academics are most familiar) and that it is not at all clear that

evide e supports one theory or the other. In testing such,theories,

we need to'be_ uch more careful about the types of work we are considering.

By imposing'briteria that may be approPriate to many jobs in society but then

testitg them in an occupational world where they may have little relevance,

it is not surprising that Collins found the weight of evidedbe in favor of

conflict theory.

A

A

..
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hapter 1)

IMPLICATIONS FOR V TIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE
7

'LThe previous chapter dismissed the implications'of this study for the

study of careers ahd social stratification kithin thirdisciplIne of soaliFogy.

The pr;sent chapter reviewa the tmplicatioqs for the secondidiscipline I have ,

di9ased at length in this volumb--vocational psychology.

Based on the results in this volume, I make five recemmendations for

vocational theory and practice. First, vocational theorists and researchers p

Should recognize more explicitly that cholces and opportunities art limited
,

,

for many individuals. The usual tmplicit assumption appears to be that

aspirations can usually be fulfilled, if only peeple can be helped to make

good decisions. Second, counselors should be aware that some fields of emploY*

ment, particularly enterprising work, may present better opportunities for

minorities and women than.do others, particularly social johs. Most-Current

concerns are with promoting the entry of minorities and WOMell into-fields

fl

of work requiring the highest levels of education (social. and investigative

work),even though high-paying jobs in enterpriaids wink require lass educe-

tion. 'Third, we should pay:more systematic attentión to the characieristice

,
of environments and hoW they infleence career development. The current env-

phtsia of vocational research is'on'asseslinuthe.individual and rarely on

aisessing the invididual's environMent. Fourth; we should devOte more

attention to studying the implementatien of careevothoicat*We know a lot
#

about why people prefer different occurtions,ut lfttle.about how they

I :

actualfy-get them in the face of .obstacles in the real world. And-fifth,

3 8
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we should.exemine the extent to which. the .000:strongly-held aspirations are

largely circumscribed before adolespencie:end40 what extent this Circpmscrip.

tion is immune to..or not even addressed bycounseling interventions at later

ages. Currently there is only occasional disCese4em of the relevance of

assessment devices to the spectrum of, problemm'couniket00:fece4n heAkying,
.;

their clients, particularly disadvantaged clienti; Therkle alXoAAtt4dis4

cusslion of-the ages it which interveatona Ae 1A16:0441i, sOcciii1U
-

These 'recommendations are not novel by ,Any meanalk,:,a0rei

justifiably argue that vocational theory itieff explicittyleatea,the

rdcommendations. I maintail'i, however, that current work is'noi4b
fo.

these areas and so for all practical purposes, those recomvendati*Oia4e

. been ignored. They ars discussed in detail below.

weak in--
,

Reccesnendadons

op) Recognize that the-labor 'market limits the opportunitiet available

- to many people. -

The results from-tilts study are a viiid reminder that the occupational

world severely constrains the options of workers and. that..workers Must 1;1

some way adjust to this rtality. Although little research has examined

the barriers or thwarting conditions with.which morkers must cope,

theorists are beginnikto stress the need'for such research (e,g, Crites, .

1976; Krumbóltz, Mitchell & Jones,. 1978). But the results also, remind es,of

another ,aspect of this reality that counselors and researchers are apt to

forget if theY AO primarily With the mOre advantaged sectors of society--

that people must compett for the ism* llmited.supply and selection of jobs.

Mt.

.1
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Probeily few, if any, vocational theorists or researchers.wou10

maintain that people can train for and obtain any job they want--even if they

have the ability for such jobs. The earliest theoretical statements are

cognizant of limitations on choice: Ginsberg et al. (1951) and Blau et al .

(1956) explicitly describe vocational choices ad compromises between'

desires and expectations based on reality. Super (1957) glad' discussed

the role that,the economic and social environment plaY. in restricting

occupational choices: Recent statements by other theorists (e.g. Krumboltz

et al., 1978) continue to include economic and social facfOrs as influences

on job entry. And Osipow (1969) has also sugiested.that more attention be

focused on situational determinants and how the can be controlled.

Nevertheless, if one examines the foci of recent developmental

theoriea and thd counseling tools developed from them, the hmplications

of limitations on choice appeet.to be ignored. For example, Crites (1978a)

illustrates'his comprehensive new model of career counieling with a case itudy
A

of a high-ability collesigabound high school student who is.disturbed. because

she is undecided between social work And teaching: Nowhere ip the.entire

volume Ire we faced with the considerably more poignant career problems whiet

result from the restriCted pool of jobs available in our'society. For example,

in 1970 about 2.5 million people Fero employed as janitors and maids, more

peOple than _were employed as either lawyers, doctors, accountanti, or engineers

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1973). And in that year, 1.8 milliOn pe:Ople were

unemployed for other reasoni (U.S. Department of Labor, 1979). kany other ilfus-i

; trations of the restricted nature of the job market could be prOvided,but the point
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is that to some degree getting good Jobs is a zerb-sum game (i.e.. , when

some people win, others lose), and mariLY people must work in low-paying,

low-prestige, low-security Jobe if.they are able to get jobs at all.

Krumbolts et al: (1978) clearly outline Nsnvironmental fectoks that

influence career aspirations throughdut development, but one sets no sense that

'they recognize the.barriers people'face because their counseling
tr
ecommenda-

tions focus entirely on the improvement of client decision-maktng skills (e.g., see

page 127) and not on the environment. Development is conceptuelized'es the

result of the interaction of person and environment in Super's influential

work, but research in that traditiOn has usually focused on the assessment

of vocatiOnal maturity, the readiness of.individuals to make choices

(e.4., see Super, 1974; Crites, 1961; Walsh, 1979). We might wonder,

though, about the usefulness of focusing too much on client Characteristics

such as vocational maturity and too little on vocational opportunities.
-

As Harmon ,(1974, p.83) notes, ".,.if the choices available to some

individuals, i.e., minority group memberswomen, and the poor, are largely

limited by sociocultural factors which the indikridual cannOt control no

matter how mature he or she is)ocationally, perhaps counselors would do

well,to avoid putting too many eggs in the vocational maturity basket

and devote some of theii- efforts tO changing the labor Market rather than

clienta." The\7me caution should be.made for the intprest assessments

provided by the1older trait-jactor approach to vocational counseling. As

valuable as these\ tools may be, we should not "put too many .eggs" in the

interest inventorY basket eitfier.

351



-The relevance of Measures Of vocational maturity tO minority group

status has been discussed in the literature, bu.t in a.waY that ignores

the limitations on opportunity.that minoritiis or any disadvantaged

persons probably'face. For exaMple, in Ileasurinst Vocationffil Mpturity for.

Counieling nd Evaluation'OUper, 1974) the,chapter.devoted to minority

groups (LoCascio, 1974) focuses entirily on the question of whether measures

of vocational maturity.are culture-fair or not. This question Li raised

by that author hecause blacks tend to get jower vocational-maturity scores

than do whites. LoCascio suggests that We should not,be-histy in judging

blacks less mature, but should perhaps instead adopt cultural pluralism

as the proper perspective by which to view these differences. However,.

-- it may be more ,useful to investitate the possibility that ealistice

less optimistic expectations for career development are heleby m orities

and partly account for their lówer.maturity scores. Ex!yination of

individualitems in Crites' (1973b) Attitude .S

44e

cale for the Career Maturity
.

Inventory suggests that this may be the'case (e.g. "wor,k is,dull and

'unpleasant,". "you get info an occupation mostly by chance," I -really can't-

find any work that has much appeal to me," the most importanl part of work'

is the pleasure which tomes from doing it," "your job is important because

it determines how much you can\earn"). mention this issue,to show that

some groups of youngsters may be considerably less optimistic than

**researchers and counselors have traditionally been about career-opportunities.

.Kerckhoff and Campbell (1971), for example,'show,that lower-class and

p4nority youngsters do perceive fewer opportdhities for themselves than
,

do othet youngsters and also that a sense of fatalism is inversely



r--

related to educational ambition level. I mention it also to show !IOW

pervasive is the tendenty to Overrate the use/ulnae's (or harmfulness) of
.

existing assessment devices and to ignore the..environment which shapes

responses.to thoie devites and whiCh continues to channel vocational

behavior regardless of any future changes in.test scores. The object, then,

should not lecessarily be to rel4se the assesSment bp make it more_"fair"

(i.e., tp show fewer differences), but to understand more elearlY to-what

extent the concept of vocational maturity is useful for Counseling, particularly

for counseling the disadvantaged. Once again, the same observation could be

made a4out vocational interests.

Counselors may legitimately disagree about their-proper role and

their ability to change the opportunities clients have. But they should be-ready

to respond to Cordon .(1968, p. 166) who says that if a vocational counselor

It

sees his job as primarily,wo'rking with the.individual, so that he.is

presumably better able to take advantage'Of.the liMitdd opportunities'

e!
that are available, he will be doing only half his job, and the Taster

half..." If vocational theorists and reitearchers are to provide.guidance.to

counselos, they must balance the weight of their concern over clients'

vocational interests and decision-making abilities with a greater weight on

investigating how the environment structures the choices available to

differentsroups of individuals. This is true whether or not vocational

counielors can actually change opportunkkter-bor their clients,-because

the informatiotvcould_be used a_least to help predit't adjustment problems and

to design special counseling strategies. However, more attention might be

profitably spent on teaching clients.job search skills (e.g., see'Wegmann,

1979) and how to make the most of their Opportunities for securing a job

and liming succecsful .on it.
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The results.1 have reported here and elsewhere (1918a) show that women

and blacks are over-represented in some categories of work but under-repre-

sented in others. The inverse relation between ocalpational level
,

and.proportton of women-snd blacks-has beeft-vddwly-inveitilatill pOticular,ly

by sociologists (Hodge & Hodge, 1965; Treiman & Terrell, 1.975);

(Ashenfelter & Rees, 1973). What has not been so apparent toto

is that over or under-representation of blacks or women Wassociited
vv-kgw-.1

,

only with level of work but is associated with both field and level. Social
.

jobs appear to have been the most freqUent source of high level jobs for both

'blacks and women in the past and conventional jobe have been'the aource of

many mode'rate-level jobs. Although A large proportion of all workers are in

enterprising work, it appears to have' been an especially poor source of'

jobs at all levels for blacks.

.These resultf(describe what is and has been, not what should or might

be, the structure of the work farce. 'They suggest; however, Aare to start

looking for inequities.in the system. Another caution should be raised here\

as well. That women, blacks, or any other group are under-represented in an

occupational group does not demonstrate th t discrimination agaidst these
4' It

groups exists. It only raises that possibi ity. -More discrimination

may have been directed to black managers, adm istrgtors, add salesmen

than to ,black educational, health, religious, and other social service,

workers, thus accounting partly for the low representation of blacks in the
r- Ar

former, but their fAirly high representation in the latter. But differences

354
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in representation could occur for many reasons, such as race..six

difforAces in skills or preferences for either.type or level of work.

The employment differences in level cannot clearly..be explained by

differences in aspiiations flallevel of work, because black and female

ybungsters appear to have vocational aspirations at.least as hilth es do
4

white males (Cosby, 1971; Kuvlesky, Wright & Juarez, 1971). Differences

in preferences for type or'field' of work may be Important, though,in

explaining some employment differences by race apd sex, because there is

ample evidence that interests for type of work differ by both race and sex

Sedlacek,'& Brooks, 1973; Hager & Elton, 1971; Doughtie, Ghana,

Alston, Wakefield & Yom, 1976; Birk 1975; G. Gottfredson &.Holfand, 1975).

Regardless of"why these patterns of race and sex compOsition have

occurred, they

wOmen. First,

have some practical implications for helpi.ng blacks 'and

ir is not clear that it is to the.advantage of women to

increase their representation in realistic work because most realistic

work is low-level work. Such a strategy is implied by those who -argue

that inventories axe probably sex biased if the; identify few realistic

'women and who urge that more. women,be assessed as having realistic inter-
/

. eats. Such strategies would suggest to mote women thaf'they.explore,careers,

in types of work where high prestige otCupations are-rare. Sepond, women

already constitute 62t of workers in high-level sOciel jobs even though

they constitute only.38%-of all workers. Therefore, %lough sOcial jobs

constitute the largest pool of high-level jobs, woMen may. mOre likely be

able to improve their repre§entation in high:gexel work by competini for

enterprising or investigative jobs. In dtntraat, althQugh blacks are-best

"represented in scel jobs, they are,itill under-represented in ali types of

4

A

I
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ilVerated high-level work.. 16

,

Secondly, women and particularly bloats eqty have faced strong barriire

441
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2 a
to employment in enterprising woik, but enterprising work may neverthiless

1
--,be a good source of jobs for bi acks and women in the future if throe bartiers

can be surmounted. Enterprising work may be .a goOd source of high prestige
.

.

, 1
work fOr,several reasons: (a) 'there are now stiong'eccial pressures to

g

increase the rep re s erita t iono_f_ blacka_apcifwomen _in_ _this- -type- ofwork, (9 .

it conStiiutes a large pool of jobs in the labor 'market, end (c).it is
. -

foUnd it all, levels cif.prestige and so may be an important c4ann'el. for'pro-
#

moting women and blacksoover time. It should be realized, however, that job

adjustment may be more difficult i* enterprising work ior blacks' and women

iUtheyarenovinder-represente because it has been du inhospitable en-

vironmelit for them. Adjustment wkll.be easiest for workers with enter-

prising interests.and competencies.

SO

Itlevertheless, blacks are economically disadvantaged because they are

seldom emp,loyed in enterprising work,

racial-difference affects not only the i

1

whether_by choice or nOt 4 This,

ncomes of individual workers arttr -

.#

the well-being of their familiettbut also the future of black capitalism.

It'is probSbly, among entrepreneurs (e.g., managers, salesmen, and business

A A.

owners) that most wealth is creaed and c9ntrolled. It.is in the entrepie--
!

.

neurial businss setting that successful businessmen are trained and launched.

on their careers. But tew blacks have been systematicallY exposed to this

'setting. The educational gap between blacks and whites is.closing.(iiaufer

V'eathermati, 1976
. ,

ut Wblacks prisfer or are channeled by discriminatory";
. 4
k.,41r,-

, practices into socially defirable but less economically.rewarding work,

increasell education may produce little grow in the economic strength!of,the

rt eblack community. 1.

b.

;

*
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perhaps focus on providing black youngsters more

information, training and- experieneelmsalea,

management aod other enterprising work,:-. Althyugh such expOsure might be

useful for all groups'of youngsters, it is especially important for blacks

40
because they are less often exposed than whites to entrepreneurial work 7

HP

by family members actually working in ente ising_jobs. It is important

to provide.such exposure before students.leave bigh school because it may
-

'be less obvious to noncolIege-going blacks than to such whites hOst to enter

enterprising work. .High school counselors as well as college. yunseloKs,
, _

,4:
particularly'in the two-year community c011eges, might develOp moretwork7

study programs with local businesses. Providing more experiences in and

access to enerepreneurial work will require considerable coordination with
.

1

private businesses because Most enterprising work, and probably most training

for enterpristAg jobs, is located-in private business.

Appendix C lo,ikis volume t rovided to heiip counselors locaie jobs

and organi;ations,for potential programs. It lists all detailed occupa- Al
. JA. .

tional.titles in the 0.970 census float are enterprising occupations. A fer
,

occupations on the list ire professional jobs that requite sive edu-

cationlawyers,judges and law college teachers. For the other occupations,

however; entrepreheurial experience and competencies may.be more important

AP
than educatton'at credntials. Appendix-C also provides the nuNIFt- of

workers employed in.VoCcupation in 1970 to indicate which ocCupations
..-

, . - .

have Pro7ided the greatest number of jobs.' The Occupationil Outlook

Handbook-(U.S-.-Hgreau.of Labor Stistics,1976) Can be tofisulted to deter-,..

MindOuttii.e,prospects oE emp1oyment in these-occupations. IP

a

J
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(3) Characteristics ofenvironments and hoy they influence career dvelop-

ment should receive MOTO eyatematic attentions The pipes of orloorcun-
,

ittes and barriers in the environment that people face during coreer

, development should be cataloRued and their distribution across

different ale and social groups systematically-examined.

Such information is needed for determining a fair or_r_ational_alloea_
,

_ _ _ _ _ .
4

t

tion of counaeling resources--who needs counseling services the most; at

what age or stages ih the life cycle and of what type? We have a lot of

information about the demands and reinforcer:3*(3f indlkidual occupations

from trait-factor research in vocational-psychology (e.g., Campbell, 1971),

from jOb analyses (e.g., McCormick, Jeanneret, & Mecham, 1972), and from

periodic surveys arid censuses, of the population (e.g.,',U.S. Bureau of the

CensN;-.4973), although these data are often not organized in the terms most

useful to counselors, We have little data by compalson on the availabIlity

and locatIon of these differeht environments. For example; Holcomb and

Anderson (1977) discovered that out of 522 guidance studies betrfen.1971

and 1975, 41 dealt with career information and only 2 of those with job

avatlability.

DevelopMental (e.g., Super, 1957; Krumboltz et al., 1978).as-wel1

as congruence theories (e.g., Holland.& Gottfredson, 1976) concept-

11

Walize career development in terms of the interaction of persons with their

envi.ronments, but the environmental side of the equation has received the .

least attention. The,person-job (trait-factor) matChing schemes.explicitly

describe different occupational environments, but they too have stimulated

only sketchy information about the distribution of such environments (e)).,

their availability 6b,different kopulations) and ialbout the role of family,
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peer, school, neighborhood, and community environments. We need more%

information about the primacy of each of these environments for influencing

both the development of vocational preferenees (e.gt by providing role

models, pioviding information or stereotypes about occupations, or fostering

interests and abilities) and occupational opportunities at thi time of job

search (e.g., providing information about schooling, training and job openings).

Constraints which are acknowledged only implicitly in current disCUssions

of counseling should be catalogued. For example, docietal norms about what

is appropriate career behavior for different ages or sexes are probhbly

quite strong. Such pressures are implicitly acknowledged in discussions of

indecision and Of counselors' strategies for reducing the anxiety or guilt

of being mndecided(e.e,Crites, 1974a)-r why would- clients feel discomfort

or guilt if they were not viollIting some expectatltrfor their career

behavior? Parent-child confliCts 1.0 occupational aspirations,for the child

are also cited as frequent prObtems.

Krumbolt* et al.'s (1978) social learning theory of career selection

is an excellent point for beginning an examination of such questions.

One could take tL.. environmental conditions and events-they list (pp.102-

f03) and specify the opportunities for instrumental:and associative leurning

experiences (pp. 104-105) these cond,itions present.- Estidates of the

availability of.these opportunities to different populations at different

ages would provide content for the learning propositionsthey put forward

(pp.. 1147126). Not dnly would this exercise be useful for understanding
-

development, but it could also help counselors pinpoint,what problems the

environment of the client has posed or continues to pose fer the client.

, 35j
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In Uddition, knowing more about the events experienced by individuals in

particular clitnt populations might also help in designing more effective

counseling systems.

Relorant learning environments can be expecte(' .to differ systematically

for the sexes and different ethnic groups. Such differences in learning

environments are important- partly beeause-they-may-reinforecrare muid-sex

differences in emplojment. For example, I have^suggested elsewhere

(1978c)

-^

that expo'sure to a different pattern of occupational environments

is partly responsible for black youngsters' adjusting their occupational

aspirations toward different families of work than do whites when the

youngsters abandon initial unrealistic 'preferences for professional work.
4

The diatribution pf needS for counseling services should then be coMOared

Mith the actual distributidh of services. It is possible that counseling

resources are most available to the most advantaged populations in our
Fea

society (e.g., more available to college students than to non-college-

bound youngsters) and thus to those who may need it least in the competition

for jobs.

As mentioned abolie, the 'relative importance of different environments

should also be examined. Reference to the sociologicfl literature on

status attainment, particularly the.body of work refer'4, to as the social-

psychological status attainment and life cycle modeli, would be useful in

future Work on thisAuestion. Much of that literature is devoted eo

assessing the relative Importance of different socioeconomic (e.g..,
44.

family iocial class) and psychologip'al (e.g., parental encouragement)
-

influences on the development of aspiraeion levels. It alscoexamines the
-

importance of aspiratloOkevel as a mediator of those influenceapon 'actual

I)

4
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job level attained as well as an independent contributor tO level obtained.

Sewell and his colleagues (e.g., Sewell &Shah, 1968a, 1968b; Haller &

Fortes, 1973; Sewell & Hauser, 1975; Sewell, Hauser & Featherman, 1976) have

been central contributors to this literature. Whether or not vocational

, researchers find their methods (primarily regression and path analysis)

and environmental variablen ._s_u_itable,_the_ emphaair_inl_tracing the-influences

of different socioeconomic conditions on aspirations and attainments through-_

.

out the life cycle and their estimates of the relative magnitude of those

influences should be heuristic value. Kelso (1976) exemplifies an

.effort to incorporate this literature into the study of vocational thoice.

(4) Study implementation of choices. Vocational psychologists and

counselorS have devoted much effort to understan4ing what makes a wise

career choice and how people come (or should come) _to make choices

before entering the labor market. In contrast, we know little about

how people implement career strategies in a world which severely
. ,

constrains their options, so ule.now need to lookpOra closely,at

what actuetlly:happens to ptople after they become employed.

Over, two detades ago, Super (as quoted by Crites, 1978b) stressed

the utility ofknowledge about career patterns for career counseling and

proposed research questions such as the following : What are the typical

entry, intermediate, and.regular adult occupations of persons from

1.
different socioeconomic levels? What factors are related to the direction

and rate of movement from, one job or occupation to another? But research

attacking such questiohs in the last tvio decades has been conducted

primarily outside thIldiscipline-by sociologists interested in questions

of the perpetuatton;of inequality across generationi (e.g., Blau & Duncan, 1967;
.

Lipset & Bendix, 1959;' Sewell & Hauser, 1975) and this large literature

361
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1

A has only occasionally made its way into the vocational liteiature (cf. Vetter,

1978). Industrial and,brganizational psychology, with ita focus on designing

work systems that promote performance and- satisfaction, also appears to be

a good source of informatioh about career development. This literatuie is

better integrated into the vocational literature, largely through the .

writings of Hall 41.976;-1see a-lsó Super-andHa-1-11 1978 -In-the paert

vocational counselors and fesea'rChers have turned toward other disciplines-

particularly to psychotherapy-for insightintO the structure of personality

and personal adjustment. We now need to take similar advantage of disciplines

such as sociology and economics for insight into the structure of the socio-

economic world with which individuals must cope.

(5) Recosnize that. occupational statusircferenve may be circumscribed At

a very young age, long before the age at ;Mich developmental theorists

assess-readiness to make decisions and the ages during_which they assume

youngsters develop vocational maturity.

As discussed earlier, large net changes in aspirations for category

of work occur among men between aged 15 and 28, the ages examined here.

Alia is consistent with developmental notions that exploration and

crystallization occur over a long period of development which extends ifito

early adutlhood. The picture is different, however, if we examine aspiratfons

-for lexiel of work. On the average, level of aspiration hardly changes.at

all among men studied here. If,any major adjustment to...reality Fas occuxred
s.

for level of aspiration within either social class considered here, it

appears to have occurred at earlier ages beeause there are large differences

ire the level of aspirations held by lower- and middle-clasi men. These

results imply early differentiation and stability of status-level aspirations .

362
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.

and are consistent not only with the sociological research mentioned earlier,- .

but also with considerable evidence in vocat4onal psychology (see Oeillowl,

1973, for a review) that values and preferences develop earlier than

expected'according to the stages outlined by Super (1957) and Ginzberg

et al. (1951).

To unde-ns-tand- vocational choi-ces-more.comletely, we must 'know more

about the early processes wWireby youngsters circumscribe their choicee.

Self-concept, perhaps the.central Concept in develOpmental theory,- could

be broken down into more specifi cOmponents (such as Krumboltz et al.'s

[1978] self-observation generalizations)thSt could be indivtdually traced

4

back into early childhood. The development of the concepts of one's own

social position, race, sex, abilities, values, and interests .may proceed

at different rates, the first three probably developing before the latter

"three. Children may be aware of the jobs "people like them" usually hold
4 fit

and sci circumscribe theif aspirations to confortft to their-social-race-sex

self-concepts long.before they explore the suitability of their abilities,

interests, and values to their remaining options. Vocational theorists

attend primarily to ability' self-concepts: interests, and values. tut to

explore only the latter stages of self-concept development may-4 to miss

the major role of self-consept in cfreer development.

Dilemmas and Solutions

One implication of the foregoing is that counselors (and vocational

maturity and interest assessments) may really be dealing primarily with

the vestiges of choice. Whether one views this as an appropriate role

for counselors depends on one's goals for society as well as for individual

clients. If one assumes that the early circumscription of aspirations on

363
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the basis of rate, social class, or other social attributes is Illunfair",

'one might advocate routinely broadening the aspirations of clients knd not

reinforcing those earlier choices. This was esSentially the argument of those

claiming that interelk inventories are seX biased because men and waren

score differently on them (see Tittle & Zytowski, 1978): Whether one

considers this devegopment unfair in some sense, it is nevertheless likely
ALA

that it is.exceedingly difficult to At after childhOod. Furihermore, if

: this cfr'cumscription is the result of implementing one's self-concept, the

client may experience the attempt by a counselor or an interest inventory

to change the client's range-of choices as an attack on his or her self-.

concept. These latter arguments. were advanced by the.defenders of interest

inventories in the sex bias controversy (see Tittle & Zytowski, 1978).

mention .the interest inventory sex bias controversy not to reyive

it, but to futher illustrate the issues I have been raising fnd to put

them into perspective. The sex=bias confroversy arose from,e.:#alue judgment

by some people about the fairness of sex differerices in respodses to interest

inventories. The same judgement could be made with respect to race, social

class, or even ability, because vocational aspirations differ by race, class

and ability and these differences appear eartST in life as is the case with

sex differences (e.g., Sewell & Shah, 1968a, 1968b; Kerckhoff & Campbell,

1977), But the same cautrons that we shoutd have learned from the sex bias

coytOVersy can be applied to any future discussion of race or social class.

.Th *)pautions are that rt is not elear what counselors can do about changing
. -

the aspirations of different populations, nor is lt clear what actiont are

ethical or advisable.

These questions are difficult to answer and they are socio-moral ones

364t.
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as well as empirical. But there is another difficultAssue which

was not discussed in the sex-bias debate ut which is nevertheless relevant

to it. And it-is essential in any discussion of improving opportunities

for clients.' The issfie is that opp rtunities are limited, not just for

some segments of e population, bu for the population as a whole. If

this iv true, thenjulfillment_. of _aspirations, may_.be a_ vero,aum game unless

our society somehow produces people who largely Wrant what they get (see
.

Chapter 8 for discussion of this possibility) or unless

the,limits of the system are stretched through job redesign or other

strategies (cf. Warnath, l94). The limits of the system are implicitly

acknowledged in studies on the "unrealism" of vocational choices because

as Crites 0.969: p. 31C notes, "The typical design of studies which have

indicated unrealism in choice hai been to compare the-distributiom of

choices of high school and college students withythe distribution of workers

in occupations." such stpdies generally imply that unr4klism is'undesirable

Although others might argue that promoting realists is promoting the status

quo, our counseling stiategies nevertheless focus on adjusting the
(-

individual rather than the environment. By focusing on manipulating

aspirations, our counseling stratnies may in effect range from promoting

aspirations which cannot be fulfilled to promoting more competition between

less and more advantaged poillations,_ None of these strategies alters the

fact that many people end up wibh undesirable jobs, although we all might

have opinions about whieh strategies are'fairer.

In sum, designing more effective and fair counseling strategies

requires tackling.some ditficet qu9stions: How do aspirations influence

career development? How do environmental circumstances'Influence the

4
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development and implementation of aspirations for both field andjevel

of work? And whiat are the realistic prospects and ethical considerations
Alt

for changing the aspirations and circumstances of individuals,and of whole

groups of people?

4
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. gippe;ridix A

STATUS SCORES AND FIRST.7LETTER HOLLAND IELD CODES'

US IN THIS voLumg TO CLAS.SI1PY OCCUPAi1 NS

362 "

T e Ohio enter for liuman Ressirce Research provided Duncan cores,'
. i .

. 1 .

%pa of the tailed occupational tlea'bsed with theSKI:S data.. Major
,

Holland codes e.also assi-v04.to tihese occupational titles as described

in chapter.'
A'

This appendix lists all occuplational titles ac,c oidihg to the

18 statils-iild groups described'in Chapter 4 and which Vere used throughout

this Volume.
)

a

Duncan ScOies al..e not provided in this appendix'for ali titles because

-4unean co'cles for some-occu'pational titles vary'according to the industry in

which they'areyfqpnd. Iv these cases, occupatio'nal tit/es have been listed
.. i r

. .

,

.,

linder.the status-field group.in which Oey are found. The cOdes y industry-
,

. ,

Eor these titles can be

the NLS data.

(

found in Attachment 2 of. theHtape documentatlon Tor.

..388-
.
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1960

t Cerisus OccupiationaliTitle 'Duncan'Score
'Code ,

. 363

R High Occupations -- Duncan scores 60+

67

_

074 Draftsmen .

085_ Engineers, Mechanical #82 11 091 Engineers, mining 85

164 Radio operators 69

192 technicians, n.b..C.. -,- "62

..
4.

.

4

.

'.

.

i

/

..,
,

.

N

8

I I

(

4

,

*

mod occupatiOns ncan stored 30-59

Voresters and conservat- 48

ionists
'`'Surveyors;e. . 48
,Conductors, railroad 58

Offigers, pilots, purfterh, 54

and engineers, shin
Colleccors, bill and 39

account ,
Mail carriers

.

53

Stock clerks and store- ,44

.keepots
poilermakbrs 33

Bookbinders /
'39

Compositors andstype- 52

,setters I '

/Electricians
.

44"

Electrotypers and stereo.- ,55

typers .

Engravers, except photo- 47

engravers
Soremen, n.eec. . mo'd

Inspectors ,. n.e .c. mod
Jewelers, matchmakers, 36

goldsmiths., and silversmiths
LineMen and serviceman, 49

teregraph, telephone and.power
Locomotive engineers 58

0

Locomotive firemen 45

Machinfsts
.

.
33

Mechanics and, repairmen, 48

airplane
Mechanics and repairmen, '36'

office machine
Mechanics and repairmen, 36

radio and television
Millwrights . 31

Motion picture projectiqn- 43

ists
Opticians, and lens , 39.

.grinders and:polishers

I

V

0

103

181

252

265

313

323
350

403
404
414

421

423

.
424

430
450
451 '

453 '

454
460
45
'471

473

474

491,

493

-494

V
j 9

4
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510

.*

Mod Occupations continued

Plano And organ tuners 38
..

and iepairMen
'Plumbers and pipe fitters 34

Pressmen andfelate 49

printeis,"printing
Stationary engineers 47

Structural
,

,metal workers 34

Tinsmiths, Coppersmiths, 33

and sheet metal yorkers
TOOlfilAkdts, A nd dift makers 50-

and setters
CrAftsmen and kindred . 32,

workers, n.e.c..' :

Apprentice-bricklayers 32

and.masons-
Apprentice carpenters 31

Apprentici electricians 37

Appeentice Machinists, 41

and toolmakers
. .

Apprentice mechanics, 34

except, auto
Apprentice plumbers and 33

.
pipe fieters
Apprentices,, metalworking 33

irades,n.e.c. .
.

Apprentices, pr1nting 40

trade
.

Apprentices, other 31

specified trades ,

Appreptices, trade-not 39

specifi'ed ,

Asbestos and\insulotion 32

workers
Brakemen, railroad 42

Conductors, bus and -30,
,

.

Atreet railway
Milliners 46

Motoimen, street, subway, 34

.ahd,elevated railway
Photographic process 'r, 42

Cworkers,
Powerfstation oprators '50

SwitChmen, rOlroad, : 44,

Firemen, fire protection 37

-)

t

_

.,

.

.

.._,

.

t

e

r

,

.K

504

512,

520
523

525

530

545

602

603

604

605

610

612

614

'615

.

620

621

630.

640
645

680.

691

695
-

701 '

70
850.

R Lold'occupations -- Duncan, scores 0-29

200 Farmers (Owners and tenants)14

304 Baggagemen, traniportation 25

S.

390
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.
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R Low o ations -- continued

n

qhipping and. i-eceiyi.ng 22

ft-

1. \

clerks _ ,
,

,

401 Bakers . 22 4'

, 402 Blacksmiths \ . 16
( 405 Bricmasons, ht nemagons 27 ,
,.

.. . ,and'tile setters
410 Callinetmakers . 23 .

411 Carpenters .1.9

.40 Cevent and_concrete 19.

'' 415

425

431
434
435

444

N

452'
461

,

. Tinishers ...s

Cranemen, derrickmen;-and 21

-hoistmen--
gxcavattng, gra'ding, a-nd '24

..

-road machinery Operators
Forgemen and , halme<rmen 23

Glaziers- .. 26
\

)1eat treiters, annealers, 22

and tempérers .

Inaftctors, scalers, and 23

graders, log'and lumber
Job setters, Metal .

. 28,
,

hoom fixers ., 10
,

ecancs an reparmen, 27
i
470. Mhi d i

i

472.

475

480

490

492
495

sir conditioning,- heating,
and refrigeration.
Mechanics and.repairmen, 11
automobile 4 '

k ,

Mechanics and repairmen,' 23

railroad and cat. shop
Mechanics and repairmen, 27

tr.e.c. .

Millers, srain,.flour; 19

feed, etc. -

Molderd, metal 12

Painters, construction 16

.-

, and maintenance ,

" 501 Paperhangers 10

505 Plasterers 25

513 Rollers and.roll hands, - 22

1 metal '

514 Roofers and slaters 15

'. 515 Shoemakers and repairers,
except faciory '

12 -

'., 521 Stone éutters and stone% 2-5

.carvers
524 Tailors atid tailoresses .23

535 Upholsterers 22

/ 601 Apprentice autQlnechanLs 25

613 Apprentices, bui1ding 29
4

'trades
,

,

-

631 Assemblers 17

,

%.
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R Loy becppations continued

366 .

'-. 632 Attendants, auto,service 19.

and parking
.

,--.
, , .

,' / 634 . Blastereaud yowdermen 41
. 635 Boatmen,-, Cada lmtn, and 24.

. lock keepers
641 Bus drivers .4
642 Chainmen, rodmen., and 25

axmen, liprveying

643 Chec1cer0 examine& and 17 .

1
,

inspectora, manufaeturing ,

651 Dressmaker's and seamstres- 43
,

seslexcept factory ,
.1.-

652 Dyers' 12

653 Filers, grinders,.and 22
-...-

polishers', metal.
.

654 Fruit, nut, and vegetable 10
. .

1 graders and packers, except
,

.
factory .

670 Turnacemen; ameltermen,. - 18

and pourers'
671 Graders and sorters, manu - 17

facturing '

672 Heaters., metal. 29 ,

\
673 Knitters, loopers, and 2-1

. .
.

,

textiletOpers,,
674 Laundry and *fry cleaning -15 .-

operatives , .

6.75 : Meat cutters, except- 29

slaUghter and packing house '
v. 685 Mine operatives and Lo

; laboteks, n.'04c.

690 Motormen, mine, factory,4 03

logging camp, etc. -

692 Oilers, and greasers, except 15 .

auto ..

693 Packers anewrappers, 18

n..e:c. , .

_.

694
-

k- 703

704.

710

712
'114

.

715
720 Weavers, tektile
721 Welders and flame-cutters 24

775 Operatives and kindred Ic, ,

i 1

work9rs, n.e.c. ...

, ..
. ,

,Painters, cOnstruct- 18
ion ,

Sailors an& deck'hands '".f6

Sawyers r, , .05

Spinners;, tpmtile .. 05

Stationary firemen 17

'Kaxicab drivis and AO
chauffeurs ,,,, ,

Truck and tractor,drivers 15

.-

39')

fr
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R Low occupations 4-". continued'

803 Laundresses, private.

household
'8d4 Private household workers, 07

1

n.e.e.
813'

814

820
.823

824

825.

, ..f.-.

830

12

,

831
.

834
,

. 835
,

-
841

,7

851

1

-

.

860

874

.

875
890

.

*9

t

36y

Attendants, recrea ion And

, Amusement
Barbera .

Bootblacks
\

Chambermaids and Maid;,

exCept private household\

t9

v
11
08

11

bharwomen-and -cleaners: , PO 4.

Cooks, except private
household

15

Counter and fountain 17

worker& .

Elevator operators. 10

Janitors and sextons 09

Kitchen workers, ri.e.c.,
exeetit private household

11

Porters 04

Guards, watchmen, door-.
,

18

Aeepers
Watdhmen .(crdsaing) anck 17

bridge tenders.
,

Ushers, recreation and
amusemen

,

Waiters and waitresses

25

16 .

Service workers, except
private household, n.e.c.

11

01 Farm foremen. 20

902. Farm laborers, wageoaorkerg 06

903 Farm laborers, unpaid , 17
.

family .q
-, .

905. ,Farm service laborers,t 2.2

,self-emplOyed
-

) q

960 Carpenters' helpers, except.07 ,

I 6

logging and mining

962 Fishermen and oyatermen 10 ..

.963 Garage laborets, and car 08

washitrs and'greasers . A.

.- 964 Gardeners.,except farm, 11

and groundske4ers

, .965 Longshoremen and sievedores 11

970 Lumbermen; xattsmen, and '04

. .woodchoppers
971'.. TeAm4tets . 08

x
972 Truck,drivet,s' helpers ,

co.

.0"

973 Warehousemen, 4.e.c. . 08 .
.

985 i 4Laboretshe.c. Lo
I
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I High gecupations -.,.Duncan scores 60-4-,.

olg Airplani Llots and
navigat

Chemists 79

022 ropractors 75
03f rofessors anA Instructors, 84

Agriculeural ciences
632 Profesifors and Instructors84

Biological sciences
034. Professors and Instructors 84

_ 2

79

. .C.he
035 -Pro

Econom
040

042

043.

045.

atm
essors and Instructors, 84

cs

Professors and Instructors,
Engineerihg
PrOfessSes and Instructors, 8*
Geology and geophysics
Professors and Instructors, 84
Mathematics.
Professors and Instructors, 84
Medical sciences
Professors and Instructors, 84
Thmoics
Prifes.sors

Statistics.

052 ProfeWsors
Naturarsciences, n.e.c.
Dentists
Engineers, aeronautical
Engineeis, chemical
Engineers, civil
Engineers, elgctrical
Engineers, metallurglcal
and metalqurgists-
Engineers, n.e.c.
AgriCultural.scientists
Biological.scientikts
Geologists and geophysi-
cists

135 Mathematicians
140 Physicists
145 V\21isceIlaneous natural

Akscientists

152 Optometrists
153 Osteopathst
160 Pharmacpts
162 Phybicfans and
1.72. Economists
174 Statisticians and
190 Technicians, electrical

anck electronit.

071

080

081

082

, 083

090

03
130
131

-134

-

and Instructors, 84

and Instructors, 84

96

87

84
84

82

87
80
p80

80

80
80
80

79.

96

82
surgeons 92

81

actuaries.81
.62

,

3 9

a

V.

, 168
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fiftsti..ocCupattons COnEinued

0"t--

191 Technicians, other engineer462
ing and physicat sciences

194 Veterinarians v 78

195 PrbfesAional, technical* , ,65

and k ndred workers, n.e.c.

1 Mod occupations -- Duncanscores 30-59
!

185 :technicians, medical and 48.

dental ,
502 Pattern and model makers,,

except paper
a.

Lbw --. Duncan scores 0-29

Wine

A High. occupations -- Duncan scoresk60+

gs,

369 i

,

-010 Actors and actrUsei 60

013 Architects .90

014 Artists and art teachers 67
,

020 Authors '' 76
,

r
:

072 Designers .
-73

075 Editors and reporters 82.

163 Puhtic relations.men and .82

I publicity writers

380 Advertising agents and 66,"
,

f
t

4, salesmen /

503 * PhotOengr,4Vers and litho- 64

graphers /

,A Mod occupations -- Duncan scores 30-59

070 .Dancrs and dincing 45

teachers
101 Entertainers, n.e.c. 31

,120 Musicians ahd music 52

teachers
161 Photograhers 50

420 Deqgrators and winde* 40

..drAsers
432 Furriers

4
/ 3 9 5

/
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A Low OccOpations Duncan'scorew..0,29-' y
. ,

None

110

S ilia occupations
)

Duncan scores.60+

J

. 050 Profess ors and Ilistruciors, 84
.t.

Psychology,
053 . PI-ofessors and Instructors, 84

Seetat Sele.wes , _rite 4 e 4. ....____.
054 Professors. and Instructore:4 84

. Nonscientific subjects'
060 Professors and Instructors, 84
. Subject not specitied
,102 Farm and home management 83

' advisors
IN Librarians ... 60

165 ilcreation &id group P7
workers -

171 ,Social alLwel re workerei - 64.
- A ^

173 Psycholojsts
-",--

81

175 Miscellaneous .social,,-, 81.

scieritias
1810 Sports institctors and 64

4 *
officials !-.F-...1.-

182 Teachers, elementary., 172

schools ."

183 Teachers; secondary. 72 *
4

b.

schools
184 Teacher's, n.e4c. 722

260 Inspectors, public _Nigh'

administration' 4

354 Ticket, statioh and express 60 .

agents

s,

S Mod occupations -- Duncan scores 30-59

,

dr015 Athletes ' , 52 \

, 023 Clergymen 52

073 Dietitians and nutrition- 39

ists .
.

.
-') 104 Funeral directors 014 ,

.embalmers

'59

. Nutses, professional 46.150

151 Nurses, student pro-

fessSional

.51

170 Religious- workers '56

193 Iberapists and healers, 58

260 Inspectors, publiC Mod

Administration

396
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Mbd. occupations -- continued

k

262 -*Managers and'supêrinten- 32' .

. .

dents, buildini
275 'OffiCIAls,.lodge, society, 58 .4.

"union, et,c. ".

303 Attendants, physiCian!s .8
J And denti.W.s. offtce.

1132 Housekeepers and steward-6e 31

-exCept pv(vate3hoUsehd1C-.
840" Midwives .37'

1853 *ToliteMen-and detoctivpa'" .Mod

854 Shtritis and bailiffs 34 -.

.

S Low occupations ,- Duncan scores 0,-29

801 Baby sitters, private. 07

.ghouseliqld
'AN

4802 Housekeepers; private- 19

household

810 Attendants, hospital aid 13
..,

. other institutions

812 Attendants, professional 26

( ,.<:-
and pers.:liar, service, n.e.c.

815
* Bartenders 19

842 Practical.nursess 22

r- 843 ,Hairdressers and'cosmetol- 17

ogista 0
852 Marshals and constables , .1-

*

.

-

E High occupations Duncan scores 60+.

-e

.

".

0

084 'Engineers, inddstrial. 86

- 092 'Erigineersi sales 87

105 LA14ers and judges 93

4,
154 Peisotnel and labor 84

relations workers

250 _Buyers' and departMent 72

heads, store

270 Officials and administrat- High

ors, n.e.c. public adminis-

tration s,

280 Postmastel'ir 60

285 Purchasing agents and 77

buyers,n.e.b..
290 Managers, cicia1s, and High

proprietors
301 Agents,.n.eAc. 68'

321 Insurance iorjusters, 62

exam4.uers, and investigators

397 ?A

S.

0

371
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37.2

r

E. High occuilations continued

0

3A
.e

Insurance,agents, brokera 66. '

anddnderwriters
393 Peal estAte.agents apd 62.

brokers

'.394 Salesmen and sales clerks, High
,

n.e.c.
395 \Stock and bond salesmen 73

.

-E tiod-oabmpations al In Duncan-acotes 30-59

.j-

222 Farm managers, 36

'51 -Bnyets and shfpper,s, fat-in 33

prodnce
_.254 Floor men and floor '50 .

managers, store
,314 Dispatcherd and.atarters, 40

vehicle
381, Auctioneers 40

382 Demonstrators 35

394 Salesmen and'sales clerks, Mo'd

.n.e.c.
650 Deiiverymen and routemen $32

_821 Boarding and lodging 30

housekeepers

N.

f

fi

lao

E Low occupations -- Duncan scores 0-29

a 383 , Hucksters and peddlers 08

190 Newsboys 27

C High ocCupations Uuncan scores 60+

000 Accountants and auditors 78

.253 Creditmen 74

315 Express meaSengers and 67 .

Nilway mail:clerks , t

342" Secretaries 61

345 Stenographers 61

360 Typiits .61

398.

7

4'
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ic Mod occupations -- Duncan scores. 30-59

44

52

51

44

45
44

44

44 ,,

45

44
4

I.

#

.

4

302

305
310-
112

333 .

340 y

341

.352

353 .

370

Abtendants and assistants,
library
Hank.télkeps
Bodkkeepers

p dashiers
File clerks'
Office machine OpeEators4,
Payr811 and timekeeping.

clerks
Postal clerks

...

Receptionists
. .

Telegraph operators
Telephone operators
'Clerical antrkiyidred

. workers, n.e.c.

. .

C Low Ciceupationsj -- Duncan \scores 0-29

4

324 Messengers and office boys 28

351 Telegraph,messeugers 22

705 SeWers.and stitchers,. 17
N

manufacturing

s

3 9

I
Az.

3
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Appendtx

STANDARD IIRRORS pF, FERCENTAGES

.

.
This appendix provides estimatee of sampling errors for percontages.*

,

Thds%.estimateS are provided Icict weighted.nuMbers of cases. Bgcause;this
16

, . oe
. 1 . .

yolume resorts percentageti only- for unweighted numbers, Table '5.4 .must be
-. .. , . _ . .

.

used to estimate.the wqighted:numbera. Table 5.4 peovIdes the mean weight
, .

.,
,

for men of different ages and races .-.

0e- 4

`41

0

S.

\*t

#*

*

4

ti

.*This appendix is taken dirctly from Parnes et al. (1970, Appendix Ok.
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1 I.

.in any survey based upon sample , the data in this -report_are subpet

,

to sampling 'error, that is, "vaii-tton attributable solely to the,fact that
. I 0 .

.

, they emerge from a sample rather than from a complet6 fount of the popU1ation.11.

Because, the 13robabilitlei of a given indlvidual's appearfhg it the sample are
A

A ,

4)
k 1

. 4

known it la possible to estiMate the .sampling' errdwr at leaiti; roughly.. For 1.

4

.. . ,

eAample,_it ts. postible ,to 810.0City A "confitlence intrval" fér each absolute .
..

,- . i

figure ör ,percentage; that is, the 'lange wiihin t,thich thp true -value of the
A

'4

. ,

-7-rigure,_ is likely he fall. For this puipose, the standAd error of the sta-
\ '

tistic is generally used._ 0141rie standard error on either side .of a giVen

statistic provides the' rarigd 'of values which. has a two-thirds probability.,of

including the true value. This probabilitincreases-to abbut 95 percent if

a range of two standard errors is.used.
4

Standard Errors-of Percenikaas

A.

In the case of percentages, the size of the stapdard error depends not

_only on the magnitude 1 the percentage, but Also on.the size of the base on
,.

\
. #

which the percentage is computed.. Thus, tie standard.;error of 80 percent
. %. de,

' I
C F

r. MA f
may. be only lyarcentage poiff when thd base is thA total number .of white men,

..

- buc as much 'ati 8 or 9 percentage' points when' the base the total number of

unemployed white.ment Two tablew of,:standarA errors, one for whites and one

for blacks, are shown below (Tables' and.B-2).

The,pethod of .ascertaining the appropriitte standard error of a percentage 1

, f

may be illustrated by the following_example. There are about: 5,000,000, white

is ncik random, the conventional- formula for the standard ,

be 'used. The entries in the tables have-lbeen
o formula suggested-ty the Bureau of the Census
lou d be interpreted as providinst an indication of the
he standard erlror,orather than 4 precise standard'

4tem.

1 Because the sam
error of,sc perce
computed on the . b sis
statisticiads. They s4

m
order, of magnitude of PE
error for any specific

401'
r

.16

Is?
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Table i-1

'376

.v

Standard Errors4of lkstimateePer dentages of Whites
(68.cheinces out of 100)

/

k *

Base of
percentage

_

-

.

thpusandA)

.
. .

,

Estimited percebtage
A x

F or 99
.

o5 il 95

,...

10 or 99 16'20

.

or,80
,

5p,

.

'
100

,

cici

350.
.

500
lwoo
5,000
14,046

. v

. .

,

.-
.

.

.

.

,2.4
a 19,

1.5,

1.2
0.9.

0.4
0.

.

6,d
4.2
.3.2

2.7
1.9
0.8 .

, .

05

.

-: 8.3

5.8:
4.4 ,..

3.7
2.6 .

1.2-

0.7

. . -.

11.1
7.8
5.9
4.,9

3.5
.5

. 9

.

1.9
9.7

6.1
4.3
1.9
1.12.

t

Table '13-se

( fS

t

Standard Errors of Estimated Perc'ent'ages of Blacks
1 (68 chances-out of 100)

II -)

.

Base of percentage
'(thousands)'

. .

Esiimatéd

5 or 95

pIrcentage

lo or 90 241. or 80

-
-

.

.

J. or 99

'

- 25
50

. 100
200

. A 75a
0

1,400
2,041

,

.

. -

3.3
2.3
1.6
1.2
0.§.
0.4
o.4

7.3
5.1
3.6

,2.5
143
1.0
0.8

10.0
%7.1

5.0

3.5
168
1.3
1.1

,

13.3
9.4

6.6
4.7
2.4
1.8
1.5_

-

.

16.7.

11.8
8.3
5.8
3.0,

2.2
'1.8

402'

4



and 22.8,percent (21 + 1.8).

mendin the age category 14 to 24. Our estImates indicate that 21 perCent of

these white men in our sample are married: Entering the table for white men

d (11'1).WiCh.the base of 14,046,000 4nd the percentage 20, 61inte finds the Stan-

_. .
dard efior to be 0.9 percerit, Thue chances are two out of three thaf a com--v
.

p16te enumeration would'have resultea.in'a'figure between 20.1.and 21.9 per-
\

caht (21 + 9.0) and 19 out'of'20 that the figure would have been between 19.2

te.

t,

StanOrd Errors of rlifferences_between Percentages

In analyzing and interpreting the data, interest will perhaps Most fre-''

quently center ontIe questioh Whether-observed differehces kn percentages Are

"real," or whether they result simply from samplihg variation. If, for

example, one finds on'fhe basis of the shrvey diet 3,3 percent of the whites,

as compared with, , 7 percent of the blacks, arp unable to work, the question-

arises whedmr this differenee actually prevails- in the population or whether

it' might have been produCed bY sampring variation. The answer to this ques-
.

tion, expressed in terms of probabilities, depends on the)standard-errer of

..the diffe'rence between the twp percentages, which, in turn; is related to their

magnitude's as well as to faze of the base of each. .Although a precise

answer to'the question- ould requir9 eletended calculation, it lit possible to

construct.charts that will-indicate roughly,,for different ranges or bases '

and different magnitudes of'the percentages themselves, whetheria given

)

!

difference, may be considered to be "significant," i.e., is sufficiently

.large that there is 1,eSs than a 5,percent chance that it wouP have beep'pro-
...,

,

duced by sampling Variation alone. Such ch4rts are.shown below.

. /
,

The magnitude of the quofienf-produced,by dividing the difference be-
--.,

tween any two percentages by the standard error of the difference determines

'

403:
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wheEher that difference is significant. Since the standsofd srror of the.

difference deOrnds only on the Brice of the pe'rcentages and their bases, for

.differe4tcea centered around a given perce9tage it As possiOre to derive a

function'which relates significant differences to the sfze of.the bases of

the percentdges. If a difference arOuntl the &iiYn peIcentage is specified,

the unction then identifies those bases which Will_Aroduce a standard error_

*

small enough fo; the-given difference to be "signifiCan The graphs Which'

shdw functiphs,of this type'; each curve identifies combinations of.

-

bases that will make a given differehce'around a giNten.percentage significant.

For all combinations of bases.on Or to the northeast 9f a given curve, the

,

given difference is the maximum differepce necessary for significance.
1

Thus, to determine whether the difference between the two-percentages

is significant,'first locate, the appropriate graph by selecting the one
. .

, labeled with thil percentage closest to the midpoint between the two percent-

ages in questiqn. When this pdrcentage.is under 50, the-base of the larger .

percentage should be'read On the horizontal axis oT the chart and the-base

of the smaller percentage on the vertical axis. When the midpoint between
,

Ile two percentages is gi-eater than 50, the two axes are to be reversed.

(WhAl the micipoint.is exactly 50 be'rcent, either axis may be used for either

base.) The two cordfhates identify a point on the graph. The relation
I

between thisiPoint and the-curves indicates,the order'of magnitude required

fot a idaference between ,the,two percntages 'tp be statistically significant

at the 5 percent-tonfidence level.
2

.

2 The point made in footnote 1 is equally relevant here. the.graphs should

be interpreted as providing only a rough Iand probably conservative),estimate

of the difference required for significance.
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.

.

Ail.this may be illustrate'd as follows. Suppose in the case of the whites
.

the question is.whether the difference'ketween 27 percent (on a base 4)f

-1

6,000,000)
3

_and 3 3, pt'qcsent(on.a base of 5,000,000) is significant. Since the

percentages center on 30 percent, Figure 4. should 4e used: Entering.the'

,

vertical-axis of this graph aith 6,onA960 and the horizontal axis with-
.

5,000,000 providee a coordinate which lies to the northealst of the dttrve

showing combinatiohs of bases for whiCh a difference of 5 percent ts significant.

-

Thus,tne 6 percentage point differenge (between 27 and 33)percent is signtficane.
, .

,

As an.exariple of testiqg fot the- significance bf aidiffereece between
,

the two colot grcups, consider the fgllowing. The data iii our study show that
_ : A

*
\

.

for yo g men in'the age-cohort 22-24, 96 percent of the blacks (on a'basc of

I

, ,

406,000'and 92 percent of the whites (on a base of 3,045,000) axe in the
7

.laborrce To deterMineether fhli'infe-i=ColgrAITTerdnCiis statisticalii; .7------

.
.

. significant, Figure 1 is
.

used because the midpoint (94.percent) between the
, ,

s - r A . 1

tv;o percentages is closer to 95 than 90. Ente4ng this oaph7at 406,000 on
(

the vertical axis for blacks (caliBrated on the right hand 'side of the figure)

and at 3,045,000 on-the horizontal -axis for whites provides a coordinate which

lies to the northeast of th 4 percent curve. Thus; the 4 percentage point

difference in labor force particiOation rate'is stgnificant. ,

3 Each of the curves in the graphii of thts appendix illustrates a functional

relationship-between bases expressed in terms .of actual sample cases. For

convenience, haever, the axes of the graphs are labeled in terms of blown

up estimdtes which simply reflect numbers of sample cafies mdltiplied by a

weighting factor.

4 If boO.percentages are less (greater) than 50 and the midpginl between the

two percentages is less (greater) than the percentage for which the curves

were constructed, the actual differences'necessary for significance,will be

slightly less than those shown.on the,curve, the required diiferences shm.4n

on the curves understate,the actual differences necessary for significance

when both percentages are less (greater) than. 50 and the midpoint is greater

(Jess) than the percentage for which the curves were constructed.

4
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'Appendix C

ENTERPRISING OCCUPATiONS
e004

.

3'851

This appendix lists all detailed occupational titles in the 197Q&census

:that are classified as enterprising occupations in Holland's (1973) scheme.

".The occupations 'are listed iR descendihg order of occuAtional prestige.

The number of workers employed in each occupatibn is also-provided. (U.S.

Bureau of the CensuS,1973 'pp. 585-592).

.See Gottfredson and,_Browh (1978) for an explanation of how census titles

/were classified by Holland code snd occUpational.prtstige4 and for a list Of

detailed titles in all Holland categories of work, together withr,thetr three-
,

letter ,Holland codes and occupational prestige scores: See the Classified

Index of Industrieg and OccUpations (U.S. Bure-iu Of the Census,1971) fot all

A
the specific occupational titles gubsumed under the censug titles.'
A

The abbreviation n.e.c. stands for not elsewhere classified.

4

C"1

411

v

A

a
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36 :

Number Of Workers
in OcCupation,

Judges -

4400
1 943

, Law college teachers 3 05
r

.

,

Lawyers .
263 45

Stock and'bond salesmen '98,135

Industrial engineers ,
A 191,063

I,

Sales'engineefs 59,200

Managers, durable goods Manufacturing; salaried 373,138

Finence,\insurance, and real estate managerg; salaried 153,600

Managers, nondurable goOds manufacturing; salaried , 271,323

Sales'managers, except retail trade - 254,494

Managers, all other industries; salaried 211,811

_Bank officers and finance mhnagers 4. '313,338

Real estate appraisers 23,475 .

Operations and systems researchers and analysts 78,753'

Personnel and laboT relations workers 292,192

Finance, insuranCe', and real estate managers; self-employed 22,818'

Office managers,01,e.c, ..

216,006

-Communications, utilities, and sanitarx service managars;.

I
'IT_salaried 101,347

Insurance adjustr4, egsminers,.and investigators 96,289

Business and repair services mamagers;'salaried 124,662

Officeis and administrators, public administration 239,306

Wholesale trade managers; salaried 224,533

Construction managers; salaried' 239,301

Transportat4on managexs;,salaried ,. 131,265

Buyers, wholesale and retail trade 178,061

Retail managerso furniture.;-salaried .
_39,503

Wholesale trade managers; self-employed .
-.56,093

Inairence agents,' brokers, and underwriters 459,237

Purchasing agents and lyuyers, n.e.c. 162,256 ,

.Managersnondurable goods manufacturing; self-employed 28,610

Retail managers, apparel; salaried , 56,210

managers, duable godds manufacturing; self-employed . 38;102

Postmasters and mail superintendents
101,5673!

,

Buyers and shippers, farm products

Radio and TV announcers
.,.. 21,705

, Retail managers, general merchandise; salaried 97,023

Managers.; all other industries, self-employed ,39,785

Retail managera, hardware; salaried
9Salits managers and department headg, retail:trade 211::7700

Retail managers, motor vehicle; salaried , 98,173
,

Rdal estate agents and brokerta . 261,300

Redail*aftagers, other retail; salaried . 111,404

RetaWmanagers, apparel; self-empt 24;079oyed ,

Sales,repieientatives, manufacturing Industries 413,083,

Retail managers, motor vihicles; self-employed , 24,749

Business and repair services managers; self-employed 51,428
.

, ,

- 41
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'

J .Occu ational Title

'387:

Number of Workers
in Occupation

in 1970

..

Retail managers', furniture; aelf-employed' 27,385

Rbtail managers, food stores; salaried 138,718

Personal servicea managers; salaried 91,105

Retail managers, hardware; self..employed
.

29,049

Wail managers,'general merchandise; self-emplwed 23,88
Construction managers, self-employed 139,514

Transportation managers, self.:06iployed 20,340

Airline Stewardesses 795

Retail managers, oiher retfil; self-emp loyed. 86,936

'Restaurant, cafe, and'bar managers 324761
Sales representatives, wholesale trade
dc6riunications, utilities, and sanitary services managers;

self-employed

'636,581

2,200,

Personal seryices maaagerth; self-employ ed 73,306

Salesmen of services'and cOnstruction 226,541

Salesmen, retai 1 trade i 455,272

Retail managers , food stores; self-employed
t.

Farm managers A

116,040
60,366

Retail maftagers , gas-stations; self-employed 100,308

Retail-managers , gas stations; salaried 65,1.29

Auctioneers 5,203

DisOatchers,and starters, vehicle 66,063

Boarding- and lodging-house keepers 7,481

Sales_ clerks, retail trade 2,262,192

Deliverymen and. routemen 611,029

Demonstrators 39,046

Hucksters and peddlers. 120,277

Newsboys ` 64,449

413
8.

e`

41..11121.11,

f.

A
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